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ADVERTISEMENT

PRESENT EDITION.

A CAREFUL revisal of the Text, and a few

additions to the Notes, are all the alterations

which have been made in reprinting this Section

of the Second Part of the Author's Travels.

A particular attention has been paid to the

inserting with accuracy the Orchomenian In-

scriptions ; and especially that very antient

record, which is rendered remarkable by its

distinctions of dialect, and by the recurrence of

the digamma, in page 192. The Rev. Peter

^AUL DoBREE, M.A. Fcllow of Trinity College,

Cambridge, has himself compared the author's

copy of this last-mentioned Inscription with the

original in the British Museum, A very few
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instances in which it required alteration have

been attended to; and the same very learned

GreeJc Scholar has also contributed a few of

his own observations, which are now added to

the Notes upon this Inscription.

Cambsiorb,

June 5, 1818.

b.
•



Ori'rbuil of the Ionic f'oiule, Iron an Aihenian T<Tr<i-ccttn t'lisr.

PRE FAC E
TO THE

THIRD AND LAST SECTION OF PART II,

^1.

In publishing all that remains to complete the

Secoxd Part of these Travels, the author has

the satisfaction of making some addition to his

former remarks, upon certain antiquities m hich

appear to him likely to illustrate, in a very

remarkable manner, the customs, and the reli-

lon, and the language of antient Greece.

Ever since the first notice of the characters

of the Greek alphabet upon the terra-colta vases,

found ill the sepulchres of the South of Jiah/y

decided the fact of their Hellenic origin, a hope
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had been entertained, that new and copious

sources of information, touching the arts and

Hterature of Greece, would be brought to light

by researches among the tombs of the mother

country. Nearly half a century, however,

elapsed, from the time that this expectation

was originally excited, without any considerable

discovery being made. Above twenty years

ago, the author was at Naples with his friend

the late Sir William Hamilton, who had long

indulged the same hope, when the return of two

English gentlemen, Messrs. Berners and Tilson,

from their travels in Greece, (bringing with them

terra-cotta vases similar to those called Etruscan,

but derived from sepulchres in Gnecia Propria^

tended greatly towards its fulfilment. These,

and other vases, found by Englishmen tra-

velling in Greece, or by their agents living at

Athens, have been occasionally discovered ; but

they were principally vessels of libation, or small

pateras and cups, with little or no ornament, ex-

cepting a plain black varnish, or, at the most, a

fev/ lines hastily scratched with a sharp instru-

ment upon their surfaces, or traced in colouy").

by way of cincture or border. Nothing that"

might be considered as fair specimens of Grecian

painting, nor any inscriptions, appeared upon

those terra-cottas. What the result of the

author s own researches in Grtecia Propria was.
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may be seen by reference to the account he has

published in the former Section, and especially in

the Eighth Chapter of the Sixth Volume, to which

an engraving was annexed, representing the

principal terra-cottas there described': yet few

persons have been more zealous in their

researches after such antiquities than he was

;

because he had for many years looked forward

to the contribution they might make to the taste

and the literature of his country. Since his

departure from Athens, some excavations, under-

taken by the two rival artists, Lusieri and Fauvel,

whose merits he has before noticed, began to

realize the prospect so long and so generally

formed. Their discoveries were followed by a

still more extensive examination of the soil

near Athens, conducted under the patronage of

several persons from this country ; but by none

more successfully than by Mr. Dodivell, by Mr.

Graham, and by Mr. Burgon. The representa-

tion of a fine vase belonging to Mr. Dodivell has

been already published'; but the more im-

portant discoveries of Mr. Graham, and of Mr.

I
Burgon oi Smyrna, as connected with the arts and

the literature of Greece, and with a subject so

often alluded to in these Travels, demand all the

(1) See tlie Plate facing p. 458 of the former Volume.

(2) See Moses's Collection &c. of Vases, Plate 3. Lond, IS] 4.
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attention which it is now in the author's power

to bestow upon a topic he has already discussed.

Mr. Graham, being at Athens, caused an ex-

cavation to be made near the supposed site of

the Academy, on the left-hand side of the antient

paved-way, leading from Athens to Thebes.

Such was his success, that he discovered and

brought to this country nearly a thousand vases,

of a nature and quality so extraordinary, that

in some instances, as will presently appear,

nothing like them had ever been seen before.

Their discovery amounts to nothing less

than the development of a series of original

pictures, painted upon the most durable of all

materials, representing the arts, the mythology,

the religious ctrtmonies, and the habits of the

Athenians, in the earliest periods of their

history. Upon some of these vessels, the colours,

the gilding, and the lettering, remain as fresh as

when they were deposited in the tombs of

Attica, nv/re than two thousands years ago.

Upon one Athenian tripod chalice is pictured ,

the altercation between Minerva and Neptune'^

for Attica ; at which all the superior Gods of"^

Greece presided : consequently, this chalice has

been made to exhibit a complete Pantheon,

by a series of designs, equal in the style of their

execution to any of the Grecian paintings
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preserved upon the ierra-cottas of Nola in the

South of Italy ; and, to add to the value of

this curious mythological document, the Greek

names of all the assembled Deities are inscribed

above their heads, in very legible characters.

The style of painting upon those vases varies

so considerably, that almost every branch of

the art known to the Greeks may be observed

upon them ; from the most antient specimens of

the style called monochromatic hYVLi^Y\ where

the figures were delineated only as shadows, by

a black colour traced upon a rec^ ground ; down

to the period in which more elaborate designs,

in the monochromatic style, were represented by

an outline of the liveliest vermilion'^ upon a

surface which is perfectly white. This last style

of painting differs from every other, in one

lamentable character ; that, instead of sustaining

(1) " Secundam singulis coloribus, et monochromaton dictam," &c.

{Plinio, lib. XXXV. Hist. Nat. torn. III. p. 417. L. Bat.\Go5.) "Auto-

ritatem colori fuisse non miror : jam eniin Trojanis temporibus rubrica

in bonore erat, Homero teste, qui naveis ea commendat, alias circa picturas

pigmentaque rarus (nc). Milton vocant Graeci uiinium, quidam cinnabari

:

""..... Neque alius est color, qui in picturis proprie san^^uinem reddat

:

..... Cinnabari veteres, quae etiam nunc vocant monchromata pin-

gebant." Ibid. lib. xxxiii. p. 357.

(2) Murice tincta,- the ^»/n| of the Greeks. In more than one in-

stance, regal robes are represented, upon the .Athenian tetra-cottat, of a

vermilion colour.
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the action of acids, which are commonly used

in cleansing these vases\ they will not even bear

the application of water ; and being found co-

vered with dirt, it is very difficult to develop

the vermilion painting uninjured. Fortunately,

one of the finest pictures in this style has

escaped ; and the whole of the design has been

rendered visible, by carefully scraping the sur-

face with very sharp knives
; ,
changing them

often, so as to preserve an edge as keen as

possible ^ The subject represented' appears

to relate to the popular and affecting story of

the visit paid by Electra to the tomb of her father

jigamemnon, when she discovers the votive offer-

ings already left there by her brother Orestes,

previous to their interview ; a story related

differently by Euripides and Sophocles, and

of course, like any other popular tale, liable to

(1) The generality of the Grecian vases will sustain the highest tem-

perature of a porcelain furnace, without any alteration in the colours

upon their surfaces.
,

(2) The whole success of this experiment is due to the patience and

skill of ONE to whom the author has been before indebted for the embel-

lishment of his Travels, and to whose taste and talents he owes the design

whence the Frontispiece to this Volume has been engraved. First, by

tracing the outline upon the vase itself, to ensure the utmost fidelity; and

afterwards, by imitating the hue and disposition of the vermilion colour

with all possible exactness ; a faithful copy has been delineated of an

Athenian monochromatic picture.

(3) See the Frontispiece.
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instances, the plant appears terminated by its

flower^ as in a state of fructification ; a Muse^ or

Genius, but iviLliout wiufj^s, being introduced as

lidding a mirror over it. When to the form of

the^owe;-, which is threefold,

IX

the volute appears on either side, we have the

representation of an ornament conspicuous upon

the cornices of many of the most magnificent

temples of xA.ntient Greece : it then appears in

this manner

:

©\@W(S/^
From all of which it may appear to be evident,

as the author has elsewhere affirmed, that in the

painting and sculpture of the antient Grecians, exhi-

bited by their sepulchral vases, or gems, or medals,

or sacred buildings, or by whatsoever else had any

reference to their religion, nothing w^as repre-

sented that ought to be considered merely as a

fanciful decoration. The ornament, in itself, was

strictly historical ; it consisted of sjjmbolsj which
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were severally so many records of their faith and

worship. Like the hierogh/p/n'cs of Egypt, they

were the signs of a language perhaps known only

to the priests; but it was circumscribed by the

most rigid canons ; and, while the matchless

beauty of the workmanship demanded admi-

ration, the sanctity of the symbolical represen-

tation excited reverence.

With regard to the great antiquity of those

pictured vases, as a proof that the author does not

err in referring some of them to the most remote

periods of the Grecian history, he has only to

mention the style of writing which they some-

times exhibit. In this view of the subject, a

vase discovered by Mr. Burgon, and now in his

possession, is doubly valuable ; because the

inscription it has preserved ', while it manifests

the great antiquity of the vase itself, also makes

known, in the most satisfactory manner, the uses

to which these vessels were appropriated, before

they were placed within the sepulchres. It

(1) For the description of this remarkable Vase, and the inscription found

upon it, the author is entirely indebted to Tliomas Burgon, Esq. o(Smyrna

;

who not only supplied him with a facsimile of the inscription, but also

brought to Cambridge his own valuable designs, faithfully copied from the

original vase, which is at present in Turkey,
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many varieties of relation and of representation.

The journey of Orestes is denoted by the symbol

of the staff which he bears in his left hand : and

the curious circumstance of the cJiaplet, as con-

nected with sepulchral vows, will not be viewed

without interest*, by persons who have noticed

the frequent examples of resemblance between

antient and modern customs ; as it clearly

proves, that the chaplets suspended in the hands

of angels upon the old monuments of our

churches had their origin, like many other of

our religious customs, in Heathen superstitions

and ceremonies*.

Another circumstance discovered by the

paintings upon those vases is too important to be

omitted in a work which professes to treat of

the antiquities of Greece. The origin not only

of the Ionic volute in architecture, but of the

symbol denoting water, as it has been figured by

Grecian sculptors in their marble friezes and

(4) See the- Frontispiece.

(5) Such as the ornamenting of our churches with ivy and holli/ at

Christmas, &c. &c. Vide Gregor. Naxianz. Orat. de Vita Greg. Thauma-

turg. foTTi, III. p. STA-
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cornices, and upon antient medals and gems, and

as it was used for borders upon their pictured

vases, appears, from the terra-cotlas found by Mr.

Graham, to have originated in the superstitious

veneration shewn to a certain aquatic plant, as yet

unknown ; but which will not long escape the

notice of botanists, to whom the plants of Greece

become familiar. It is represented under such

a variety of circumstances, and with so many

remarkable associations, that no doubt can

remain as to the fact. Sometimes this figure

alone is introduced, with an aquatic bird swim-

ming towards it : in other instances, Genii are

represented as fostering it
'

; and the curvature

is so formed, as to exhibit the origin of this well-

known border.

©/©©/^
In one example, the same volute is borne by a

winged Genius in the right hand ' ; and in other

( I ) See the Vignette to this Preface.

(?) Seethe Vignette &i the end of this Preface; taken from one of

Mr. Graham's Vases, now in the possession of the Rev. William Otter,

M.A. Rector of Chetwynd in Sliropshire.
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t6presents on one side a charioteer, seated'^ in his

car^ drawn by two horses in full speed ; he is

urging them with a goad which he bears in his

right hand, and guiding them with a long wand

;

this he holds in his left hand, and to the extre-

mity of it two balls are fastened. Upon the

other side is seen the image of Minerva, repre-

sented by a picture so uncommonly antient, that

nothing like it has ever appeared. The painting

consists of three colours ; a dingy red, black, and

white. The figure oiMinerva is delineated in the

black colour ; but her attire is red, and her face,

hands, and feet, are ivhite. Instead of a helmet,

she wears upon her head the red^ez, now in use

among the Modern Greeks; from the top of

which a crest rises, like that of a helmet.

Instead of the Gorgon upon her shield, a Dolphin

is represented ; thereby denoting her antient

relationship to Venus and Asiarte. Her hair falls

straight down her back ; and it is collected into

^ queue, pointed at the end': this part of the

design is traced in a wavy zig-zag outline, w^hich

is purely Etruscan, The same may be said of

her zone, and the border of her red petticoat.

(2) It is said, that there is only one other example known where the

Charioteer is represented in a sitting posture.

(3) Exactly like the manner in which the Chinese wear their hair.

VOL. VII. b
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upon which the labyrinthine maze is figured, but

in the dryest Etruscan taste. Instead of an Oivl

above her head, appears a Harpy: there is,

however, an Owl over the figure of the charioteer.

Minerva is represented in the act of combating

:

and before the figure of the Goddess—that is to

say, upon the left hand of the spectator—the

following inscription appears, written vertically,

instead of horizontally, and from right to lefc

:

signifying either

I -AM -A- PRIZE- GIVEN • BY-ATHENS

or, supposing A0ENEON to mean the festival,

I - AM -THE -PRIZE • OF- THE • ATHEN.^A

The oldest form of writing was that from

right to left, as it here appears : the Greeks de-

rived it from the Phoenicians. Next they wrote

(^ov(rr^o(prXov\ and afterwards wholly from left to

right. This vase, as it is evident, was a prize

obtained at ^^/!Ae«*, because it bears the "arms

and crest'' of the city, in the images of Minerva

and the OivL Probably it was gained at the

festival, when competitors came from all parts

of Greece, and the victors received v^^iai filled

with oil, which were vessels made o^ terra-cotta,
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and painted, as it appears from the following

curious passage oi Pindar \ thus rendered by the

author's learned friend the Rev. Charles James

Blowjleld, when corresponding with him upon

the subject of this truly archaic inscription:

** The songs have twice proclaimed him victor

^ in the festivals of the Athenians ; and the pro-

*' duce of the olive, contained in burned earth, has

''come to Argos in the variegated circumference

*' of vases*"

It is not unlikely that the word A0ENEON
alludes to this great festival ; called Athencea

before the title of ra 'KQnvaia, was changed to

rcL Jlava0y:]iuici. This is said to have happened

after the time of Theseus or Ericthojiius';

although the term ra, 'Adrivulcc occurs in the

modern Scholiast on Aristophanes. According

to Mr. Blomfield, the word in question is the

old genitive, from 'A^nvui \ Yet it must be

(1) Vid-iSTm. X. 67.

(2) Where see the Scholiast.

(3) Ister'm Harpocrat. v. Tlayaff^vaia, et Pausanias vili. 2. See 3/tMr-

sius Panatk. p. 2. et Sckol. Platan, p. 39,

(4) Horn. Od. y. 278. Aristoph. Nub. 400. {See Parson's Coll. of

the MS. Harl, p. 14.) y.oC)iin ix^tv 'AJriiitit. Euphoria ap. Hermog.

T. I. p. 248. uT^ia 2>t^sf 'A^ritut. MS. Caio Gonv. 'ASn^u'iui, i. e. 'A/n>i**'>

which is tl-.e true reading. Note by Mr. Blomjitld.
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observed, that the use of A0AON with the geni-

tive of a city is very unusual; and another

learned Hellenist, R. P. Knight, Esq. believes

;

that it never was thus used, nor with any other

*Aycovodiri]!; . Mr. Knight adheres to the opinion

that A0ENEON means the festival ; but he does

not carry back the antiquity of the vase much

beyond the sixtieth Olympiad, five hundred and

thirty- six years before the Christian sera

:

;
allowing, however, for the age of this remark-

able vase, a period equal to two thousand three

hundred and fifty-one years.

It remains now to add a few words re-

specting the other subjects treated of in this

and the preceding Sections of Part the Se-

cond. A casual reader, who has not con-

sidered the importance of attending to every

object likely to serve as a land-mark in fixing the

topography and geography of Greece, may per-

haps think that too much attention has some-

times been bestowed upon the existence of a

fountain; or of a bridge over an insignificant

stream ; or of a tumulus; or of the capital or

shaft of a Doric or of an Ionic column ; or any

other apparently trivial relic connected with

the antient history of the country;—not being
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aware, that, in very many cases, these remains

are the only beacons we can have, to guide our

course, in penetrating the thick darkness now

covering this '' land of lost Gods and men ;"

and in adapting passages from anticnt authors

for the illustration of its antiquities and history.

Such objects, noticed by one traveller, are

afterwards made use of by another, as clues to

discoveries of much greater importance. It

sometimes happens, that a large portion of

antient history may be proved to have a con-

nection with the meanest vestige of a former

age. This is particularly true oi Inscriptions:

the scholar, who seeks only the gratification of

his literary taste by the archdical characters, or

by the sense conveyed in an in^ription, may
deem the insertion of such poor fragments as

contain only a single name, or ^ imperfect

legend (perhaps consisting of half a line, and

sometimes of half a word), altogether unneces-

sary. He will be ready to ask, wherefore an

inscription at Marathon, containing only the

letters KAIN, and these too in very large

capitals, was deemed worthy of a place in this

work ? To which there is this answer : It was

necessary to prove that the ruins, where these

letters appeared, were truly Grecian; and to

afford, by an accurate specimen of the
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characters, as much information respecting their

antiquity as it was possible to afford ;—for by

attention to such circumstances, more intelli-

gence is frequently conveyed by a few letters,

than by whole pages of dissertation.

In the examination of this Last Section of

Part the Second, the Reader will find many

things unnoticed by former travellers ; although

some of the discoveries made by the author

have found their way into other publications,

without any notice of the person from whom
they were originally derived. Owing to the

unavoidable delay that has attended the publi-

cation of this part of his work, it was natural to

expect that this would happen : having never

withheld what he knew, when applied to for

information respecting the country, he may
attribute to his own disregard of anticipation

any use that subsequent travellers have made

of his observations. Before he visited Greece,

the sites of several places, famous in antiquity,

were as much unknown as many that still

remain to be pointed out. He succeeded in

ascertaining some of them for the first time;

for example, the cities of Tithorea and

Plat^ea; the Corycian Cave, near Delphi, &c.:

and by his discovery of an Inscription in the
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Defile of Tempe ', the exact locality of that

celebrated pass can never again become a

subject of dispute.

With regard to subjects oi Natural History,

such as Botany and Mineralogy, the author has

kept these, as much as possible, from inter-

rupting his narrative, where it related either

to statistical or to classical information. But as it

is important to mark the situation of newly-

discovered and non-descript plants, he has intro-

duced the 7iew species only, as they happened to

occur, in the Notes; always accompanying their

insertion with a description of their discrimina-

tive characters, as in former instances ;—an

entire List of all the Plants found during these

travels in Greece, Egypt, and the Holy Land,

being added in the appendix to this Section. His

mineralozical remarks would have been more

ample, had the appearance of simple minerals

been more frequent ; but it is chiefly in a geo-

logical view that there is any thing yet worthy

of observation in the Levant; and even to the

o-eolosist, the eastern shores of the Mediterra-

nean, and those of the Archipelago, exhibit little

variety. The mountains are so uniformly of

(1) See Chaji.IX. of tliij Volume.
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limestone^ that, with respect to Greece, if we

except the breccia formation around Mycen^,
and in the substratum of the rock of the Acropolis

at Athens, hardly any other substance can be

found'. In the north of Greece, indeed, and

in Macedonia, some very remarkable changes

occur ; as, the serpentine breccia, or verde-anticOy

in Thessaly; and that curious aggregate of

dark diallage and white feldspar, called by

Italian lapidaries " bianco e nero antico" in

Macedonia. Other varieties of porphyry

occur also in Thrace
;

particularly one of

hornblende porphyry, resembling lava, in the

great plain of Chouagilarkir, near the foot of

a chain of mountains called Karowlan, a branch

of Rhodope.

A contrary rule has been observed in writing

the Supplement, which contains an account of the

author's journey from Constantinople to Vienna.

Here, as the subject related principally to

the mines of Transylvania and Hungary, instead

of compressing his mineralogical observations into

the form of Notes, he was frequently compelled

(1) Dr. Holland [Travels, &c. p. 397. Land. 1815.) thiuks "that

t\i& ^vQdit limestone formation ol Greece and the Isles is particularly

liable to the phcenoniena of earthquakes."
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not only to give them a place in the text, but

sometimes to sacrifice other topics of discussion,

in order to introduce them. As to mineralogy,

indeed, unless some judicious mode of nomen-

clature be adopted by the concurrence ofwriters

upon this subject, instead of the ^ar^on now pre«-

valent, the science will become characterized

by confusion as fearful as that of Babel. Not

only every new writer, but every new professor

of mineralogy, and almost every dealer in mi-

nerals, conceives himself authorized either to

introduce new names, or to revive old appellations

that had long been laid aside: hence it follows,

that in naming any simple mineral, or mineral ag-

gregate, in order to be intelligible, it is necessary

to use a list of synonyms, which is every day

increasing*. It is easy to propose a remedy for

(3) Thus, m order to distinguish the pure sulphate of lime from the

hydro-sulphate, or plaster stone, the mineralogical student is taught to

rehearse all the barbarous names of muriacite, wurfelspath, sulfatine,

anhydrite, vulpinolithe, bardiglione, and perhaps many more. Nor is

this evil confined to simple minerals; it is also gaining ground rapidly

in the nomenclature of rochs. It was generally understood among

geologists, that every mineral aggregate, consisting of crystals of /eld-

spar imbedded in any given matrix, should be called a potphyry : and

here there was no confusion ; because every one understood what

compound substances were designated by the terms serpentine

potphyry.
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this evil. The Geological Society of London—

whose '* Transactions" already reflect so much

credit upon their Institution, and are become so

deservedly popular—assisted, if possible, by

deputies from other Societies, might establish a

British, if not an European system ofNomenclature.

And surely if the valedictory observations of

the celebrated and venerable Bishop Watson,

upon the great national importance of

mineralogical studies, be worthy of regard', the

sera of an universal Peace will not pass

without some effort being made for this

purpose.

In the description of the Gold and Silver Mines

of Hungary, the mineralogical associations of

the precious metals, and the whole process

relating to the German method of treating their

ores, have been detailed within a small compass,

and, it is hoped, in a perspicuous manner, that

they might become intelligible to every reader.

porphifvy, pilchstone porplufry, trap porphyry, quartz porphyry, horn-

blende porphyry, ^-c. Now the last of these rocks has received the

appellation of .w/ew«7t' ; Vjecause, forsooth, the Aiitients hcstovved that

name, not upon porphyry, but upon granite !!!

(l) "A Mineralogical College should be instituted ; and skilful men
should be sent out, at the public expense, to colleit, from every quar-

ter, all that is at present known upon the suhjfct." Bishop IVatson's

Miscellaneous Tracts, vol. l\. p. 438. Lond. 1815.
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While collecting materials for this addition to

his work, the author was assisted by information

from the Archdukes Anton and Reiner, brothers

of the present Emperor of Germany, during their

visit to those mines; and by the Professors

established at Scliemnitz under the patronage of

the Crown. In giving it to the Public, he is

actuated by a hope, however vain it may prove,

that the Government of this country, now no

longer engaged in foreign wars, will turn their

attention to the immense resources of wealth

which this nation possesses within itself,—lying

neglected, through want of a proper attention to

its mines, and of the encouragement which it is

its best interest to afford to minernhgical studies.

It was the mines of Macedonia that enabled

Philip to subdue all the turbulent factions, the

colonies, and the states of Greece : and if the

Government of Great Britain were zealously to

engage in mining speculations, either by joining

with individuals in carrying on researches for

this purpose, or by contributing the patronage

necessary for the encouragement of such in-

quiries, Nature has not denied to this country

the means of enriching herself by subterraneous

treasure. Many of the barren mountains of

Scotland consist oi metalliferous strata. The same

porphijritic rocks are found in our island that have
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for centuries provided the miners of Hungary and

Transylvania with employment, and their rulers

with wealth. Geological Societies are forming in

different parts of the kingdom : the nation is

therefore awake to the importance of such

researches; and the most favourable opportu-

nity is presented of multiplying the means of

industry, and thereby opening new sources of

wealth. The whole of the western coast o^ Scot-

land, that is to say, the main land opposite to Skie,

Rum, Canna, Egg, and Coll, from Loch Hourn to

the head oi Loch Sunart, consists of metalliferous

granite (gneiss), abounding in garnets, and other

associations of metallic bodies. The strata of

the islands of lona, Coll, Tyr-i, Rum, and Skie,

consist oi syenite porphyry, hornblende slate, gneiss,

pitchstone porphyry, trap, &c. ; and these are the

matrices of ihe precious ores found in Hungary and

Transylvania. The higher part of the Cuchullin

mountains of the Isle of Skie, in particular, consist

oi strata of the identical porphyry which is known

to be metalliferous S lying upon basalt. The

author carefully examined all those islands, and

the opposite main land of Great Britain, before

he undertook his last journey to the Continent

;

( 1
) The Saxum mstaWferum of Bom.
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and from what he has since seen oiforeign mines,

he is convinced that a proper attention has not

yet been paid to the importance of our own
mountains.

In the account of antient copper coinage, as of

all other cupreous antiquities, the author has

always used the word bronze— a term now
become absolutely necessary—to distinguish the

old chemical compound of copper and tin, from

that ofa later age, consisting oi copper and zinc, or

orichalcunf, which is called brass. Thus, at the end

of the Seventh Chapter oi \h\s Volume, he mentions

''Roman, or ecclesiastical brass coins." There

was no such substance known in the Heroic asres^

nor in the time of the Fehponnesian ivar, when

copper began to be used for coinage in Greece, as

that compound which we call brass : and per-

haps there is no better test to decide at once the

distinction between a genuine antique bronze,

and those spurious imitations of the works of

the Antients, of which there exists a complete

manufacture at Naples, than to submit the su-

spected metal to any chemical test which may

(2) " Cudmia'terra qute in tes conjicitur, ut fiat ORicHALCtM."

Fe$t, de Ver, Seq.
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determine the presence of tin, or of zinc, in a

state of combination with copper : for if there be

a particle of zinc in th^ mass, the work, consist-

ing of brass, and not oi bronze, is thereby proved

to be either of modern date, or, at best, a

specimen of orichalctnn, and therefore of Roman

In the acknowledgment of literary obligations,

the author has been scrupulously exact; per-

haps more so than, in some instances, might

seem necessary: but it was his wish to dis-

charge every debt of this nature,—for two

reasons: first, because by so doing he presents

his Reader with a view of the society in which

he has lived, and introduces to his notice some

of the friends with whom he has conversed:

secondly, because those parts of his work which

are exclusively his own, and for which he alone

is responsible, may the more easily be re-

cognised. Upon the present occasion he is

desirous of acknowledging a communication of

an interesting nature from his friend the Rev.

G A. Broavne, M.A. Fellotv of Triniti/ College,

Cambridge, which constitutes the first article of

(1) See. f-Fatson on Orichalcum. Chem. Essays, vol.W. /). 85.

Lamb. 1786.
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l\iQ Appendix to this Section. It relates to a frag-

ment of Nicetas the Choniate, which is not to be

found in any of the printed editions of that

historian. The original is preserved in a Manu-

script belonging to the Bodleian Library at Oxford.

It is mentioned by Mr. Harris, in his " Philo-

logical Inquiries %" and was first published by

Banduri, in his Imperium Orientale ; afterwards

by Fabricius, in his Bihliotheca; but, owing to the

extreme difficulty of comprehending the sense of

the author, no correct version of it had appeared.

The task of rendering this fragment intelligible

was kindly undertaken by Mr. Browne; and as it

mainly relates to former observations, respect-

ing the real perpetrators of the ravages com-

mitted among the Fine Arts in Constantinople,

it is now printed, with Mr. Browne's valuable

Notes, at the end of this Section. To John

GwALTER Pa LAI RET, Esq. of Reading, the

author is further indebted, for a revision

of the following pages, after they had issued

from the press, and were ready for publica-

tion. To mention other obligations, were only

to repeat former acknowledgments; but he

will not close this Preface without expressing

his thanks to Richard Payne Knight, Esq.;

(4) Philohg. Iruj. Chap. V. vol. H. p. 301. Land. 1781.
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to the Rev. Dr. Kaye, the present Vice-Chan-

cellor of the University of Cambridge ; arid to

that celebrated traveller, John Hawkins, Esq.

of Bignor Park, Sussex; for the polite attention

which they have shewn to inquiries affecting

the accuracy of this work.

Camsridoe, Nov. 23, 1815.

OrigJMil of the Ionic foJute, from an Athenian Terra-cotta Viae-
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CHAP.
I.

Manners
of the

Athenians.

ATHENS.

Marathonian Defile—Importance of the Pass—Return

to Marathon Village.

LJ PON our return to Athens from Eleusts,

Lusieri, (who had expressed, upon former occa-

sions, considerable doubt respecting the possi-

biUty of removing the Statue of Ceres, even with

the means which he possessed, as the agent of

our Ambassador,) jocularly inquired, whether

we had abandoned the undertaking. Bat as

soon as we informed him, that we had not only

carried off the Goddess, but that she was
" under iveigli' and upon her voyage to Smyrna,

to secure a passage to England, he expressed so

much astonishment, that, with uplifted hands,

he exclaimed, in his mother-tongue, '' Affe ! se

anche pensate di rimovere fAgropoli, non avrete

mai il mio permesso\'"' We remained a week in

Athens after this event; and during that short

period we saw more of the manners of the

inhabitants than we had before done. At the

Governor's, it is true, our observations were

restricted to the gravity of his countenance, the

fumes of his pipe, and the flavour of his coffee

:

but Lusieri introduced us to some Greek families

(1) " Faith! if you also think, of removing the Acrojiolis, you shall

not have my permission."
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of his acquaintance ; and our Consul invited us chap.

to a ball, given in honour of a couple betrothed v
y >

to each other. Many of the Athenian ladies are

very handsome. Until the period of their

marriage, the greatest care is used in adorning

their persons, and in preserving the beauty of

their complexions : but they are almost as

much secluded from common view as the

incarcerated virgins of the Turkish charems.

Every house belonging to a Greek of any

consideration has its Gynccctum ; and unless

a stranger be intimate enough with the master

of a family to penetrate to the retirement

set apart for its female relatives, he may come

and go without meeting any one of them.

It has been believed that this custom among the

jithenicins, of shutting up their women^ is an imi-

tation of the manners of their Turkish lords ; but,

in fact, it was the original practice of the antient

inhabitants of the city, and it has continued

among their descendants until the present day.

When any one of the Athenian ladies ventures

into the streets, either upon the occasion of a

public festival, or in her way to and from a

public bath, she makes her appearance veiled,

and so wrapped up, that it is impossible to

judge either of her person or of her age : and

B2
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CHAP, this also was antiently the custom, as we learn

\. .y / from the account Dic^archus has left us of the

women of Tlu'bes\ Divested of this attire, her

figure at home, contrasted with the disguise

she exhibited abroad, is singularly striking.

Among all the travellers who were admitted

into female society at Alliens, or who have

related from report what they did not actually

see, there has been no writer more faithful

or more happy in his representation than

Chandler. It seems as if the subject had, for

once, raised his feelings to the temperature

necessary for animated description ; and he

briefly sketches a glowing portrait of a Grecian

virgin in her secluded apartments Her

employment here is seldom varied : the

(1) Vid, Diccearclii Stat. Grcec. apud Geog. Alinor. p.l6. Oxon.

1703.

(2) "There the g:irl, like Thetis, treading on a soft carpet, has

her white and delicate feet naked ; the nails tinged with red. Her

trowsers, which in winter are of red cloth, and in summer of fine

calico or thin sanze, descend from the hip to the ancle, hanging

loosely abi)ut her iimhs ; the lower portion embroidered with flowers,

and appearing beneath the shift, which has the sleeves wide and open,

and the seams and edges curiously adorned with needle-work. Her

vest is of silk, exactly fitted to the form of the bosom and the shape

of the body, which it rather covers than conceals, and is shorter than

the shift. The sleeve* button occasionally to the hand, and are lined

with red or yellow satin. A rich zone encompasses her waist, ami is

fastened
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time which is not spent in the business of the chap.

toilette, and at meals, is given to spinning and v .^^-i ,

embroidery. Reading or writing seems to be

entirely unknown ; or to be considered rather

as the vulgar occupation ofclerks and scriveners,

than of persons of taste and rank. The accom-

pHshments of the Grecian, as of the Turkish ladies,

are few in number : some few among them are

able to touch, rather than to p/ai/ upon, the dul-

cimer or the guitar ; and to dance, but without

the slightest degree of elegance or of liveliness.

We visited the ball to which we had been Descnp.

invited ; and found a large party of the wealthiest Bail,

matrons of the Greek families, seated in a row,

with their daughters standing: before them.

When the dancing began, we were called upon

fastened before by clasps of silver gilded, orcf gold set with precious

stones. Over the vest is a robe, in summer lined with ermine, and

in cold weather with fur. The head-dress is a scull-cap, red or

green, with pearls ; a stay under the chin, and a yellow forehead-cloth.

She has bracelets of gold on her wrists ; and, like Aurnni, is rnsy-

Jingered; the tips being stained. Her necklace is a strin? of zechins,

a species of gold coin ; or of the pieces called Byzantines. At her

cheeks is a lock of hair, made to curl towards the face ; and down

her back falls a profusion of tresses, spreading over her shoulders. Much

time is consumed in combing and braiding the liair after bathing ; and at

the greater festivals, in enriching and powdering it with small bits of

silver, gilded, resembling a violin in shape, and woveii-iii at regular

distances. She is painted blue round the eyes; and the insides of the

sockets, with the edges on which the lashes grow, are tinged with

black." Chandler's Travels in Greece, p. 123. Ojf. 1776.
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CHAP.
I.

Mode of

Dancing
practised

by the

women.

to assist, and we readily joined in a circle formed

by a number ofyomig women holding each other

by their hands in the middle of the room. From the

figure thus presented, we supposed that some-

thing like a cotillion was about to be performed

;

but the dance, if it may be called by that name,

consisted solely in a solemn poising of the body,

first upon one foot, then upon the other; the

whole choir advancing and retreating by a

single step, without moving either to the right

or to the left. The gravity with which this

was performed, and the pompous attitudes

assumed, were so uncommonly ludicrous, that

it was impossible to refrain from laughter. In

order, however, to apologize for oar rudeness,

we ventured to propose that the most easy

figure of a French or of an English dance might

be introduced ; which was attempted, but

pronounced too fatiguing. At this moment the

eyes of the whole company w^ere turned upon

the fat figure of a matron, who, rising from the

divan on which she had been seated, beckoned to

another lady still more corpulent than herself,

and, as if to assert the superior skill of her

countrywomen in an exercise for which she had

been considered famous in her youth, promised

to exhibit the utmost graces of an ylthenian pas-

de-deux. Immediately, several whispers were
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made in our cars, saying, " Xow you will see

how the Grecian ladies, who have studied the

art, are able to dance." The two matrons

stationed themselves opposite to each other,

in the centre of the apartment ; and the elder,

holding a handkerchief at either extremity,

began the performance, by slowly elevating her

arms, and singing, accompanied by the clap-

ping of hands. It was evidently the dance of

the Gipsies, which we had often seen in Russia,

particularly in Moscow^; but here it was per-

formed without any of the agility or the anima-

tion shewn by the Tzigankies, and had been

modified into a mere exhibition of affected

postures, consisting of an alternate elevation

and depression of the arms and handkerchief,

attended now and then with a sudden turn

and most indecorous motion of the body,

neither of the dancers moving a step from the

spot on which she had originally placed herself.

In all this there was nothino- that could remind

us, even by the most distant similitude, of the

graceful appearance presented by the female

Bacchanals, as they are represented upon the

Grecian vases. But as we had seen something

(1) See Part I. of these Travels, Vol. I. Chap. IV. pp.79, 80.

Octavo Edition.
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more like to those pictured chorece among the

islands, there is no reason to conclude that all

the antient features of the Grecian dance have

been entirely laid aside. One of them is

certainly retained in every part of Greece;

namely, that characteristic of antient dancing

which is connected with the origin of the

exercise itself, and of a nature forcibly opposed

to all our ideas of decency and refinement. It

was probably owing to this circumstance that

the Romans held dancing in such low estima-

tion'. The most discreet females of Modern

Greece, practising what they conceive to be the

highest accomplishment of the art, deem it to

be no degradation of the virtues which they cer-

tainly possess, when they exhibit movements and

postures of the body expressing, in our eyes, the

grossest licentiousness. Possibly it may have

been from observing such violations of decorum,

that some travellers, in their accounts of the

country, have calumniated the Grecian women,

by imputing to them a general want of chastity.

Yet there is no reason to believe that any

charge of this nature has been deservedly

(l) See the observation of Cicero, as cited in Vol. V. of these Travels,

Chap. IV. p. ]eG. Octavo Edition.
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bestowed: on the contrary, we find that the latest chap.

descriptions of the manners of the inhabitants ,

—

afford a much more favourable representation of

theirmoral character'. That they are exceedingly

superstitious, cannot be denied ; but even their

superstitions are rendered \-:teresting, in supcrsti-

having been transmitted, unaltered, from the

earliest ages of the Grecian history. Among

these may be noticed the wearing of rings, as

spells'; the practice, upon any sudden appre-

hension, of spitting into their own bosoms^;

the alarm excited by seeing serpents in their

houses^; the observance of lucky or unlucky

days®; the various charms and drugs which

are supposed to facilitate child-birth"; the

(2) " They are assiduous housewives, and tender mothers, suckling;

their infants themselves ; and, notwithstanding the boastings of

travellers, I must believe them generally chaste." Hohhouse's Travels in

Turkey, ^-c. j). 506. Lond. 1813.

(3) AaxruA.('a«; ^ap/ia.Kirai. yiristoph. Plut. p. 88.

(4) Tpj III ifiit irruTa Kci.'ror. Theocritus. A similar superstition h

mentioned by \lr. Gait, in his " Letters from the Levant," p. 172. Lond-

1813.

(5) 'E» Tri aiKia. Theophrustus. " ^n^ii per hnpluvitim decidit de

tegnilis." Terent. in Phorm. Ac. IV. Sc. 4.

(6) Vid. Hesind. WEpy^i; xa)'Hfi. x.T.X.

(7) Viil. Aristophanes, uxvt'oku utuirajjLinf. Plutarch [De Fluv. p. 60.

Tortosa, 1615.) mentions an herb, Cyura, growing upon the banks of

the Inachus, famous for its virtues in assisting parturition : and the

women of Darien in America, when pregnant, eat an herb which, it

is said, causes them to bring forth without pain. Vid. Boem. lib. iv.

c. 11.
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CHAP, ceremonies attending sneezing' ; ofierings made

, of locks of hair'^; a veneration for salt';

with their various modes of divination.

To collect and enumerate all of them, would

require a longer residence in the country. An

attention to suck examples of antient ceremonies

and superstitions is hovvever useful; because,

having been transmitted from father to son, and

being found at this day in countries widely

separated, they serve to assist an inquiry

into the origin of nations ; and if they do not

enable us to trace a connection between

different branches of the same stock, with as

much certainty as the relation of languages, yet

they sometimes tend to confirm the truths

which are thereby suggested. In such an

inquiry, perhaps there will be found nothing

more perplexing than the evident analogy

between some of the customs of the present

inhabitants of Greece and those of other nations,

differing both as to situation and in every

peculiarity of language ; such, for example, as

Funeral may bc obscrvcd in comparing the funeral

manians. ccremonies of the yllhnnians with those of

(1) Urapfih IK hliuv. Plut. Tkemist. p. 85. 1. 23.

(2) Vid. Lucian, Pausanias, See. Human hair is often suspended

among the dona voliva made by tlie inhabitants of India to their Gods.

(3) nw^Xsj. DemoiM. p. 241.
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the Wild Irish and of the Ahussinians* . It chap.
. I.

IS quite impossible that these three nations
^

can have had a common origin, because

nothing can be more striking than the radical

difference in their speech. The Albanians call

the Sun Diel ; among the Irish it is called

Gideon; and by the Abyssinians, Tsai : and a

similar distinction may be noticed in comparing

all their other nouns. Kchne, in Albanian,

signifies the Moon ; in Erse it is Djallack ; and

in Abyssinian, Tcherka. Yet the remarkable

feast in honour of the dead, as practised by the

Albanians, exactly corresponds with the Caoinan

(4) Tiiey interrogate the decea;e(l as to his reasons for quitting the

world, crying out, ** Why did you die ? Why did you die?" {See

Hobfiouse's Travels,
f>. 522. Lnnd. 1813.) The reader will find the same

circumstance related aho l)y Gutletiere. The Irish make use of the

same (luestions, and in a similar manner enumerate all the

good thin2;s which the deceased enjoyed. [See Vol. V. Chap. III.

p. 106. Note 1.) Amou^ the .Jl'i/ssinians, the ceremony is pre-

cisely the same. " A number of hired female mourners continually

keep up a kind of fearful howl; calling at times upon the deceased by

name, and crying out, "Why did vou leave vs? Had you not

HOUSES, AND LANDS ? HaD VOU NOT A WIFE THAT LOVED YOU ?" &C. &C.

(See Salt's Travels in ^hi/ssinia, p. 422. Lond. 1814.) Judging

solely from the analogy thus pointed out, it would appear that the

Celts, Albanians, and .-llyssiniatrs, were descended from the same stock

as the Arabs and Egyptians, among whom the same ceremony also

exists. Mr. Salt was also greeted in Abyssitda (near Divan, upon

entering Tigre from the sea-coast) with the Hallelma, as it is practised

\n Syria. [See. p. 242.) "The women," says he, " greeted us with

the acclamation, ffeli, li. li, li, li, li, li, li!"
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CHAP, of the Irish, and the Toscar of the Abyssinians.

\ , There is not the smallest difference ; and a

coincidence so extraordinary, attending the

funeral rites of such distant nations, is utterly

unaccountable.

Departure Upou thc last day of Novemhev, at four o'clock

^Athens
^^'^' ^^ ^^^ ^^^ froHi Athens, for Marathon,

accompanied by our friend Lusieri, the

Tchochodar, Ibrahim, our Interpreter, and the

Guides with our baggage ; our little Danish

dog, and his gigantic companion, Koraki, the

Epidaurian wolf-dog, running by the side of

us. The English Consul, and some other Greeks,

mounted on very beautiful horses, and in their

best apparel, accompanied our cavalcade, as a

mark of their respect, to a considerable distance

from the city ; amusing us, until they took their

leave, with the game of Djirid. In this manner

the Turks usually begin their journeys. We
crossed a small river which falls into the Cephis-

sus, and saw upon our left a tumulus that appeared

to have been opened. After this, we proceeded,

through olive-plantations, to a village called

Akikuvies. Kakuvies\ at two hours' distance from Athens',

(l) This place is written Koukoitvaones by Mr. Hobhouse. Travels^

p. 439, Lotid. 1813.
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and here we passed the night. The next chap.

morning, continuing our journey towards '_
.

Marathon, we saw upon our left, about a mile

from Kakiwies, among some olive-trees, a

marble ^a^-re//^ representing two figures, with

part of an Inscription; of which we could

only trace the following letters, belonging

perhaps to the name of some family

:

PAYZTA
TPATH

Such imperfect inscriptions are only worth

observing when they denote, as perhaps this does,

a sepulchral monument, and thereby mark the course of

course of the antient road near to which the Road"
'^"'

tombs were constructed. Other travellers may
hence be guided to the proper spot for making

excavations. We had seen fragments oi terra-cotta

vases at the village ofKakuvies, taken from graves

thathad been accidentally opened by the peasants

in the neighbourhood. We observed a pleasing

village upon Mount Penlelicusy towards the right

:

the mountain is now called Pendeli. This

village retains its antient name K/i<pi(r<ricc, almost revi,ia.

unaltered in its present appellation, Kevisia. It
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ismeiitionedbyWiiELER'. Here Herodes Alticus

had one of his country-seats. Cephissia was

famous for the birth of Menander : and when

Herodes Atticus retired to this spot, during

the reign of Marcus Aurelius, Pausanias of

C^SAREA, author of the Description of Greece,

followed him as one of his pupils. WlieJer says

it is situate upon the stream that falls from

Pentelicus into the Cephissus. As we continued

our journey, we passed quite round this

extremity of the mountain, leaving it upon our

right. The country then became more uneven:

we were always among hills, until we reached a

village belonging to the Disdar of Athens, called

simiata. Stamata, (written Stamaii by IF/ieler"-,) distant

five hours from Athens. Hence we descended a

(1) Journey into Greece, p. 453. Lond. 1682. Also, since, by Mf.

Hohliouse. (See Journey throvgh yllbania, H^'c. p. 436. Lond. 1813.)

Chandler informs us, tliat one of the Marbles presented to the

University of Oxford by Mr. Dmvldns was brought from tliis village.

{See Travels in Greece, p. 160. O.rf. 1776.) Mr. Hobhoiise ohtaiiicil

here a marble bust as large as life, and of fine sculpture. The same

author refers to a description of this place by ^?//?/5 Gelliiis, lib. i. cap. '2.

Sf lib. xviii. cap. 10.

(2) It is also written Stamati. Chandler (p. I6i)); and by Mr.

Hobhouse (p. 425). We have preferred an orthoirrRjihy which we
believe to be nearer allied to the name of this place as it is pronounced

by the inhabitants.
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mountain, by an antient paved way ; having the

sea and a port in view. Then crossing over a

rocky hill, the village of Marathon appeared, in
Jij"^^!

""^

a beautiful plain below. Traces of the old ''"°^'

paved-road again occurred ; and the earth

appeared, in many places, to be stained with the

red oxide of iron. Lusieii made a hasty sketch

of this renowned village, in the author's pocket-

volume of Notes ^. From this spot it appeared

to be surrounded by mountains ; because the ex-

tensive plain which afterwards opened towards

the right, as we advanced, and at the north-

western extremity of which Marathon is situate,

was then concealed from us, by part of a moun-

tain to the right of the village. We passed

some ruined chapels, and a tower, at the base

of the mountain; and continued our route to the

Village of Marathon by the side of a small river,

whose present appellation is Keynurios Potamos,

or New River. Its antient name was Charadrus : aiomdms.

it descends from mountains which are now called

Kallingi, traverses the Plain of Marathon, and

then falls into the sea. JVheler did not visit this

village ; but, going by a different road into the

(3) See the Plate in tlie Quarto Edition, Vol. IV. facing p. I'i,

shewing the appearance of Marathon Village, iu the approach from

Jtkens, along the antient pavefl-way, before the prospect of the Plain

oj'cns upon the right; etched from the original Sketch by Luakri.
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plain, passed by it, leaving it upon his left hand

;

by which he lost the finest view, not only of the

Plain ofMarathon, but of all the interesting objects

which associate in the same prospect. It is three

hours distant from Stamala, and eight hours from

Athens, or about twenty-four miles
'

; and it is

situate at the north-western extremity of a valley

which opens, towards the south-east, into the great

Plain of Marathon. The plain itself is quite

flat; and extends along the sea-shore, from the

north-east towards the south-west. Our first

employment, after arriving here, was to delineate

the whole of this grand perspective with as

much accuracy as possible; and for this pur-

pose, upon the following morning (^Dec. 2), we

ascended the mountain which is immediately

behind the village, proceeding about half a mile

farther towards the north-west. The earth was

covered with the blossoms of a beatiful species

(1) It would exactly equal tvvv.nty-four miles, if three miles were

allowed, according to the usual computation, for each hour; but the

country is uneven and rocky, and perhaps the rate of travelling across

it, with horses, does not here exceed 2^ miles per houi. This

therefore allows an interval of twenty miles, or 160 stadia, which

greatly exceeds the measurement antiently allowed for the distance

between the two places. "If we suppose," says Mr. Hothouse, {Journey

through Albania, S(c. p. 438. Land. 1813.) " that there was formerly

a nearer road by Vraona (Brauron), the difference will be considerably

diminished."
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of Crocus—a singular sight for Englishmen upon chap.

the second day of December; and in the midst of v *

these we began our pleasing task".

The view of the Plain of Marathon from this view of the

Plain of

emmence embraces an extent of three miles from Mara-

(2) A Sketch, from which the Engraving; was taken that is anoexed

top. 14, Vol. IV, of the Quarto Edition of those Travels, was soon

completed ; having nothing to recommend it but the fidelity of the

outline. But the Drawing which upon this spot exercised all the abi-

lities of Lusieri, was of a very ditferent description: it comprehended

every thing that truth and genius and taste could possibly bestow, upon

the representation of scenery already ennobled and consecrated by

deathless deeds of bravery and virtue;—of scenery which Nature

herself has proudly and profusely adorned with every splendid feature,

and by all those hues, and by that majesty of liglit and shade, which

are so peculiarly characteristic of the Grecian landscape. The work

undertaken hy Lunieri required, therefore, many hours for its comple-

tion. As an artist, he was always slow in delineation ; but it was the

tardiness of the most scrupulous accuracy; for he frequently laid on

even his colours upon the spot; and he always introduced into his

drawings the minutest details, without diminishing the grandeur of

the principal objects. Perhaps while this is written, his View of

Murathon, although calculated to form the ground-work of a picture

which would be regarded almost with veneration in a national gallery,

yet remains, with many other of his valuable designs, in his portfolio,

at Athens reserved for additional touches by its fastidious master.

However this may be, since it has fallen to the author's lot to bear

testimony to its excellence, he is anxious that some memorial,

however frail, may serve to snatch it from oblivion. Always prefer-

ring the gratifications of genius before the acquirement even of a

competency by the sale of his numerous productions, so long as the

means of a livelihood are afforded by the small stipend he has obtained,

Lusien

VOL. VII. C
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CHAP, the village to the sea. Upon the right are seen

'

»
'

' the villages of Marathon and Bey, a mountain

called Croton, a part of Pentelicus, and the more

distant summits of jiitica towards Sunium.

Upon the left is a mountain called Stauro Koraki^

or Raven Cross. In front lies the plain, inter-

sected throughout its length by the Charadrus,

as before mentioned. The opening between the

mountains into this plain is twelve stadia, or a

mile and a half English, in width. Beyond the

village of Bey, at the extremity of the plain

towards the sea, is seen the conspicuous Tomb
raised over the bodies of the Athenians who fell

in the memorable battle against the Persians.

^ Even the section recently made near its summit,

with a view to open it, is visible from this place,

like a dark line traced from the top towards the

base. Farther on appears the Marathonian shore,

where the Persian army landed ; and close to the

coast, upon the right, a macsh, wherein the

Lusieri is not likely to invite the notice of amateurs, either to the

merits or even to the existence of his own performances. This is

one cause why so little has been known of his best works : and

another may originate in the opposition made to his fame, by that

rivalship from which the path of merit is rarely exempt, but which

has never been more conspicuous than among candidates for distinc-

tion in the graphic art, from the days of Protogenes, down to the

time of Don Battista.

(l) See the Plate facing p. 14, Vol. IV, of the Quarto Edition of

these Travels. //OwJ. 181b'.
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remains of trophies and marble monuments are chap.

yet visible. Beyond all extends the sea,

shewing the station of the Persian fleet, and the

distant headlands of Euhoea and of u4uica.

From the Fillage of Marathon we descended

into the plain, by the bed of the Charadrus

river; and crossing it, came first to the village of

Beij, and afterwards to another village called bct/.

Sepheri. These names are written as they were SepheH.

pronounced. We endeavoured to ascertain the

etymology of the last; and the inhabitants told

us that the word Sepheri signifies The war.

Very little reliance, however, is to be placed upon

information so obtained. Near to this place is

one of the antient wells of the country. The

villages of Bey and Sepheri may possibly occupy

the sites of Probalinthus and (Enoa, cities of the

Tetuapolis^ of Attica: they are situate at the

foot of the mountain called Croton ; along the

base of which, between this mountain and the

Charadrus river, extends the road to Athens, in

a north-westerly direction \ Passing round the

(2) Within this district were the four cities of (Enoa, Marathon^

Probalinthus, and Tricorythus. Vid, Strabon. Ceog, lib. viii. p. 555.

Edit. Oxon.

(3) See the author's Topographical Chart of the Plain.

02
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CHAP, foot of this mountain to the right, that is to say,

towards the ivest, in a part of the plain which lies

between Croton and another mountain called

j^gherlichi, lying towards the south-west, we

came to the village of Branna, pronounced

Vranna, and generally believed to be a corrup-

tion of the antient Brauron. To this village it

was that Whaler descended, by a different route,

as before mentioned, from that which we pur-

sued; " over a ridge," he says\ "where the

mountains of Nozea and Pendeli meet." Owing

to this circumstance, he does not appear to have

travelled along the old road from Athens to

Marathon, over which the Athenian forces must

have passed, in their way to the plain; because

we have already noticed the remains of an

antient paved-way in the journey we took,

and he mentions no appearance of this kind.

Vranna, which he, more lyrically, calls Urania,

is situate, as he describes it to be, " between

Mountains two mouutaiuous buttresscs:" but they do not

ttS^A'^Ter-
belong to the same mountain, there being a

Uchi. separation between them; and they bear the

two distinct names of Croton and Agherlichi'.

(1) Journey into Greece, p. 453. Land. 1682.

(2) They are distinctly alluded to by Chandler, who followed

IVheler's route, and considers the mountain now called /Agherlichi

to be a ])ait of Penlclicus. '' We soon entered," says be, " betv/een

two
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At Brauron, the yllhenian virgins were con- chap.

secrated to Diana, in a solemn festival which

took place once in every five years. No
woman was allowed to marry until she had

undergone this ceremony; the nature of which

has never been explained. All that we know

of it is this: the solemnity was conducted by

ten officiating priests, who offered a goat in

sacrifice; the virgins were under ten years of

age; and they wore yellow gowns; which cir-

cumstance of their dress is the more remark-

able, because the laws respecting festivals

ordained, that, at the Panathencea, no person

should wear apparel dyed with colours'. A
yellow vest is a mark of sanctity with the

Calmuck tribes; among whom the priests are

distinguished by wearing robes of this colour*.

At this festival, they sang the poems of Homer.

In the Brauronian temple there was preserved,

until the second Persian war, the famous image

belonging to the Tauri, which, from some

two mountains ; Pentele ran^injc on our right and on the left one

of Diacria, the region extending across from Motmt Pnrncs to

Brauron." (See Trav. in Greece, p. 160. Or/. ITTG.) Chandler

further says, that tlie two mountains are divided by a wide and deep

water-course, the bed of a river or torrent antiently named Erasinus.

(3) Luciaji, Nigrino. See Potter's ^rchaol, vol. I. p. 145. Land.

1751.

(4) See Vol. I. of these Travels, p. 430". Octavo Edition.
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accounts, appears to have been of wood': but

there are confused relations concerning it;

and the tradition of its fall from heaven refers

rather to its meteoric origin, as an Aerolite, or

atmospheric stone. It was worshipped by the

antient inhabitants of TauricaCliersonesus, under

the name of Orsiloche ; and was called

by the Greeks, the Dcpmon Virgin, or Diana^.

When Iphigenia fled from Taurica Chersonesus,

the Athenians maintained that this image was

brought by her to Brauron. Here it remained

until Xerxes conveyed it to Susa; whence it was

again removed by Seleucus, and given to the

Laodiceans o^ Syria; in whose possession it con-

tinued so late as the second century of the

Christian sera'.

Antiquities Leaviuo- Bruuron, we beojan our search after
mtheP/am p /

®

of Mara- tlic Tcmaius of auticut monuments, tombs, and
thon.

(1) To ^ouMov oi ixiHio nvai kiyttKrin, o "Xdti xai 'Ofiffrr,; xa.) 'i(pi'yiviici ix Tri;

"Xaufixri; IxxX'frrouiriv. Poiisanics Lacofiica, c. xvi. p. 248. Lips. 1696.

(2) See Vol. I. of these Travels, p. 217, Note 2, Octavo Edit. There

weremany instances of a similar reverence being; entertained (or Meteoric

Stones among the Antients. We find them described as " Images

that fell from Jupiter." There was an " image" of this description

in the Temple at Ephesus. (See Jets xix. 35.) Another was
preserved at ^gos Potamos, where it originally fell: and, accordiii''

to some authors, the Palladium of antient Ilium was of this nature,

although by others described as a wooden image.

(3) Vid. Paiwan. ubi supra. ^Axt.Kuhnii. Lips. 1696.
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trophies, in the open Plain towards the sea; chap.

being anxious to discover if any thing yet re- J-
'

mained, which might be considered as still pre-

serving, upon the spot, a memorial of the famous

battle oi Marathon. A loftv Sepulchral Mound Tomb of

11 11 -1 • theAthe-
nas been already mentioned, as a conspicuous nians.

object from all parts of this territory. We pur-

sued our course towards it, in a south-easterly

direction. We had no sooner reached this

Tumulus, which stands about six furlongs from

the shore, than we entered a passage which had

been recently excavated towards its interior^;

and in the examination of the earth, as it was

originally heaped from the Plain to cover the

dead, we found a sreat number of arrow-heads, Arrow-
' ^ ' Heads.

made of common flint, such as the inhabitants

of the stony mountains in North America, o^

Mount Caucasus, and of some parts of Persia,

now use as a substitute for iron, lying con-

fusedly together, mixed with the soil. We
collected many of these \ It is remarkable,

considering their great antiquity, that they did

not appear in any degree decomposed or dis-

coloured: the colour of their surfaces was not

(4) It is said that this excavation was made by Monsieur Fauvel, a

French artist at Athens.

(5) Mr. (now Sir William) Cell, and other travellers, have also since

eoUected many of these arrow-heads in the same place.
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changed: but this is explained by their situation,

being at a considerable depth in the earth,

where they had been protected from the action

of the atmosphere, which would have altered

their appearance, and given to them a whiter

colour in a short time, had they remained

exposed upon the surface of the soil. The

recent section that has been effected, with a

view to ransack the other hidden contents of

this Tumulus, although it presents to the spec-

tator a chasm which is visible even from the

villaofc of Marathon, at the distance of two miles

and a quarter, has been of little consequence.

The work was very ignorantly conducted, as

the operation does not extend below the visible

base of the Mound and the present level of the

Plain ; whereas it must be evident, that, during

so many centuries, the pressure of such an

enormous cone (which of course w^as much

larger, and more lofty, when it was first raised,

than it now is) must have caused the base of it

to sink very considerably beneath the surface of

the soil. In order to find the conditory of the

Sepulchre, if the bodies were not promiscuously

heaped towards the centre of the Mound, it

would be necessary to carry the excavation

much lower. Various opinions prevail concern-

ing it. Some have believed it to be the Tomb
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oiihQ Aihenians: others have pretended that it chap,

IS the Sepulchre of the Platieans. The Stehc ^ -[. >

upon its summit have long disappeared. It is

one hundred and eighty feet in circumference,

when measured at the base; and the distance

from the base to the vertex, measured along

the surface of the cone, equals thirty feet. The

account given by Pausanias is plain and decisive

;

and it seems clearly to prove that this is the

Tomb of the Athenians; for the other monu-

ments, mentioned by him as being near to that

Sepulchre, may also be observed; as will pre-

sently appear. The name which he uses,

applies forcibly to this Tumulus: he does not

call it Mvr,(j(.cc, but Tu,<po<; ; a word still retained

in the modern appellation Tepe, which is given to

every antient tomb of this form throughout the

country. Its situation is moreover pointed out;

for he says, tl.at it stood \v ra> 'Trihico.^ Having

therefore the words of Fausanin.s' as our guide,

and viewing this conspicuous Tumulus upon the

Plain, it is impossible to believe that it can be

any other than what he terms it, TAttos

AGHNAinN. His account of Marathon is one

(l) Taipi; SI £v Tu Tio'iu 'A('/,vcciaiv sctJv, It] cl aur-Z irT~,>~K, to. I'^'.f/.'j'.ra. <rav

f/.rafcciitruv xeerx <pvXus ixufruv. Pans. Jtlic. c. 32. p. 79. ed. Kuhnii.

J.ips. 1G96.
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CHAP, of the finest specimens of his writing; and

' -^ although it be rare indeed to find any instance

of subhmity, or even of elevated style, in his

descriptions, there is something in his " nocturnal

sounds oj^ the neighing oj' horses \ and the apparitions

of armed combatants upon the Plain," which re-

mind us of Cicero^:—" S.epe etiam ix prje-

Liis Fauxi auditi, et in rebus turbidis

VEREDIC.E VOCES EX OCCULTO MISS.E ESSE

DicuNTUR." It has been sometimes surmised

that this lofty Mound might have been heaped

over the bodies of the Persians; but the conjec-

ture does not accord with the account of their

overthrow into the Lake at the southern extre-

mity of the Plain (distant at least two miles

from this spot), and into the sea. Pausanias

mentions, indeed, a tradition concerning the

burial of the Persians by their conquerors; but

he gives it no credit; affirming that not a vestige

could be discerned of any sepulchre wherein

they were interred ; and believing it to be more

probable that their bodies were cast into any

trench, as chance offered ^

fta^eftVJQJi lirriv airPiff^ai. PaUS. ibid.

(2) Cicero de Divinatioue, lib. i.

(3) Tolls oi Vlr,oou; 'A^zvaToi fitv Sa-^ici \iyouri)>, a; 'X'dvTui; hriov atPfuirou

itxpot yri xpv^^ai' ralfov ii olViva lipiTu iiwdfi'/iv' etlri yap ^u/ax, ovn aXXt

<rnf/.i7ot r,v liiTt' l; ofuyfi» Ss ^Ipovrts (rfZ; u; rv^anv, l«/JaXi)v. Puus. ibid.
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Near to the Tomb of the Athenians were two chap.

other monuments mentioned by Pausanias ; the

one being for the Plcdceans and for Slaves; and

the other {y^vri^a M/Xr/a^oy) the Monument of

Miltiades, not being therefore a rct(po(;, was hard

by it*. Now it is very remarkable, that the

remains of two sepulchral monuments remain

very near to the large Tumulus, standing in a

line with it, towards the south. Their founda-

tions are of the tvhite marble of Mount Pentelicus. Monu-
_. „ , 111 • r ment of

One of them resembles the remams or a monu- Muuadcs.

ment by the Pla Sacra, near to Eleusis\ It is

a large square pedestal, which may have sup-

ported Stelce, or a Trophy. Such a structure is

actually mentioned by Pausanias; who says,

that the Athenians were commanded by an

Oracle to erect a Trophy (xl^ov XiVKov) at

Marathon, to the hero Echetlceus, who distin-

guished himself in the battle, armed only with

?i plough^. During our examination of this

Monument, Lusieri, having finished his drawing

of the Plain from the village of Marathon, ar-

rived, and here joined us; and being much

struck by the masonry of the square pedestal,

(4) Paitsania: Attica, c. 32. p. 79. ed. Kuhnii. Lips. 1696.

(5) See Vol. VI. Chap. X. p. 593, &c. Octavo Editiou.

(6) Vid. PttMfaw. ubi supra. Vlixoinrai Si *aJ tpoiiajon A/^a« A.»w*«i/.

Ibid.
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CHAP, immediately sat down, and began to make a

, delineation of it'. This he also finished beforeV.

he quitted the spot; and we admired it too

Sepulchre mucli to omit the mention of it. The other

piataans. Sepulclire, betwecn this and the Tomb of the

Athenians, is shaped more like a tumulus, the

base being circular; but it was the smallest of

the three, and evidently had never been so

considerable, either as the Tomb of the Athe-

nians, or this Monument with a square basis ^.

Judging therefore from their appearance, and

also being guided by the order in which they

are named by Pamanias, we vv-ere induced to

believe the small circular Tomb to be that of

the Plat.eans ; and the more magnificent

Monument to have been that of Miltiades'.

(1) This Tomb measures eig^hty paces in circumference, and

thirteen from the base to the summit. The dimensions of the stones,

which are of Pentelican marble, are as follow :

Feet Inches

Length ----4.8
Breadth - - . . 2 . 4

Thickness - - - . i . l

(2) See their relative situation in the Author's Topographical Chart

of the Plain.

(3) Upon this Monument we found a beautiful and perhaps a new
species oi Oak, of which we have not seen the fructification. The
leaves are downy below, and vary much both in their form and inden-

tation; but are f^-enerally of a more or less elongated heart-shape

;

cither simply dentated at the edges, or sinuatcd towards the end. The
other Plants collected by us at flIma(Ji07i, either at the IWage or in

the Plain, may be mentioned here :

I. The
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Some peasants were ploughing upon the Plain, chap.

a little to the north of these Tombs, among >, ^', _.

cotton grounds and corn land : and Mr. Cripps,

beins: desirous of examinino: the soil, as well as Nature of

p . ^
. the SoiL

or mquirmg after any antiquities the husbandmen

might thus discover, put his own hands to the

plough, and made several turns with it himself.

He found only a rich and light soil, of sufficient

4epth to answer all the best purposes of agri-

culture, whenever the inhabitants shall be deli-

vered from the burden of Turkish tyranny, and

enabled to bestow upon the land the care and

labour requisite in its proper cultivation.

Afterwards, proceeding towards the south,

and passing again the Tomb which, following

Pausanias, we have called that of the Athenians,

we came to a rivulet discharging itself into the

sea, from a Marsh, or swamp, at the foot of a

mountain called JgherUchi. The distance of

I. The O'flcjts before noticed ; Crocm autumnalls.

II. The Mandrnhe, or Alropa Mandragora, grows on the Plain.

IJI. The Hirsute Horehound, or Marruhlum Idrsutum of JViU-

denoiv. Tins we found upon the 7\imh of the Athenians.

IV) V. The French Tamarisk, or Tamarix GaUica of Linnants, and

the Juneus AcutuSy Linn, grew by Marathon Lake.

VI, VII. At the village of Maratlion we found the Montpelier Rock-rose

or Cistus Monspeliensis of Linn, and the Common Night-

shade, or Sulanum nigrum of Linnaus.
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this marsh from the Charadrus is a mile and a

half, or twelve stadia. Here we observed that

we were in the midst of Marathonian relics of

every description. The remains of Sepulchres,

Stelce, Soroi, and the ruins of marble trophies,

appeared upon either side of the rivulet, and

in the midst of the more stagnant waters of the

marsh. Besides the Stelcp, we also found here

some larger architectural pillars, and the

capital of a Doric column. We saw also the

cornice of an immense marble Soros, lying upon

the basement of a magnificent tomb ; the

foundations as of a Temple ; and a very fine

piece of sculpture in white Pentelican marble,

representing a Female Figure seated in a chair.

The drapery of this Torso, for it is nothing else,

is very fine : the head, part of the arms, and the

feet, are wanting; but the left hand remains

beneath the right elbow ; the Statue having been

represented with its arms gracefully folded.

In its present imperfect state, it is impossible

even to conjecture for whom this statue was

originally designed ; for it is an erroneous

opinion, that, among antient images of the

Heathen Female Divinities, the sedent posture

denoted any one of them in particular. It is

true that Ceres was frequently so characterized;

but upon the remains of a pictured tripod
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chalice of terra cotta found near Alliens, and chap.

now in the author's possession', Venus is

represented in a sitting attitude^ with the

inscription A<J>POAITH over her head; and,

what is more remarkable, she is not there

depicted according to the received opinion with

regard to the Grecian Venus, as founded upon

the description of her statue by Praxiteles at

Cnidus, but as a matronly woman, in rich

drapery; corresponding with the appearance

presented by this statue, and consistently with

her relationship to the Phrygian Pessinuntia, the

Syrian Astarte, and the Egyptian Isis-. The

(1) Presented hy Sandford Graham, Esq. M.P. after his return

from his travels in Greece; who, during a successful excavation made
among the Athenian tombs, discovered and brought to this country a

collection of Greek Vases, which may be considered as unrivalled, both

in their number and in their importance ; as illustrating the arts,

customs, superstitions, history, and mythology of the AntieutCVecian.y.

(2) That J'^cnus, among the Antients, was sometimes represented as

a young and beautiful woman, naked, we learn from the story of the

Cnidiun Statue by Praxiteles ; but it is at the same time evident, that

the people of Cos rejected the same statue, upon this account. There

seems reason for believing that many of the statues by Grecian

sculptors, c(insidered as representing Venus, and particularly the

famous statue called that of the Medician T'enus, were statues of

^spasia the concubine of Cyrus, whom the Greeks represented with

the symbols and attributes of Venus, as the Dove, Dolphin, &c. from

the particular favours that were said to have been conferred upon her

by that Goddess ; and probably the Cnidian Venus was nothing more

than a statue of Phryne the mistress of Praxiteles, whose portrait

Jpelles painted for his Venus Anadyomene,
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CHAP. Marathonian Statue, considered with respect to

its locality and the circumstances of its dedica-

tion, independently of its merit as a work of art,

would be a valuable acquisition among the best

relics of Grecian sculpture, even in its present

ruinous condition. We found it lying in a pool

of water, upon a small island in.the midst of the

marsh, surrounded by the other Ruins we have

mentioned. Near to the Statue there was a

block of marble, with part of an Inscription

in very large characters, whereof only the four

following remained:

K A 1 N
and these did not appear to be of great antiquity.

Having concluded our examination of the

southern extremity of the Plain, which is here

bounded, beyond this marsh, by the eastern

temiination of Mount Pentelicus, projecting into

the sea, and forming a small bay, we began to

traverse its principal extent, parallel to the

shore, from its south-western towards its north-

eastern extremity. For this purpose we passed

once m.ore the lofty conical mound or Tomb of

the Atheniansy and the Monument which we have

called that o^Miltiades. Proceeding through the

cotton grounds and the corn land, and leaving
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the village of Sepheri towards our left, we came chap.

again to the Charadrm ; and having crossed " ^—

^

its channel, we found upon the north-east

side of it the remains of another monumenty

somewhat similar to that of Miltiades; close

to which there is an antient Well, answering, Fountain

by its position, to that of Macaria, mentioned Macaria.

by Pausanias: indeed there is no other which

can be considered as being properly within the

Maralhonian Plain, if we except that which

is near to the village of Sepheri; and which does

not so well coincide w^ith the description of

Pausanias, because he is evidently proceeding

towards the muddy Lake at the north-eastern

extremity, which he mentions immediately after-

wards, previously to his quitting the spot for the

Cave of Pan, at some distance froni the Plain,

beyond the village of Marathon, tovv^ards the

north-w^est. Leaving the Well, we continued,

through rich corn land, until we reached^the

borders of that famous LaJce, or fen, into which zicwatho- t

the Persian army vv^ere driven by the victorious '""" ^^'^^'

Greeks. We found it oversrrown with tall reeds

and bulrushes, but well suited, by its unfathom-

able depth of water and mud, to confirm the

probability of the fact related concerning it;

and capable, at this day, of engulphing the

most numerous army that might attempt its

^'0L. VI r. 1)
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CHAP.
I.

'
,

Mount
Stauro

Koraki.

Shuli.

Maratho-
nian De-
file.

Import-"

ance of the

Pass.

passage. It occupies the whole of this extre-

mity of the Plain, between Mount Stauro Koraki

and the sea, reaching quite up to the base of

the former; along which a narrow defile,

exactly like that of Thermopylce, and in the

same manner skirting the bottom of a mountain,

conducts, by an antient paved-way, to a

village now called Shuli; perhaps the antient

Trycorinthus, which occurred in the road from

Marathon to Rhamnus. The resemblance be-

tween the two straits is indeed remarkably

striking; for a spring, at the foot of the

mountain, crosses the antient paved-way, as do

the hot springs of TliermopylcE. As soon as we

had reached this defile, we perceived at once

what had been the main cause of the prodi-

gious destruction which here befel the Persian

army ; and why so fatal a disaster particularly

distinguished this swampy Lake. The appear-

ance of the place is the best comment upon the

catastrophe : it is, in fact, a pass which a smaller

band than that of the Spartan heroes, under

Lconidas, might have easily guarded against the

myriads of Darius : and the story of the battle

shews plainly that the vast overthrow which

here took place, must have been owing as much

to the Persians themselves as to the valour of

the Greeks. In the beginning of the fight, an
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interval of eight stadia separated the two ar- chap.

mies ; and this precisely corresponds with v. ,.^- ;

the distance, as before mentioned, between the

Charadrus and the Stelce at the foot of Mount

^gherlichi. It was therefore beneath this

mountain that Miltiades ranged his troops

;

having the Platceans upon his left wing,

towards Brauron ; and his right towards the

sea, commanded by Callimachus. The Cha-

radrus perhaps separated the hostile legions.

That the Greeks were repulsed after their first

onset, seems very probable ; not only from the

obstinate combat that ensued after they made

the attack, but also from the situation of the

mound raised over their dead, where the

combat was the most severe, and which still

serves to mark the situation of the Grecian line.

Afterwards, when victory began to declare

itself in their favour, it is related, that the right

wing of the Grecian army turned the left

of the Persians upon their centre, and, by

throwing the main army into disorder, di-

spersed it in the Plain. Here it was again

intercepted by the Flat^ans and Greeks sta-

tioned upon the left, and driven across the

Charadrus ; whence, flying in the utmost con-

fusion, the whole body made at once for the

de^Ie we have mentioned; where the only

passage afforded was by an antient paved

1)2
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CHAP, causeway, hardly wide enough to admit of two

\ , persons abreast of each other, and which

remains at the present day. Every other

attempt to escape must have been fruitless, as

the sea or the lake intervened to oppose it.

The consequence, therefore, of so vast a multi-

tude all rushing towards one narrow outlet,

must be obvious ; for it would be similar to

that which so recently befel the French army,

in its retreat from Moscow, at the sanguinary

passage of the Beresina

;

—heaps of dead bodies

choking the only channel through which any

chance of a retreat is offered, the fugitives

either plunge mto the abyss, or turn their arms

upon each other ; and the few who escape

drowning, or being crushed to death, fall by the

hands of their comrades. Historians, in their

accounts of the Battle of Marathon, simply relate,

that the Persians were driven into the Lake,

without being aware of the defile whereby they

were ensnared : but it is very remarkable, that

in the two memorable invasions of Greece by

the Persians,—the first under Darins, when they

were defeated at Marathon; and the second,

only eleven years afterwards', under Xerxes,

(l) riie haltle 0/ Marathon , according to Corsini, happened upon tl>e

Seth ot September, in the year 490 B. C. {Corsini Fust. Jitir. vol. III.

;». 150.) That of Therm apyUe m the year 4S1 B. C. Fid. Chronic.

Par. Ep. 52. Lonil. 17B8.
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when they encountered the Spartans at

Thennopylce,—the curious circumstance of a

natural defile, exactly similar in either instance,

should have tended so materially towards the

renown acquired by the Greeks.

The day was now far spent ; and, as the Return to

evening drew on, we returned towards the village viiiTge*"

oi Marathon, having completed our survey of the

Plain. The climate in Greece, during winter, isde-

lightful; and the winter months are the most pro-

per for travelling in the country. The morning

had been cloudy ; but before noon the sky be-

came clear; and at sun-set it exhibited that mild

serenity which our own Poets consider to be

peculiarly characteristic of an English autumn*.

It reminded us of that " even-tide" of the year

which a late Writer^ has forcibly described as

the season when '* we regard, even in spite of

ourselves, the still, but steady, advances of

time." And if there be a spot upon earth

pre-eminently calculated to awaken the solemn

sentiments which such a view of Nature is

fitted to make upon all men, it may surely be

(2) " No Spring or Summer's beauty hath such grace

** As I have seen in one Autumnal face." Donve.

<3) .^/«ott on Autumn, p. 327. Eefitib.lSlA.
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I,
' found ill the Plain of Marathon; where, amidst

'—"^""^ the wreck of generations, and the graves of

antient heroes, we elevate our thoughts towards

Him "in whose sight a thousand years are but

as yesterday,-" where the stillness of Nature,

harmonizing with the calm solitude of that

illustrious region which was once a scene of the

most agitated passions, enables us, by the past,

to determine of the future. In those moments,

indeed, we may be said to live for ages;—

a

single instant, by the multiplied impressions it

conveys, seems to anticipate for us a sense of

that Eternity, "when time shall be no more;"

when the fitful dream of human existence, with

all its turbulent illusions, shall be dispelled;

and the last sun having set in the last night of

the world, a brighter dawn than ever gladdened

the universe shall renovate the dominions of

darkness and of death.



CHAP. II.

MARATHON TO THEBES.

Present Village of Marathon

—

Cave of Pan—Charadia

—

Plants—Dogs—Albanians o/" the Mountains—Summits

ofParnes—View from the Heights—Kalingi—Capan-

dritti—Magi

—

Plain of Tamagra— Pillage of Shalishi

—Ela — EuRiPUs— Skemata

—

Medals— Villages of

Bratchi, Macro, and Megalo Vathni

—

Plain of Thebes

—surrounding Scenery
—^Thebes

—

State of Surgery and

Medicine in Greece

—

Antiquities of Thebes

—

Inscrip-

tions—State of Painting among the Greeks iji the age of

Alexander

—

Seven Gates of Thebes

—

Story of Amphion

and his Lyre not afable—Pretended Tomb of St. Luke

—Desc7'iption of that Monument—Antient Bulwark—
Church of St. Demetrius

—

Rare variety of the Corin-

thian Order in Architecture.

Jcjxcepting one or two houses belonging to chap.

Turkish families which are not constantly resi- »

—

,—-'

dent, the present village of Marathon consists viiiag"e of

only of a few wretched cottages, inhabited by
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CHAP. Albanians. Some remains, as of a more antient
II.

settlement, may be observed behind these

buildings, towards the north-west. We made

Cave of a vain inquiry after the Cave ofPan; being v\^ell

convinced that so accurate a writer as Pauscmias

would not have mentioned a natural curiosity

of this kind, without good proof of its existence

in his time: and from its nature, it is not

probable that any lapse of time should have

caused its disappearance. Oux Albanian guides,

however, either did not know that any such

cave existed, or they did not choose to accom-

pany us thither; and we have since learned,

that we passed close to it, before our arrival at

Marathon, in our road from Athens. Other

travellers have found it; and they describe it to

be a stalactite grotto, similar, in its nature, to

the several caves of Parnassus, Hijmettus, and

Antiparos, although upon a smaller scale ' : and

this circumstance in its history of course ex-

plains all that Pausanias has written ooncerning

the various phsenomena with which that cavern

abounds'; the eccentric shapes which the

(1) It has been recently visited by Mr. FJit^kes, of St. John's Co'fcge

Cambi idi^e ; who gave to the author this account of its situation.

(2) 'OX/yiiv Se afuTiiov TtZ -irio'iov, Havi; irTin o^o;, xx) (r'TrviXaiot fix; a'^/jv"

i'iao^n; /.Cm i; alro imr.i, 'ira.iikSiiZai S5 uiriv o]x,ci, x.a,) Xout^u., xa) to xaXou/uivio

Xlavo; aiTof.iov, trir^ai ra srsA/'.a; ciic,i» iiKairfii-jxi. Pausanicc Atticn, c. 32'

p. 80. edit. Kuhnii.
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stalactites had assumed in the second century, cii.u'

being, by him, referred to animal and other

forms ; as Joseph Piltcm de Tournefort, in the

first year of the eighteenth century, with equal

gravity, refers the ramifications of alabaster, hi

the Grotto of ^jitiparos, to cauUfoiucrs and treesy

as proofs of the vegetation of stones'.

We left Maratlion on the morning of the tJuid

of December, being accompanied by our friend

Lusieri as far as the mill, where the road to

Athens separates from that which leads to

Kalingi and to Thebes; and here we saw him for

the last time. At this mill there are the

remains of an aqueduct, with arches, covered

with ivy. From hence we began to ascend a

part of the mountain Fames, now called Nozia,

with a strong accent upon the last syllable. In

the same manner, the modern name of the

island Ceos is not pronounced, as written, Zia,

but Zia. Our ascent was alono: the course of

(.3)
" II ii'est pa:; possible encore im coup que cela sc ^oit fait par

la chCitc lies ^outtes d'eau, coinme Ic pn'tendent reiix qui expliqiieiit

la formation des congelations dans les grottes. il y a Vieaucoiq) plus

d'appareiice que les autres cons^i'lations dont iinn-; ])arlons, et qui

pendent du haut en ha-i, on qui pou«sent en flirTi'-rent sens, ont ('Xi

produites par le ni^mc prinoipe, c'ksT-a-diui'. pai; i.\ vf.of.tation."

f'c'jct^e dtt Levuiit, torn. I. p.'llQ. 7i fjn<ii, \',\~,.
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CHAP.
II.

Charadra.

Plants.

Dogs.

the Charadrus, which we were surprised to hear

the Albanians call, in this part, Charadra; a

different name being given to it in its passage

across the plain. The scenery around us now

became mountainous, and broken into masses;

resembling that which is so frequently repre-

sented in the pictures of Gaspar Poussin. The

soil was covered with a beautiful Heath,

together w4th the gaudy blossoms of the Crocus

which we had found in the Plain of Marathon;

and a variety of the evergreen Oak, or Ouercus

Bex, with prickly leaves. We saw also, every-

where, the Velanida, or Quercus JEgilops. Of

the Ilex the Romans first made their civic

crowns; but they afterwards used ihe EscuIils ^ov

that purposed A noble race of dogs is found

over all this district; and the same may be said

of almost all wild and mountainous territories.

The animal appears to degenerate in proportion

as he is removed to more cultivated regions,

and among a civihzed people. Even the

common mastiff appears no where of such

(l) "Civica Iligno prima fuit, postea magis placuit ex Esculo, Jovi

sacr4." (Plini/.) The Esculus also furnished a wreath of honour iu

the Games :

"His juvenum'quicunque manu, pedihusve, rotave

Viccrat ; Esculem capiebat frondis honorem."

Ovid. Metamorjyh. I. 448.
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magnitude and strength as in the wildest parts of chap.

Turkey-, or in the passes of the j^pennines; and '

.

the genuine race of the wolf-dog of Ireland is

now become almost extinct in that country.

As an association corroborating this remark,

wherever these dogs appeared in our route, we
observed also a wilder tribe of Albanians, than Albanians

those who accompanied us from Marathon; Mountain*.

wearing upon their feet the Scythian labkas\ or

old Celtic sandals, made of goat's-skin, with the

hair on the outside; and the still more curious

appendage to their dress of the Celtic hilt, as

worn by antient Romans, and now found also in

the Highlands of Scotland*. Our Tchochodar,

Ibrahim, at sight of this people, immediately

grasped his carabine, and, shaking the hem of

his pelisse*, made signs to us to be upon our

(2) The largest ever known was taken from the Turks at the

capture of Belgrade, and made a present to the Kin^ of Naples : it

was equal in size to a Shetland pony : his son used to ride it. The

author saw it at Naples, in 1793.

(3) See Vol. I. of these Travels, p. 230. Octavo Edit.

(4) " Land of Albania ! let me bend mine eyes

On tliee, thou rugged nurse of savage men !"

Byron's Childe Harold, Canto ii. stanza 57. line 5.

See also Note iii. to that Canto, p. 124. Lond. 1812.

(5) A sign of caution universal among the Turks, which it is not

very easy to describe. The Reader taking the upper corner of the

lappel of his coat delicately between his fore-finger and thumb, gently

shaking it, and extending the other three fingers of hU right hand,

will
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CHAP, guard. Omy Epidaurian wolf-dog, Kordki, was

himself as large as any of the Newfoundland

breed, and he kept the fiercest of his mountain

brethren at bay ; but an amusing- sight was

afforded by the little DanisJi pug, mentioned in

a former part of these Travels', who ran by the

side of him; for although any one of the

Albnninn dogs might almost have swallowed

him, he grew so insolent under the protection

of Koraki, that he bade defiance to all of them;

and not one of them ever deigned to notice the

furious assaults he made upon them, when-

ever they came in his way. Notwithstanding

Jhrahims fears, and his calumnies with regard

to the inhabitants of these mountains, Avhom he

described as a set of lawless banditti ready

" to kill and eat" every Turk and Chrislian within

their power, we preferred them far above the

other inhabitants of this country ; and in every

instance where we trusted in their honesty, Vve

\\\\\ have it pradically illustrated. Tlie Turk';, from habitual indo-

leuce, use many such expressive signs, to avoid the trouble ofspeakiHg.

A coininon sign to express " 6eM'ar<?/" a.mnng \.he Italians, is that of

drawing down the right corner of the right eye with the fore-finger

of the right hand : and if it be necessary to express extreme .caution,

they draw down the corners of both eyes with both hands ; extending,

at the same time, the corners of the mouth with the two little fingers,

into a hideous grimace.

(1; Sec Vol. I. of these Travels, Chap. XII. p.S27. Note (l). Bio.Edit.
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had no reason to repent of our rashness, nor chap.

did we ever apply to them in vain for hos- 1 -/- .

pitality. They sometimes, it is true, plunder

theTw;7r^; but such instances are always acts of

retaliation upon their oppressors, who spare no

opportunity of robbing them of every thing they

possess : and even a Turk, who has confided in

their solemn pledge for his security, and thus

ventured under their protection, is never known

to experience any violation of their engagement.

But no reliance whatsoever ought to be placed

upon the descriptions given of this people by the

Turkish or by the Grecian inhabitants of the

towns: with as much reason may a faithful

account of the Cossacks be expected from a

Russian, as of the yllhanians from a Gref.k or

a Tunic,

Wc traversed some elevated plains upon the Smr.mitof

side of Fames. The scenery, as we ascended,

became more bold, but less beautiful, because

more lofty and therefore more denuded; the

rocky surface being more disclosed, but broken

into masses, and dispersed with wildness and

grandeur. From the heights wc saw the island

of Zia, with the opposite promontory, and all view from

the summits and coast, of Eubcea. Afterwards "^ "^'"''*

we had an amazing prospect, at a great distance
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CHAP, before us, towards the north, of all the

Boeotian Plain, and of its surrounding moun-

tains \

Upon the highest part of this route over

Fames, we noticed some ruins; and perhaps

hereabouts were the altars and the bronze image

mentioned by Pausanias'\ Soon afterwards we

(1) As it has been rather hastily remarked—it matters not where,

but the observation is likely to occur again—that the same geological

features cause everywhere similarity of landscape ; and that a vast

plain, or a hike, surrounded by high mountains in one country, will

necessarily resemble all other plains, and lakes, SAirrounded by high

mountains in other countries ; the author will take this opportunity of

denying the fact : and, according to his former practice, he will now

specify the particular territory which resembles, in the nature of its

scenery, this view of the great plain of Bccotia. It possesses too much

beauty to be unknown to many of his readers : it is that part of Italy

which is beheld, in the Apennines, from the heights above the cata-

ract of Terni in Umbria. The Boeotian territory being as highly di-

versified, accordingly as it is richly cultivated, or in parts wild, and

filled with stately forests full of majestic oaks and pines ; or inter-

rupted and broken by bleak and naked rocks ;
presenting to the eye

an amazing variety of colour, in its fields, and woods, and precipices.

Indeed it may be said, that, amidst the changeful scenery which

Nature is ever exhibiting to the eye of a traveller, it rarely happens

that any very accurate resemblances can be traced ; and he who does

not at all times command the power of delineation by his pencil, may

consider himself to be fortunate, if, by any faithful comparison, he be

enabled to convey to the minds of others an impression of what they

have not seen, derived from what they have seen. Thousands have

seen the rich territory of Umbria, not one of whom will ever behold

the Plain of Boeotia.

(2) K.ou iv Xla^vtiSi, Tla^vnSio; Zeuj y^aXxavf Iitti, ko) jia/xi; l.yif/.a.X.in/ A/»>*

'iffritih r^ TXif^n^i kx) cik>.o; (iuftif' x. r. i,. Paus. Attic. C. 52. p. 7S.

ed. Kulinii.
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entered the village of Kalinzi, distant about five chap.
° ^ II.

miles, or one hour and a half, from Marathon. ,- •

Here we saw a fragment of white marble which ''^"^'"='-

had evidently been used in some antient build-

ing. From Kalingi, or Kalinga (for the pro-

nunciation varied), we descended to a village

whose name we have not preserved ; consisting

only of two or three dwellings, and as many mills;

but situate in the most picturesque manner,

in a valley adorned with beautiful trees, sur-

rounded by mountains and the most stupendous

rocks. From this sequestered spot we continued

our journey, through a delightful and fertile val-

ley, to another village, called Capandritti, distant cajmndrit

three hours from Marathon, and one hour and a

half from Kalingi. This place is mentioned by

Wheler, as famous for good wine ^ ; and he

believed that the antient town of CEnoa occu-

pied the site either oiKalingi or Capandritti. The

village is situate at the end of the valley, upon

an eminence ; and it consists of a great number

of Albanian houses. After descending from

Capandritti, we again ascended an opposite hill,

and arrived at the village oiMagi, inhabited also Magi.

by Albanians ; but they appeared better clothed

than is usual in this country, and every thing

(3) Journey into C/ct^cc,
i'.

454. Loiid.\ii'62.
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CHAP. :il)oat them wore an appearance of industry

_. and cleanliness. Magi is only half an hour's

distance from Capandritii. Leaving this village,

we saw in a plain close to the road a marble

Soros, v/ithout its operculum, sunk into the earth,

and almost buried. In a short time we entered

a deiile between mountains ; and rode, for two

hours, along a pass which may be described

as truly ^"//pine ; the scenery being extremely

sublime, and the mountains very high, and

disposed into masses of great grandeur. This

pass is very narrow; and it continues by the

side of a deep water-course, perhaps enumerated

among the rivers of Greece, but, like many of

them, occasionally dry, and it was now without

water. Hence we descended into the spacious

riim of plain which w^e had seen at such a distance from

the heights of Fames, and which we have every

reason to consider as the land of Tanagr- ; a

plain of such extraordinary beauty, extent, and

fertility, that the sight of it alone is sufficient to

explain all that antient authors have written con-

cerning the contests maintained for its posses-

sion, between the inhabitants of Atiica and of

Bceotia. In a former note, the author has com-

pared it to the rich plain of Umhria, near Terni

in Iiahj; which it resembles, by its highly diver-

sified aspect of cultivation and wildness ; of
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fields and forests; of corn-land, and vineyards, chap

and olive-grounds, and woods, and rocks, and

mountains. The importance of its possession

is therefore at once made manifest. The city

o^Oropus' was a valuable possession, in securing

the command of this territory. It stood upon

the y^iiic side of the Awpus, about three miles

from the sea. Originally it belonged to Bceotia:

the Athenians in the second century held it in

their possession-. It had been frequently a

subject of contention between the inhabitants of

the two countries^: this is twice mentioned by

Strabo\ Wheler, who visited the site of the

antient city, mentions the contest, as for the

possession of the town only, between the Thehans

and Athenians^ but takes no notice of the ex-

tensive and fertile plain on the Attic side of the

Asopiis; in which, and by the borders of the

(1) It is still called Oropo, and was visited by TFhekr. See Journey

into Greece, p. 436. Lond.\&%2.

(2) Tin Se 7?v rhv 'il^ro'ria* (iira^u tTi; 'Arrixr,; xa) Tavay^ixr,;, Baiurixf

TO t^aovr,; ovrav, s^cue'iv l<p' riftav 'A^'/ivccioi, x. t. A. Pausan. ^ttlC. C. <34.

p. 83. ed. Kuhnii.

(5) Aii xa.) ev/x^xivii xo'iri; ^oXXaxi; crsflf ;^u^im ritajv' xa^an^ Xoy-ioi;

fiiv xat A-axi^xifioyioi;, ?rS5( iv'^aiai, 'A(riyaUi; Si xa) BoiaroT; v.^i ' n^urov.

Strabon. Geug. lib. i. p. 98. ed. P.ron.

Tii; Tt 'A'TTixr,; xa) r^s Boiarlas. Strabon. Gencr. lib. ix. p. 579. ei\.Oxon.

(r>) Journey into C/eerc, ip. lot). Lond.\G'e,t.

VOr. VJJ. E
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river, there were other towns, now occupied

by Albanian villages'. Psaphis was of this

number, and perhaps CEnoa; although it be

exceedingly difficult to fix the position of the

latter town, which fVheler has stationed upon

the top of Fames ^, and Chandler in the Plain of

Marathon^ . The circumstance of its being one

of the four cities of Tetrapolis* is certainly strong

for its position in the Marathonian district; and

we had reason to think that the remains of it

may possibly exist in the Plain of Marathon, as

we have before shewn*.

(1) This may be owing to the circumstance mentioned by Wheler of his

descent from Fames to Marcojmli, when "it was dark;" {Ibid.) and of

his early departure thence in the morning, perhaps before it was light,

according to the usual mode of travelling in Greece.

(2) Journey into Greece, p. 454.

(3) Travels in Greece, p. 162.

(4) Wheler has attempted to prove, from Stejfkanus Byzantinus (See

Journ. into Greece, p. 455.), that Tetrapolis was itself a city; but the

words of Strabo are clear and decisive as to the import of that appellation,

which was a district of Attica, containing the four cities of (Enoa, Mara-

thon, Probalinthus, and Tricorythus, founded by Xuthus, who married a

daughter of iJreci/iCMS king of ^i/jews. Oi Xuthus it is said by Sfrabo,

axife T«v TtTfafroXfv TJjf 'ArriK>i;, Oivoiiv, yia^aimx, Xl^olHXivSov, xa) Tpixo-

tvSov, Strabon. Geog. lib.vVu. 2>.555. ed. Oxoii. M.r. Hobhousc (Travels,

p. 444. Land. 1813.) mentions a village called (Enoe, to the north of the

.Asopus.

(5) It is plain, from a passage in Thucydides, that CEnoa was a frontier

citadel, upon the confines of Attica and Bwolia : the Alhcnians were wont

to garrison it in troublesome times. 'H yap Otvori oZixa. \t fcJoeiois t??

'Arrixtis xai Boiurias, IriTtip^itrro, xai civrZ (p^ov^ica oi ^A6»'ja7(n l^^uyro, osraTS

ffoXi/Aos xuroiXalioi. T/iucydid. lib. ii. ca}i, 18. p. 95. ed. Hudsoni. Oxon.

1696.
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Descending into this plain, we passed a

village called Shalishi, where we observed an

antient fountain. This place is distant three
^shltShL^

hours from MagU and six hours and a half from

Marathon, equal to about twenty miles. We had

no sooner entered the plain than we were struck

by the appearance of a large insular knoll or

hill rising out of it, beautifully adorned with

oak and pine-trees, and upon the top of which

there was a tower ; one of many edifices of the

same nature which may be observed through-

out Boeotia, built perhaps for alarm and defence,

during the period of the Latin domination".

We passed, across the plain, to the right of this

tower, leaving it upon our left hand. After a

ride of two hours from Shalishi, we came to a

village called Eia, situate upon an eminence. Eia.

It is now in ruins ; but it has a large tower and

some walls remaining, among the ruins of

several houses. There is no antient name with

which the modern appellation of this place ap-

pears to correspond. Continuing our journey

through the plain, we passed the ruins of other

houses and towers, proving that it was once a

very populous district. We now began to

(6) Mr. Hawkins has informed the author, that such lofty square towers

are also common over all Eubcea.

£ 2
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CHAP.
II.

Skemata,

ascend the higher parts of the plain towards the

north and north-west, and drew near to the

mountains upon the opposite side of it to those

we had quitted. Here we had a noble view of

the whole Gulph of Eurijms ; to which we were

now so close, that we could discern the

buildings upon the opposite shore of Eabcea.

We could not so plainly perceive the narrow

strait where the bridge of Yakindee ' now is ; but

we saw the two seas upon the opposite sides of

the Euripus. At the distance of two hours from

CEnea, we arrived at the village of Skemata,

where we halted for the night. The great plain

over which we had been travelling was called,

by the yllbanians, Bratchi ; but after our arrival

at Skemata, we observed that the inhabitants

bestowed the name of Nacra, or Nacri, both

upon the plain and upon their village. Our

total ignorance of the Albanian language would

render it absurd if we were to attempt to trace

any connexion between this word Nacra, and

Tanagra, the antient name of the city and dis-

trict lying to the north, and perhaps to the

(1) The name given in the country to the bridge whicli now connects

Eubcea with the continent of Greece. Mr. Hobhouse visited the spot.

He describes the v/ater as rusliiiig " like a mill-race" under this bridge,

and as beinj! " not much more ihan four feet deep." " A strong eddy ii>

observable on that side from which it is about to run, about a hundred

yards above the bridge." See Hobhouse's Travels, <2>' ^53. Land. 1815.
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south, of the Asopus; althouo'h the names of chap.

places are so hkely to continue in any country, v ..y ,/

that it would be an unjustifiable omission if we
were to neglect altogether the attention that is

due to such corresponding circumstances. But

the fact that more than all proved our vicinity to

a spot once occupied by some antient city, was

the prodigious number of antient medals which Medals.

were brought to us by the people of this place,

during the evening that we remained with them.

Our interpreter had been seized with an attack

of il/fl/arm fever; caught, perhaps, in the marshes

of Marathon : and we had given to him a

dose of ipecacuanha, as the usual preparative

for administering the bark. Shivering with a

.violent paroxysm, and under the influence of

the nausea excited by the medicine he had

taken, the poor fellow came into the hut (where

we were seated upon an earth floor, hastily de-

vouring a baked turkey which the Albanians

had brought for our supper), beseeching us to

deliver him from the crowd he had gathered

around him, by asking for old coins; and he

placed before us his cap half filled with bronze

medals. We had scarcely time to examine a

third of these, before men, women, and children,

came. flocking in, each of whom added some-

thing to the stock. A considerable part of them
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CHAP, turned out to be of little or no value; either

Roman coins of the Lower Empire; or Greek

medals so injured by use and by time, that little

could be discerned upon them. Many, how-

ever, were purchased by us, of abetter date,

and in better condition, at the usual price which

we always paid, of two parahs for each bronze

medal. After this, we obtained, with more diffi-

culty, a few that were of silver, from the women;

but these constituting a favourite ornament of

their head-dresses, they very reluctantly consent

to sell. We had not seen so many medals in

one place since the visit we paid to HexamilUa,

in the Isthmus of Corinth. Among them were

medals of Philip the father of Alexander; or

of Philip Aridceus; with the figure of a youth

on horseback, perhaps Alexander upon Bu-

cephalus, and this curious monogram, after the

word BAClAenC, % for <l>IAinnOY: also

medals of Thessaly, Boeotia, Phocis, ASlolia; but

not one of Attica. Besides these were medals

of cities; as of Pelinna—a very rare medal,

struck after the Achaian League, with the legend

entire, PEAINNAIHN ,

—

Larymna, Chalcis, Thebes;

and two which peculiarly interested us at the

moment, from the present unknown situation of

the city ; namely, of Tanagra, with the Omega

differently written in the legend, being
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TANArPAICJN upon one, anclTANArPAinN chap.

upon the other. We asked the peasants where «—,—

^

these medals were found in such abundance;

and they referred us, for the spot, to some

Ruins that did not appear to'us to be of much

importance, which we had passed a short time

before our arrival at Skemata\ They seemed to

(l) The name of this place is written Scimitari by }A.r. Holhoiise

(See Trnv. 459. Lond. 1813.) ; and Shimatari by Mr. Hawkins. The

last of these travellers has recently communicated to the author the

result of his own observations upon the spot, with regard to the site

oiTnnagra; and it is highly probable that the coins found by the

peasants in such abundance were discovered among the ruins of that

city. Those ruins are at a place called Grimuthi, near Skemata, or

Skimalari. Mr. Hobhouse also mentions, that a copper coin of Tanagra

was "brought to him, by the peasants, from the same place; which he

writes Grematha.

Extract ofa Lettei- from Mr. Hawkins to the Author, concerning the

Asopus, and the Situation 2/"Tanagra.

" I am not much surprised at your omitting to notice the Asopus in

your Journal, which, at this distance from its source, is in Winter a

muddy torrent, and for eight mouths of the year wholly dry. Jour-

neying from Parnes towards Thebes, soon after leaving the banks of

this river, the plain ceases, and you reach a gently undulating territory,

in which is situate the Albanian village of Skimatari, inhabited by

forty families. Here you were so near to the ruins of Tanagra, that

I am surprised that you missed them. They are at a spot called

Grimalhi, about three miles to the S.W. at the end of a ridge of hills

which extend from thence several miles towards Thebes. The ground,

too, has a gradual descent from these ruins towardsthe Asopiis and the

great plain beyond it, which it proudly overlooks, and which, I have

no doubt, it formerly commanded. There are no well-preserved

remains of public edifices, or of walls, at Gi-imhthi: the ruins are in

such a state as hardly to deserve notice, did they not serve to point out

the situation of Tanagra. I am, I believe, the first traveller who has

visited
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CHAP, consist chiefly of ruined houses; and of these

we before noticed examples, in the plain we so

visited them. Gritnhthi is lietween two anrl three hours distant from

Sikamno, aud six hours from Thehes: it lies within the territory of

Skimatari. As I have no intention of puhlishing the narrative of my
travels, hut only the result of them, the following story of an adven-

ture, similar to one of your own, is much at your service, and may
amuse your readers.

" At the distance of about a mile eastward from Grimatld, and at

the same distance southward from the villas^e of Skimatari, there is a

ruined Greek Chapel, in which I found an loyiic Capital in white

marble, in fine preservation. I was so struck with the beauty of its

proportion, that I resolved to convey it, if passible, to the shore of the

Gulph, and thence on board the vessel which was there in attendance

upon me. But it was first necessary to secure the permission of the

Papas of the village of Skimatari, to remove it from the sacred in-

closure ; aud, in the next place, to contrive some mode of conveyance

for it, in a country where the use of wheels is unknown. The protection

of an Archon of Livadia, who at this time farmed the reveuues of the

village, powerful as it was, tojcether with that of his Soubashi or

Turkish intendant, would have scarcely sufRced to overcome the first

of these difficulties, had the stone been in realitv what is here called

* aconspcrnted stone,' i.e. apart of an altar; nor in this case would I

have had recourse to such protection; for my intercourse with the

peasantry of Greece had been uniformly conducted with a scrupulous

regard to their reliyious feelings. The Ptt/Jr/5, however, after a due

inspection of the altar of the Chapel, as well as of the situation in which

the Capital stood, pronounced that the stone mi^ht be removed with-

out committin? the crime of sacrilege ; and we had now no further

difficulty than that of contriving the means of transporting it about

six or seven miles across the country.

" For this purpose a raft was made, of the branch of a Fctllam'a oak,

whereon the Ionic Capital was laid; and a pair of oxen were fetched

from the village to drag it; a rope beinx first tied to the stem of the

branch, and then to the yoke. A considerable time elapsed before all

this preparation was completed; the oxen being taken from the

plouj;h, aud their owner showing some reluctance to attend them.

At
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iately traversed. They were situate upon a chap.

gently rising ground, to the left of the road as

we came. As to the time of their finding these

medals, it agreed with what we had always

heard in Greece; that is to say, after heavy

At last, however, the signal was given hy my friend the Soubashi, an

Arnaut Turk: and tlie oxen beiiii? goaded and cheered, put themselves

in motion ;—hut, alas ! they had not proceeded with the marble an

hundred yards, before one of them fell, and refused, most obstinately,

to rise again. It was evident that this arose from lassitude ; for the

oxen were of a small weak breed, and young; or perhaps it arose from

the natural stubbornness of their disposition: but I soon perceived

that the peasants attributed it to a very different cause ; and, in fact,

after another trial had been made, by cheering and goading these poor

animals, and the refractor^' ox had joined his companion in dragging

the marble about a furlong farther, and then dropped, their owner

loudly proclaimed the impossibility of removing ' the consecrated sto7ie,'

as he called it, any farther. Even the Papas, who was more en-

lightened, shook his head, and would no longer assist; so that, were it

not for the zeal of the Soubashi and of my attendant, no further

attempt would have been made. The former, however, being a

Mussulman, did not so readily believe in this supernatural interposi-

tion, and with direful imprecations and threats at length obliged the

owner of the oxen to make one more effort. The beasts were now,

with great difficulty, forced again upon their legs, and driven forward

for a few yards, when they fell again, and their master exultingly

eried out, ' Did I not tell you it was itnpossihle? You are now convinced

of it! nor would all the oxen in the world he able to ynove the stone one

inch farther.'

'* To this opinion the Papas assented, as well as the other peasants.

Even the Soubashi seemed to feel a flash of conviction, for he too

desisted, and became silent ; and in this state of things it would have

been useless, and certainly wrong, to prosecute the attempt. I relin-

quished it, however, with reluctance; and the mortifying history of

my failure is, without doubt, recorded as a mira'le wrought hy the

Patron Saint of Skimatari."
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cii.'\r.

II.
rains, when they are more easily perceived upon

the soil, and are left in the channels made by

rain water.

Upon the fourth of December we set out for

Thehes, at the distance of five hours, or fifteen

miles. Three-ciuarters of an hour after leaving

Villages of Skemata, the village of Bratchi was upon our left,

Macro!and ^^^ Mttcro and Megalo Vathni upon our right:

Megaio ]3ut the two last were not in sidit. We then
Vathni.

_

'^

quitted the Plain of Bratchi; and having crossed

an eminence, immediately entered the noble

Plain of Plain of Thebes. This will serve to confirm an

observation before made, that every principal

city of Greece occupies its peculiar plain, sur-

rounded in a most remarkable manner by a

natural wall of mountains : and, in alluding once

more to the fact, the author must of course

repeat what he has already said; but too much

stress cannot be laid upon it, because it will

enable the Reader to take, as it were, a mental

survey of the country; and the mere name of

any Grecian city, by this circumstance of associa-

tion, will convey with it, whenever it is men-

tioned, a correct, although an imaginary picture

of its appearance and situation; especially to the

minds of travellers who have once seen any

similar instance of this nature. The country
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is naturally distributed into a series of distinct

craters, each containing a spacious and level

area, admirably adapted to the purposes of

maintaining and defending as many different

colonies'. Among the mountains that surround

the Plain of Thebes, the snow-clad ridges of Sm round-

xx\<T See-

Parnassus, and of Helicon, are particularly con- ne"y.

spicuous. It may easily be imagined, with-

out much description, what scenes for the

painter such a country must afford — what

subjects for poetry it must contain : heaven

and earth seem to be brought together :

the mountain-tops appear shining above the

clouds, in regions of ineffable light, as thrones

for immortal beings ; and the clouds, collected

into stupendous volumes of inconceivable splen-

dour and of every possible form, come rolling

(l) The most practical method of exhibiting this position of the

Grecian mountains, and the contiguity of plains thus surrounded,

although in an imperfect manner, is by placing together a number

of saucers with broken lips, upon a table ; thejirst of which may be

supposed to contain the Plain of Athens, the scco?id that of Thebes, the

third that of Larissa, &c. &c.; for these plains are all so many vast

basins of limestone, with high and broken sides, through which the

rivers flow. Attention to this circumstance of external character in

the general appearance of limestone, upon the outer crust of the

Earth, may enable us to form a reasonable conjecture as to the nature

of the surface of the Moon; which exhibits, when viewed through a

telescope, precisely the same features, by the disposition of the moun-
tains visible upon its surface ; and hence it may be inferred, that the

Moon's surface is similar to that of the Earth.
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CHAP, around the bases of the mountams, as if bringing-

c
' ^' . the majesty of their celestial conductors towards

the earth. Under the influence of so many
sublime impressions, the human mind becomes

gifted as by inspiration, and is by nature filled

with poetical ideas. The Muses have ever made

such scenes their favourite abode; and it is

upon this account that they have haunted Helicon

and Parnassus, and all the heights and the depths,

the vales, and the rocks, and the woods, and

the waters, of Greece :—nor can an example

be adduced, where, in any country uniformly

flat and monophanoas, like Sa/thia or Belgium, the

fire of imasfination has ever kindled. If Greece

derived her celebrity from an Orpheus and Pindar,

and from the long list of poets it produced, those

illustrious bards owed the bent of their genius

to the scenes of nature wherein they were born

and educated. Homer himself, had he been a

native of oriental Tahtary, cradled and brought

up under the impressions made by such scenery,

and under the influence of such a climate,

would never have been a poet.

Journeying along the south-west side of this

Th£bes. plain, the fine view of Thebes at last appeared,

within two miles of us, upon an eminence near

the mountains, to the left, interspersed with
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groves of cypress-trees; a mosque and a minaret chap.

being its most conspicuous edifices. Having >

suffered more than any other city of Greece, it

has little within its walls worth notice ;—but

that little must not be disregarded. Beheld ex-

ternally, it wears a more imposing appearance;

and the view of it from a distance in the plain

shews how greatly nature contributed to aid the

operations of art in its antient fortifications.

When it is thus seen, it still assumes all the

aspect of a great city. Prodigious ramparts, and

high mounds of a very artificial form, appear

upon the outside of it ; a deep fosse surrounds

it ; and the traces of its old walls may yet be

discerned. We entered, by an antient gate,

about noon. Half the arch of this gate, and one

of the buttresses, remain. Soon afterwards

arrived the English Consul of Patras, Mr, Slrani,

from Livadia, in company with an English

officer, Captain Laci/. We accompanied these

gentlemen, upon the usual visit of ceremony, to

the fVaiwode; and then we all dined together,

upon such fare as the place afforded. We were

in a wretched house, belonging to a poor Greek,

who was the apothecary of the place, but who

gave us all he could, namely, a welcome. Our

interpreter being again attacked by his fever,

wc; were forced to 'j^o into tlic town ourselves
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CHAP, for provisions , and the consequence was, the

, loss of our fine wolf-dog, KorAki; who dis-

appeared, and could not be found. We were so

attached to this faithful animal, that we spent

the rest of the day in vain endeavours to re-

cover him ; and we offered a reward to any of

the inhabitants who should find him, and take

him safe to Signor Lusieri at Athens\ The next

morning, our Consul Strani, and Captain Laci/,

set out for Athens. Soon afterwards, we had a

singular opportunity of judging of the state of

State of medicine and surgery in this part of Greece, by

and Me- the cxamplc which our host afforded. To the

grkTck" business of an apothecary he joined every other

branch of the medical and surgical professions.

A wealthy Turk, followed by his pipe-bearer and

a train of other attendants, entered the yard,

and made application to our JEsculapius for relief

from an excruciating pain in one of his teeth.

A bargain was instantly set on foot between him

and the Greek; and upon promise of instant

relief, a sum of money was paid. The Turk was

then told, that the only hope of relief would be

afforded by the extraction of the tooth. To this

(l) He was afterwards discovered by an ^ilbanian, upon the side of

a mountain half-way between Thebes and y^thens: and being taken to

Signor Lusieri^ was by him forwarded to us, in a vessel bound to

Constantinople,
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the patient assented, with great calmness and ciiai'.

fortitude. Being seated upon a log of wood, in -

the open air, the operator thrust into his mouth

a most terrific instrument, and presently out

flew two of the soundest teeth in his head. It

was a job not to be mended by apology ; so,

with matchless presence of mind, the Greek

began to cross himself, telling his patient to call

again the next day if the pain should return, as

there was still an ugly-looking tooth remaining,

which perhaps would prove troublesome, but

might be removed in a twinkling. When his

patient had quitted the premises, finding that

we were disposed to rally him a little upon his

dexterity, he made no secret of what had hap-

pened, but produced the two teeth, without

even a speck upon either of them ; saying, the

Turk had asked for a sight of what he had lost,

but was easily persuaded that some hungry

turkeys, which had strolled into the yard and

were making a great noise, had gobbled all that

he desired to see.—So much for his skill in this

particular branch of his calling! As a physician,

he entertained very high ideas of the efficacy of

pills made of yelloiv silk and live spiders, in the

cure of a quotidian, tertian, or quartan. How-
ever, as Englishmen, we had little reason to

ridicule Uie Greeks for such superstitions with
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regard to the cure of an ague ; since there is

no part of Europe where the nostrums recom-

mended as remedies for that disorder are so

barbarous as among the middle, and sometimes

among the higher classes of society in our own

country.

t^ThtblT
'^^^^ antiquities of Thehes principally claimed

our attention. In coming from the gate into

the town, near a public fountain, there is an-

antient buttress or bastion, where, upon a large

block of stone, we found one of those affecting

inscriptions, of which two were given in the

account of the island of Cos^; commemorating,

as public benefits, the examples of women, who

had rendered themselves illustrious by their

virtues.

HBOYAHKAIOAHMOZ . . . .

GEOrEITONOZnEM
. . OY . rVNAIKAAPETHXKAF
Xn<l>POZYNHSENEKEN

It sets forth, that "the Senate and the

People (Ao;2o?<r) THE daughter ofTheogiton,

the wife" of some person whose name is partly

lost, "on account of her virtue and
MODESTY."

(OVid.PWw. Hist. Nat. lib. XXXV. c.ll.tom.ni. p. 444. L. Bat.

1G35.
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And upon the opposite side of the street we chap.

found another, recording the grateful tribute of ^ v -^

a citizen to Domitian, son of Vespasian, and

brother of Titus, both of whom might have

visited Thebes, for their father accompanied

Nero into Greece. Whatsoever contributes

towards the history of Fespasians family, may

be deemed worth preserving. Having risen

from the humble station of a farrier, to that

of a Roman sovereign, he was the first of the

Emperors who was succeeded by his son upon

the throne. It states, that " Aristides, with

HIS CHILDREN, AT HIS OWN EXPENSE, {honOUTs)

Domitian, a son of the Emperor C^sar

Augustus Vespasian:"

AOMITIANONKAIZAPAAYTOKP.AT
OPOZKAIZAPOZZEBAZTOYOY
EZnASIANOY.YION
APISTIAHXXYNTOIZTEKNOIZ

. . . AlKnKAIAPIZTIAHEKTriNlAf.aN

In the age oi Alexander, there was at Thebes state of

Painting
a painter of the name of Aristides, by some ,-„ th

believed the inventor of encaustic painting: but

this is disputed by PUmf, who, in his valuable

(2) Vid.P/in.Hist. Nat. lib. xxxv. c. 11. torn. Ill, p.444. L.Bat.

1G35.

VOL. VI I. F

eage
of Alexaii-
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CHAP, account of this artist, has made ns acquainted

with two very curious facts. The first is, that

picture-cleaners did as much mischief in his time

as they do now^ The second, that it is an

error to suppose that the Greek painters, who
generally represented the human countenance-

by a single outline in profile upon the terra-cotta

vases, were not as well acquainted with the art

of delineating the passions as the best of our

modern artists. Take, for example, the inter-

esting anecdote which Pliny has afforded, among

others, of the dying mother lying wounded and

bleeding among the victims in the sacking of a

city, whose infant was represented as creeping

to reach her breast, while in her countenance

were pictured all the emotions of tenderness and

fear, lest her child, wanting the milk, should

suck the blood of its parent'; a picture upon

this account so highly valued, that jilexander

caused it to be removed to Pella, the place of

his nativity ^ Above four hundred years had

(1) "Tragoedum et puerum, in Apollinis : cujus tabulae gratia in-

teriit pictoris inscitia, cuitergendam earn mandtveratM.Junius Praetor

sub die ludorum Apollinarium." Plin. Hist. Nat. lib.xxxv. c. 1 1. torn.

III. p. 439.

(2) " Aristides Thehanus: is omuium primum animum, piuxit, et

sensus omnes expressit, quos vocant Graeci ethe : item per tur-

batlones : durior paul6 in co'oribus, IIujus pictura est, oppido oapto

ad
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elapsed from the death of this ceieorated chap.

painter, when Fespnsian visited Greece; but as ( ,<./

professions and names continued in the same

family in that country, and were often trans-

mitted together to succeeding generations, bis

son might have found in Thebes a painter to

represent his father's battles, who thus com-

memorates his gratitude for the patronage con-

ferred upon him. It happened at a time when

it was particularly the practice of the Romans

to employ Grecian artists in such representa-

tions : and the graphic^ illustrations of those con-

quests which Titus, the brother of Domitian,

had achieved were not long afterwards ex-

hibited in Rome, where they remain at this

day.

A very correct topography of antient Thebes

might be composed from the traces still dis-

cernible. The situation of its seven gates* Seven

. , , • -, T , . .
f.

Gates of

might be ascertamed : and as a begmnmg or Tkebis.

adniatrismoricntise vulneremammam ailrepeiisinfnns : inte!!ig:it-jrque

sentire mater, tt tiniere iie emortuo lacte sani'uiuem infans lambat :

quam tabulam Alexander Magnus transtrUr^t Pellain in pntriam

suam." Plin. ibid. c. 10.^.438.

(3) Pnusanias calls the represcr.taiions of things, by means of sculp-

ture, in basso-relievo, TPA<t>Al.

». r. k. Pausaniec Bceolica, c. 8. p. 727. ed. A'uktiit.

F 2
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CHAP, this part of the work, it will be evident that

/ . the entrance, near to which these inscriptions

were found, was that called, from the fountain

we have mentioned, "the Crencean Gate\'' The

city was demolished, it is true, above two thou-

sand years ago, when Alexander invaded Greece :

but since its restoration by Cassander^, very

little has happened to it, which could possibly

alter the appearance of its dykes and ramparts

:

upon these, time has little influence; and their

situation and form serve to point out the position

of the gates. Thebes was almost a deserted vil-

lage in the age of Strabo\- but Pausanias says its

seven gates remained in his time^; and he has

written rather a copious account of its an-

tiquities*. The present town appears to occupy

little more than the site of the old CadrrKFan

Acropolis; which is the opinion of TVheler, and of

Pocoche^: and in the harmonious adjustment of

(1 ) XliXus Ss K^tivaixs, rat Ti 'Tipio'Tas Iv) X'oyu rtiuSi ivoftiZ"'^'- Pausan.

Baotica, p. 728.

(2) Vid. Diodor. Sic, libro xix. in Epitome Rerum Thebanarum,

torn. II. p. 697. edit. 1604,

(3) OhTi x,ui/.ni akfoXiyou To-Ttot ffso^oufi. Straboji. Geog. lib. ix. p. 585.

ed. Oxon.

(4) Mitouffi Se kk) i; ri/iZi 'irt. Pausan. ibid. c. 8. p. 727.

(5) Site a.\%o Diccearchus, ^lAA, et seq. ed. Htidson.

(6) See Pococ^c's Travels, vol.11. Part II. page 159. ffheler's

Journey into Greece, p. 331. Zjond, 16S2,
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those masses which remam, belonging to the chap.

antient walls, we saw enough to convince us that .

the story of Amphion was no fable ; for it was a ^Zphion

very antient custom to carry on immense labour Lytenota

by an accompaniment of music and singing. ^»b^«-

The custom, indeed, still exists, both in Egypt

and in Greece. It might therefore be said, that

the walls of Thebes were built at the sound of the

only musical instrument then in use ; because,

according to the custom of the country, the

lyre was necessary for the accomplishment of

the work.

.We saw, in two instances, upon stones in the

walls of a church, the traces of inscriptions

which were no longer legible: but in another

wall we found the following; informing us, that

in antient Thebes, as in London, there were

different companies, or communities, established

for the different vocations. It is rendered

moreover interesting, by containing the name
of the city ; thereby confirming our know-

ledge of the spot : and it purports, that

** TiMOCLES, THE SON OF TiMosTRATUs, is ho-

noured BY THE COMMUNITY OF THE ARTIFICERS

AT Thebes."
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CHAP. TOKOrNONTflNnEPITONT
' ,' > AlONYZONTEXNHTnNTXlN

ENeEBAIZAIOKAHTIMOS
TPATOYAiONYZin

There is another line upon the stone ; but it is

written in much smaller characters, and cannot

now be read. In this inscription it appears to-

be written AlONYZfl, but this must be an

error'.

Near the door o the Church of St. George

there is an inscription of some length, beginning

" Lysippus the son of Trallion," &c.

AYZmnOZTPAAAinNOZ !c.7.-k. but it con-

tains only a list of names ; and as a very con-

siderable part of it is concealed by the base of a

small pillar, the imperfect copy we made of it is

liot worth publishing. Many scraps of this kind

inight be added, which would serve only to

swell the volume, and they are therefore omitted^

We thought we should obtain something

;
(l) [The expression OJ ^rs^i rati Anvuffou Tj^j^v/rai occurs frequently io

inscriptions. lu the same manner we have 0/ (rsgJ ro*

'

H^xkX'hi naviffxei,

"Juvcnes circa Herculaneum ludum," Vid. Chishidl Ins. Sig. p. 47.3

Note by Mr. Walpole.
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of more consequence, from the positive as- chap.

surances made to us by several Greeks, that the ,

"'
.

Sepulchre ofSt. Lukewas preserved within a chapel Pretended

upon the outside of the town, towards the east ; st. Luke.

and that a long inscription, proving the fact,existed

upon the tomb. We hastened to the sanctuary said

to contain this remarkable relic, and found a

beautiful Soros of white marble, with an in-

scription thereon; the first sight of which con-

vinced us of the astonishing ignorance of the

Greeks of Thebes, whose priests could not un-

deceive their countrymen with regard to its

pretended origin. They shewed to us, indeed,

the word TYMBill upon the monument; and

the chapel being dedicated to St. Luke, thence

concluded that this Soros must contain his

relics. Its operculum is beautifully sculptured,

so as to exhibit in relief, upon its sloping sides,

the resemblance of a thatch made of the foliage

of the laurel. The oblong sides of the Soros are

channelled into indented pannels, three on each.

Upon the south side of the tomb there is an in-

scription in the middle pannel; and the other

pannels, to the right and left of this, are

ornamented with a rose, or sun-flower, in the

center.
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CHAP. The inscription has been already published by

lVheIer\ and by Spon^, and by MuraiorP from

the Travels of Du Loir; but as no accurate copy

has yet appeared,we shall insert our own; stating,

at the same time, in the Notes, the different

Readings that have before been published. It

is remarkable, that, among four travellers who

have copied a legend of only ten lines, fairly in-

scribed upon the marble, there should be so

much disagreement*. It relates to a person of

the name of Nedymus ; and from the mention

made of the souVs immortality, in the last line,

it is supposed that he was a Christian. If this

be true, it must have been some Christian who

had imbibed the doctrine of the pre-existence of

the soul; as appears from an allusion to it in the

fifth line : but the general tenor of the compo-

sition, and some of the particular expressions,

rather prove that it was written by one of the

later Platonists.

(1) Journey into Greece, Book IV. p. 333. Z-owrf. 1682.

(2) Voyage de Grece et du Levant, torn. II. p. 267. alaHaye, 1724.

(3) Novus Thesaurus Veterum Inscriptionum, torn. IV. p. m.mlxi.

No. I. Mediolani, 1742.
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1. CKHNOCMENrENETHPECEnEirEPACECTIOANOYCI

2. TElMriNTECKAAIECKONANAICOHTninEPITYMBni

3. H'YXHA'ECTOAIKAIONEBHHNA'OYNOMATOYMON
4. NHAYMOCrXAAIKHCAAAHCnAICHMEPOCONTnC
5. OYKHMHNEMnPOCOEnOAYNXPONONEITErENHOHN
6. EICOAirnNETEHNENAPI0MIOCACTATOCAinN

7. OYKANEAPACTONEXnNIAIONAPOMONHCA'EAAXENTIC

8. MOIPHCTAYTHNEKTEAECEIKAirAPBACIAHEC

g. TAYTEHErPAH'EnATHPOZnCIMOCEINEKEMElO

10. AEIMNHCTONEXnN4'YXHCnO0ONA0ANATOIO

(*) Note.

Line 1. IIHNOC is put for CKHNOC, in Murator'i.

CKHN.ac for CKHNOC, Wheler.

1. 2. KEIPONTEC for TEIMP-NTEC, Muratori.

TEIMP.NTE for TEIMONTEC, Wheler.

ANAIC0HTON HEPI 0TMBON for ANAICOHTni-

nEPITTMBni, Spon.

1. 3. AEG for A'EC, Muratori, Wheler, and Spon.

AOTNO:\IA for A'OTNOMA, Muratori, Wheler, and

Spon.

1. 4. NHAIMOC for NHATMOC, Muratori.

ITAAIKHe for 'ITAAIKHC, Muratori, Wheler, and

Spon.

IMEPOC for HMEPOC, Wheler and Spon.

1. 5. EMEPOC0E for EMnPOC©E, Wheler.

1. 6. OAirON Muratori, OAITHN Wheler, for OAimN.

1. 7. ANAAPACTON for ANEAPACTON ; also EXEI for

E\nS, Muratori.

1. 9. TATTAEnEFPATE for TATTEHEPPAYE, M«ra/or/.
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^^L^' '^^^^ following is a literal translation of the

original

:

"my PARENTS, HONOURING MY BODY, WEPT AROUND A

SENSELESS TOMB, SINCE SUCH IS THE TRIBUTE TO THE

dead: but I, A SOUL, WENT TO THE ABODE SUITED TO ME

MY NAME WAS NEDYMUS, IN TRUTH THE GENTLE SON OF

THE ITALIAN ADAE. I HAD NOT EXISTED LONG IN A

PREVIOUS STATE; THEN I WAS BORN TO NUMBER A FEW

YEARS, ALWAYS IN MOTION, HAVING MY PECULIAR COURSE

TO RUN, FROM WHICH I COULD NOT ESCAPE; FOR THE

DESTINY WHICH IS ASSIGNED TO EACH MAN, THAT HS

MUST FULFIL; SINCE KINGS MUST DO THE SAME. MY
FATHER ZOSIMUS WROTE THESE LINES ON MY ACCOUNT,

FEELING AN IMMORTAL REGRET FOR AN IMMORTAL SOUL."

Upon the north side of the same Soros there

is also an inscription; but the buttress of one of

the arched niches of the altar of the chapel has

been erected against it, in such a manner as to

leave only a few of the characters visible.

Upon a slab near this tomb we also saw the

following:

EniZHNllNIHP
AKAIAOYXPHZ *

TOY

The chapel seems evidently to have beea

ereqted posterior to the construction of the

tomb, from the manner in which one of its
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inscriptions lias been concealed by the altar ; and chap.

it is also evident, that it was built of materials

derived from some more costly edifice. We
observed fragments of the Verde ^ntico; and

Some inscribed marbles have been broken to

form the pavement.

Returning from this chapel towards the town,

we were struck by the very artificial appearance Amient

exhibited by a lofty hill upon the eastern side of

it. The shape of this hill will best be compre-

hended from a sketch made of it at the time.

Perhaps there can be no doubt but that it formed

a part of the antient fortifications; as there is

another hill, equally artificial, near to it; and

between the two there seems to have been the

feastern gate, or entrance, to the old city. It

consists, as to its form, of two cones, with trun-

cated summits; the one smaller than the other.

The smaller cone stands upon the larger, as

upon a pedestal; thereby leaving room for a road

all round its base, and having, in consequence

of its truncated summit, a level j?)/a?2e, or terrace,

upon its top\ The whole of this hill is now

covered by turf, and no attempt has yet been

made to injure its form by excavation.

(l) See the Vignette to this Chapter.
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But the most curious part of the antiquities of

Thebes is in the Church of St. Demetrius, and upon

the western side of it. There may still be seen the

rarest specimens of architecture in Greece;

namely, several beautiful capitals of that chaste

and antient pattern of the Corinthian order; which
riety of the • e^tirelv without volute for the corners, and has a
Corinthian J

order in ginorle wrcath of the simplest Acanthtis foliao-e to
Architec- ^ ...
ture. crown its base. There is not in Europe a single

instance of this most elegant variety of the Corin-

thian in any modern structure. In fact, it is only

known to those persons who have seen the very

few examples of it that exist among the ruins

of the Grecian cities. There is no trace of it

among the ruins of Rome; yet, in point of

taste, it is so exceedingly superior to the more

ornamented and crowded capital which was

afterwards introduced, that both the rival

connoscenti of jithens, Lusieri and Fauvel, have

designed and modelled it; and they have

spoken of its discovery as forming an epocha

in the history of the art. In one or two in-

stances, the attention of the antient sculptor to

simplicity has been so severe, that even the

edges of the foliage have not been ruffled (to

borrow from the builder's vocabulary), but

expressed in gross; and, consequently, the

admirers of excessive minuteness, in the detail of
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liUle parts, would call such capitals, unfinished; chap.

although the grandeur of design, when viewed -'
>

at the distance in which such objects were

intended to be seen, especially in the majestic

temples of Greece, be thereby considerably aug-

mented. It is to this cause that the Doric,

in buildings of so much vastness, owes its

superiority over all the other orders of archi-

tecture—to that simplicity which is the very

soul of grandeur; where nothing that is Utile

can be tolerated for an instant. Excessive

minuteness of design, and of execution, may
suit the puny imitations of Grecian architecture

seen in the buildings of modern cities ; upon

the same principle that it is allowable in a

piece of Chinese carving in ivory; because

works of this kind are fitted for a small scope

of observation ; but when such minuteness is

introduced into the vast features of a gigantic

style, it becomes superfluous and contemptible.



('icic 0/ Thebes towarils the North, as seen in the Road to Plataa.

CFJxVP. Hi.

THEBES, TO THE GROVE OF THE MUSES IN

MOUxNT HELICON.

Population of Thebes— Female inJiabitanls— Antlcnt

Gates of Thebes— Other antiquities— Medals— Re-

markable Soros — Albanian Market — Journey to

Cithaeron and Plataea

—

View of the Cadmaean Citadel-^

Platana Village— Asopus

—

Source of the River—
Traditions of the Battle of Plataea

—

Condition of the

Inhabitants— Camp of Mardonius

—

Situation of the

Sacred Well—Plataean Territory—Ruins of the City of

Plataea

—

Medals observed iipon the spot—Mural Turrets

of the Citadel—Cocla

—

Remains of Leuctra—Ruins

at Phria — Helicon — Village of Neocorio — Doubts

respecting the supposed Situation of Thespia— Medals

—Discovery of the old Route over Helicon

—

Further

Acc.unt of the Albanian Peasants—Journey over Mount

Helicon
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-'—Monastery of St. Nicholo — Antiquities discovered

there—Sitiialion of the Fountain Aganippe and Grove

©f the Muses ascertained—River Permessus

—

Inscription

relating to the Games called M0Y2EIA

—

Extraordi-

nary leauty of the scenery— Situation of the Fountain

Hippocrene.

X HEBES contains about three hundred houses S chap.

and it is governed by a JVaiivode. Including .

^^

the inhabitants of its suburbs, it has a numerous Population
'

^
of Tlubes.

population ; but no accurate calculation of this

can be made, because no reliance can be placed

upon the contradictory statements which are

given to travellers. Du Loir, in the middle of

the seventeenth century, affirmed that he found

Thebes as well peopled as Athens, and better

provided with the necessaries of life. Sport

computed its population at three or four thou-

sand souls ^ but he was not one entire day in

the town, and his information could only have

been obtained from the Greek with whom he

lodged'. Thebes has one advantage over

(1) Five hundred, according to Mr. Ilobhotue (Trav.p. 278. Lond.

1814.); two mosques; and four churches.

(2) "Trois ou quatre mille ames, en comprenant les faux-bourgs."

Voyage en Glice, torn. U. p. bo. a la Have, \~'24. Mr. Ilai/garth

also makes the number of inhabitants " about 4000." See Notes, if^c.

to Part. I. of Haygarth's Greece, a Poem, p. ICG. Lo7id. 1814.

(3) Wheler says, they left Livadia, " January the twenty-fifth,

about eleven in the morning," and Thebes by day-break Jan. 26; but

this
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CHAP. Athens, in being well watered'; and to this cir-

^ cumstance, in former times, might be attributed

the number and beauty of its gardens ^ and the

plantations now decorating its suburbs. At

present, however, we must consider the remains

of this city as almost unknown : the travellers

who have passed through it, and who possessed

abilities for the undertaking, wanting the leisure

or the liberty of exploring it, rather teach us to

despair of reaping any information upon the

spot, than to expect discoveries among the ruins.

One of the earliest writers by whom it is men-

tioned in modern times % with the true gallantry

of a Frenchman, supplies the absence of literary

intelligence, by a lively encomium upon the ex-

Femaiein- traordiuary charms of its living beauties; and

especially of its Jewesses, which, in his opinion,

he says, " valent Men des pierres et des tombeaux."

We could neither dispute nor confirm the accu-

racy of his observations respecting the Theban

this must be an error; for he also states, that they passed thenig^t,

after leaving Livadia, at a place called Megalo-molci, before they

reached Thebes, where they arrived at noon. See TVlieler's Journey

into Greece, />jo. 330, 331, 333. Lond. 1682.

(1) 'H Ss •TToy.ti [Tut 'Affi^valcoii) %7)^a, ^ra.ru, oIk iSvh^o:. Diceporchi Status

GrcEciee, p. 9- ap. Gcog. Vet. torn. II. Oxon. 1803.

(2) Ka^i;Sg«j -jrata, xXu^a n xa) 'yttiXo(pes' Ktivtvftccvx i^ovra -irXuaret tZi

5» rn 'EA.A.a3< -xiXxui. Dicaarch. ibid. p. 15.

(S) Voyage du Sieur Z>M ZrfJjV, p. 330. Pam, 1654.
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zuomen, since nothint^ can be more difficult than chap.
. . in-

to obtain a sight of them; and of this indeed he ^- -

complained*. The same reserve and jealousy

with respect to its female inhabitants was

perhaps characteristic of Thebes in the first

periods of its decline. Its women are mentioned

by Diccvarchus, as being remarkable for the

dignity and decorum of their carriage^; and he

describes their antient costume as corresponding

with the same disguise in which alone we were

constrained to view them; passing the streets

like so many mute and moving spectres, veiled

from head to foot, leaving nothing visible of

their features but their eyes, and these peering

indistinctly through two holes in the drapery

covering their faces*. The time cannot be far

distant when society will be upon a different

establishment in this country; when the hidden

treasures of Greece, of every description, will at

least become liable to observation; and Thebes,

(4) Ibifl. p. 331.

(5) Ai at yvJxTxss auruv rois fityiPKri ^aat'iag fv^/Aol; (sic enim legit iS'/e/'/i.

pro rfoe'.'ifti; puffioTi) iuf-^'/ifioArrarai n xai suv^tVi/rraTxi -rZv Iv t>) 'EAXaS/

yuieuKuv. Di'irarchi Status Grtrcitr, p. 16.

(')) To rav ifiurluiD ItI rni fci^aXii; xakufiftu rmoi/'r on iirrii, uir^ip "r^off-

tiXii'fu "hoKiit rrav to "TsotraTov xartiXTJ^^ai, c'l yap iip6<i>.fic\ ctx^unevrxi finov,

e-i 3j Xoivk fiia» TnZ fpoffuTtu Tutrct, KXTi^tTKt Toi; //*«t/.5/;. (^n^niai o avrk

Tx^ai X'.uxa. Ibid.

VOL. VI r. o
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CHAP, for so many ages " illustrious only in its misfor-

, tunes '," will again revive, becoming conspicuous

for the importance of its contributions to History

and to the Fine Arts. Although described by

antient writers as retaining no other vestige than

its name of what it once had been, yet we find

Antient that SO latc as the second century, its gates

S2L!^ were not only entire, but Pausanias was enabled

to collect their several appellations". The

(1) " Non virtutibus sed cladibus insignes fuere." Justin.

(2) The Seven Gates of Thebes, according to Nonnus, {lib. V.Dionys.)

were erected according to the number and order of the seven planets.

Pausanias has thus preserved their names : {vid. Pausan. Bceotica^

cap.b. p.'i^J. edit. Kuhnii.)

1. The Gates of ^/ec/j-cf.

II. The Proetian, or Gates of Pratus.

III. The Ne'itan, or Gates of Ne'is: so called, either from AVVe, the

name of a string belonging to the l^re, uhich Ainphion

invented before this gate ; or from iWiV, the nephew of

Atnphion.

IV. Tiie CVeM«aw Gates; so called, in all jirobabiliiy, from their

fountain Difce; for these gates are called Dircaan by

Statins. Pausanias does not say that these gates received

their appellation from their/oMW/aiw.- hut Kuhnius attributes

it to the stream oi- fountain of Dace; and he has this curious

emendatory note upim the words (sruAaj 11 Koyivala;) : "Locum
esse in mendo nemo non videt quem ex coDJecturS. sic

restituerem : trwXa; ras fim K^n^ala.; Tat Ss ''T-^i(r-x; i-r) Xiycu

TCiuSi ovofid^oviri. "X^o; f/.iv Kotivalai; Ai^xti; Kor,v}i, v^o{ 6% Ta.7:

't^tffrai; Atet it^ov ivixXijiriii Ivrii 'T-^lffrou. K^rifXiot;, vel Ut

Jpollod. lib.iii. scribit, K»>!»/Saf, a rivo qui Dirce dicebatur

Bomen trahere dubium non est : nam et Statius, lib. viii.

Thebaid. has portas vocat culmina Dirccea. Dabocjus versus

integros, quia ad rem faciunt:
" Ogygiis
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inhabitants also pointed out to him their antient chap.

sepulchres; and many temples^ were standing, <—v—

—

j

together with statues, which were at that time uquSes."'

exhibited as the works of Phidias, of Scopas,

oi Praxiteles, and of other renowned artists'*.

" Ogygiis te sorte Creon : Eteoclca mittunt

Neita?: cclsas Homoloidas occupat Hacmon.

Hypsea Proitidia; : celsum fudere Dryanta

Electrs: quatit Hypsistas manus Eurymedontis;

Culmina magnanimus stirpat Dircaea Menoeceus."

"^sefu/lus, iu'EcrrkW) Qrfieu;, nominat Prcetidtis, Electras,

Ne'itidas, 'OyKccUs, pylas, Boreales, Homoloidas, pylas Iiebdo-

mas. Apollodorus oniissis N^fniT-i numeral 'Oyxa'i^as."

V. The Gates called Hi/psista, because there was the Hieron of

the Most-High God (A/o( 'T-^'lirrou).

VI

.

The Ogi/g-ian or Gates of Ogyges. This was the most antient

name of any of the gates of Thebes (al Ji 'Slyuyicct rl ao^ani-

•retro*).

vii. The Homolo'ian or Hotnolcean Gates, so called from the

mountain Homote, This last appellation was considered by

Pausanias as more recent than any of the others (to ovofne

nuraroy).

(3) Vid. Pat«an. Bacotica, cc. 10, 11, 16, 17, 19, &c. ed. Kuhnii.

(4j The statues of Thebes seem to have been the productions of the

most celebrated artists of Greece. Their materials, besides stone and

marble, consisted of bronze, and of cedar. The Thebans had wooden

statues, so antient, that they were said to have been made from the

prows of the ships of Cz^mas (Pausan. Bccotica, c. 16. ^.743. edit.

Kuhnii), Naturalists may have overlooked the very curious notice of

the Elk, which occurs m Pausanias, after the description he gives of

the statue of a Triton, and which does not much differ from the no-

tions now entertained of this rare animal. He says it is found in the

<.ounti-y of the Celts, and that it is called 'AXx>h {ibid. ]>. 750.) being

half a stag and half a camel ; of rare occurrence ; and only casually

taken, iu hunting other wild beasts.

G 2
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CHAP. Besides a Theatre, and a Hippodrome, containing-

/ ' the Sepulchre of Pindar, there were also a

Gymnasium and a Stadium contiguous to the Hera-

cleum\ The SiadiuiiiwiW doubtless be hereafter

discovered, and the future knowledge of its situa-

tion will serve as a beacon guiding to the buried

vestiges of the Gymnasium and the Temple. In

this edifice there were colossal statues of Hercules

and Minerva in Pentelican marble, the w^orkraan-

ship oi Akamenes^. It is therefore almost impos-

sible that the antiquities enumerated by Pau-

sanias can have been all removed from the ruins

ofa city placed at such a distance from the coast,

and so remote from the military operations of

the Romans after the age of the Antonines, and

from all those means which afforded to them a

facility of ransacking the Grecian cities for works

of art: neither is it likely that Thebes has been

despoiled of its valuable remains to serve as

building materials for the Turks; because there

is no place near enough to render it a convenient

object of resort for such a supply ; and Turks

(!) It is uncertain of what nature tliis edifiee wan. Pausanias does

not once call it a temple, although it is several times mentioned by

him. The words 'Evrxv^a'HriixXtief iffTif arc, by ^4maso'us, rendered

^'Herculis illic templum:" and it Is very usual to consider every struc-

ture as a temple which is noticed by Pausanias as containing statues.

.(-) Pansan. Bwnf. c. II. p. 7'3. e'\. Kuhnii.
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are not likelv to use extraordinarv exertions chap."... / III.

upon any occasion ot this nature. The probable

conclusion therefore must be, that within the

mosques, baths, and dwellings of its present

inhabitants, and, above all, beneath the soil now
occupied by the town and by the suburbs, many
of its antiquities lie concealed from observation.

Our success at Skojnata in collecting medals i\itd.iib

made us more than usually diligent in our

inquiries among the silversmiths at Thebes.

Upon our return from the morning's excursion,

we paid a visit to all the persons we could find

of this description, and vv^e collected several

valuable relics. Among these were, a marble

bust of Venus, of very diminutive size ; and one

of a Vestal, exquisitely modelled in terra cotta^.

These antiquities had been evidently votive

offerings ; for they had no marks of fracture as if

broken from small statues, but v*^ere so shaped

as to admit of their standing upright, either

upon the altars, or within some of the numerous

Hiera of the anticnt city. We also collected many

silver and bronze medals of th.Q Macedonianlim^^

and cities of Greece. Some of the silver medals

had the rude globular form which characterizes

(?) See tlie Plate iu the Fourth T'olume of tUe Quarto Edition of these

Travels, j). 70.
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the oldest coinage of the country : they exhi-

bited in front the figure of the Boeotian shield;

and upon the obverse sides, an indented square

with this monogram MH in the centre. The

other silver medals were of Thebes, of Corinth,

and of Athens. The Macedonian silve^r consisted

of medals oi Alexander, and of Cassander. We
also procured many bronze coins : among these

were several of Boeotla, of very diminutive size,

with the usual symbol of the shield before men-

tioned, and with the legend BOinxXlN. It will

not be necessary to give a particular description

of all the bronze coins found here; because they

are less worth notice than medals in silver;

being more modern. They consisted of the

coins of the Macedonian kings, particularly of

Alexander, and of Cassander; the latter ap-

pearing with the legend entire, BASIAEHZ
KAZZANAPOY, and with a portrait of this

monarch; one of the few instances where a

portrait occurs upon Greek medals. Of the

bronze coins of cities, may be mentioned, as the

most rare, those of Abdera, with the legend

ABAHPITEHN; of Thespia, eEZniEHN; of

Athens, A0ENASI1N; oi Elatea, representing a

hulVs head with fillets, and the legend EA ; and

lastly, a bronze medal, which, with one exception

alone, is perhaps unique, of Ilesium in Bceoiia.
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We have no other authority for the name of the chap.

city, than the mention made of it by Homer as a

city of Bceotia, in his catalogue of the ships '. It

represents in front the armed head of Pallas; and

for its reverse, the head of a goat encircled hy a

laurel wreath, containing the letters I A. Mentelle,

author of the Geographie Aneienne, in the French

Ena/clopSdie, observes, that it should be written

without the aspirate*; but Eckhel' writes it

Hilesium; and he has attributed to Ismene a

bronze medal, which he describes as being

unique ; but it is evidently of Ilesium, for it has

the same reverse ; and he confesses that the

letters were not sufficiently perfect to decide

the name of the city to which it belonged*.

During the afternoon of this day we made the

entire circuit of Thebes, returning by the western

side; and we computed the circumference of

the present tov/n as about equal to two English

miles and a half. Beneath a ruined tower upon

(0 Iliad. B. ver. 499.

(2) " LeGrec porte ^iXiinoy -, ce qui sembleroit indiquer qui'il con-

vieat d'ecrire Ilesicm." Enci/clop. Method. Geog. Anc. torn. II.

Paris, 1789.

(3) Vid. Doctrin. Num. Vet. a Jos. Eckhel, Pars I. vol. II. Vindobon.

1794,

(4) " Fateor ne has quidem omnes literas esse satis integras, etsi per

clypeum numum esse Bccoticum dubitari non possit." Eckhel. ibid.
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tlie walls, at the outside of the town, we

observed a massive Soros of one entire block of

marble, serving as a cistern beneath a fountain.

It is close to the public road. Upon this Soros

there appeared a very curious bas-relief, repre-

senting, in rude and most antient sculpture, the

figure of a Phoenix, perched upon the pinnacle of

an obelisk'. In the position of ?i Soros so near

to one of the antientfountains of the city, there is

certainly nothing remarkable, because it is a

custom common to all Turkey; but such is the

habitual indolence of the Turks, that although

they make this use of the sepulchres of the

nations which formerly surrounded the jEgean,

and more eastern parts of the Mediterranean, yet

they will not bestow much labour upon the

removal of immense monolithal Soroi: the foun-

tain must be near to the spot where the tomb is

situate, or they will be contented to carry on

tlieir ablutions without placing any such cistern

(l) A valuable observation is made by Paitsanlus, to prove tbal the

culoijy under Cadtnus was not Egyptian, hut Phanician. He say',

that a statue of Minerva shewn in Thebes, as bein^ dedicated by

Cadmus, was not called Sais, according' to her ^^gyptiun ap|icllalion,

but that it bore her PItauicum name of Siga. T«;; oZv )io^i'C,euiriv ik ynv

u^ixi^^ai Kc'^h/jLov rriv Hfi/iatSa, Aiyu^Tiov, xai oh <i>oivi»a o'vra, 'iffrit Uavrict

tS Xoyiu Tii; Ai'»i»£,' rcc-jrzs '^'o 'ovo/j.a., on 'S.iya, xara, yXu^ua.'/ tv ^citiKu*

KaktiTui, xai ou '2,-j.ii Kaza. r/iv AlyuTTiaiv ^unr,*. fiilinan. Bccot, C. 12.

j>. 734. cd. Kuhnii.
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beneath it. If therefore so accurate a writer as

Fausanias, being upon the spot, as he declares

himself to have been*, has, in his description of

this place, mentioned the contiguity of a sepulchre

and a fountain near to the public way, we may

perhaps recognise the objects he has alluded to;

for this Soros may have been the tomb of

Hector, and the fountain near to it the CEdi-

podia'; where, according to the name it

consequently received, the Thebans maintained

that (Edipus washed off the blood with which he

was contaminated, after the murder of his

father*. It is true that Pausanias uses the word

7oc(pog to signify the Tomb; and this word he

generally applies to a Tumulus. There is also

another tomb mentioned by him as near to the

i>-a.n\efountain; but the remarkable representation

of a Phoenix upon an Obelisk of the Sun, as having

risenfrom its ashes, seems to be peculiarly adapted

(2) The ruins of the house where Pindar lived (the only building

^h.ch Alejcmi'ler suffered to rejnaiu at the destruction of Thebes) wer«

shewn to Pausanias : and it is in speaking of a Sacristy, containing a

iiafwe, contiguous to those ruins,wiiich the inhabitants opened only upon

one day in the year, that Pausanias alludes to his own Autopsy, in these

words ; 'Kfici Ss a^iKtirSxi n i^iysyom tw» iifiipuy ravrtiv, xai to ayaXfta 'tSor

Xihv ov vav TliyriXr.ffi ko.) auro xa) rov ^povot. Pausan. Btxot. C. 25. p. 758.

ed. Kulmii.

(3) "E«'t; OS axi "Exrcpo; Qy,(iatoit To.'fo; rroZ Tlpiduau vpof Oliiimi/a xaXti/filfri

XfAvi). Ibid. p. 74b".

(4) T^ 3= Oiifyrahioc Kpni» ra otofnx lyUera, en s» ul/r/i* re miua SyisJ-aT*

Oii'iifoui Tay irxTfiisv ifitau. If'i'd.
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CHAP, to the story of the removal of Hectors ashes,

in obedience to the Oracle, from his Trojan grave,

to become an object of reverence in the city of

Cadmus'. The superstition respecting this biid

is older than Herodotus'; and in after ages the

(1) Ori^aTot KaifiSio vrofiv xaravanrxovrsi,

A'/k' ihktin vrar^a,* eixiTii ffuv afi.uf^,ovi nXovrm,

*E| 'Affi}];, Aih hnKritis ^^coa tnfisirh.

Fausan. Bccot. c. '25. p. 758. ed. Kahnii.

(2) "'Effrt Se a.X'k'ii opvi; ipi(, tu tutc(/.a fl>o7vi^. (Herodoli Euterpe, lib. ii.

p. 117. Lond. l6'9.) The superstition concerning this bird existed

in Eg]/pt long before the time oi Herodotusy who saw there a reprcseida-

tion of the Phoenix, and says it Iwre a resemblance to the Eagle : {Ibid.)

The same may be said of the figure on the TheOan bas-relief, which might

be taken for an Eagle, but for the circumstance of the Heliopolitan

Obelisk, ov Pillar of the Sun, which refers it at once to the Phoenix,

The earliest /"AeJaws could not have been unacquainted with the notions

entertained of the Phccnix ; because its very name, and perhaps the

origin of its fabulous history, were y^ssyrian. Ovid tells us from whom

it received its appellation :

" Solis avi specimen ——^—
Una est quae reparet, seque ipsa reseminet, ales

;

Assi/rii Phoenica 'vocant." Metamorph. lib. xv.

And Claudian, by whom it is repeatedly mentioned, having dignified

the history of the Phosnix with all the majesty of his Muse, expresses

himself in language thatwould not have been inapplicable as an epitaph

upon the Soros here mentioned ; admitting that it really enshrined the

deified relics of the son of Priam.

" O senium positura rogo, falsisque sepulchris

Natales habitare vices, qui sEepe renasci

Exitio, proprioqiie soles pubescere letho.

O felix, hasresque tui ! quo solvimur omnes,

Hoc tibi suppeditat vires, prabetur origo

Per cinerem, moritur te non pereunte senectus."

Claud, de Phcenice.
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Phoenix appeared upon antient monuments as a chap.
ni.

symbol of reviving nature, especially upon the

Roman medals ^ With so many existing monu-

ments of the earliest ages of history and poetry,

thus presented to the notice of a transitory

traveller, it will not surely be again said that no

vestige remains of the Boeotian capital: indeed,

it may be asked, whether any part of Gi-eece

exhibits a nobler association of sublime and dis:-

nified objects than was here collected into one

view?—the living fountain—the speaking sepul-

chre—the Cadmcean citadel—the Ogygian plain

—

overwhelming the mind with every recollection

that has been made powerful by genius and

consecrated by inspiration; where every zephyr,

breathing from Helicox, and Parnassus, over

the mouldering fabrics of Thebes, seems to

whisper, as it passes, the names of Epaminondas

and Pindar and Homer and Orpheus,

The next day, December the sixth, there was, as Albanian

it is usual in the Gj-eek towns, a Sunday market

for the Albanians; and this enabled us to see

a great number of them from all parts of the

country, and to inspect the produce of Boeotia,

(3) It appears upon the reverse of a medal of Antoninus Pius ; also

upon a reverse of a medal of Constantine, with this legend, "felix teji-

POKUM REPARATIO,

"
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CHAP, in the commodities they offered for sale. They

V -^,-' . appeared in all the colours of their extraordi-

nary dresses, supposed to be of the same

nature with that which was worn by the antient

Macedonians. It has been already represented

in a former part of these Travels
'

; and its

resemblance to the habits of the Cells has also

been pointed out^ They brought to this

market, oxen, fish, butcher's meat, and wood.

We entered into a place where they had

assembled to eat their food; not as at an

ordinary, but rather an u4lbanian pic-nic, to

which every individual contributed some-

thing- that he had conveyed with him from his

own home. This food, packed in a cleanly

manner by their women, consisted principally

of heavy corn-cakes baked in wood embers,

and of dried fruit. Game abounds in the

country ; but they have a strange prejudice,

which, as it also characterized the antient

inhabitants of Greece^, and is still universal,

(1) Seethe Plate facing p. 762, Vol. III. of the Quarto Edition

of these Travels, ^/crfc. 1814. — Their military dress, with all its

embroidery, is however much better represented by a coloured plate iu

Mr. Hobhouse's Travels (facing jt. 133. Lond. 1813), which exhibits an

Albanian warrior to the life : and for a full account of this remarkable

I>eople, the Reader is particularly referred to Mr. Hubhouse's. Work.

(2) See Vol. VI. p. 586, of the Octavo Edition,- and the Note from

Lord Byron's " Childe Harolde." .

(3) See what is said of the Ssra-vav aiiToiv that was odious to DianUf
hy ^schjlus ; ver. 112 of thQ Agamemnon.
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ought to be mentioned. They will neither eat chap.

a hare, nor touch it after it has been killed: and

so powerful is their aversion from this animal,

that no Albanian servant can be prevailed upon

to take the skin from a hare, or even to remain,

in the house where it is dressed*. Some of

these y^lbanians came from Skejnaia; where they

said they had seen our Epidaurian dog, during

the preceding evening; and that he had been to

the house where we had lodged, in search of

us. In the course of the day a letter arrived

from Captain Lacy, who informed us that he

had also seen him, about six miles from Thebes:

so that the poor animal had scoured the whole

country, and was apparently making his way

back to Athens ; which indeed proved to be the

case*.

(4) The Evglish Consul at Snlonica, Mr. Charnaud, being fond of

shooting, and having plenty of game in his neighbourbood, yet found

that it was wanton destruction to kill the hares; for his servants,

natives of the country, would neither eat them, nor dress them for his

own table.

(5) Such a loss may appear to be of little importance to a Reader,

by his fire-side ; but it was seriously regretted on our part ; for it

deprived us of a guard upon whose fidelity and watchfulness we could

always rely, and wliose sagacity seemed almost human. He would

sometimes go forward with the baggage-horses upon a journey; and

when the owner of the horses dismounted the baggage, he never

quitted it until we arrived.
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On Monday afternoon, December the seventh,

being the fourth since our arrival, we left

Journey to rjpj
^ ^^ ^j^^.^^ o'clock, bv the Gate ofElectra\

Scpiaiaa. p^rsuing the route marked out by Pausanias, as

leading towards Mount CiTHyEiiox and Plat.ea,

in the hope of finding some vestiges of that

city; no rem^ains of it having hitherto been

discovered. Leaving the town, there is an

aqueduct, in the wall of which we sav/ a has-

relief representing an equestrian figure, with

one of his horse's fore feet resting upon the

marble cylinder of a well, as in the act of

striking it with his hoof. This evidently

alludes to the Boeotian story of the Hippocrene

fountain, produced where the earth was struck

by the hoof of Bellerophori's horse Pegasus^;

and it confirms what the author has elsewhere

said of the antiquity of those massive marble

'BXiKT^et;. Pausan. Bceot. c. 8. p. 728. cixt. Kuknii.

(2) \'\A..Pausun. in Bceotic. c.31. p. 771.

—

stinCorinth. col. p. 105.

Tliyifftf yaf tZ frvu Kai ovtoi Xiyovrt to v^aif ayiTyxi Thv yr,v ^lyeiTi tou

tiatpov; TJJ eyxjj. This Greek fable originated, according to Bocliart,

in the corruption of a PhceniciaH word. (l^id. Not. Cletici in Varior,

Not. Hesiod. p.ZAl. Edit. Robinson. Oxon. 1737. Not. 6. in vac.

'iirvovK^fivm-) " Phoenicia dixeris, ut rccte Bocharlus eodem loco, pJlCn
' happigran, quod fontem erumpentem sonat, et corruptum in hippc-

crcnen, ortum fecit fabuls, quasi esset x^ntn "x-xov, fons equi, seu ab
*' equo excitatus."
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cylinders placed over the mouths of tvells in chap.

Greece ; as at Athens, and Argos : for the well ' i,. >

represented by this bas-relief resembled, as

they do, externally, an antient altar; and it

might be mistaken for an altar, were it not for

the remarkable position of the horse, which

plainly refers to the real subject intended to be

represented. On the outside of the town, upon

this southern side of Thebes, there is a fountain

;

perhaps the same described by Spon^ as that

which the Antients called Z)/rce, and which flowed

into the Ismenus. The view of the Cadmcean view ofthe

Citadelis here very grand; and it is by much the cuZd"!"'

finest view of Thebes, It appears to stand amidst

several broken eminences, towering above all of

them, and commanding the great plain which

extends towards the right emd left, reaching

from east to west*. Beyond the plain, towards

the north, appear the wavy summits of the

mountain boundary. We continued through

pasture land to Platana. distant two hours from Pi'^iuna

. . . , „ Village.

Thebes ; a small village, consistmg only of

seven cottages, but perhaps retaining, in its

name, a derivative from the antient appellation

(3) Voyage deGrece, torn. H. p. 55. a la Huye, 1724.

(•t) Seethe Vignette to this Chapter. The whole of the level country

intervenia^ between Mons Mesapius, or Mesapion, and CUhcsron, is

called, by .^schylus, XliiUt 'Aimxou, Vid. yJsfam. v. 305.
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of Flatjea. The whole of this part of the-

plain, through which the ^sopus flows, is still

called Platana, as far as the village of Purgos to

the tvest; where there is one of those ruined

towers common in the plains oi Boeotia, probably

the remains of forts constructed for alarm and

defence, during the period of the Roman power
;

but as it is likely that they were erected upon

the site, and with the materials afforded by the

ruins of the Grecian towns, they are always

worthy of notice. We arrived at Platana one

hour before sun-set, and immediately set out

Asopus. for the source of the Asopus. This river main-

tains the character of almost all the Grecian

streams, being only a winter torrent ; and so

dry in summer, that it may be passed without

observation ; a circumstance that happened to

us in this month of December, as we journeyed

from Marathon to Thebes \ The source of

it is erroneously placed by geographers' in

Mount CiTH^ROx. It does not rise in the

mountain, but in this plain, at the foot of

CiTH^ROiv, as we shall presently shew. A

(1) Seetlie observation made by I>Ir. Hawkins, as contained in tlie

extract from bis Letter to the author, given in a Note of the preceding

Chapter.

(2) See the Map of Bceotia by Barbie du Bocagt, published by

Barlhelemy, &e.
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minute attention to the relative position of chap.
yj ^ . III.

objects near the village of Platana will here be . ^^-' _/

requisite, that it may enable us to correct the

very erroneous description of this district

published by the Abbe Barthelemy, to illustrate

his account of the battle of Platofa, from the

observations of Barbie du Boccage\ The Asopus

is there deduced from the heights of Citii.i:ron,

whence it flows from the south towards the

north, through an imaginary valley, separating

into two channels which do not exist; and

Plat-ea is placed upon the mountain to the

south of these separate streams. We had this

map upon the spot ; and finding it to be so

false and confused, that it was wholly irrecon-

cileable with the scene itself, the author, with

the very imperfect means he possessed, made

a more accurate survey ; but this document has

since been lost. However, from the notes

written at the time, he is able in some measure

to supply its place; and for this purpose, it

may be proper to recapitulate a little of that

which has been said before. Platana is about

six miles to the south of Thebes. To the

south-west of Platana upon Cith.^ron, now

(3) Recueil de Cartes G^ographiques, &c. rclatifs au Voyage du

Jeune Anacharsis. Troisi^me Edition, No. IV, Psm, 1790.

VOL. VII. H
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GHAP.
III.

bearing the name of Elatcea^ is a place called

Coda, in view, and as it were hanging upon the

side of the mountain. Due west is Purgos, with

its ruined tower, at the extremity of the plain of

Platana. Turning from the south towards the

east, to the south-east of Platana village, there

are some ruins : first, of a chapel, upon a hill at

about gun-shot distance, in which we saw an

antient bas-relief; and somewhat farther on, in

this direction, are the ruins of a village, and of

another chapel, standing upon the site of an

antient temple, whose dilapidations are obser-

vable in the large hewn stones lying all around

the area it occupied. Below this chapel is the

Source of SOURCE OF THE AsOPUS; UOt UpOn CiTHiERON,

but in the Platcean plain, below the mountain.

From its source winding round to the right,

thereby inclosing the land in which the village

of Platana lies, and flowing at first from the

south-east towards the north-west, it afterwards

turns off towards the north and north-east, sepa-

rating the antient Theban plain, from that oi^

Platcea; and thence, pursuing its course to-

wards the Gulph of Euripus, it there falls into

the sea. The appearance of the source is that

of a little luell in the midst of a small marsh ; and

close to it are the vestiges of some antient struc-

ture, perhaps the Uieron of the source itself.
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IVight put a stop to our farther researches, char

after our visit to the source of the ^sopus ; and y i^-. ^

we returned to the village of Platana v/ithout

having as yet found any remains of the city of

Plat^a. To our great surprise, the inhabi-

tants o^ Platana entertained traditions remark-

ably connected with the history of the place.

They spoke of a great battle having happened Traditions

here in former times; and said they would con- Battle of

duct US m the mornmg to the spot where it was

fought; for they knew it well, both from the

circumstance of its being more fertile than any

other part of their land, and from the various

bits of iron, lead, and other antiquities, which

they had always been accustomed to find there.

They spoke also o^di Pakeo-castm, in the direction

of Coda, but less distant ; situate upon a pro-

jecting part oi Cithceron, where they occasionally

find medals. The most interesting conversation

we ever had with the Albanians took place this

evening, among the inhabitants of Platana. The

owner of the little hut where we lodged, wel-

comed us, as we entered, with the usual hospi-

tality of his countrymen. Seating himself upon condition

the clean and well-swept floor of his dwelling, j,abjtain"i

with his back leaning against his upright sacks

of corn, he bade his wife be brisk, and get a cake

of bread ready, and bake it upon the hearth,

II 2
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CHAP, while he peeled the onions; *'for," said he, "the

strangers shall eat and be merry." The cake

was soon prepared, and covered with glowing

embers; the wife every now and then pushing

the hot coals aside, with her fingers, to see when

the edges of the dough began to crack\ Pre-

sently it was all uncovered ; and taking it from

the fire, she wiped off the ashes with her woollen

apron; and then, breaking it nicely into shares,

she gave to each person present a smoking por-

tion, accompanied by a large peeled onion. The

custom is, to eat the onion raw, with the hot

cake of the unleavened bread : and this diet we
relished, with a little salt, to the full as much

as did our host himself; who setting the ex-

ample, encouraged us, by adding, that " his

sacks were all full, and that we need not fear to

> eat plentifully." His neighbours, attracted by

curiosity, joined the circle round his hearth

;

and a fresh cake was made for them ; another

and another being afterwards devoured. When
they had all eaten, as it sometimes happens

(1) Cakes of bread, thus baked upon the hearth and covered with

the embers, were called, by the Ant'ieat Greeks, I'^ro'SiTai a^rm, 'Eyx^v^ixi.

{Fid. Alhcncei Deipnosoph. lib.'m. c. 27- Suid. Hest/ch.) If baked upon

the embers, the bread bore another name : "A^rov S' JSo; Ur) xai i ««•«-

Alhen. Deip. \ih.\\i. c. 29. p. 111. Lugd. 1657.
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among people who are well fed, a conversation chap.

began upon the faults of their rulers, and the

grievous oppressions under which they laboured.

We then began to perceive that these poor pea-

sants are not so entirely ignorant of the antient

renown of their country, or of its present re-

sources, as might be supposed. They said, that

the land they cultivated had once been tilled by

a race of famous warriors ; and that it would be

found now, as formerly, full of heroes, if a leader

were to present himself. The family of our host

consisted of himself and his wife, and eight sons

and daughters. His boys were stout and sturdy,

and his girls extremely beautiful. He said that

the daily expense of his household amounted

to three paras a head ; and that his annual pay-

ment to his Turkish masters came to an hundred

and fifty piastres more, which he found it a very

difficult thing to supply. Allowing, therefore,

that the amount of his earnings barely equalled

his expenditure, his income altogether, for the

maintenance of a wife and eight children, would

not be equal to twelve pounds sterling of our

money, according to the average of exchange

between England and Turkey"^.

(2) Reckoning fiiie&n piastres for the pound sterling, as the par of

exchange.
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CHAP. The next morning, Tuesday, December the

V i.y- I eighth, we were surprised to find the ground

covered with snow, it being the first time we had

seen snow in Greece. The inhabitants of Platana

told us so great a quantity fell in the preceding

winter, that they were confined to their cottages

during several weeks;—a remarkable circum-

stance in so low a situation, and in such a lati-

tude'. It affords a striking confirmation of the

accuracy of Thucydides, who says that a great

deal of snow fell during the night when the

Platceans fled to Athens, ^^ndi left their city; taking

the road towards Thebes, in order to deceive their

enemies who were there stationed ^. We set out

with our host, to visit the place still pointed out,

by the tradition of his countrymen, as the field of

THE BATTLE OF Platjea. Iu our way thither,

we passed a very small stream, called, by the

people of this village, Platana river: it falls into

the Asopus. And near to it there is an antient

well, distinguished as such by being covered

with a massive marble cylinder, whose interior

is worn into deep furrows by the ropes formerly

used in drawing water. To mark the situation

(l) About 38". 20' of North latitude.

(-) K«/ h yy| Touvrta avifiu u'^ovi(po/iiii>} «oXu to hdaif iv ahrn i^lfoinKlt, S

fi'oXti u*igi^ov7i; Wi^auuitivaV' Thucydid. lib. ill. cap. 23. p. 160. edit.

Hudsoni. Oxon. 1696.
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of this well as precisely as possible, it is neces*-

sary to state, that the whole distance to the

ground called Thefield of battle by the people of

Platana, is not more than a mile to the north-east

of their village ; and this well is about half way

thither. The stream near to it may perhaps be

that of the Gargaphian fountain, mentioned by

Herodotus when he notices the station of the

Lacedcemonian soldiers, before the battle of

Plata;a^\ it was near to \}[\^ Asopus, and upon

the right wing of the Grecian army at the foot of

Cithceron*. And the ivell seems to correspond,

as to its situation, with the sacred ivell of

Pausanias; but there were no ruins by the side

of it*. The peasants still entertain traditions

and superstitious notions concerning another

well, somewhat farther on, more accordant with

his account^ of the inspiring properties of the

f>PEAP lEPON, and whose situation will be

particularly described. Every object of this

kind, not being liable to change, will be eagerly

sought for by travellers, as the antient topo-

(3) T»)» T« xoriinv rhv Ta^yociflriv, «t' v; i^oiuiro 'rat tI (TT^aTiufia. ro'EXXu-

ttxtf, ffVfiTii^cc^ay xai truvt^uffat. irxv fiiv u» xara rhv xf>!v>)i> Aajtiaaiuittu

fuiiitet TiTctyfiUoi. Heroduti Cillinpe, c. 48. p. 552. Land. 1679.

(4) Ibid.

{5) 'Ev rcT; l^urloi;, x.t.\. Pausan. Bccot. c. 2. p. 714. eA. Kuhn.

(6) 'E^arriMyra tlwi'ru. Ibid.
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^
m.^* graphy of Greece becomes more known ; for tPte

** * -' time is fast approaching when the history of

the battle of Flatcea will be illustrated by an

accurate survey of the scene of action. The

position of the sacred well is falsely assigned in

the plan of the battle by Barbie clu Boccage.

Instead of being sought for towards Cithceron,

or in the plain immediately below the mountain,

as he has placed it, the vestiges, perhaps of the

Temple of u4pollo, and the ivell itself, may be

found quite in a contrary direction. That we
may describe the spot with so much precision

as to become guides for others who follow us,

it will be necessary to mark its situation, with

reference not only to the village of Platana, but

to the main route from Thebes to the Peloponnesus,

In the road which leads from Thebes to the

Morea, about a league and a quarter from

Thebes, there is a bridge over the Asopus, now
called '' the Morea bridge ;' and here, according

Camp of to the tradition of the inhabitants, was the camp
Mardonius. „ . i • i ii- tx-.

of Mardomus, or, as they style mm, ''the Gene-

ralissimo of the grand army of the Medes ;" and

certainly there is nothing in their tradition

contradicting what historians teach us to

believe was the real position of the Persian

camp. From this bridge (which, as a land-

mark, no traveller will be at any loss to dis-
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cover) turning out of the road, and crossing
^W^'^

the Jtsopiis to the south-west, about a mile v.

III.

up the plain of Platana, is the well consi-
of'thl'^'^

dered by the inhabitants as the '^ sacred well.''
^y"^i^

Among several large antique stones, lying by

the side of it, they pointed out to us a piece of

rude and very antient sculpture, considered by

them as now exhibiting the marks of horses' Jeet;

but which is evidently nothing more than a part

of an architectural ornament belonging to some

temple once erected near to this ivell, probably

that of Apollo, which was in ruins in the time of

Pausanias\ and with whose situation, from the

remarkable circumstance of the ivell itself, and

its reputed sanctity even at the present time, it

seems so accurately to correspond. The form

of the grooving in the stone exhibits an

appearance, which has given rise to the absurd

notion of an impression made by the feet of

(l) Vid. Baot. c. 2. p. 714. ed. Kuhnii,
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Platceen-

sian Terri

. tory.

CHAP, horses. Throughout this plain, from the Morea

' bridge to the well, the peasants, as they till the

soil, find bits of iron and of lead, together with

antient coins : from this circumstance, and the

great fertility of the soil, they maintain that this

was the field of the memorable battlii of Platcea.

The road leading from Thebes to the Peloponnesus

is the present bomidary of the territory of

Platana^: which is however very extensive, as

the people of Platana informed us ; for they say

it reaches to a very considerable distance,

winding in a fine fertile plain between Platana

and Pursos. We observed no tombs eithero

upon or near to the spot assigned by tradition

for the scene of such a memorable contest; but

in going from Platana to Coda, just before

Ruins of arriving; at the latter place, we found the ruins
the City ® ^
(^piaiaa. of the city of PtAT^A ; and here we saw some

antient sepulchres without the walls of the

CitadeP; also afterwards, in descending from

Coda towards Leuctra, we noticed tumuli in

the Platceensian plain; corresponding with the

account given by Pausanias^ ; more than one of

them being surmounted by a ruin in stone.

(l) Accordinjf to Pmtsanias, the Asopm afforded the antient boundary

between the Theban and the Platceensian plains.

(2) Kara Ti ttiI 'ifehai ftaXurra, ryif i; TLXaratav rd^si ra/r s'^oi ti^tv;

f/.x;:^trafi,Ua¥ ti<rl. PausanicE, lib.ix. c. 2. p. 715. edit. A'w/;rt?V.

(3) Patisan. ibid.
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Platana of course takes its present name from chap.

the gromid whereon it stands. The ruins of ^- >

PLATiEA are upon a promontory, projecting

from the base of Cith^ron. The place has

now the usual appellation bestowed upon the

ruins of Grecian citadels: it is called Falceo-

Castro; but it must not be confounded with

Coda, being at least a mile nearer to Platana

than that village. In going from Platana to

Palceo- Castro, before arriving at these ruins, we
we saw the tombs before mentioned: then we
arrived at the walls of Plat^a ; standing rather

in an elevated situation, upon the promontory

which here stretches out from the mountain.

Those walls exhibit the earliest style of mili-

tary architecture, and are almost Cyclopean;

consisting of very considerable masses, evenly

hewn, and well built. Here the peasants, in

ploughing the soil, find their labours frequently

obstructed by large blocks of stone; and the

earth is filled with broken remains of terra cotta.

The upper part of the promontory is entirely

covered with ruins: among these we found

some pieces oi serpentine porphyry, but the build-

ings in general appear to have been constructed

with common limestone. Some labourers, em- Medai=

ployed among these ruins, had found upon the upoTiS

spot a few small silver coins, which they sold
^^°^"
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Ill

CHAP, to US. The legend not being entire upon any

one of them, we could only conjecture, from the

subjects represented, that they were medals of

Chalcis in Euhcea. In front they exhibit the

same head of Ceres that appears upon the

smaller Carthaginian medals; and upon their

obverse sides, an eagle devouring a serpent, which

may be considered as an invariable type of the

medals of Chalcis\ Besides these, both here

and at Platana, we obtained a few very small

bronze coins of Bceotia, with the usual symbols

—the Boeotian shield, a trident, and the legend

BOmrnN. No medal of Platcea could be

procured, either here, or in any other part of

Bceotia ; nor is there an example of such a

medal in any European collection. It has

been said, in order to explain this, that the city

was destroyed at a very early period ; but after

its restoration, first by Philip, and afterwards

by Alexander, it continued to be inhabited until

a very late age. Pausanias, in the second

(l) This curious symbolical representation of the Enisle and Serpent

may admit of a conjectural illustration, when it is considered, that the

bird ofJove denoted apotheosis, or lynmortalUy : and the serpent typified

life. Perhaps, therefore, it was one of those mysterious allusions to a

state of existence after death which existed among the Antients.

Anusy a king of Lucedamon, affixed his signet, with this representation,

upon the Letter he senttoOwfa^, High-priest of iheJews ; as it is related

by Josephus. See also Du Pin, Bibl. Univ. p. 8. Jmst. 1708.
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century, gives an account of the curiosities of chap.'
. Ill

the city, and relates the traditions of its inhabi- .

tants*. Future travellers, who have leisure for

making excavations, will find this spot very

likely to reward them for the labour and

expense of such an undertaking. The founda-

tions of temples are visible among the vestiges of

the citadel, and the remains of toivers are

conspicuous upon its walls. A remarkable

proof of the great antiquity of mural turrets in Mural

military architecture was afforded in a former of th«

Part of these Travels'; and this style of

building characterizes the fortifications of

Plat.ea. In the account given of the citadel

by Thucydides, we further learn that it was

protected by ^. fosse: yet such was the simplicity

of the means used for securing those antient

fastnesses, compared with the complicated

structure of a modern fortress, that when the

Thehans, after their vain attempt to surprise

the city, endeavoured to effect their retreat,

they cut the wooden bolt of the gates asunder;

(2) Vid.P«^^5aM. lib. ix. cc. 1. 2, 3, 4. i<l. Kuhnii.

(3) ^&e tYiQ rignette to Chap. II. vol. II. of the Octavo Edition of

these Travels ; also the observations which afterwards occiir in that

Chapter, p. 69, upon a very antient medul found in JtliiceJunta, whence

that / 'ignellc was taken.
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CHAP, a woman havino- supplied them with a hatchet
III.

' for this purpose '.

About a mile beyond the ruins ofPlat^aJs the

Coda. modern village of Coda. Here we also collected

some bronze medals of Boeoda, from the inhabi-

tants. It occupies an eminence upon the side of

CiTHiERON, at one hour's distance from Platana.

Remainsof Desceuding from Coda towards Leuctra, which
Lkuctra.

retams somethmg of its antient name, although

pronounced Leftra, or Lefca, we noticed several

tombs ; and upon a lofty conical hill, about half

way between these two places, we observed the

remains of an ancient fortress. Below this hill,

upon the left hand, about a quarter of a mile

from the road, we saw also some columns, and

the remains of a temple, since formed into a

chapel. The peasants told us that there was an

inscription in the pavement of this building:

but after working for some time, to no purpose,

in search of it, by removing the earth and rubbish

which covered the pavement, we abandoned the

undertaking. The modern chapels which exist

(l) 0/ ^\, xarx vruXa; \orifiou;, yvfaixif ^outn; triXixyf, XaSnrii ku) ont-

xi-4^!X¥Ti; 701 fcox>-ih iS^X^sv cu roXXti. Thucydid. lib. ii. c. 4. p. 86.

edit. Iladi'mi.
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everywhere in the vicinity of Thebes, and indeed ^^^^•

over all Bceotia, constructed from the ruins of

Pagan sanctuaries, prove the vast number of

antient Bieia and /e;?7/)/e>swlxich formerly abounded

in this country. We observed them in all the

Boeotian plain, at PaIceo- Castro, and throughout

the whole route towards Thespia and Helicon.

Having crossed the hills which separate the

plain of Plat^a from that of Leuctra, we
arrived at the ruins of the latter place ; which

though but a village of Boeotia, became so con-

spicuous, owing to the victory obtained here by

the Thehans under Epaminondas, over a very

superior force of the Spartans, that the traces yet

remaininsf of its ancient monuments are like those

of a considerable city. This famous battle was

fought on the eighth ofJuly, in the year 37 1 before

Christ. On the side of the Thehans only three

hundred were slain; but the Spartans lost four

thousand*, who were all put to death, together

with their king Cleombrotus; and they forfeited,

for eV'-r, the empire of Greece, which they had

retained during three centuries'. JVheler seems

(2) PoiUsnnias states the numbers very differently ; making the loss

of the Thehans only equal to forty-seven, and that of the Spartans,

one thousand.

(3) Oiixiri yap s| ixi'iyov rn* Tur 'EkXv»i»» iiyii.:i»i'at itaXaZiTr le-^vrat, »!»

i7;Ka» Tfirtfof. Btrabon. Geog. lib. ix. p. GOl. edit. Oxun.
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CHAP, to have mistaken the ruins of Leuctra for the

^ remains of another city. They are situate at the

distance of three hours from Coda \ The ground

for a considerable space is covered with, im-

mense fragments of marble and stone ; among
which the inhabitants have long laboured in vain

to introduce the plough for the cultivation of the

soil. We saw them employed in breaking a

huge has-relief, and labouring hard to remove the

foundations of antient edifices : but the remains

of the trophies, temples, and walls of Leuctra

will resist their utmost unremitted efforts for a

long time to come. Haifa mile farther on, upon

the brow of a hill, above the plain of Leuctra, is

Rimocastri. We continued journeying along this

plain towards Neocorio; and about two miles

from Leuctra we passed upon our right the

Ruins at rcmaius of an antient town, now called Phriay
^'^^^' whose vestiges are very considerable. It was

here that Wheler found several inscriptions ; but

none of them enabled him to assertain the origi-

nal name of the place^. Near the road was ob-

served a has-relief representing a human figure

(I) AtixYVTcn ^s vaifii eures xairk rhv Ik n.Xarxia!» lis Qifvtxs oiiu

Slrabon. Geog. lib. ix. p. 601. edit. Oxon.

(a) " We came to some ruins, and old decayed churches, called.

Pliria; where we also found some inscriptions ; especially one, which

was a pedestal, dedicated by the town to one Titus Flavius Aristus."

TVheler's Journ.into Greece, Bookvi, p. 470. Lond. 1682.
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with a lance or spear, standing by a horse, chap.
III.

Thence turning- towards the left, we crossed a i .

-'
^

river which runs from Helicox into the plain,

and saw the shaft of a column lying in the chan-

nel of it. We then ascended gradually towards

the side of Helicon, now called Zagara, and

came to the village of Neocorio, considered by vniage of

fVheler as antiently Thespia : it is distant one
^'^<'"'*'''-

hour, or three miles, from Leuctra. There

are so many ruins at the foot of Helicon,

that we could not confirm the observations of

TVheler as to the exact situation of Thespia.

The ruins at Phria have perhaps more pretension

to the name of Thespia than the village called

Neocorio, where there is not a trace even of the

broken pottery which is always found upon the

site of antient cities, nor of any antiquity what-

soever'. At a short distance from Neocorio, in

our way thither, upon our right, we thought we
had found the situation of Thespia, by the Doubts

P • , -, 11 respecting

quantity oi ruins we there observed: but its thesuppos-.... . ,
ed situation

position is by no means certain; nor have we ofXHESPiA.

since been satisfied with what other travellers,

whom we consulted, have said upon the subject.

(3) The very name of the place is against the notion of its having

ever been an antient city. Neocorio signifies New-town ; in opposition to

Pal(Bo-corio, and Palao-castro, names generally applied to places where

there are ruins.

VOL. VII. T
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CHAP. If Neocorio be considered as now occupying the

V ^. ^» site of Tp[i;spia, not a vestige remains of the

antient city. Even the inscription which JVheler

discovered upon the pedestal of a statue serving

for the altar of a church was not found at

Neocorio^ but in its neighbourhood ; and this we
sought for in vain'. We observed, indeed, a few

letters belonging to a Greek inscription, in a

chapel above the village oi Neocorio; but these

stones might all of them have been brought from

Phrin, which is hard by, and which has evidently

served as a quarry for the inhabitants of all this

district, whenever building materials were re-

quired. As the ruins at Phria immediately occur

after those of Leuctra, to one journeying from

Plat^a to Mount Helicox, it seems probable

that they are those of Thespia. At Neocorio we
failed in obtaining one essential requisite towards

Medals. information upon this subject ; namely, Thespian

medals: for by attention to local circumstances

connected with the discovery ofthe antient coins

of Grecian cities, many doubts may be removed

concerning the situation of those cities. Scholars,

visiting Greece, ought to be very careful in

noticing the particular symbols which predomi-

nate upon gems and medals, in particular places,

(l) See fFlielei's Journey into Greece, p. 471. Land. 1682..
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before these relics are indiscriminately mixed chap.

together, or classed according- to the cabmet -^- •

notions of untravelled antiquaries ; for by so

doing, much of the confusion caused by their

writings might be avoided'. The particular

symbol that might be said to predominate

among the medals found here, was that of a

radiated female Aeac/,, represented in front; and

upon the obverse side, a warrior, leaning with his

right arm upon his right thigh, his right foot

being elevated and supported by a pedestal ; the

same figure also holding in his left hand a spear.

Such medals we often found in Boeotia ; but

never with any legible inscription. We obtained

at Neocorio two very remarkable bronze coins,

having a beautiful full face in front of each,

differing from the former ; and upon their ob-

verse sides was the letter <t> in a chaplet or

wreath of laurel. Perhaps these are medals of

Phocis; but being found upon this spot, it is

possible that they might belong to Phria, and

that an antient town of this name once stood

(2) For examples of errors thus introduced into Numismafic history,

the reader may be referred to the splendid description of the Hunterian

Collection by Combe, where the medals of Amphipolis are assigned

to Lesbos, and those of jEgina to ^gium. Vid- Num. Vet. Pop. et

Urb. S{c. Caroli Combe, p. 171. Tab. 33. etp. 12. No. I. i^c. Land.

1782.

I 2
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CHAP, where the ruins now are, which bear this appel-
III. . .

• lation. From these observations, it must be

evident that some employment remains for future

travellers in this part oi Bceotia; and above all,

that the situation of Thespia, although nearly

that which JVheler has assigned for it, has not

yet been satisfactorily ascertained.

Perhaps we may be more fortunate in marking

the position of places in Mount Helicon. As

there is no map to illustrate the topography of

Helicon, it was necessary to be more than

usually attentive to the observations of Strabo
ft/

and Pausanias : no description of the mountain

having been given by any modern author ; nor,

at the time of our journey, was there any thing

known of the antient road from Leuctra and

Thespia to Lebade'a. It had always been

customary to avoid the mountain, and to pro-

ceed to Lebadea by a circuitous route along

the level country. Yet it must have been evident

to any one who had read the learned work of

Barthelemy, respecting the imaginary Travels of

Anacharsis, that, being guided by Strabo and by

Pausanias, he proceeds from Plat^a, to Leuc-

tra and to Ascra, as a common route in goings

to Lebadea. We were therefore convinced,

that if we could discover the old route in which
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AscRA was situate, we should not only be grati- chap.
III.

fied by visiting the birth-place of Hesiod, but .

perhaps discover also the site of the Grove

OF THE Muses, which was also in Helicon;

although neither of these places had then been

recognised by any modern traveller.

After a very diligent inquiry at Neocorio, we Discovery

were informed that a defile, or pass, of Mount \lnte

Helicon conducted to Lebadea ; and that this ^?7°"^^
' Helicon.

road might be used, instead of the more usual

way by the plain. As we remained in this vil-

lage during the night, we had an opportunity of

examining many of the peasants concerning this

route. Attracted by a natural curiosity to see

strangers, several of them came from their

dwellings to the cottage where we lodged. They

told us, that if we would send our baggage

round by Paheo Panaja, and Mazi, we might go

over the mountain, by Wvq Monastery ofSt.Nicholo,

to Sagara, or Saclcra, and afterwards descend

by another monastery, (that of St. George), to

Lebadea. *' It w^as," they said, *'a mountain

"pass; and the shorter w^ay: but being the old

" road, narrow and stony, and difficult for travel-

" lers, it had long been disused, excepting by

"the peasants; the other route having been

" considered as more convenient for travellers."
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CHAP. This was precisely the sort of information we
- had been desirous to obtain. In many parts of

Greece, where the antient paved road has fallen

to decay, and the parts of it have been torn up,

it has been abandoned: in the passage of a

mountain, the destruction of the antient pave-

ment would therefore, in all probability, cause

the road to become so bad as to occasion the

entire desertion of the whole route ; and that

this was the case in the present instance, will

presently be evident.

Further Wc passcd tlic night, as we had done at Ph-

ot the tana, in the midst ofAlbanians, stretched around

p^Tsan'ts" ^ hearth upon the same floor with us; their

cattle occupying one half of the room, and the

family the other. The same simplicity appeared

in all things relating to their manner of life,—the

same disinterested hospitality, and the same

cleanliness: for although the best Albanian cot-

tage have not even a hole in the roof for the

smoke from the hearth to escape, yet the walls

and the floor, being covered with clay or plaister,"

constantly swept, are so perfectly clean, that

neither vermin nor dirt of any kind can be har-

boured ; nor is there in these dwellings the same

liability to contagion which exists in the divans

and couches of more statelv mansions. For the
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III.
rest, the condition of the Albanian peasantry, <^hap.

who cultivate the plains of Greece, is so much

the same, and their way of living so uniform,

that the description of a single family may apply

to the whole community. The great plains of

Boeotia and Thessaly may be said to surpass all

other in the world in beauty and fertility. To

our eyes, the plain of Boeotia appeared like one

vast natural garden. Yet the labouring peasants,

who are all oi i\iQ,mAlbanians, (the idea of industry

in Greece having no other association than that

of an Albanian peasant,) complain everywhere of

oppression : and indeed the labours of the plough

can hardly be considered as a peaceful occupa-

tion, in a land where the husbandmen appear in

the fields armed as for battle. Such, however,

seems to have been the condition of the country

ever since the days oiHomer. When the traveller

enters one of the houses, every thing he sees

calls to mind the simplicity of manners which

characterized the inhabitants of Hellas in the first

ages of its history. The bread is always made

into cakes, which are baked upon the hearth,

beneath the embers : while this is preparing by

the women, the men are engaged in peeling and

splitting the onions to be served with it. The

master of the house, after receiving his guests,

as it has been before stated, takes the post of
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CHAP, honour, by seating himself against his sacks of

' corn, which often occupy a considerable portion

of the floor of his cottage : there he remains,

issuing his orders to his family until the meal is

over; when he encourages his guests to take

their rest, by first setting the example, and con-

signing himself to sleep, without moving from

the spot where he finished his repast.

Journey Thc ucxt momiug, December the ninth, we left

Heucon. Neocorio, and immediately began to ascend

Mount Helicon in a n.w. direction, above the

village; passing the ruined chapel before noticed,

which we believed to be the building where

Wheler found the inscription relating to Thespia.

Below us, upon our right hand, there was a

rivulet, formed by a stream of water falling from

Helicon, towards the plain of Neocorio, or

Thespia; and beyond this, upon the opposite

side of the dingle through which this rivulet fell,

standing upon an eminence, we saw a village,

called Panaja\ Our road conducted us along

the north-east side of the mountain ; and in about

Monastery au hour wc arrivcd at the little Monastery of St.

st.Nichoio. Nicholo, within a sheltered recess of Helicon.

The description of this remarkable scene shall

( 1 \ Hat ctyta,.
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be given from notes written upon the spot, with- chap.

out the slightest alteration. A more delightful

retreat can hardly be found in the romantic

passes of Sivisserland. It is surrounded on all

sides by the mountain ; one small opening alone

presenting a picturesque view of a ruined tower

belonging to Panaja, upon an eminence, in front.

The air was filled with spicy odours, from num-

berless aromatic plants covering the soil. A
perennial fountain, gushing from the side of a

rock, poured down its clear and babbling waters

into the rivulet below. A thick grove almost

concealed the monastery ; and every tree that

contributed to its beauty or luxuriance appeared

to be the wild and spontaneous produce of the

mountain*. Nothing interrupted the still silence

of this solitude, but the humming of bees, and

the sound of falling waters. As we drew near

to the fountain, we found it covered with moss,

and with creeping plants, which spread every-

were their pendent foliage, hanging gracefully

from the trees by which it was shaded. Such

(2) The number and variety of the trees growing near ihe Monastery

of St. Nicholo were so remarkable, that we made a list of them : and

as the natural productions of Helicon are probably the same now that

they were formerly, this list may give the Reader some idea of the

Grove of the Muses
J
^s it existed during the celebration of tbeMOTSEiA.

.1. Walnut
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are the natural beauties of this Aonian hoicer. It

may next perhaps be manifest, that nothing in

its natural character is likely to excite half the

interest afforded by its antient history.

Monasteries and chapels, throughout this

country, may generally be regarded as favourable

indications of the former situation of the shrines

and sanctuaries of Antient Greece. The ruins

of the Pagan Hieron afforded to the pious labours

of hermits and monks, in the first ages of Chris-

tianity, the most ready materials for building

their own places of religious worship. The sim-

ple altars they put together, consisted often of

1. Walnut .... Juglcins Regia.

2. Pine Finns Syluesliis.

3. Olive OUa Europcea.

4. Almon(^ .... jimygdalus Communis.

5. Strawberry-tree . . Arbutus Unedo.

6. Fig; Ficits Carica.

7. Plum Prujius Domestica.

8. Holly Ilex ylqiiifolium.

9. Rosebay .... Ncrium Oleander.

10. Vallonia .... Quercus jEgil<^s.

Jl. Vine yUis vinifera.

12. Myrtle Myrtus Communis.

13. Ivy Hedera Helix.

14. Bramble .... Rulus Fruticosus.

Also a tree, called, by the Greeks, Ka_;^£X£a. We took the seed of it,

but it produced no plants in England. To this list might also be added

the Woodbine (LoniceraJ ; and many parasitical plants, heaths, &c.
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little more than so many rude heaps of stone, chap.

which were afterwards enlarged, and more regu-

larly constructed, as the number of their followers

increased. Contiguous buildings were then

added to those altars, and thus monasteries were

erected. In this manner many of the most va-

luable antiquities were either buried, broken, and

destroyed, or they were accidentally preserved

;

accordingly as they were required for the pur-

poses either of laying foundations, or for making

lime ; or as they were casually suited, by their

shape and size, to facilitate the barbarous

masonry now conspicuous in all the walls and

pavements ofthose ecclesiastical structures. Yet,

if we attribute such a style of building entirely

to the Modern Greeks and to the Turks, we may
perhaps be liable to error. The works of the

Antients themselves were sometimes charac-

terized by similar disorder. Evidence may be

adduced to prove that even the vv^alls of Athens,

in the time of the Peloponnesian warS exhibited

the style of building which is now generally

(l) This evidence occurs in the First Book oi Thttcijdides ; and,

considering the curious fact it contains, it has been unaccountably

overlooked by those wh'> have written upon the antiquities oi /Jlhens.

TlaXXai Tt 'SrnXai ocro Suf/.tirut zxi Xitai iipyar/itt)! iyxartXiyiKrar. ftii^an ykf

i TlipifieXts •xa.iTo.'^ri \%r,x^^ ''^^ -xoXxui. Thitrydid. lib. i. C.93. p. 52. edit.

Hudsoni. Oxon. 1696.
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CHAP, considered as the characteristic lof a Moslem

.'
i dynasty and a barbarous people ; the most dis-

cordant masses being collected from other works,

and the Stelce ofthe sepulchres mixed with stones

of all shapes and sizes in the materials then

used; just as they now appear when heaped

together, as it is commonly believed, by Romaic

or by Turkish workmen. That the Antients may,

therefore, have left examples of this promiscuous

masonry, even in their works, is evident : but a

search for inscriptions, and fragments of sculp-

ture, in this country, is seldom more successful

than when it is carried on among modern eccle-

siastical buildings. The capitals of the columns

of antient temples often serve in the Greek

chapels for Christian, altars : and when these

chapels have been erected upon the site of a

Heathen temple, those capitals not unfrequently

denote the order of architecture observed in the

original building, when every other trace of its

history has been lost. The Monastery of St.

Nicholo is among the number of modern edifices

constructed from the ruins of a long-forgotten

shrine ; and a clue to its pristine sanctity and

celebrity has been preserved, in the manner we
Antiquities havc mentioned. In a church near to the monas-
discovGrcd

at the Mo- tcry wc fouud a long inscription upon the shaft

"suNilhoio- of one of the pillars, distinctly mentioning the
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MOriElA, or Games sacred to the Muses; chap.
III.

(-which Pausanias says were celebrated near »^«.^,^

—

>

A Grove, upon Mount Helicon) ; and contain- oS'""
ing the names of the conquerors in those

J""'^'.^p"

games, when AuRELIUS CaLLICLTANUS the andGrot,e

SON OF SoTERICHUS WAS PRESIDENT, ANdAuRE- Muses,^^-
cerlained.

Lius MusERos WAS Archon. This inscription

therefore, added to other circumstances of col-

lateral evidence, which we shall subsequently

adduce, satisfied us of the propriety of the

route we had chosen : it had already conducted

us to THE Fountain Aganippe, and to the

Grove of the Muses. These land-marks being

ascertained, the guidance afforded by Straho

and by Pausanias is sufficient for the rest. The

rivulet below becomes at once the Permessus, permessus.

named from the parent of Aganippe ; called

Termessus by Pausanias^; and flowing, as he

describes it, in a circuitous course, from Mount
Helicon. Both the fountain and the river were

sacred to the Muses. JVheler calls this rivulet

Termessus, and very accurately describes its

course, as beheld by him from the ruined tower

at Panaja. He considered Panaja as having been

antiently Ceressus, a citadel of the Thespians.

(l) Paii^nn. Bccot. c. 29. p. 7fi6. ed. K»hn.
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But he distinguishes the Termessus of Pausanias

from the Permessus of Straho ; saying, that the

former falls into the Gulph of Livadostro, and the

latter into the Lake Copais\ This distinction,

whether correct or not, has not been admitted

by the commentators upon Pausanias ; for they

expressly state, that the two names apply to the

same river ^ JVheler, who seems to have taken

uncommon pains in seeking for antiquities that

might enable him to ascertain the situation of

Thespia, although he visited Neocorio upon one

side of Helicon, and the Monastery of St. George

upon the other side, yet knew nothing of this

antient passage of the mountain from the former

to the latter place : consequently, the remark-

able fountain here falling into the Permessus,

and the remains of antiquity near to it, together

with the other interesting objects occurring along

this route, entirely escaped his observation. Yet

with what zeal did he endeavour to penetrate the

recesses of Helicon ; retracing even his own

(1) Journey into Greece, Book VI. p. 476. Lond. 16'82.

(2) '' (T£/)/i!5(r»-av) Hartungus legit Tlipfir.a-a-oti : itidemque mox Tlif/iniffvof

ex Strab. 469, 473. Ejusdem Xlipfji-ntrtroZ mentio est in Theogonia, et iu

Virgilii Bucolicis. A Nicandro in Theriacis appellatur napfivfffe;.

Tipfitifffo! sane per r Straboni est urbs Pisidica, 764. pro qua Tiffiiirffo! le-

gitur apud Stephanum. S. Vid. Annot. Sylburgii in Pausan. lib. ix.

;j. 766 edit. Kuhnii.
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footsteps, to find a position for the fountain chap.

Hippocrexe; and actually obtaining, with

difficulty and danger, a distant prospect of the

Vale ofAscRA, into which this road would easily

have conducted him'.

In the Inscription, of which the following copy

is 2ifacsimile, the M occurs in the same form

as in an inscription at Telmessus. There are

also other proofs of its being written in a late

age : and were it not for the intelligence it affords

respecting the place where it was found, we
should not deem it worthy of being inserted in

its entire state.

(3) " As to the fountain tJlppoa-ene,'" (See TVheler's Journey into

Greece, p. 478- Land. 1682.) " the famous haunt of the Nine Sisters,

it rtas then frozen up, if it were where I guessed it to have heen. So

that were I a poel, and never so great a votary ]jof those Heliconian

t)eities, I might he excused from making verses in their praise ; having

neither their presence to excite, nor their liquor to inspire me. For

having golie two or three miles forwards on the top, till I came to the

snow, my further proceedings that way were hindered : only alighting,

I made sliift to clamber up the rocks somewhat higher, until 1 catne to

look down into a place encotnpassed round with the tops of mountains

,

so that the inclosed space seemed to me to be a lake frozen and

covered with snow." It will afterwards appear plainly that this was

Ascra: and thither JVheler was directing his steps, in bis endeavour

to ascend Helicon, from the Monaster]/ of St. George, on the side of

Lehadea.
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CHAP.
III.

^. .- '

Inscription

relating to

the Games
called

MOTSEIA.

ATAOhTYXh
ArC0N0OeTONTO€T£0N
JUierAACUNKAlCAPoNOON

COKA^lTCONJULOYCei

CONAYPhKAAAIKAl
ANOY^TOYCwThPI
XOY eniAPXONTOC
AYPhJuLOYC€Pa)TOC
nYP<t)OPOYNTOCAYPh
A P I CTO KAGOYCTOY6 H I KTA
rPAxxJUtAXeYONTOCAYPhAIBA
NOY7«eNeiKANOIA€
CAAHIKThCnOYAIAIOCCePA
nia;Ne<j>ecioCKhPYZ7^AYPh
GYTYXhCTANArPAIOCPAH'CO
AOCA-e-AYPhGYKAIPOCTANArPAl
OCnYOIKOCAYAhThCJulAYPh
lOYAIANOCTPinOAGIThC
nY0IKOCKI0APlCThCAOY
rAIOCAlAIOCAAG^ANAPOC
KYKAIOC°AYAhThC3liAYPh
CGnTIJuLlOCNGA-^GCIANOCAN
TirGNIAhCKOACJNANTIOXeYC
TPAra>AOC3J5.AY<MAIOCAIT€

6IAC0POCKOPINOIOC"KC0JLje.Ct^AOC
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CHAP.
JUteVTYXIANOCAGhNAIOC m
KIOAPCOAOCxxAYPhAAG^AN
APOCNGlKOJUchAeVC
XOPOYnOAGITIKOYAYPhZCOCi
a)ANOcrAYKa;Noco6cnieYC
3l A n A N Tu; N jljc AYP h cen T

I

JLXlOCNejULGCIANOCANTire
NIAhCKOACONANTIOXGYC

That nothing may be lost of any inscription

belonging to this place, we shall add every

trace of this kind that we found upon the spot

;

however unworthy of notice in any other point

of view. Upon a small stone we observed the

following letters

:

Gni
GYKAIPhcoC

And upon another,

AMMATPIA

And in the wall of the church,

rePACoi Mco
CI6POIOYAY
KAIKTOITOPA

VOL. VII. K
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CHAP. These imperfect legends, and the vestiges of

antient architecture in the walls of the build-

ings, are sufficient to prove that the monastery

and its church occupy the site of some more

antient shrine: and the allusion to the Games

here solemnized in honour of the Muses plainly

indicate its real nature. With Pausanias in

our hands, we began a further examination of

the place ; comparing the different objects with

his description. The sacred Grove, according to

him, was in Helicon {iv 'EXizmvi), at a distance

from THESPiy\, which was not in Helicon, but

beneath, that is to say, at the foot of the moun-

tain'. In the time oi Pausanias, the Grove was

surrounded by inhabitants; and thither the

Thespians annually resorted', to celebrate Games

in honour of the Muses, which were called

MOT2EIA. It is to these games that the

inscription we found within the church evidently

relates : and as the pillar, upon which it is

written, perhaps remains upon or near to the

spot where this festival was commemorated, we

may thence proceed towards the fountain

Aganippe and the river Permessus, being

(1) 'T^o T« 0^0} Tflv 'EA./»»»a, ». T. ;.. Fausan. Bceot. c. 26. p. 761-

ed. Kuhnii.

(2) Tlt^ioiKovrt ti xai avl^'.s to aXaai, zai lo^Tnv ft hrxuSa oi Qifrni; *«)

uyuM ayoua-i MOT'ZEIA. Ibid. C. 31. p. 771.
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guided by the words o^ Pausanins; for \\iQ foun-

tain then occurs upon the left hand, exactly as he

has described iV. From the monastery, a path,

winding through the Grove now covering this

part of the mountain, conducts to the spot

where, upon the left hand, the water gushes

forth in a clear and continued stream. The

work about thefountain was, until lately, very

antient : not long ago there was an antient

cistern in front of it ; but the present monks,

finding the vA^ork in a ruined state, undertook to

repair it, and thus destroyed much of its ori-

ginal and venerable appearance. In its present

state of restoration it is not, however, without

picturesque beauty : they have merely erected

an arcade of stone, beneath which the water

issues ; and this arcade is already adorned by ^^^j,^

moss and by creeping plants, as before de- ^"''"ary

scribed. The walks about the fountain, winding '^^ *^«

Scenery,

into the deep solitude of Helicox, are in

the highest degree beautiful : all above is

grand and striking; and every declivity of the

mountain is covered with luxuriant shrubs, or

pastured by browsing flocks ; while the pipe of

' Ayan9f!rii irnyv. Ibid. c. 29. p. ~C>C>.

K 1
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CHAP, the shepherd, mingling its sound with that of

i.y _/ the bells upon the goats and the sheep, is

heard at intervals, among the rocks, producing

an effect happily adapted to the character and

genius of the place. Higher up the mountain, at

the distance of twenty stadia (two miles and a

half) from this Grove, and from the fountain

Aganippe, was the fountain Hippocrene,

fabled to have sprung from the earth, when

struck by the hoof of Pegasus '
: and here the

inhabitants exhibited to Pausanias a most antient

votive offering made of lead, " inscribed," says

he, " with that poem of Hesiod's which is

called ' Works.'"
"

Situation

of the

Fountain
Hippo-
crene.

(1) 'Efrava/Savr; Ti tfraiia, i^o Tciu eiXffout toutsu as I'Jxofftv, iifTtt r, <reu

^ctiraira aVX.?) rrii yri;. Pausan. Boeot. c. 51. p. 771. edit. Kuh7iii.-~

For the origin of this fable, see N'olc (2), page 94.

(2) Ka/ fict uiXifshov iStixtuvat 'itia, h Ttiyh, rk -ptoXXk tiw'o toZ ^eovou \0.u-

fidtr/iita,' yiyoetTTai "hi aurci rcc'E^ya. Ibid,



Ilew^ from the Summit of Helicon, of a MQUntain now called Delphos, in Euboes,

CHAP. IV.

GROVE OF THE MUSES, UPON MOUNT HELICON,

TO LEBADEA.

Plants 0/ Helicon

—

View from the Heights— Valley of

Sagara—Ascra

—

Summit of Helicon

—

Descent of the

Mountain— Kotumala— Panori— Lebadea— House of

the Archon

—

Manners of the higher class of Modern
Greeks— Order of their meals— Society—'Fa^uEol—
Ceremony observed in holding a Divan— Low pride—
Dresses — Etiquette concerning slippers — Albanian

Tenants—Joannina

—

Modern state o/Lebadda—Hieron

of Trophonius

—

Uncertainty respecting the Adytun;—-

Sources of the Hercyna

—

Validity of the remarks hy

Pausanias

—

Further account of the sources of the River

—Water
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-^Water of OhXw'xon—Water of Memory—Ongm of

these appellations — General aspect of the Hieron —
Receptaclfi'i for the votive offnings—Throne of Mne-

jfjosyne—Stoma of the Adytum

—

yitlempt to explore

the interior—Situation of the Consecrated Grove—Its

original decorations—Demided :>tate of the antient city

—Acropolis— Commerce o/"LEiiADEA.

X ROiii the Grove of the Muses we descended

towards the Pi-.rmessus; and crossing that

rivulet, quitted this charming scene, and con-

tinued our journey, north-ivest, towards the

higher parts of Mount Helicon. The weather

was stormy : and as we ascended ahnost to the

summit of this part of the mountain, we saw

Plants of only the Snow-drop in bloom, although we had
H^iicnn.

jgf^. ^i^g Crocus aud Heath in full flower about

Marathon ; but all Bceotia is colder than Attica.

"We have already alluded to the fact of snow
falling in January y so as to bury the doors of the

cottages. This happens also at Thebes. In

Athens, snow is rarely seen; but when it falls

there, it is considered as a promising indication

of a good crop of olives for the ensuing summer.

Pausanias relates ', that no unwholesome plants

are found in Helicon : perhaps he did not place

(1 ) Ayovci b\ HI "Zi^) tcv 'EXixuva. aixtuvris xai aTt/.^x; ty rai e-'ii Ttc; rrca.},

XU.I rcii fiZ,<*'S riitirra. It) a.^i^u'xou (olioltu (f-jia^at. I'aus, IicVi>tica, C. 23.

p. 16^1. ed. Kuhniu
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Funs:i in his class of vee'etables : we noticed a chap,
. .

.IV.
white mushroom that is not considered eatable in

England. Many however of the Fungus tribe

are much esteemed in foreisrn countries as

luxurious food, which the inhabitants of our

country consider as poisonous ^ In Russia,

they are almost ail eaten indiscriminately, salted,

and thus kept for winter use. It is observed by

Martyn, that many have suffered disease, and

some even death, from eating voraciously or

incautiously oifunguses; but that it is doubtful

whether many of them be really poisonous, in

the strict and proper sense of the word'. The

other plants, as we ascended the mountain, were.

Thyme, Sage, and Balm; with few or no trees,

excepting the Fallonia Oak, appearing as a

shrub. In the lower parts of Helicon, as about

the Monastery of St. Nicholo, and in sheltered

places nearer to the summit, the Vallonia grows

to a tree of considerable magnitude. Wherever

the naked surface of the mountain was dis-

closed, we found the rocks to consist of lime-

stone. A craggy narrow path, along which our

horses proceeded with difficulty, conducted

us to the heights above Sagara, or Sacra,

whence the mountain has received its modern

(2) See Martyji's eilii. of MUkf's Diet. vol. 1, Part 2. (Aiticl^

Funp;us.] Lond. 130;.

(3) Ibid.
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appellation ; and not, as Wheler relates, from

the abundance of the hares found upon it.

Here we observed a part of the antient paved

causeway, which formerly led from Thespia to

AscRAandLEBADEA'. Crocuses, and other early

plants, were in flower. The weather, which had

before been boisterous in this elevated region,

was changed suddenly to the finest temperature
View Qf spring. We saw from hence all Boeotia, with
from the '- *-"

Heights, here and there more distant regions and towering

summits, whose bearings by the compass we
immediately ascertained. The following state-

ment will give the situation of the principal

objects thus viewed from the n. e. side of

Helicon; and the Vignette to this Chapter

exhibits the appearance presented by the highest

mountain of Eubcea, bearing East and by North,

from the same point of view; the sea being here

admitted into the prospect.

Highest Mountain of Negropont .... E. and by N.

Mountain Parnes, here called Ozia . . . s. e. and by E.

Mountain CiTHiERONj called Elatcea ... s. e. And be-

tween the mountain Cith.^ron and the spectator, in this

line of observation, the high tower near Panaja, oc-

curring as the first principal object.

Helicon concealed all the other western and southern points

of the panoramic circle.

(1) Rectius fitliuhia, ut'EXdriia, et similia. Fid. Jnnot. Sylhurgii in

fa\isan. p. 788. edit. Kuhnii.
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The Plain of Lebadea appeared through two gaps or CHAP,

openings of the mountain, bearing n. and by e. and
, _ '

,

E. N. E.; the villages of the Greater and Lesser Mulchy

being at the foot of Helicon, in this direction; and

beyond them, in the plain, the village of Topola.

Our road extended s. e. and x. w. — The

distance from Neocorio to this spot is reckoned

a journey of two hours ; and it required almost

another hour to descend into the deep valley in

which Sagara is situate. The view of it, from Vaiieyof

above, somewhat resembles the appearance of

the remarkable valley of Urseren, or Ursaria, in

the passage of St. Gothard, in the Alps: but it is

still more inclosed ; and it is walled in by

bolder acclivities, being entirely surrounded by

high rocks, and by the towering summits of

Helicon. Below is seen a level plain, whose

woods and corn-fields are almost buried in the

deep bosom of the mountain. A very steep

and rugged descent at last conducted us into

this sequestered vale ; and as we drew near to

the village of Zagara, here situate, the same

pleasing notes of shepherds' pipes which we
had heard at .5*^ Nicholo, with the cheerful noise

of bells tinkling in the groves, seemed to give

gladness to the scene, and again to welcome

our coming. A river, flowing across this valley,

divides the village into two parts ; one being
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CHAP, high above the other, on the right hand. The
i

'
- lower part stretches into the level plain : and

above the upper part, a small white edifice

appears rising among thick embowering trees,

as such buildings are often seen in Swisserland,

commanding every beauty and advantage of

situation : it is called the Monastery of Fanaja,

or the {all holy) Virgin.

There is every reason to believe that this

Aicra. village of Zagara occupies the site of the antient

AscRA,the place ofi/e^zWs nativity'. Its distance

from Thespia accords very accurately with

that mentioned hy Slrabo\ oHoi'iy stadia; either

supposing Thespia to have stood where Fhria

now is, or where JVheler places it, at Neocorio ;

and its situation cannot have been remote from

either of those places, on account of its distance

from Leuctra. The site of Zas-ara also corre-

sponds with the account given of Ascra, in a

fragment of the poems of Hegesinous, preserved

by Pausan{as\ Its fertility is mentioned by

(1) Besiodi "E^ya, v. 639, 640. p. 172. (Vid. Dissertat. de Vit.

Script, et ^tat. Hesiodi, in edit. Robinson.) Oion. 1757.

(-; Avi^DvirK tuv Giff'^rtuTi eVov riTrapaxoira, rraciovi. Slrabon. Geog.

lib. ix. p. 594. ed. Oxon.

(3) ^ f 'EXixun/ij 'i^si ffoia ^t^scKoivTcc. VId. Faiisnn. Bceot.

c. 59. p. 765. cd. Kuhnii.
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HomerU and this character is j^iven of it, in the chap.
IV.

inscription found upon the Tomb of Hesiod, by

the people of Orchomenus". It should be also

stated, that the only arable land ni all Helicon

is this of Zagaia, which is retnarkable for its

fertility, and has been cultivated from imme-

morial time. Although a valley, its elevation is

very considerable; and being surrounded by

lofty rugged rocks, it is exposed in summer to

the most vehement heat, as it is to extreme

cold in winter ; when it is continually covered

with snow. In this respect it answers to the

account given of it by Hesiod himself^ It is

also to be observed, that Pausanias, speaking

of AscRA, seems to consider it as connected, by

its situation, with the Hieron and Grove of the

Muses. The two places occurring successively

in the same passage over the mountain,

are therefore associated in his description of

(4) See also tlie passage cited from Xenodotus by Stralo, (p. 600.

e<l. Oxon.) who was at a loss to reconcile the account given of Ascra,

by antient Poets, with what Hesiod had said of his native country.

<5) ASKPHMENllATPISnOATAIlioSAAAAOANONTOS
02TEAnAHSinnHNrHMlNrnNKATEXEI
HSIOAOTTOrnxYEISTONENEAAAIKTAOSOPEITAI
ANAPflNKPINOMENnNENBASANniSO^IHS.

HesiodCE^ya, v. 639. p. 172. Oxon. J 757.
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Helicon ; the mention of one inducing an allir-

sion to the other'. Having stated the names of

those by whom the Hieron of the Muses was first

consecrated, he terminates the sentence by

adding ^ that *^ the same persons founded

AscRA." Every observation of Pauscmias is

particularly valuable ; because he passed

along this route himself, and his remarks

were made upon the spot. This may be

gathered from what he has said of the condition

ofAscRA. He relates, that in his time nothing

remained of it but a single tower ; and that of

every thing else, even the remembrance had

perished^ But the observations of Straho are

more decisive in confirming the opinion here

given. Speaking of Ascra, he says it was

situate ** in a lofty and rugged part" of He-
licon, at the distance of forty stadia* from

(1) Vid. Pausan. Bceot. c. 29, p. 765. ed. Kuhnii.

(2) Olxiffui "Si tnuroui ko.) "Arx^'/iv. Ibid.

Ibid.

(4) 'E» dl Tw QlffWni)V iffTi juc) h "A<Tx^yi Kara, to V^i; 'EXixuva fii^es, 4

Tou 'Hffioiav •rar^i;' h ot^ia ya^ 'ktti rod 'EXiKuves, i(p' V'\]/'/iXov xcct r^a^iof

ToTov xiifcivi^, uTTixovo-oi T£/v @tff-nZv offov rirra^ccxtfra, ffrct&ioo!, x. r.X. Strab.

Geog. lib. ix. p. 594. edit. Oxon. These words therefore of Strabo^
i({> v^PnKcZ xa) r^cixios ro-xou xufiitt,, and Still more the appearance of
the place itself, prove the classical accuracy of Kennel, in describing
Hedod's. occupation as that of a shepherd keeping his " sheep on th&
top of Helicon ;" {See Lives and Characters of the Grecian Poets,

Part
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Thespia. The name of the place seems also to ^^^p-

be still preserved, although corrupted, in the \—-y—

'

modern appellation of this village ; for, with a

transposition only of the two first letters,

AscRA becomes Sacra; and although it be com-

monly written Sagara, as the modern name of

HELICo^^ in books of travels, the pronunciation

of the word is Sacra, or Sackra; evidently

being rather a corruption of the old name of

the place, than an allusion, as Wheler supposes *,

to the number oi hares found upon the moun-

tain. Many instances of more remarkable

changes may be observed in the modern appel-

lations of places in Greece, still retaining some-

thing of their original names. It was there-

fore in this retreat that the shepherd, and poet,

Hesiod, fed his flock ; although in a valley °, yet

Part I. p. 47. Lond. I697.) ; and they serve to nullify the critical

objection made to that biographer by the learned Professor Robinson,

editor of the Oxford Hesiod: who, in the dissertation prefixed to his

edition of Hesiod's Poems, makes the following remark :
" Rus ple-

nimque se abdebat Hesiodus, ibique in vallibus (non jugis, ut narrat

ingeniosissimus /3<ayfaip«) Heliconis pastor erat." Fid. Dissertat, in

Fit. ifc. Hesiodi, p. 4. Oxon. 1737.

(5) " This mountain is now called Zagara by the Turks, from the

great abundance of hares they say breed there." Journey into Greece,,

p. 477. Lcmd. 1G82.

(6) " Ncc mihi sunt visa: Clio, Cliusque sorores,

Servant! pecudes vallibus, Ascra, tuis."

Ovid, de Arte Amandi, lib. i. v, 25.
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CHAP, near the suminit^ of Helicon: and amidst the
IV

. rugged rocks surrounding this valleyy we saw

shepherds, guarding their sheep and goats; and

heard them piping their tuneful reeds, as when

the Muses first vouchsafed to the Ascrt^an bard

their heavenly inspiration '. Around the village

are many fountains and streams, falling into the

river upon whose banks it is placed ; and there

are woods near it'. After passing Z^?^^/^, we
advanced among the boldest rocks imaginable,

exhibiting the liveliest colours. Thence we
began once more to ascend, by a narrow,

rough, steep, and stony path, as before

;

Summit of and soon gained the highest point of all this
Helicon. .

passage over Helicon; commandmg a pro-

(1) 'Aie^oTaru 'E> ixavi •^^f^ov; sviveiwavra,

Hesiodi Diorufii Generiit'o, v. 7. p. 2. edit. Rohins. Oxon, 1737.

(2) At tu 'ncf 'H'Tic'Sof xxXhn lot^a^av aei^iif,

Ajvfl!,' 'Soi(/,atiot6 'V.Xir.uiidi i/cro ^a^/iia.

T»y ci fil 'TT^eurirTcc Sioi too; fjtv^/iv 'iutecv

Mov/rai 'OXufiTiaS'-;, Kai/aai Aio; Aiyii^oio. Ibitl. V. 22. p. 4.

(8) At Stiiiura we found the " true Greek Hellkbore," Helletorus

Orientalis of TVtlUlenow. 'Ihis species of HELLEBonr., wliose virtues

were so hijflily extolled liy the Antients, was fir-t illustrated by

Tournefort {I'ounge du Levant, torn. IF. p. 474.); and nn original

drawing of the plant, taken for him by Juhi-iet, Iia-; been lately

engraven, and published in the Annates du Museum d'Histoire Natu-

reile. We found also upon Helicon the " Scarlet Oak," {Qnercwf

Cocci/era, Linn.); and the " Flax-leaved Daphne," {Daphne Gnidium,

Linn.)
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spect, which, in the grandeur of its objects, chap.

and in all the affecting circumstances of their ^-' -

history, cannot be equalled in the world.

The eye ranges over all the plains of Le-

BADEA, Ch^euonea, and Orchomenus, look-

ing down upon the numerous villages now

occupying the sites of those and of other

illustrious cities. From the spot where the

spectator is placed, the most amazing undulation

of mountain scenery descends, like vast waves

in the heaving of an ocean, towards Parnassus;

whose snowy bosom, dazzling by its brightness,

appeared, fronting our route, with incomparable

Qfrandeur*.&

As we began to descend from this place, we Descent..... of the

passed another fountam, pourmg its tribute into Mountain.

other streams that, on this side of Helicon,

fell, in noisy, rapid, and turbulent courses, from

the summit of the mountain. An antient paved

causeway, of which we had before observed the

frequent remains, again occurred, and it was

continued to the distance of a quarter of a mile;

(4)
" And yet how lovely in thine aje of woe,

Land of lost Gods and godlike men ! art thou '.

Thy vales of ever green, thy hills of snow.

Proclaim thee Nature's varied favourite now."

Cfulde Harold's nigrimage, Canto IL 77. p-103. Ijmd. 18ir,
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CHAP, conductinof us to a magnificent terrace, elevated,

: as it were, above all Greece, and actually com-

manding the principal features of the whole

country. Hence, as we continued to descend,

the Monastery of St. George appeared in view,

below us, bearing' north and by west; and that

part of Helicon which extends into the plain

of LeBADE A, north-east. We then arrived at a

Kntumaia. vlllagc Called Regania, or Kotumala, for it has

recently changed 3ven its modern name. This

village is distant one hour and three quarters

from Zagara. It lies where sages, poets, and

painters might wish to spend their days; amidst

such a marvellous assemblage of the great and

sublime features of Nature, as perhaps no other

region can exhibit ; and certainly calling forth

feelings which the view of no other country can

excite; all the mountains and plains ofHellas

being here displayed in one living picture.

Alas ! the effect produced by this prospect upon

the mind of the traveller is transitory; because

new objects succeed, and dissipate the im-

pressions;—it fades even as he writes'.

(l) The following stanzas are admirably calculated to convey to

every reader of taste and g:enius that vivid impression which can be

communicated by no other hand :

—

" Where'er we tread, 'tis haunted holy ground

;

No earth of thine is lost in vulgar mould ;

But
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The Papas, or priest, at Kotumala, told us chap.

that this village had changed its name from that

o^ Regania, the name of a neighbouring fountain.

It is about one fourth of the way down the

mountain, on the side of Lebadea. Hence

descending towards the plain, we passed the

remains of an aqueduct, and also the ruins of an

antient city, upon a hill, which we left towards

our right. A small chapel, as usual, had been

constructed from the ruins. We then continued

along the side of the lower part of the mountain,

again noticing an antient paved causeway : this

appeared in different places, during the rest of

But one vast realm of wonder spreads around.

And all the Muses' tales seem truly told,

Till the sense aches with gazing to behold

The scenes our earliest dreams have dwelt upon :

Each hill and dale, each deepening glen and wold,

Defies the power which crushed thy temples gone :

Age shakes Athena's power, but spares gray Marathon.

Long to the remnants of thy splendour past

Shall pilgrims, pensive, but unwearied, throng ;

Long shall the voyager, with th' Ionian blast.

Hail the bright clime of battle and of song ;

Long shall thine anuals and immortal tongue

Fill with thy fame the youth of many a shore

;

Boast of the aged ! lesson of the young !

Which sages venerate, and bards adore.

As Pallas and the Muse unveil their awful lore."

ChUde Harold's Pilgrimage, Canto H. stanzas 80, 81.

p. 105. Lond. 1812.

VOL. VII. L
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CHAP, the day's journey. At the distance of one hour

^' J from Kotumala, there is z. fountain; and at two

Panori. hours' distance a village, called Panori\ upon

the left, beyond which there is diXio\\\QYfountain

;

—trivial occurrences when regarded merely as

fountains, baton no account to be disregarded by

the writer of a book of travels intended to illu-

strate the antient topography of Greece; where

every fountain was consecrated to some Deity;

and every insignificant rivulet, as the country

becomes more known, will be an object of impor-*

tance, in serving as a land-mark. We passed

two bridges built over small streams descending

from the mountain; and then came in sight of

Lehadea. Lebadea, which was covcrcd with a white

milky fog, the never-faihng indication of bad air.

Its inhabitants are consequently subject to agues

during the summer; and strangers, of course,

are miore liable to such fevers. The rest of our

road was over that part of the base of Helicon

which projects into the plain of Lebadea; and

the view of this plain, appearing below us, with

its numerous villages, and the courses of the

rivers through it, was very pleasing. We did

not arrive at Lebadea until it was almost

dark. Notwithstanding the lateness of the hour,

(I) nSn, omne; et ipiu, video ?
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such is the extraordinary situation of the town,

that it presented a very remarkable appearance,

amidst the surrounding gloom of rocks, which

here rise in perpendicular elevations, at the

extremity of an extensive plain. It occupies

the two sides of a ravine, growing narrower as

you advance towards a lofty naked precipice;

upon whose summit appears an antient fortress,

towerino- over all the scene. At the foot of this

precipice, below the fortress, was the Hieron of

the famous oracle Trophonius; and the rushing

waters of the Hercyna, flowing thence through

the ravine, called to mind the extraordinary

history of the cavern of that oracle, whose pre-

sent appearance and situation we were now
particularly anxious to view.

We were conducted to the house of a rich House of

the

Greek merchant, of the name of Logotheti, the Archon.

Archon or chief of Lebadea, a subject of the

Grand Sisfnior, since well known to o\he,x English

travellers for his hospitality and kind offices.

His brother had been beheaded for his wealth,

two years before, in Constantinople,, In the

house of this gentleman we had an opportunity

of observing the genuine manners of the higher Mannersof

class of Modern Greeks, unaltered by the intro- cialisS'"

duction of any foreign customs, or by a frequent ^^^^^

L2
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CHAP, intercourse with the mhabitants of other coun-

^^*
tries. They seemed to us much as they are

said to have been in the time of Plato, and, in

many respects, barbarous and disgusting. Their

Order of diuncrs, and indeed all their other meals, are

wretched. Fowls boiled to rags, but still tough

and stringy, and killed only an hour before they

are dressed, constitute a principal dish, all

heaped together upon a large copper or pewter

salver, placed upon a low stool, round which

the guests sit upon cushions; the place of

honour being on that side where the long couch

of the divan extends beneath the white-washed

wall. A long and coarse towel, very ill washed,

about twelve inches wide, is spread around the

table, in one entire piece, over the knees of the

party seated. Wine is only placed before

strangers; the rest of the company receiving

only a glass each of very bad wine with the

dessert. Brandy is handed about before sitting

down to table. All persons who partake of the

meal, wash their hands in the room, both before

and after eating. A girl, with naked and dirty

feet, enters the apartment, throwing to every

one a napkin: she is followed by a second

damsel, who goes to every guest, and, kneeling

before him upon one knee, presents a pewter

water-pot and a pewter bason, covered by SLgrille,
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upon the top of which there is a piece of soap. chap.

An exhibition rather of a revolting nature, how- ', , >

ever cleanly, then succeeds. Having made a

lather with the soap, they fill their mouths with

it, and squirt it, mixed with saliva, into the bason.

The ladies of the family also do the same;

lathering their lips and teeth; and displaying

their arms, during the operation of the washing,

with studied attitudes, and a great deal of af-

fectation ; as if taught to consider the moments

of ablution as a time when they may appear to

most advantage. Then the master of the house

takes his seat at the circular tray, his wife sitting

by his side ; and stripping his arms quite bare,

by turning back the sleeves of his tunic towards

his shoulders, he serves out the soup and the

meat. Only one dish is placed upon the table

at the same time. If it contain butcher's meat or

poultry, he tears it into pieces with his fingers.

During meals, the meat is always torn with the

fingers. Knives and spoons are little used, and

they are never changed. When meat or fish

is brought in, the host squeezes a lemon over

the dish. The room all this while is filled with

girls belonging to the house, and other menial

attendants, all with their feet naked ; also a mixed

company of priests, physicians, and strangers, society

visiting the family. All these persons are
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CHAP, admitted upon the raised part ofthe floor or divdn

:

V ..,. > below the divan, near the door, are collected

meaner dependants, peasants, old women, and

slaves, who are allowed to sit there upon the floor,

and to converse together. A certain inexpressi-

ble article of household furniture, called chaise

percee by the French, is also seen, making a con-

spicuous and most disgusting appearance, in the

roomwhere the dinner is served ; but in the houses

of rich Greeks it is possible that such an exhibi-

tion may be owing to the vanity of possessing

goods of foreign manufacture : the poorer class,

whether from a regard to decorum, or wanting

the means of thus violating it, are more decent.

The dinner being over, presently enters the

'va-4,M. 'Vd-^oo^og, or Homer of his day, an itinerant

songster, with his lyre, which he rests upon one

knee, and plays like a fiddle. He does not ask

to come in, but boldly forces his way through

the crowd collected about the door; and

assuming an air of consequence, steps upon the

divdn, taking a conspicuous seat among the

higher class of visitants ; there, striking his

lyre, and elevating his countenance towards the

ceiling, he begins a most dismal recitative,

accompanying his voice, which is only heard at

intervals, with tones not less dismal, produced by

the scraping of his three-stringed instrument.
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The recitative is sometimes extemporaneous, chap.
IV.

and consists of sayings suited to the occasion

;

but in general it is a doleful love-ditty, com-

posed of a string of short sentences expressing

amorous lamentation, rising to a sort of climax,

and then beginning over again ; being equally

destitute of melodious cadence, or of any ani-

mated expression. The "Pcc-^coyia. that we heard,

when literally translated, consisted of the fol-

lowing verses or sayings, thus tagged together:

" For black eyes I faint !

For light eyes I die!

For blue eyes I go to my grave, and am buried
!

"

But the tone of the vocal part resembled rather

that of the howling of dogs in the nighty than

any sound which might be called musical. And
this was the impression always made upon us

by the national music of the Modern Greeks;

that if a scale were formed for comparing it with

the state of music in other European countries,

it would fall below all the rest, excepting that

of the Laplanders, to which nevertheless it bears

some resemblance. The ballads of the Greeks

are generally love-ditties; those of the Alba-

nians, war-songs, celebrating fierce and bloody

encounters, deeds of plunder, and desperate

achievements. But these general remarks are
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CHAP, liable to exception, and to error: other travellers

<_^^ ^ may collect examples of the Romaic and Arnaout

poetry, seeming rather to prove that a martial

spirit exists among the Greeks, and a disposition

towards gallantry among the Albanians'. One
of these 'Yo.'^co^q] entertained us, during dinner,

every day that we remained in Lebad£a.
When the meal is over, a girl sweeps the carpet

;

and the guests are then marshalled, with the

utmost attention to the laws of precedence, in

Ceremony rcgular ordcr upon the divan ; the master and
observed in . /• i i i •

holding a mistrcss 01 the house bemg seated at the upper

end of the couch, and the rest of the party form-

ing two hues, one on either side ; each person

being stationed according to his rank. The

(I) See, for examples, the famous Greek war-son^ Aivrt iraThs ru,

'ZXXri,u,, as it has been beautifully translated by Lord Byron, {Poems
printed at the end of '' Childe Harold's Pilgrimage " No. viii. p. 183.

LonJ. 1812.) Also two popular choral songs in the Albanian or Arnaout
dialect of the lllyric, in the Notes to " Childe Harold," p. 133.—
However, the stanzas taken from different^/ioweje songs, p. 97, breathe
all the martial spirit of the ballads that we heard among the Arnaouts ,

particularly the tenth, where the poet, with all the fire of his own
genius, has transfused into his lines the most genuine character of his

original sources ;

" Dark Muchtar his son to the Danube is sped.

Let the yellow-haired Giaours view his horse-fail with dread;
When his Delhis come dashing in blood o'er the banks.
How few shall escape from the Muscovite ranks."

See " Childe Harold," p. 100. Land. 1812.
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couches upon the divans of all apartments in the chap.

Levant bemg universally placed in the form of a

GreekU, the manner in which a company is seated

is invariably the same in every house". It does

not vary, from the interior of the apartments in

the Sultans seraglio, to those of the meanest

subjects in his dominions; the difference con-

sisting only in the covering for the couches, and

the decorations of the floor, walls, and windows.

After this arrangement has taken place, and

every one is seated cross-legged, the pewter

bason and ewer are brought in again; and again

begins the same ceremony of ablution, with the

same lathering and squirting from all the mouths

that have been fed. After this, tobacco-pipes

are introduced ; but even this part of the cere-

mony is not without its etiquette ; for we having

declined to use the pipes offered to us, they

were not handed to the persons who sate next

to us in the order observed, although the tobacco

in them were already kindled, but taken out of

the apartment; others of an inferior quality

being substituted in lieu of them, to be offered

to the persons seated below us. There are no

(2) Hence may be uuderstood what is meant by " holding adivtin,"

as well as the origin of that expression; the members of a Council, or

of any State assembly, being thus seated.
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CHAP, people more inflated with a contemptible and

vulgar pride than the Turks ; and the Greeks,

Low pride. -^y^jjQ ^rc the most servile imitators of their

superiors, have borrowed many of these cus-

Dresses, toms from their lords. Costly furs are much

esteemed by both, as ornaments of male and

female attire; that is to say, if they be literally

costly; as the finest fur that ever was seen

would lose all its beauty in their eyes if it

should become cheap. Their dresses are only

esteemed in proportion to the sum of money

they cost ; changes depending upon what is

cz\\q6.fashion being unknown among them. The

cap of the infant of Logotheti consisted of a mass

of pearls, so strung as to cover the head ; and it

was fringed with sequins, and other gold coin,

among which we noticed some medals 'of the

latest Christian Emperors, and Ecclesiastical

coins. The dress worn by his wife was either

of green velvet or of green satin, laden with a

coarse and very heavy gold lace ; the shoulders

and back being otherwise ornamented with grey

squirrel's fur. There is yet another curious

Etiquette iustauce of their scrupulous attention to every
concerning

-i i t • • r i mi
sUppers. possible distmction of precedency. The shppers

of the superior guests are placed upon the step

of the divan : those of lower rank, of the unfor-

tunate, or dependant, are not allowed this
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honour; they are left below the divan, upon the chap.
IV.

lower part of the floor of the apartment, nearer to -'
.

the door. About the time that the tobacco-pipes

are brought in, female visitants arrive to pay

their respects to the mistress of the house, who,

upon their coming, rises, and retires with the

women present, to receive her guests in another

apartment. On one of the days that we dined

here, it being the day of a Greek festival, two

'Albanians, with their wives and children, came to Albanian.

visit the archon. These peasants, upon entering

the room, placed each of them a sack of pro-

visions in one corner of the apartment, and then

came forward to salute their landlord. When
the women advanced, they touched his hand

only, and then placed their own hands to their

foreheads, making the sign of the cross, as they

do in Russia : but the children took his hand and

kissed it, applying afterwards the back part of

it to their foreheads.

The famous AH Pasha had already exacted Joannina.

tribute from the inhabitants of Lebadea. The

archon informed us that he had been more than

once to Joannina, to convey it. He spoke much

of the riches of Joannina, distant seven days'

journey, telling us that it contained 7000 houses.

The mother of his wife was a native of that
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city, and a very handsome woman. Being in

the costume of the place of her nativity, as sl^e

herself informed us, it was evident, from her

appearance, that the elder females of Epirus

dress better, and in a more comely style than

those of Greece: they bind up their braided

hair around the head, after the manner repre-

sented in antient sculpture ; and they wear a

more decent and becoming apparel than the

Greek matrons; of whom, in general, nothing is

conspicuous but what ought to be concealed.

Modern Lebade/v coutaius fifteen hundred houses.

if^arfea. A commcrcc is here carried on, in the produce

of Attica, Boeotia, and Thessnly. The archon

received an order from Constantinople, the day

after our arrival, to purchase the worth of fifty

thousand piastres in oil; for which purpose he

sent to Athens, to buy up all the oil that could be

found. He told us that the produce of Auicay

in oil, exceeded that of all the rest of Greece,

The streets of the town are narrow and ill

paved. Water is seen falling in all directions

;

so numerous are the conduits and channels for

supplying mills and reservoirs from the bed of

the Hercyna. This river issues with great force

Hieron of ^0^1 beucath a rock, a few paces from the old

niut"' Hieron of Trophonius. Among all that now
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remains of the antiquities of Greece, there is ^^y.^'

nothing better authenticated than this most **—^*—

'

curious relic ; the site of it being distinctly

ascertained by the cavities grooved in the rock

for the reception of the votive offerings. The Uncer-

1
• 1 ^ T 1

tainty re-

only uncertanity respects the Adytum, where specting

the oracle was supposed to reside; for although tum.

^'

the mouth of this place seem very accurately to

correspond with the account given of its en-

trance by Pausanias, the interior has never been

explored in modern times. As it was very near

to the house of Logotheti, we had frequent

opportunities of visiting the spot, and of making

all the inquiry in our power. Every thing

belonging to the Hieron appears to exist in its

original state ; except, that the vows have been

removed from the niches where they were

placed ; and that the narrow entrance, supposed

to lead to the Adytum, is now choked with

stones and rubbish. The women of Lehadea

kindle fires here while washing their linen, and

the sides of it are consequently covered with

soot. This aperture in the rock is close to the

ground. Immediately below it, in the front of

the little terrace above which the niches were

cut for the dona votiva, a fountain issues, from

several small pipes often out of repair, into a

hath, the interior of which is faced with large
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CHAP, hewn stones and pieces of marble : here the
IV

*

_/ Lebadean women wash their linen ; and at theu.

distance of a few paces from this hath, as before

stated, is the spot where the river Hercyna

bursts forth, receiving almost in the instant of

its birth the tributary streams from \hQ fountain.

Sources of The rivcr therefore may be described as having
the Her-

1 ^ • • 1 1

ajna. two soiirces ; and this agrees with the account

given of it by Pausanias. The bath was used by
' those who came to consult the oracle; for these

persons were obliged to purify themselves, and,

abstaining from the use of hot baths, to wash in

the river Hercyna^. Indeed nothing can accord

more accurately with the present appearance of

the place than his description of the Hieron;

Validity and we ought to rely upon it with the greater

marks by confidcuce, bccausc we receive it from a writer

always accurate, who in this instance is pre-

eminently entitled to notice, having not only

visited the spot, but also himself descended into

the Adytum, and consulted the oracle. "What
I HERE RELATE," SayS llC^ " WAS NOT RE-

CEIVED AT SECOND-HAND, BUT WHAT BY
OCULAR DEMONSTRATION I HAVE PERCEIVED

(1) WA. Fausan.in Bceot. c. 39. p. 790. cA. Kuhnii.

(2) V^aipu Oi ouK ciKoriv, kXXo. STt^iiv; n iiwv Kiu airis T^oiflutiAi ;^j>;?-a-

fttvt;. Ibid.

Pautanias.
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IN OTHERS, AND WHAT I HAVE PROVED TU"CE CHAP.
IV.

BY MY OWN EXPERIENCE." Laying asidc the ~- '

reserve he sometimes assumes, with regard to

the sacred mysteries of the country, he gives a

succinct and very interesting detail of all he

witnessed upon the occasion ; and his readers,

viewing the scene itself, are made almost as

well acquainted with every thing that was

necessary to carry on the solemn farce, as if

they had been present with him ; the juggle of

a stupid superstition, as far as it related to the

oracle, being easily understood, without any

preternatural communication from Trophonius.

The Uvo sources are called, by Pausanias, the

waters of Lethe and Mnemosyne; or, in other Water of

Oblivion.

words, the Water of Oblivion, and the Water of water of

Memory^. But a remarkable observation pre-
"^^'^"""^'

viously occurs, respecting the place where they

rise: he says% they are both of them {iv tu

CryiXoiioj) " WITHIN THE CAVERN." HcUCe WC
may learn that the Adytum and the Cavern were

two distinct things : ihQ first was a small aper-

ture within the other : and the appellation

IIIHAAION was applied to the whole of the

chasm, or range of precipitous rock, around the

place, which contained not only the '' sacred

(."5) Vid. Fausan. ibid.

(4) Ibid. p. 789.
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CHAP, aperture' {<rrou.cc ro Upov), but also the ^source of
IV

. _' > the Hercyna, and perhaps the Grove of Tropho-

niits, with all its temples, statues, and other votive

General offerings. The stoMu is dcscribed, as it now
aspect of -'^ °

theHieron. appears, to have been a small opening like unto

an oven^; and it was near to the terrace or floor;

for the votary, lying down, was thrust into it

with his feet foremost ; the rest of his body

being rapidly hauled in afterwards by some

person or persons within the Adytum. These

leading facts being stated, an accurate descrip-

tion of the place, according to its present

appearance, will be rendered more perspicuous:

and it is proper that it should be so ; because

it may not only illustrate a very curious part of

the religion of Greece, but all that Plutarch, and

Pausanias, have written upon a subject, for

whose investigation Archbishop Potter dedicated

an entire chapter of his work".

The main body of water which constitutes

the principal source of the Hercyna is very

different from that oi the fountain\ T\ie first

n) Tot/ Sj ii'ixo%ofJt.r.fii.aro; tovtcv to a'^iia, t'lxa^rat x^ijidfiu, Paus. Boeot.

c. 39. p. 791. ed.Kuhnii.

(2) Archaeologia Gra-ca, vol. I. chap. 10. p. 289. Lond. 1751.

(3) See the Plate facing p. 126 of the Fourth Quarto Volume of these

Travels.
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is troubled, and muddy; tlie secondy clear,

and much better fitted for use. The Jirst is

evidently the gushing forth of some river,

^rom a subterraneous channel, that had been

previously exposed to the surface ; having been

swallowed up, during its course, in some

chasm of the earth. This appears, both from

the substances found floating in the water, and

from its perturbed muddy aspect. We observed

at this principal source an antique terra-cotta

cylinder, for compressing the current within a

narrower channel : it was fixed into the rock

with cement and tiles. That this was the

source called Lethe, must be evident; because

the other, being close to the throne of Mnemo-
syne, as will presently appear, was necessarily

the Water of Memory : and perhaps the origin of

the name of the IValcr of Oblivion, and the

superstition thereon founded, may be deduced

from this singular circumstance of its re-

appearance after being once buried ; receiving a

new birth after its resurrection, oblivious, as it

were, of its former course. The Antients could

not have been ignorant of this part of its his-

tory, because it is obvious to all who examine

the water. JVheler, when he had seen the

force with which it gushes forth, and examined

VOL. VII. M
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CHAP, the nature of the current, said', '* I do not call
IV.

it the Fountain; but think that some other

rivers from the Helicon do make it rise here, by

a subterraneous passage under the mountain
:"

and in a preceding paragraph he describes it as

coming " with such a plentiful source out of

the mountain, that it turneth twenty mills in the

town, not a bow-shot off its rise." But this

writer, in the map prefixed to his work^ has

marked the disappearance of two rivers into the

earth, south of Lebadea,—the one during its

descent from Helicon, and the other from Anti-

cyra; and has traced what he conceived to be

their subterraneous courses, by dotted lines,

towards this source of the Hercyna. The same

therefore might antiently have been said of the

river that was believed to happen to those who
drank of its water,—that it assumed a new

state of existence, forgetful of the past': and

having once received a name derived from any

thing marvellous or remarkable in its history, it

is easy to account for the appellation bestowed

upon the neighbouring fountain, and all the

(1) Journey into Greece, p. 321. Land. 1682.

(2) See the edition printed at London in 1682.

(3) 'EtTuu^a in p^^ri vii7* alrit Knins rt Siv^ xaXov/ttiidt, "»« Xn^n yitnTXi tl

wiirui a rial} i^gour/^^!. Paui. JBoeet. c. 39. p. 790. ed. Kuhn.
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other circumstances of association connected

with the spot ; since nothing was more common

among antient nations, particularly in Greece,

than to erect a vast and complicated system of

superstition upon the most insignificant founda-

tion. There was something in the nature of

the scenery here, which tended to excite the

solemn impressions that were essential to the

purposes of priestcraft. The votaries of the

Oracle were conducted through a Grove* to the

Hieron: having reached the consecrated pre-

cincts of the divinity, they could not avoid

being struck by its gloomy and imposing gran

deur. It is surrounded with rocks, bare and

rugged, rising in fearful precipices to a great

height ; the silence of the place being only

interrupted by the roaring of waters bursting

with uncommon force from their cavernous

abyss. The most sacred part of the Hieron, Recepta-

contammg the narrow entrance to the Adytum voUve

and the receptacles for the offerings, is a per-
'^'""**"

pendicular rock of black marble. It faces the

east. The niches are above the Adytum, to the

right and left of it: they are of different capa-

cities and shapes, and amount to twelve in

number. The most capacious is an entire

{4) "Evriti vl it»*rt7oi u-!ri^ro aXgasi^ivtuS^ovf Ibid. p.791.

M 2
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CHAP, chamber of stone, containing a stone bench. This,

v-Z,^^!-^ according to Pausanias, may have been the

MlemofXe- throne ofMnemosyne : it was near to the Adytum;

where those, who came from consulting* the

oracle, being seated ', underwent the necessary

interrogatories. This chamber is five feet ten

inches from the ground. The whole of it is

hewn in the soUd rock, Hke the sepulchres of

Telmessus in Asia Minor; being twelve feet eight

inches in length, eleven feet three inches in

width, and eight feet eight inches high. The

stone bench within is eight feet nine inches

long, fourteen inches wide, and eighteen inches

in height. There are two niches, one on either

side of the opening to this chamber; and seven

V others to the left of it, in the face of the

Stoma of rock. Immediately below the chamber, a
the Adi/- •'

^

t^im. little towards the left hand, is the Stoma, or

sacred aperture of the Adytum. It is smalj

and low, and shaped like an oven : and this

Pausanias affirms to have been the form of the

artificial masonry adapted to its mouth : it is, in

fact, barely capacious enough to admit the

passage of a man's body. The inhabitants of

Lehadea refused to Monsieur Fauvel, of Athens,

the permission of removing the rubbish from

(1) KcJi^Dva-tt iri S^omi Mvnfzt^ur/j; nxXoviMioy. Faus. BwoC, c. 59.

p. 792. cd.A'uhnii.
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the opening, through fear of an uivariicr from chap.

the Turhs; who might suspect them of having ^, ..^ ./

discovered a concealed treasure. The work

might be accomplished, and with little labour;

having the proper utensils, and the consent of

the JVaiwode. We made some progress towards Attempt to

_
explore the

it; and after obtaining permission from the interior.

Turkish governor, endeavoured to prevail upon

some workmen to assist us ; but they were

deterred by their fears, and would not, for any

consideration, be^in the labour. There was

therefore no other alternative than that of put-

ting our own hands to the task : and we so far

succeeded, as to enable Mr. Cripps to introduce

the whole length of his body into the cavity

;

where being provided with a long pole, and

thrusting it before him, he found at last the

passage to be entirely closed. The difficulty of

carrying on the work within so narrow a space

becoming insurmountable, and the Oracle being

deaf to our entreaties of assisting us by his

advice, we were compelled to abandon the

undertaking^.•&•

The stone chamber, with seats, being thus

(2) A species of robbery, constituting the chief riches of the

Turkish Government in the great cities. It consists iu the payment

of money extorted to avoid a vexatious suit at law.
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CHAP, considered as corresponding with the description

given by Pausanias of the throne of Mnemosynci

(for he says' it was not far from the j4dytum,) it

will follow, of course, that the fountain, springing

into the bath below, was also that which afforded

the Water of Memory. At present, this fountain

supplies the town of Lebadea with its best

water; adding greatly to the picturesque beauty

of this remarkable scene; which is further

heightened by deep shadows in all the cavities

of the rock, by a number of pensile plants adorn-

ing the face of the precipice, and by an old stone

bridge of one arch, crossing the Hercyna a little

below. Paumnias mentions another curious cir-

cumstance, which seems to prove that the small

opening above the bath can be no other than

the mouth of the yldytum : it is this ; that the

place where the Oracle resided was surrounded

by a wall of white stone, not exceeding the height

of two cubits % inclosing a very small area.

The diameter of such 3.peribolus must have been

very limited; because it could only extend from

the face of the precipice to the brink of the

river ; this being at the distance of nine feet

(1) KuTcu Ti ov x'offu Tou aiuTou. Pausan. Bceot. c. 59. p. 73-» edit.

Kuhn.

{SI) Ibid. p. 791.
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four inches from the stoma^ or mouth, of the

Adytum. And the reason why the wall was only-

two cubits in height, is also explained by the

appearance of the stoma; for this was all the

elevation necessary to conceal it from view.

Near the same peribolus were two sanctuaries

;

the one {o'Ikyii^cc) being sacred to the good dcemon,

and the other (Isfov) to goodluck\ It is impossible

to ascertain the real nature of those sanctuaries.

That they were any thing rather than temples,

must appear from the want of space for such

edifices. The present town of Lebadea seems

to occupy that part of the consecrated district situation

once covered by the Grove of Trobhonius* ; and consecrated
^ ^ r Grove.

above this is the rocky recess called by Pausanias

SnHAAION, and ANTPON KOIAON, containing

the sources of the Hercyna. The whole space

from the antient city, along the banks of this

river, to the residence of the Oracle, was covered

with temples, Hiera, images, and every species Jg^^o^
of votive decoration. The statues were by the

best sculptors of Antient Greece : and when we
read that a work of Praa:iteles was among the

number of its ornaments*, we are little inclined

(3) T9 Jj ol**)^* Aai/Aoiii Tt iyadu *ai Tlvxis 'nfi*lrTit ayeiSrn, Pausan,

ibid. p. 789.

(4) T» aXffet Tiu Tpoipaitiou. Ibid.

(5) n^c|<riXi>; ii t-ro'ititt ri iyaXfta [Tfa^airltv}. Ibid.
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to doubt the fidelity of the historian, who,

speaking of Lebadka, says, that its decorations

were not inferior to those of the most flourishing

Denuded citics of C; ecce '. Yet it is now so completely
stale of ilie

i r ii • •
i

anticnt Stripped of all its costly ornaments, that, with
city. . p , . . . .

the exception ot the interesting remains at the

sources of the river, our search after antiquities

was almost made in vain. We could not obtain

a single medal ; and the few that we saw, upon

the head-dresses of the women and children,

were wretched ecclesiastical coins, or the still

more barbarous impressions of the Turkish mint.

Acropoiir* We asccudcd to the Citadel, erected upon the

summit of the rock above the Hieron of Tropho-

nius ; and found there the cnpilal of a large

pillar, of that most antient and rare variety of

the Corinihicm order, described in our account

of Thebes. It consisted of the hard black mar-

ble of the rocks upon which the citadel stands.

Within the fortress we noticed a fev/ fragments

of antiquity, less worthy of notice than this

capital; and in a Mosque near it, there are some

inscriptions; but only one of them is entire,

and this has been ah-eady published by JVheler :

it is upon a binck of marble over the door of the

%uiat(x.Kn. I'ausan. Baeot. c. 59, p. 78 9. ed. Kuhnii.
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minaret. Another imperfect legend is upon a chap.

stone in the same building, also noticed by

JVheler^: they were moreover both published

by his companion Spon^. The name of the city

occurs in these inscriptions, variously written,

—

nOAIS AEBAAEftN, and AEBAAEIEnN. From the

fortress we observed the bearings of Clueronka

and Orchomenus.

Ch^ronea bears north and by cast, and is

distant from Lebadea one hour and a half.

Orchomenus, east-north-east, distant from

Lebadea two hours.

The commerce of Lebadea is very conside- commerce

rable. It carries on a thnvmg trade, m the

exportation, even to London, of corn and cotton,

and of currant-raisins: the last article it sends

from Pairas. Its own port is Jspropiti, antiently

Anticyra. The wine of Orchomenus is also

sold here : it is as good as old hock, having a

similar flavour, but with less acidity: it is some-

times as limpid and colourless as the clearest

(2) See Journey into Greece, pp. Z1', 328. Lond. \G^i.

i'-i) Voyaje de Grece, et du Levant, tome H. pp. 2G6, 2G7.

«t la Haye, 17"4.
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CHAP, spring water. The honey of Lebad^a is sent

to the Grand Signiors seraglio; but in our

opinion it was much inferior to the honey of

Athens. We had brought some of the jithenian

honey with us.: they were both placed upon the

table of the archon, to be compared : that of

Athens was paler, but as clear as crystal ; and

so inspissated, that it might be cut with a knife.



CHAP. V.

EXCURSIONS FROM LEBADEA, TO CH^RONEA
AND ORCHOMENUS.

The Author visits a Village called Capranu

—

Aspect of

Parnassus— Ruins of CHiERONEA— Inscriptions—
Aqueduct—^Theatre

—

Acropolis—Battles of Chceronea

—Tomb of the Thebans

—

Sceptre of Agamemnon

—

Antiquities at the Church of Capranu—Marble Ca-

thedra

—

Five Inscriptions upon one Tablet—Visit to a

Village called Romaiko— Remarkable Bas-relief—
Visit to Screp^l

—

River Melas—Tomb of Hesiod

—

Ruins ©/"Orchomenus—ArchaHc Inscriptions—Hieron

of the Graces

—

Inscriptions relating to the Charitesian

Games— Observations on the yEolian Digamma —
Homolo'ia
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Ilomoloia—Sophocles o/* Athens mentioned as a Victor

in Tragedy—Later Inscriptions—Hieron of Bacchus —
Sciathericum of the antient City— Greek Epigram

iherehy illustrated—Treasury of Minyas

—

Proof of the

antiquity of Domes in Architecture— Acropolis of

Orchomenus

—

Condition of the present inhabitants—
Superstition respecting certain stones— Return to

Lebadtja.

CHAP. ^^T Thursday, December the tenth, we made an
V. -^

> 1^- > excursion across the plam, from Lehadea ; and

passmg a bridge, took a north-ivest direction,

towards some hills, over which we rode, fol-

lowing the antient paved way to Ch.eronka.

Descending these hills, we crossed a rivulet,

and entered the Plain of Chieroiica ; thus divided

from that of Lehadea, but resembling the latter

in its beauty and fertility. It extends from

east-south-east to ivest-north-wesl; being about two

miles in breadth, and ten or twelve in length.

Aspect of This plain is bounded towards the north-iue.^t

and luest by Parnassus, which entirely closes it

in on that side, and exhibits one of the boldest

and most striking barriers in nature, visible the

whole way from Lehadea; its sharp ridge alone

being covered with snow, but all below appear-

ing in bleak and rugged masses of limestone, of

a grey aspect, except the base, which is co-

vered with shrubs and coppice. Parnassus
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universally bears, at present, the name of

Lakiira ; it stands, to all appearance, solitary

;

as if it suffered no other eminence to dispute

with it the smallest portion of that sanctity,

which originally extended over every part of

the mountain '.

The Ruins of Ch^ronea are on the ivestern visit to^

side of this plain : a village called Capranu now °'''™
"'

occupies part of the site of the antient city;

distant only two hours, about six miles, from

Lehadta. The antiquities we discovered, in and i^ui"^ of
, . . , .

Ciiccronea,

about the village, are decisive as to the city to

tions.

which they belonged. The first is an inscrip- inscrii).

tion respecting the inhabitants of Ch^ronea.

It was found upon a marble, in the corner of a

small chapel at Capranu, and proved highly

interesting to us at the moment of our arrival

among the ruins of the city. It states, that

*' THE Senate and People of the Chje-

ROXEANS HONOUR THE EmPEUOR MaCRINUS."

AYTOKPATOPA
MONOAAION
CEBHPONMAKPEINON
CEBACTON H BOY
AHKAIOAHMOC
XAIPCONECON

(1) 'U^av^iThs y ifr) tra; i Tlce^airiro;. Strab. Gcog. lib. ix. p. 604.

ed. Ox-on.
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CHAP. Hard by, upon the ground, we saw another in-

scription, upon marble, also satisfactory on

account of its concurring local testimony. This

last sets forth, that "Charopeina, daughter

OF Tiberius Claudius Didymus, a priest-

ess OF Diana, is honoured by the Ch^uo-

neans, for her virtue and religious at-

tendance ON THE Deity." The legend is as

follows

:

HBOYAHKAIOAH
MOZXAI PUN E

UN . TH NIEP
AN .THZAPTEMI
AOS . XAPOn El N AN
TB . KAAYAIOY . MAY
MOY.GYTATEPA
APETHZENEKEN
KAITHZnEPITHN
©EON0PHZKEIAZ

We noticed the remains of a small temple,

perhaps of Diana, in two ruined buildings, still

standing, in the same line with a range of

antient tile-work, once covered with marble;

also the shafts of columns of highly-polished

grey granite, eighteen inches in diameter, lying

near to the same spot. Close to the little

chapel we saw two capitals of columns ; one of

the Corinthian ox&QVy barbarously executed; and
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another of the Ionic, in better taste, but of chap.
V,

small dnnensions. Parnassus, with its shining v,, ^, /

snowy summit, appears opposite the door of

this chapel ; and between both, in the same

line, the lofty rock whereon the Acropolis of

Chcsronea was situate; as appears by the

remains of its walls.

The next thing that attracted our notice, was Aqueduct,

a beautiful antient fountain, with five mouths,

supplied, by means of a small aqueduct, from the

neighbouring rock, in which the Coilon of the

Theatre of Chceronea was excavated. In its pre-

sent state, this fountain consists entirely of

fragments of the ruined buildings of the city.

Here we saw some large pedestals, granite

shafts, small Doric capitals,—and a mass of

exceedingly hard blue marble, exhibiting, in

beautiful sculpture, the leaves and other orna-

ments of the cornice of a temple. There was a

cistern at the fountain, with an inscription in

honour of Demetrius Autobulus, a Px-ato-

Nic Philosopher, by Flavius Autobulus,

HIS MATERNAL GrANDSON.

ilAMATPIONAYTOBOYAON<l>IAOCO
<l>ONnAAT6JNIKON<l>AABIOCAYTOBOY
AOCTONnPOCMHTPOCnAnnON
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CHAP. An inscription found at Smyrna in honour of the

Platonic philosopher Theon, is given by Spon, in

his Miscellanea^

Follov/ing the aqueduct towards the theatre,

we found, upon the right hand, a subterraneous

passage, extending towards the theatre, and per-

haps passing under it. The entrance is Uke that

of a ivell, hned with antient tiles : the whole

being closed, and covered with masonry. At the

entrance there are two inscriptions, beautifully

cut ; but a part of one of them alone is legible,

belonging to a metrical composition.

.... ANAPEZZIXAPONAA
AIXANOPKAI<!)ISOAOPnin

APMOAlOinOAEMn
The well at the entrance is about twelve feet in

depth. Having descended to the bottom, we
found an arched opening, offering a passage

towards the v.^N.^v. but immediately after-

wards inclining towards w.s.m'. Proceeding

along the vaulted passage, to the distance of

(1) Eruditse Antiquitatis Miscell. Sect. i\. p. 135. Lugd. 1G85.

©EflNAnAAXriNI

KON . <I)IA020^0N

OIEPET2 . GEflN

TON . nATEPA
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one hundred and fifty paces, we came to the chap.

mountain where the Coilon of the Theatre has ., ^, ,

been hewn. The source of the fountain is upon

the north-iuestern side of it ; for by striking the

ground there, a cavity may be observed. The

vaulted roof of this subterraneous passage,

once undoubtedly an aqueduct, is formed with

antient tiles ; and the workmanship at the

source oi t\\e fountain is of the same nature.

We next visited the theatre, perhaps one Thtaue.

of the most antient in Greece, and one of

the most entire now remaining. It faces the

N. K. E. towards a village called Karamsa,

situate on the other side of the plain, at the

base of the opposite mountains. The Coilon

is now in as perfect a state as when it was first

formed : it is hollowed in the rock, above the

ruined edifice, before mentioned, and the fountain

;

to the s. s. w. of the latter. Nothing is wanted

in this part of the Theatre, but the marble

covering for the seats. They are only twelve

inches high, and seventeen inches and a half

wide : sufficient space is therefore hardly

allowed for the feet of the spectators. The

magnificent theatre constructed by Pohjcletus

in Epidauria\ contains a space eighteen inches

(2) See the former Volume of this work, p. 417.

VOL. VII. N
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CHAP, wide behind each row of seats, for the feet of

the spectators ; besides fourteen inches in front,

for the stone benches; making a total of two

feet eight inches for the width of every seat.

The Proscenium
,
of this Theatre, at Chceronhay

still remains : it is forty-eight paces in width.

Mropoiis. The ACROPOLIS is abovc the Theatre: the road

leading to it is cut in the side of the rock. Like

the j4cro-Corinthus, it covers the top of a lofty

precipice. This precipice is mentioned by

Pausanias ' ; and yet it is remarkable, that neither

this writer, nor Strabo^, who also notices the

city, make any mention of the Theatre. " Above

the^city," says Pausanias % " is a precipice called

Petrachus." Here was preserved a small

image of Jupiter*. The very antient walls of

this citadel yet remain all around the summit,

flanking the edges of the craggy precipice : they

are of massive but regular workmanship, and

offer an astonishing monument of the perse-

verance and enterprising labours of the antient

inhabitants.

(1) Boeotica, p. 793. ed. Kuhnii.

(2) Strabonis Geog- lib. ix. p. 600. ed. Oxon.

(3) 'EfTi Si ixtQ rnf v'oXii x^nfiicf Utr^itx'i iiaXevfiHios. Pans. Bceot.

c. 41. p. 797.

(4) Ibid.
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ChcEronea was not the original name of this chap.
V.

city*; it had more antiently been called Arne :

this appellation is given to it by Horner'^. Its

plain, celebrated by the poet for its fertility,

became very memorable for the battles that

were here fought ;—for the defeat of the Athe-

nians by the Boeotians, in the Jifth century before

Christ ; for the victory obtained by Philip over

the allied armies of Thebes and Athexs in the

fourth; and for that which Si/lla obtained over

the forces of Mithradates in the Jirst. At about

an hour s distance from the village, a most con-

spicuous tomb, remarkable for its size and ele- Tomb nf

. .,, . , . the Thc-
vation, still remams, an everlasting monument bans.

of the ensanguined field, resembling the Tomb
of the Athenians in the Plain of Marathon. It is

very distinctly mentioned by Pausanias: he

says it was raised over those Thehans who fell

in the engagement against Philips This tomb

is now caWe&'Mangoola. When viewed at the

eastern extremity of the plain by a person going

froni. Lehadea to the village of Romaiko, in the

road to Orchomenus, it is seen to the greatest

(5) ''S.Kay.ilTo Tt « <!rl>.ts xa) reitoii "Agvtj re a^^aitv. Ibid. c. 40. p 793,

(6) 07 Ti «oXuffTii(puXn Agvxv ix"' Iliad. B. 507.

(7) Xl^ifiiiTUf 5« rn v'oXn, VoXvayh^iot Qn(iaiut iffrh if r^ trfih <t>tXtTTt*

ayZu xfctatirmt. Paustin. Botot, C. 40, p. 795.

N 2
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advantage, being then backed by Parnassus, and

in a line with its summit, standing close to its

base. A Pasha called Hachi, passing this way,

hoisted upon it the Turkish standard ;—the only

circumstance related concerning it by the pre-

sent inhabitants.

Sceptre of Ch^roxea was the birth-place o^ Plutarch:

"""• its other memorabilia were few in number. The

famous sceptre of Agamemnon^ celebrated by

Homer as that which was made by Vulcan for

Jupiter, had been regularly transmitted, by the

hands of Hermes, Pelops, Atreus, and Thyestes, to

the Argive king, and was here preserved in the

time of Pausanias. The Chceroneans paid to it

divine honours ; holding it in greater veneration

than any of their idols '. It seems to have been

held among them after the manner of a mace in

corporation towns ; for the same author relates,

that they did not keep it in any temple pre-

pared for its reception, but that it was annually

brought forth with appropriate ceremonies,

being honoured by daily sacrifices ; and a sort

of mayor's feast seems to have been provided

for the occasion ; a table covered with all sorts

of eatables being then set forth.

(l) Pansan. Sceot, c. 40. p. 795.
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In the church of this village we found, at the

altar, four beautiful granite columns, each

column of one entire piece. The altar itself is

an antient pedestal of blue-and-white marble,

four feet four inches in length, and four feet

wide. Close to this altar, on the left hand, we

observed a beautiful capital of a Corinthian

pillar, measuring two feet six inches square

at the top, of that antient style of the Corinthian

which we lately described in the account of the

antiquities of Thebes : but this is the most valu-

able specimen of it we have any where seen
;

the workmanship being exquisitely fine, and the

marble uninjured. In the sanctuary of the Marble

same church, upon the right hand of the altar,

we also saw the marble Thymele of the Chcr-

roneans ; a magnificent antique chair finely sculp-

tured, and hewn out of a single block. It was

brought, in all probability, from the Theatre:

and will add another example to those already

mentioned*, proving the real nature of the

Koyfio'j, or Qvf^zXri, and the frequent recurrence

of a Cathedra of this kind either within or near

to the remains of the Grecian theatres : it is

also remarkable that the Greek peasants upon

the spot call it Qpovog. The church itself, as a

(2) See the former Volume, p. 400.
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Five In-

scriptions

upon one
'I'aulet.

CHAP, receptacle of precious relics from the ruins of

. .iy. «.' Chceronea, has tended to the preservation .of

some of them, but to the destruction of others;

the most valuable antiquities having been used

as common building materials. A very hard

kind of marble, of a blue-and-white colour, is

particularly prevalent among the remains of

this city. Within the church we noticed, in the

wall, five inscriptions upon one marble pedestal.

The writing appeared to have been added at

different times, because the characters were

not all equally well cut. These inscriptions

were at too great a height to be legible from

the floor of the church ; but by placing a ladder

against the wall, the author, with some diffi-

culty, made the following copy of the whole.

APX0NT02AIOKAE0T2TOT2IMMI0TMHNO22TNEAPTN TONNOMON
OMOAftIIOTnENTEKAIAEKATHAES«IOAPXONTO2nATPANO2MHNO0HP .

.

SAMMIKOTTOT$IAOHENOTANATI©H2IAOPOTHAPXONT02ATTHTOTTIOT

TA2IAIASAOTAA2KAAAIAAKAinT0INnANOTMErONO2 . . 2TNETAPE2P

KAITOEKTH2KAAAIAO2nAIAAPlONnOTO2ANATI0HSITONIAIONOPnTON

NOMANIKnNIEPOY2Tn2EPAniAlnAPAMONONlEPONTnSEPAnEIN . . . HH .

.

MINANTA2AESmnAETBOTAOTTHKATA-*-TXHKONTANH0ENIMH0ENTHNA0E2
2INMAMMHnANTATONTH2ZnHSAT . nOIoTMENHAIATOT2TNEAH0TKA
TH2KPONONANENKAHTn2TAAErEN . ATONNOMON
NH©ENTAESATTnNENYnTH2MEN02AAAAK0MENEI0TnENTEKAIAEKATHN
nAPAMONH2KP6NnE22Tn2AN20AnPAKPATnN02nAPONT02ATTH . . nATPO

AOTAAAESSlnnA2TH2A0ANIOTKPATnNO2A^IH2rrH. . lAIANAOTAHNET . .

.

THNANA©E2INnOIOrMENHAIAIEPANTOT2EPAniAO2nOIOXMENETHNANA0£2S
T0r2TNEAPl0rKATAT0NN0M0NKATAT0NN0M0N
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[The Letters in this Column well cut.] [The Letters iu this Column barbarously cut.]

APX0NT02ETANAP0TMHN02A ArXONT02ANTIMf2N02MENOS
AAAKOMENHOTTPIAKAAIArA0O nPOSTATHPIOTnENTEKAIAEKATH
KAH2ETANAPOrANATI0H2ITOT2 MIAi2NinniNOrKAITHAHMAKIXEr
lAIOTSAOTAOTSSnsiMONKAI BOYAOYANATI0EA2INTAIAIAAOrAI
EIMnNAIEPnSTOTSEPAni KAKOPA2IAAAE5ANAPANKA IGATMAX
AOSnAPAMEINANTASANEN TANIEPATOIZAPAnEIMH0ENIMH0EN
KAHTHSEATHTEKAITHrT nPOT2HKOT2A2nEPAMENA2A2AEMI
NAIKIMOTBOTKaTATHNAN'A AHNINAITHAEMAXIAIEKAIEPONEnS
©E^INnOlOTMENOZAIATOr ANSfiSINANEIKAHTHSTHNANAOE
i;rNEAPIOrKATATONNOMON ZINnOIOY . I . AOAIATOTSYNEAPIOTKATA

TONNOMON

[In the two following Inscriptions, the Letters were well cut.]

APX0NT02<J)IA0HEN0YMEN0£AAAAK0MENH0YnENTEKAIAEKATH

AAEEnNPOAnN02ANATI©H2ITHNIAIANAOTAHNAIONY2IAN

lEPANTfiSAPAninAPAMEINASANEAPTnANENKAHTnsnANTA

TONTOYZHNXPONONTHNANA©E2INnOIOYMEN02AIATOY2rNEAPIOY

KATATONNOMON

APXONTOSKA^ISIOYMENOSBOYKATIOYTPIAKAAIKPATfiNAMINIOrKAI

EYriTANIKAPETOY2YNEYAPE2TOYNTnNKAITnNYmNANATI®EA2INTO

AOYAIKONAYTnNKOPASIONSnSIXANIEPONTaSEPAninAPAMINAN

KPATnNIKAIEYriTAEn2ANZn2INANENKAHTnSTHNANA0ESINnOI

OYMENOIAIATOY2YNEAPIOYKATATONNOMON

They have been here printed so as to cor-

respond with their appearance upon the marble

;

for they all relate to the same subject, namely,

the dedication of a slave to the God Serapis :

the translation of one of them will therefore be

sufficient; and for this purpose we shall select

the fourth, because the legend is there perfect;
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CHAP, and the letters in thefourth ?Liid.Jifth were better

. ^ . graven, and more legible^ than in the three

preceding inscriptions.

'* On the fifteenth day of the month Alalcomenius

(October), Philoxenus being Archon, Alexon, the son

OF Rhodon, dedicates his own slave Dionysia, as

SACRED to the GoD SeRAPIS, HAVING REMAINED BLAME-

LESS WITH HIM, ALL HER LIFE. He MAKING THE DEDICA-

TION THROUGH THE COUNCIL, ACCORDING TO THE LAW."

In \hQjlfih and last inscription, the dedication

of the slave is made in the month Bucatius

{January^), " the sons of Craton andEugita
CONSENTING THERETO."

In the evening we returned, by the same road,

again to Lebadca, and had a fine prospect of the

town. About half an hour's distance from it,

there is a fountain. The stream which we crossed

- before, in the morning, by a bridge, is not

the Hercyna, but one of its branches : this river

becomes divided, and distributes itself into

(1) For the order of the Boeotian months, the Reader is referred to Mr.

Walpole's Notes upon some of the Inscriptions we found afterwards at

OacHOMENUs. The word MEN02 Mr. IFalp. Ic thinks ^hould he written

MEIN02,theBcBo</fin5 using EI for H: but we have thought it right to print

our copy as it was made from the original, believing it to be written MEN02,

and MHNOS, upon the Marble. ''In the Achnrnenses ofAristophanes (it is

observed by Mr. Walpolc) the Boeotian says QiiQah. See the passage frona

JEustathius, cited by Brunch, on v. 867 of that play."
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several small channels, whereby it is rendered chap.

very beneficial to the inhabitants, in watering a ^ 1

number of gardens and cotton-grounds.

to aOn Friday, December the eleventh, we set out ^^'^'^^

for Orchomexus; proceeding first to the village mailed

01 Romaiko, bearmg n. n. e. distant one hour

and three quarters from Lebadea. At the church

here we saw the most remarkable bas-relief Remarka

which exists in all Greece, whether we regard the relief.'**"

great antiquity of the workmanship, or the very

remarkable nature of the subject rspresented.

It is executed upon a mass of the blue-and-white

marble common in the country, and which fre-

quently occurs among the ruins of Chceronia:

its length is six feet six inches ; its width two

feet. The subject represents an aged figure, of

the size of life, with a straight beard, in a cloak,

leaning with his left arm upon a knotted staff,

and offering with his right hand a locust to a

greyhound ; who is rising upon his hinder feet,

and stretching himself out, to receive it. Whe-

ther this figure be intended to represent Hercules

with the dog ofHades, as mentioned hyPausanias ^,

or the shepherd Hesiod, whose tomb existed

(2) 'Evrosv^A Si »/ Bimre) xiytuait avafinfat t9» 'Hpa»Xia Hyttru Ttv aiiu rev

*u>a. Paus. Beeotic. c. 34. p. 779. ed. i'uhnii.
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CHAP, in the neighbourhood, others may determine.

;. . Owing to the age of the person represented, it

does not seem probable that any allusion was

here made to the superstitions respecting Actccon

which existed among the Orchomenians\ Pau-

SANiAS, by whom they are noticed, also relates

that there was a Temple of Hercules, containing

an image of the Deity ^ at the distance oi seven

stadia from Orchomenus, near the sources of

the Melas, a small river which fell into the Lake

Cephissis. The figure here exiiibited has upon

his head the old scull-cap now called Fez by the

Greeks 2indi Albanians^; but this cap, as a part of

the antient costume, is of such high antiquity,

that we find it worn by Mercury, as he is re-

presented upon the oldest silver medals of iExos

in Thrace. The style of the sculpture is Grceco-

Etruscan, and perhaps it may be considered as

one of the earliest specimens of the art: the

hands of the figure, and the dog, are well exe-

cuted, but the rest is rude and angular. We have

(1) n£j< V^'Axra^ullas Xtyifima, x. t. A. Pausan. Bceotic. C. 38. p. 787.

(2) "Stooiou; oi upifrtixtr tT-ra 'Oa^efiiyeu »aos t« 'H^axXiavs, xa) ccyaXfio.

*v /icya. ivraZ6a. t«w voTKfji,tv MiXatoi «/V/» a'l fnya), it. r. X. Ibid.

(3) The sketch from wliich an engraving has been made for this work

cannot pretend to accuracy ; it was almost made from memory : but the

original has lately excited considerable curiosity j and as no delineation

of it has hitherto been published, it was thought that this might assist a

description of it, until some more faithful representation shall appear.
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since heard that there is an inscription below the chap.
V.

feet of the figure, but we were never able to s^

procure a copy of it: this, if faithfully transcribed,

so as to exhibit a fac-simile of the characters,

might enable us to determine the age of the

workmanship; but we have no hesitation in

saying, without having seen the inscription, that

it will be found to belong to that period of the

art of sculpture in Greece, alluded to by Quin-
TiLiAN, when a resemblance to the style of the

Etruscans characterized the works of the Grecian

artists\ This is further denoted by the great

length of the body and limbs, and a certain

simplicity in the manner of the execution, easier

to recognise than to describe. There is a cavity

in the head of the figure, as if a gem, or a piece

of metal, had been originally introduced into

that part of the sculpture. The peasants relate

that they found this has-relief in the river, near

to the spot where it is now placed. It was

probably intended to close the entrance to some

sepulchre.

(4) " Duriora, et Thuscanicis proxima Calon, atque Egesias, jam minus

rigida Calamis, molliora adhuc supra dictis Myron fecit." Qutnttlian.

Institut. Drat. lib. xii. c. 10. See also Winkelmann, Histoire de VArt

chez Ics Anciens, torn. I. p. 313. a Paris, An Ude la Ripubliq-ue.
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Visit to

Screpu.
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CHAP. Hence we continued our excursion through

vineyards as old as the time of Homer \ and

watery lands, to another village called Screpu.

Just before our arrival, we crossed a bridge

over a river, called Black Water by the inha-

r{i^„ bitants (Mauronero). The river Melas may
Mdas. therefore be here recognised, retaining something

of its antient appellation'. According to Straho,

it flowed between Orchomenus and Aspledon'.

Before passing the bridge, we saw towards our

right, at a short distance in the plain, a large

tumulus. When upon the bridge, this tomb is

directly in front of the spectator. Near the

bridge are the remains of an antient paved road.

Ruins of That Screpu is situate in the midst of the ruins of
Orchome.
xvs. Orchomenus, will plainly appear by the inscrip-

tions we found upon the spot. Indeed, these

inscriptions had been noticed by Meletius; but

we had never seen his work ; nor would it have

rendered us any service; for it might have

induced us to forego the very great fatigue it

(1) \iA. Iliad. B. 507.

(2) Its sources were distant only seven stadia from Orchomenus. Vid.

Tausan.lnBceot. c. 38. p. 787. ed.JTu/ai.

(S) *' 'O U'iXa,; vrorafn'o;- De hoc flumine multa scitu digna." Plutarcinu

in Sylla, p.465. torn. I. edit. F. Furt. Vid. Annot. Casaubon. in Slrabnn..

Geog. lib. \x. p, 603. ed. Oxon.
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was necessary to encounter, in making a faithful chap.
V.

transcript from the marbles ; whence it will be

manifest that his copies of the Orchomenian inscrip-

tions are full of inaccuracies. With regard to the

Tumuhts near Screpu, as this is one of two remark- Tomb of

able tomhs mentioned by Pausanias*, and as

his description of the other connects it with

the Treasury of Afini/as (concerning whose situa-

tion there can be little doubt to a person upon

the spot), perhaps we shall not err if we consider

this to be the identical mound heaped over the

bonesofH ESIOD, when the Orchomenians removed

them from the territory of Naupactus \

We were conducted, upon our arrival at jrcha^c

Screpii, to a Monastery. In the wall of this tions"'''

building we found three inscriptions upon one

tablet ; and of these, the two first relate to a

sum of money which had been paid by the Lord

of the Treasury'^ to Eubulus, in the archonship of

Thynarchus ; and the bonds, which are kept in

the hands of some people of Phocis and Chceronea,

whose names are mentioned, are cancelled ^

With regard to the third inscription, remarkable

(4) Vid. Pans. ibid. pp. 786, 787.

(5) Ibid.

(6) " Tayiti'a;, prafectus airarii." W(dpole's MS. Note.

(7) "
'Kia.i^u(tia.i rni cuyy^a.^nv, syiigrapham irritam facere, S.»v^at9M'ii.^

Budceus. Walpole MS. Note.
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CHAP, for the distinction of dialect in which Orckomenus

. is written Erchomenus, as also for the recurrence

of the digamma, the Reader is referred to the

Notes subjoined ; first, for the observations of

Mr. A¥alpole upon the copy of it which the

author made upon the spot'; secondly, for

those of another learned Hellenist, the Rev.

P.P.DoBiiEE, of Trinity College, Cambridge, after

comparing this copy with the original, now in

the British Museum : and that its meaning may

be more readily apprehended, a mark has been

placed at the termination of every word.

Firstin- 0YNAPXnAPXONTOSME!NOZOEI
Bcription.

AOYGinArXIAPOZEYMEIAOTAMI
AZEYBaAYAPXEAAMn<J>nKE! IXH

OI:A^EAn:<AA^OTAzzoY^^PA<^^
riEAATXlNnOAEMAPXHNKHTriN
KATOnXAIlNANEAOMENOZTAZ
ZOYrrPA<>n2:TA5:KEIMENAZnAPEY

4>PONAKH4>!AIANKHnAZIKAEIN

KHT!MOMEIAON<!>nKEIAZKHAAMO
TEAEJNAYZIAAMnKHAJnNYZION
K A<*> IZOAllPnX H PUN El AKATTOH'A
4)|ZNtATnAAMn^i4n4'rETJ>lll

(1) "Upon a silver medal of Orckomenus, once in my possession,

were the letters EPX. This change of O into E, says a Grammarian
in Euitdthius, is DtJrian ; iVrscv Je ilri to 'Apyi^ovrti;, xa&a Kat r«
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©YNAPXJQAPXONTOZMEINOZAAAA chap.

KOMENIIlFAPNnNnOAYKAEIOZ •

'^—

'

TAMIAZAPEAnKEEYBXlAYAPXE s^p"iJn"'

AAMI2<I>I2KEI I AHOTAZZOYrrPA
<l>nTOKATAAYnONKATTOH'A<t>IZMA

TXlAAMIlANEAOMENOZTASZOYr
rPA4>nZTAZKIMENAZnAPZn<|)|

AONKHEY<t>PONA<J>IlKEIAZKHnAP

AII2NYZIONKA4>IZOAnPnXHPnNEI
AKHAYZIAAMONAAMOTEAIOZPE
AATnNnOAEMAPXXlNKHTnNKATO
nTAflN^pn-E hEhETE > >l I lOH

kiif%<f'otrit "iaftxoi tlftv. ad II. /?• p. 183. And as the jEoUc was used

in Boeotia, (Paus. Boeot. Strabo, lib. ix. Salm. de Hellen. 417.) we
have in these inscriptions ou for u, as in ffeuyyfaiph, v for ai, and v for «,

as in the fragment of another inscription found at Oichomenus,

^iVopi^ln Tu "iafiu. MjJ; (see v. 1.) occurs in Homer, Ih r. II7. where
the Scholiast observes that the form is jEolic. The Boeotian, in the

Acharnenses, uses QufiaSt. (See also Etymol. Mag. 583. 4.)
" The inscriptions of Ofchomenus give the names of some of the

Boeotian months, one only of which had been hitherto found on any

marble. (See Mtiratori, i. 1-10.) In the antient authors no more
than seven have been met with; but from these inscriptions we are

able to add another, Theluthius, which was also in use at Delphi.

{See Corsini Fast- Jit. p. 442.) The following list shews the corre-

spondence of some Boeotian months with the Attic.
^^ Boeotian: Attic:

" 1. Bucatius Gamelion.

2. Hermajns Anthesterion.

3. Prostaterius .... Elaphebolion.

4. -.._ ....
5. ._-. .---
6. - - - - ... -

7. Hippodromius . . . Hecatombapon.

8. Panemus .... Metagitnion.

9. - - - - ".'."
10. Alalcomenius . . . Maimacterion.

11. Damatrius .... Pyanepsion.

12.

Line
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CHAP. APXONTOZ,EN,EPXOMENY,OYNAPXn,MEI
V ^'-

. NOZ,AAAAKOMENin,EN,AE,FEAATIH,ME
Third In. MOITAO,APXEAAn,MEINOZ,nPATn,OMO
scription.

AOrA.EYBnAY.FEAATIHYiKHTHiPOAIiEP
5. XOMENinN.EPIAEI.KEKOMIZTHiEYBn
AOZ.PAPiTAS.nOAIOZiTOiAANEION.APAN.
KAT,TAZ,OMOAOnAZ,TAZ,TE0EIZAZ,OY
NAPXn,APXONTOZiMEINOZ,OEIAOYOini
KHiOYT,0<|)EIAETH,AYTYiETIiOYOEN,PAPiTANj

10 POAIN,AAAjAPEXI,PANTA,PEPI,PANTOZ,
KH,APOAEAOAN0l,THiPOAI,TYiEXONTEZ,
TAZ,OMOAOriAZ,EIMEN,nOTI,AEAOME
NON,XPONON,EYBnAY,EPINOMIAZ,FETIA,

PETTAPA,BOYEZZI,ZOYN,IPPYZ,AIAKA
15. TIHZ,FIKATI,PPOBATYZ,ZOYN,HrYZ,XEI
AIHZiAPXI,TniXPONn,OiENIAYTOZiO,META,

" Line 4- FEAATIHT, ' civi Velateae.'—The T is used for the n, as ia

EYBHAT.

9. Olifiv was written by the CEolians for ovStf, see Eustat. ob

Odyss. <r. p. 1841.

II. The latter part of the line, in commoa Greek, wonld be rji

jroXs/ Toi 'ix'^Ttf far ol L T for ai is to be found in an inscription

discovered in Bceotia, in which we have seen Ft/;^;/aj for oWiut.

13. IsTinojit/a;, 'right of pasture.'

14. From the ^olic word 5r«rTa/i« for Ttfrira/ja!, came, according to

Menage, the Oscan word petorritum, a four-wheeled carriage.

Juris Civilis Amanitat. p. 7.

15. Here, in tlie enumeration of cattle, we have the word

FIKATI. BEIKATI, fori?*«s-i. (See Hesych.J In the

Heraclean inscriptions, Luxari. From this form comes the V
in the Latin « Viginti.* AIAKATIHS, ' two hundred.*
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0YNAPXON,APXONTA,EPXOMENIYr,AnO
rPA<l>EZOH,AE,£YBnAON,KAT,ENIAYTON,

EKAZTON.PAP.TON.TAMIAN.KHTON.NOMn
NAN.TA.TE.KAYMATA.TnNiPPOBATnN.KH,
TAN,HrnN,KH,TAN,BOYnN,KH,TAN,inri2N^K
KATINA,AZAMAjnN0l,KH,TO,nAEI0OZ,ME
AnOrPA<|)EZ0n,AE,nAIONA,T^N,rErPAM
MENnN,EN,TH,ZOYrxnPEIZIiH,AE,KA,TI2:

,, HT0,ENN0MI0N,EYBnA0N,04)EIA
AIZ,TnN,EPXOMENIi2N,APrOYPin,

nETTAPAKONTA,EYBnAY,KA0,EKA
NIAYTON,KH,TOKON,<l>EPETf2,APA.

TAZ^MNAZ.EKAZTAZ.KATA.MEINA,
TON,KH,EMnPAKTOZ,EZTO,EYB . . .

TGN.EPXOMENJON

"Lineal. A letter is wanting at the end of this line in the marble;

perhaps H." Walpole's MS. Note.

Upon this Inscription, Mr. Dobree remarks : " I would re r.d^

21, KH or KH,H

22. MEI

24'. EN.TH,20XrxnPEI2I.H,AE,KA,TI2

25. EMnPATTH,TO,ENNOMION,ETBnAON.Oa)EIA-

26. ETn,A,nOAIS,TnN.EPX0MENinN.APrOTPin

27. MNA5,nETTAPAKONTA,ETBflAT,KA0,EKA2:-

28. TON,ENIATTON,KH,TOKON/tEPETn,APAX-

29. MAS . . , TA5,MNA2,EKA2TA2,KATA,MEINA

SO. EKA2TON,KH,EMnPAKT02,E2T.a,ETB.QAT

31 . KAT,Tn2,TnN,EPXOMENinN,NOMr>2.

\0L. vir. o '• " '^«-
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CHAP. Ill this monastery is the well or fountain men-

v«^^^^ tioned by Pausanias ' ; and there are, besides,

(1) Bceotica, c. 38. p. 786. eA. Kuhnii.

" And I understand the whole Inscription thus :

1. "ApvovToq iv 'Op^o/xsy^ Qvvdp^ov, fxtj-

2. vog 'AXaXKOfxeviov, iv St ^EXarsiq. Mt-

3. voiTov 'Ap'^eXdov, /urjvog Trpurov' 'Ofio-

4. Xoyia Ei//3oi/\w 'KXareiaiu) Kal rfj rrdXu '0/j-

5. \0fXEvib)v. 'ETTftCj; KeKdjUicrrai ^v(3ov-

6. Xoc Trapd rrjc; Trt^Xcwf to Bdveiov dirap

7. KUTU rag o/xoXoyiag rag rtdsiaag 0y-

8. vdpyov dpyoi'Tog fxtjvoi. QciXovdiov,

Q. Kal ovK (qu.) J^ftXf-ai avra tn ovccv Trapd rijv

10. TrdXiv, aXX' dircvet vdrra wEpl vavrog,

11. Kal dirocsSbiicacTi rj} TrdXei 01 ayovreg

12. Tag OfioXoyiag' ^ivai Trpog heSofxe-

13. vov \p6vov Ei//3ovX« iinvofiiag, ctt)

14. TETTapa, l3ov(7l avv "nriroig SitfKo-

15. ffiaig e'lKoat, TrpojSdroig crvv al^l ^i-

16. Xiaig. "AyO^Et Tov ^p6yov 6 sviavTog 6 juiTa

17. Qiffapycv dpyoyTa 'Opvofieyioig. 'Atto-

18. ypd^EtjQai Si Ey/Boi/Xov Kar ivtavTOv

19. cKaarov irapd tov Tafxiav Kal tov vofxtS-

20. vrjv Td T£ Katjfiara tuv irpofidTuv Kal

21. Tuv alyuv Kal to)V (5ob)v Kal tuv tmruv, Kctv

11. Tiva d(Tt]fia utTi, Kal t6 irXrjdog' firj

23. diroypa<j)iiTdo) Se TrXeiova tuv yfypafx-

24. fxivuv iv ttj avys/up^aei. EaV Sa Tig

15. EfiirpdrT}] to ivvdfiiov Ev/SovXov, oc^tEiX-

16. iTu »7 7r6Xig tiov 'Op^o/nsviav dpyvptov

iy. 'fivdg TETTapdKovTU Ei//3oA« Kad' sKa-

28. (TTOv iviavTdv' Kal t6kov (bEpero) Spaj^-

1Q. /HOC rrjg fivdg kdarrjg kutu /urjj^a

30. EKaffTOv, Kal 'ifiirpaKTog corw Ei//(3oj/Xj)

31. KaTa Tovg Tuv ^OpYO/nEvioiv v/j/iiovg.

« The
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two antient wells remaining in the village.

Almost every thing belonging to Orchomenus
remains as Pausanias found it in the second cen-

tury. It was evidently then in ruins, for he

" The three Inscriptions relate to the same transaction. Eubuliis

lends the Orchomenians a sum of money, which is partly repaid in the

month Theluthiui. The old writings in the hands of Euphron, &c. are

then cancelled, (see Inscr. 1.) and new ones made out, (see Inscr. 3. 1. 7.)

and deposited with Sophilus, &c. (see Inscr. 2.) These again are can-

celled in the montli Ahilcomenius, on condition that Eubulus shall have a

right of common. The second and third Inscriptions act as counter-

vouchers ; the one being a public record of Eubulus's receipt ; and the

other, of the right granted hira.

" Inscr. 3. 1. 13. I put a comma after Isr/vo/^/af. 'ief Eubulus have

a right of pasturage for a given time ; that is to sny, the right of grazing,

for four ijears, 220 head of cattle, including horses, and 1000 sheep,

including goats j' i.e. a horse to reckon as an oX, and a goat as a slreep.

"X. 19. No^«i;»>;; is tlie contractor who farms the public pasture-land.

Thus reXuftiSt ipycivris, (Chandler's Marm. Ox. xlix.) &c. Eubulus

enters his cattle at the offices of the Treasurer and of the Contractor, that

their accounts may check each other.

"L. 20. Kavfia, or iyxuvfta, is a bui'nt-in mark. See Scaliger onVarro

de L.L. p. 107. ed. 1619; and the Notes on Hesychius, vv. xovvrctrias et

vfvfiv-riov. Eubulus is to register, 1. the marks of his cattle, horses, &c.

specifying any that may be unmarked ; 2. the number of each sort,

««i. 22. "I(av<'/ is for Zirt (catri), I being put for E, as in ATHNOGE-
TIONTOS and AOKIEI in the 4th and 7th Orchomenian Inscriptions,

and I0SA2 (IflSAS) for aiW in one at Thebes, which Pococke has

given vrith his characteristic inaccuracy, p. 50. Read,

EIMEN FOI rA2 KAI FOIKIA

2 EHAIIN KAI ATEAIAN
KAI ASOYAIAN KAI KAFFAN
KAI KAT0AAATTAN KAI HO
AEMft KAI IPANA2 IftlAI.

-In
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CHAP, notices the cause of its destruction'. Its most

< antient name was Minyeia; and its inhabitants

were called Minyeans long after the name

of the city was changed to Orchomenus. They

are mentioned, under this appellation, in the

verses that were inscribed upon the Tomb of

Hesiod}. A colony from Orchomenus founded

Teas. In the days of its prosperity it was

(1) JS«ot. c. 38. p. 779. ed. iTwAn. (2) Ibid. p. 787.

" In another, lately found at Oropus, and of which I have been faroured

with a copy

:

^. , , ev KA e2yeP6)? xjj ufAH ecvTVi y»i x.r, Vvr,i»i EPnA
5. . . A««v KYi ccn-pccXKctv Kin cKrovXtxf x.vi TraXiUM kti tPKua^ ....

(J « ycty jc» fcurx &oc>,cirrctV, Bcc.

" In another, on the same slab,

7. «««? EFFA2IN x» F<5-« ....

8. Kti KUTu yxv y.n x-ctjct, 6 . . . .

9. cua-df, &c.

" The Reader will easily supply them from each other. The troublesoroe

word EIIASIN or EXIIIASIN will shortly be either corrected ot ex-

plained by a Scholar of the first eminence.

"i.27, 28. EKA[2T0N E]NIATTON. Dr. Clark.

*' First Inscr. lines 3, 4. The marble seems rather to have XPIOZi^

than XH02. This was pointed out to me by one of the Gentlemen at

the Museum. May it not be right, taking it for xpi'i * debt ?

•' In the seventh Orchomenian Inscription, read, lines 6 and 7, Iru;

tyatti TiSt 9t>Xireiu» rii iiavrtt ^n MtiXi^^iu. This is the preamble of a dt-

cree ; as in one quoted by Demosthenes, c. Timocr. p. 446. ed. Paris.

(708, Reiske.) lifuxparfit iivtw "Otrui at vk Ufa. iinrai r>f."

Communicated ly the Rev. P. P. Dobree, Fellow »/ Trinity

College, Cambridge.
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distinguished, among all the cities of Greece, as chap.

one of the most illustrious and renowned'; and /- <

its opulence was such, as to render it, before the

age of Homer*, the subject of a saying common
in the country. Strabo, citing the poet's allusion

to its riches, extols its wealth and power *, The

Graces were said to have chosen Orchomenus for uieronf^f

their place of residence, owing to a most antient

Hieron founded by Eteocles, in which they were

honoured with a peculiar veneration"; and on

this account they were called EteocUan, by

Th€ocritus\ It is rather extraordinary, that in

so many examples of allusion to Orchomemis as

it is easy to adduce from different authors, no

instance occurs where any notice has been taken

of the Charitesian Games that were here cele-

brated in honour of the Graces. The MINTEIA,

indeed, are mentioned by the Scholiast upon

Pindar'^ ; and possibly they may have been the

(5) Pausan. Baeot. p. 7 79.

(4) OiS' Of \( 'Of^^^ofitvor trcrmitrffirai, x. t. X. Iliad, i. vcr. 381.

(5) ^aivtrai S> r« waXaiif xosi trXeuffla ri( y%ytt¥7» iriXttt Mai iutuuim

lAya,. Strabon. Geog. lib. ix. p. 601. ed. Oxon.

(6) Ibid. p. 601, 602.

(7) 'Xl 'Etic»X.mi XaptTti Qia), al Mivuue*

'Qf^tfttyii ^t\Uiscci, K.r.x. T/jfocr/i, Idyll. xvi.ver. 104.

(8) Pindari Scholiastes /s^/iw. Od.I. See also Arekaelogie^ vol. I.

p. 414. Loud. 1751.
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CHAP. same. The Charitesia attracted competitors

1 -1 . from all parts of Greece; as we shall presently

inscrip- shew, by inscriptions commemorating victors at

iiig^to'^tlTe" those solemnities. It was with much delight

Charitesian ^^^ satisfaction that we were admitted to such
Games.

a muster-roll; for within the list we read the

name of Sophocles, son of Sophocles the

Athenian, who is recorded as having obtained

the prize for his talent in Tragedy. He was a

descendant of the famous Greek tragedian of the

same name '. These inscriptions are within the

church or chapel belonging to the monastery.

There are two of them : they o.ccur upon two

long slabs of a dark colour, near the entrance ;

one being on either side of a sort of buttress

facing the aisle. They are of no other utility

in the structure than as common building ma-

terials, for which any other stones of the same

size might be substituted. Our desire to obtain

them for the University of Cambridge induced us

to make an earnest solicitation for the purchase

of them, to Logotheti the j4rchon of Lehaclea, who
is the owner of the estate, and whose secretary

(l) Itf^oxXTiSt Airivttlo;, Tpayixif, xai Xufixit, u^iyovos '''o^ ^'i^"""'^' He
flourished after the seven celebrated Tragedians. Suidas, lorn. 111.

p. 350. ed. Cantab.
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accompanied us during this day's excursion, chap.

The Archon insisted upon presenting them to

us without payment; saying, that he was under

great obligations to Englishmen, in being pro-

tected by their Government ; and he promised

to send them, with his next cargoes, to Aspropiti,

where ships were freighted for British ports

;

to be forwarded to the University, for which

alone we sought to obtain them :—but they

have never arrived. Indeed a rumour prevails,

that some more fortunate individual has since

removed them, with other views ; yet the author

will not terminate this part of his narrative,

concerning what it is almost his duty to state,

without making a last effort, by humbly entreat-

ing their possessor, whosoever he may be, to

dedicate those valuable relics to the general

interests of Literature, either by depositing

them in one of the Universities, or in the

National Museum.

The first inscription states, that **in the

ARCHONSHIP OF MnASINUS, WHEN EuARES

THE SON OF PaNTON WAS PRESIDENT OF THE

Charitesian Games, the following were

CONQUERORS IN THOSE GAMES." Their em-

ployments, names, and countries, are then

subjoined

:
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CHAP. MNAZINnAPXONTOZArriNO
V.

'
. OETIONTOZTXlNXAPITEIZmN

EYAPIOZTnnANTriNOZTYAE
ENIKnZANTAXAPITEIZIA

ZAAnirKTAZ
<t>IAINOZ4)IAINI2AOANEIOZ

KAPOYZ
EIPXiAAZZnKPATIOZOEIBEIOZ

nOEITAZ
MHZTnPMHZTOPOZ<l>riKAIEYZ

PAS'AFYAOZ

KPATXINKAIUNOZOEIBEIOZ

AYAEITAZ

nEPirENEIZHPAKAIAAOKOYllKHNOY
AYAAFYAOZ

AAMHNETOZrAAYKIlAPriOZ
KIOAPIZTAZ

ArEAOXOZAZKAAniOrENIOZAIOAEYZAnOMOYPINAZ
KIOAPAFYAOZ

AAMATPIOZAMAAnmAIOAEYZAnOMOYPINAZ
TPAfAFYAOZ

AZKAAniOAnPOZnOYt EAOTAPANTINOZ
komafyaoz

n!koztpatoz<l>iaoztpatn0eibeioz

taehtnikiakomafyaoz
eyapxczeypoaothkophneyz
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The Reader may recollect, that this inscription chap.

is in Meletius Geography ; but a comparison of '

the present copy with his, will shew that the

Greek Archbishop has omitted the digamma, and

thereby deprived it of its archaic character.

Some observations made upon it by Mr. JValpole

are subjoined in a Note '. The recurrence of

El, for H, and for Al, as in 0EIBEIO2,
A0ANEIO2; and of A, for H, in this latter

word, will not escape the erudite reader. Con-

cerning the digamma, occurring not less than six

times in this inscription, the author owes it to

(i) " JAne 9. 'Tciira.i.—We find WcTiixi in Montfaucon Diar. Italiruni,

p. 425. and tSttia. for tuw/a in the jEolic Inscription

quoted by Caylus, Recueil d'Ant. 2.

" 11. PAVAFtAOX.—The digamma was placed sometimes

in the commencement of a word, whether it be;;an

with a lenis or aspirate, as in Voixlav, Fava|, Fanrif,

and many others; sometimes in the middle, as in

uVuTav, in the Delian Inscription ; and liytviun \n th^

Sif^ean, where the v is written instead of it. {Ser

( hislmll ad Sig. Mar. and Lanzi.) In the Heraclean

Tables we have this form, Ce^, for It,, C/S/af, for 'l%i»;.

The affinity between the sigtna and digamma is shewn

ill many instances". The ;Eolians, says Salmasius, (rfe

Re Hel/. p. 431.) ' partim Kvfupafuy dicebant. partini

Nuj[t^a»-<wv.' Hence the Latins wrote sex from the

Greek s?. In parts of Greece, says Priscian, they sar

muha for musa. In the Lacedamonian dialect they

pronounced, without any aspiration, ^aa fiaa, for ram
fiaufa. [Sec Lanzi on the Tuscan Language.)"

Walpole's MS. JVole.
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CHAP, the pious memory of his most learned grand-

. ^i . father ', to insert here a few remarks published

by him upon this subject half a century ago,

which have been often borrowed, without any

acknowledgment being made of their author.

observa- " Thc SaxoTis uscd the digamma in the beginning

jEoiiayi and middle of the words, just as the JEolian
ignmmu.

Q^^^j^^ 9 ^gg(j j^^ ^j^Q spread as far as the sides

of the Hellespont, and lived nearest to their

Saxon ancestors, the Thracians. Thus we have

(1) See the Life of ff^illiam Clarke, M.A. Residentiary of Chichester,

in the Biographia BrUannica.

(2) Note by the author of the Extract above cited, on the words

" kalian Greeks."] " In pronouncing both Greek and Latin, the

sound of the digamma was familiar and well known. The iEolians

expressed this sound by a particular character, and so possibly might

the Greeks : but this does not seem sufficiently evinced ; for the

Antients speak of the digamma as peculiar to the i^olians. Thus

Terentianus •"

' Nominum multa inuhoata Uteris vocalibus

JEolicus usus reformat, et digammon praeficJt.'

" The different powers of it were these : It was inserted between two

vowels in the middle of words, or before a vowel at the beginning,

with the sound of a ^ consonant. Or its more peculiar property was,

expressing the sound of the Greek ov, or our fV. The Romans had

from the beginning the letter V, which fully answered the first of

these purposes ; and therefore, when the Emperor Claudius intro-

duced the inverted digamma to supply what was wanting in their

alphabet, it could only be intended to express this last sound. So

Quintilian explains it : 'In his servus et vulgus ,^olicum digamma

desideratur
;'
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the initial digamma ' in weather, ivork, iveight, wool, chap.

whole from oXog ; luorth, worthy, from o^Oog ; luise, ! .

from the same root as lerrii^i ; wreck, break, from

pno-a-u: and thus in the middle of words, to

prevent the coahtion of vowels, as |-cea-pian, to

see; ha-pian, to look on: hy-punj, deceit; pcea-

pejie, a scoffer

T

The next inscription is twofold ; because it

relates not only to the Charitesia, but also to the

games called 'OMOAftTA, solemnized in honour Homohta.

desideratur:' i.e. to shew they were jironounced f«WMS, and wulgus.

But be this as it will ; the Saxous certainly borrowed the form, as well

as the /></«;«• of their p from the iEolians ; the two transverse

strokes, which were divided in the iEoliaii digamma p, being joined

together in theirs. By this means they possessed a letter which the

Romans wanted, and which all the lang;uages more innnediately

derived from the Latin, as the French, Spanish, and Italian, have

not. This letter, therefore, which has been sometimes objected to,

as a mark of barbarism in the Teutonic language, is really a proof of

its primitive and high original."

Clarke's Connexion of Coins, c. 2. p. 42. Lond. 1767. Note [rf.]

(3) Note by tlie same author, upon the words " initial digamma."^
" Upton's remarks upon Shakespeare, p. 207. Instead of the

digamma, they sometimes used the asper, as e>.[ii-es, happy. ' Grae-

oorum DIGAMMA, Germani, Saxones, Belgici, et Britanni, partim

simplicem U, partim duplicem faciunt; idemque hi durius, iili

suavius, alii lenius ut liquidum U, pronuntiant.' Aria Mont. Prafat,

in Bibl, Heb. p. 1."

Ibid. c. 2. p. 43. Note [e].
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of Jupiter 'Of^o>Miogy who was worshipped in

Bceotia. It differs therefore, in some degree, as

to the subject, and also in the writing ; but the

form is the same, and it also commemorates a

list of Victors. The age of the writing is mani-

festly different; because for EI we have H,

PATftlAOI, for PATAFYA02, &c. there being no

occurrence of the dio-amma. It is here that we

soaocLFs find mention made of Sophocles, son of Sopho-
of Alliens

mentioned

a-, a Victor

mentioned CLES THE ATHENIAN, who obtaiucd the prize

inXragedy. ^^ Tragedy. He is stated by Suida^, in a passage

before cited, to have been an Athenian, a writer

of tragedies, and a descendant of Sophocles ;

and to have flourished after the seven principal

tragedians. The names of others, as Aminias

and Callistratus, are also known; and Zo'ilus,

mentioned in the fourth line as a Paphian bard,

and son of Zo'ilus, obtained the victory in the

Pythia upon another occasion, as appears from

an inscription preserved by Muratori*. The

(1) Thesaurus Veter. Inscript. torn. H. Class ix. p. 646. No.

Afedwl. 1740.

"ZniA02ZniA0T
nT0lANIKH2A2

©E0I2
Id est : Zoilutf Zoilijtlius, Pylkwrum victor, Diis faventibus."

(2) Ibid. p. 651.
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words which Muratori applied to a record of this chap.

nature' may be cited with reference to this valu- \. .

able inscription : "ad illustranda certamina

GRiECORUM MUSICA, THEATRALIA, LITERARIA,

KGREGiuM MARMOR." Hcrc wc havc neither the

name of the Archon, nor of the person who pre-

sided. Thie,formula of the opening simply states,

that *' THE FOLLOWING WERE CONQUERORS OP

the charitesian games! trumpeter, menis,

son of apollonius op antioch upon the

Meander; crter, zoilus, son op zoilus op

PAPHOS ;" &c. &c.

OIAE

(2) Tliesaurub Vet. Instrip. ibid. p. boJ.
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CHAP.
V. OlAEENIKnNTONArilNATnNXAPI

THZinNXAAniZTHZ
MMNIZAnOAAIlNIOYANTIOXEYZ
AnOMAIANAPOY

KHPYE
zniAOZlX2IAOYnA<t)|OS

PAH^niAOZ

NOYMHNIOZNOYMHNIOYA0HNAIOZ
nOHTHZEnUN

AMINIAZAHMOKAEOYZ0HBAIOZ
AYAHTHZ

AnOAAOAOTOZAnOAAOAOTOYKPHZAJO^
AYAHIAOZ

poAinnozpoAinnoYAPrEios
KI0APISTHZ

<l>ANIAZAnOAAOAnPOYTOY<l>ANIOY

AlOAEYZAnOKYMHZ
KI0API1IAOZ

AHMHTPIOZnAPMENIZKOYKAAXHAONO:^^:

TPArnAOZ
innOKPATHZAPIZTOMENOYZPOAsOZ

KHMHAOZ
KAAAIZTPATOZEHAKEZTOYOHBAIOZ

nOHTHZZATYPX:tN

AMINIAZAEMOKAEOYZ0HBAIOZ
YHOKPITHZ
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AnPO0£OZAnPO0EOYTAPANTINOZ
noiHTHZTPArnAinN

Z0<I>0KAHZZ0<I>0KAE0YZA0HNAI02:

YnOKPITHZ
ABIPIXOZ0EOAI1POYOHBAIOZ

nOIHTHZKnMnAIIlN
AAEHANAPOZAPIZTinNOZAQHNAIOZ

YnOKPITHZ
ATTAAOZATTAAOYA0HNAIOZ

OIAEENIKHN

TONNEMHTONArnNATHNOMOAninN
HAIAAZAYAHTAZ

AIOKAHZKAAAIMHAOY0HBAIOZ
nAIAAZHTEMGNAZ

ZTPATINOZEYNIKOY0HBAIOZ
ANAPAZAYAHTAZ

AIOKAHZKAAAIMHAOY0HBAIOZ
ANAPAZHTEMONAZ

poAinnozPOAinnoYAPrEioz
TPAmAOZ

mnOKPATHZAPIZTOMENOYZPOAIOZ
KHMHAOZ

KAAAIZTPATOZEZAKEZTOYSHBAIOZ
TAEniNIKIA

KHMHAinNnOIHTHZ
AAEEANAPOZAPIZTinNOZA0HNAIOZ
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Both the church and the monastery now oc-

cupy the site of the Hieron ofthe Graces, and have

been built out of its ruins. This appears not

only from these inscribed marbles, but also from

the circumstance oi \he.fountain in the monastery

mentioned byPausA NiAS ^ which determines the

spot. The Hieron ofBacchus seems also to have

been connected with that of the Graces, from the

manner in which they are coupled by the same

author^ who says ofthe latter, that it was {k^y^ai-

orocTov) most antient. The honours rendered to

the Graces by the Orchomenians are alluded to by

Pindar^, by Theocritus*, and by Nonnus". Both

CasauL'on^ and Kuhnius'' quote their testimonies.

Little could it have been imagined, by either of

those learned commentators, that some remains

of the sanctuary itself might yet be recognised

;

and that actual catalogues of the Victors at

THE Charitesian Games might still be con-

sulted. This circumstance ought to excite

an expectation, that other documents, if not

more antient, yet perhaps full as interesting, will

(1) Bceot. C.58. p. 786. nd. A^hnii. (2) Ibid.

Pindar. Oh/mp. Od. .\iv.

(4) Idyll, xvi. V. 104. See a former note.

(5) 2o< 'X.a.^iras Z,(iS'toio p^a^i^oftxt 'O^^efitma.

Nonnus, D.',,i)i/i. lib. \Vi.

(6) Vid. Strabon. Geog. lib. ix. p. 602. ed. Ow'.

(7) Kuhnius in Paitsan. Jia;ijt. c. 3S. p. 786. in vocl- Xaj/rs/v.
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hereafter be brought to hght upon the same chap.

spot. We were unable to copy the whole of the , ,, ^'. .

inscriptions that we found ; and perhaps some

of them would be considered as destitute of any

archaic or pnlceographic character. One of them

evidently belongs to an eccesiastical establish-

ment, founded here long after the Christian asra:

it is in the wall of the monastery church ; and, i-'^'p'-^"-
-' scriptions.

as a specimen oi calligraphy, it is highly deserv-

ing of notice; being executed upon marble in

so elaborate and beautiful a manner, that every

letter is sculptured in relief: it may serve, there-

fore, as a specimen of the style of the age when

it was written. Such inscriptions in relievo were

common at the latter end of the fourteenth and

the beginning of the Ji/teenlh century ^ It states,

that "LEO, THE PROTOSPATHARIUS, AND STEWARD '

OF THE EMPEROR, BEAUTIFIED THE TEMPLE OF

(3) The author foumi an inscription of tiiis kind at Kaffa in tbe

Crimea, bearing date a.d. 1400. It is in the Armenian language, and

the letters are all sculptured in relief. For a further account of it,

see "Greek Marbles" p. 8. A'io. viii. The original Marble is now in

the University Library at Cambridge.

(9) In recollecting the permutation of letters so common in the

lower ages of the Graek Empire, and which may be found so early a^^

the third century after Christ, we find frKTuvvKwuKut written in tl^e

inscription for M twv olx.iiar.ui. The person who held this office had

under his care the private patrimony of the Emperor. See Du Cange,

m V. OiKiiaxa.

VOL. VII. P
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CHAP. THE HOLY PETER THE CHIEF OP THE APOSTLES,
V.

y. > FOR THE ABSOLUTION AND REMISSION OP HIS

MANY SINS, WHILE IGNATIUS WAS CECUMENICAL

patriarch'. AMEN."

e KAAH6 PrHCGNTCONNAONTOYA
r{OYneTPOYTOYKC^;PY<|)eOYTON

AnOCTOAa;NAEON60nAN€Y<M
MOCBACIAHKOCnPOTOCnAOAPH
OCKAienHTWNYKHAKCON . YREP
AYTPOYKAIA<l>eCeOCTONnOAC0N
AYTOYAMAPTHONenHITNATHOY
TOYYKOYMeNHKOYHATPHAPXOYANUN

A similar inscription also occurs behind the

altar, extending all round that part of the build-

ing ; but it was more than half concealed by a

huge stack of poles, and these we did not

attempt to remove. There are others of a

remote age, but very imperfect: one upon a

cylindrical pedestal within the church, relating

to Orchomenus, written Erchomenus ; and one at

the door of a house in the yard of the monastery,

Hieron of mcutioning the XOPAFOI of the festivals of Bac-
Bacchua.

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ Victors at the games solemnized in

(3) The firi>t Patriarch of Constantinople who assumed this title was

\h}hn the Faster^ Joannes UnimuTris- See Du Cange, Gloss. Gr. in v.

Olxovft,ivi»t;.
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honour of the God ; thereby affording additional ^"^^•

reason for believing, as before stated, that the '*—"•—

'

Hiera of the Graces and of Bacchus were within

the same Peribolus, We have mentioned an

antient sun-dial at Athens, remaining near the

Theatre of Bacchus; and here, upon this spot,

where the Orchomenian Dionysia were observed,

we had the satisfaction of seeing the public

Cl,Kicx,9yipiKov) time-piece, or town-diaL of the citi- -^"tient

zens of Orchomenus. It was a large marble con of the

tablet, in the wall of the church. The gnomon

had long disappeared; but every thing else was

entire. The {fToiyJla) letters of the dial-, for

numbering the hours by the earth's motion, were

ten in number, A, B, F, A, E, *?, Z, H, O, I, and

they were all sculptured in relief vi^on the sur-

face. The remarkable illustration of a Greek Greek

epigram in Athenceus, which this dial affords, has thSy""

given an additional interest to its discovery. '
""""^^'^ '

The age of the workmanship is uncertain : but,

owing to the manner of carving the letters, like

so many cameos, and to the existence of the H
among them, it is probably not of remote anti-

quity. At the same time, the epigram cited

"QixKi » 'hni-irtui tKnx'^'''' >-'Tet(ui ^u^tT* la"} Sir*»»».

Ariatophants Concianatiuthu.i.

V 2
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CHAP, from Athenceus, in a Note, sufficiently proves

that such dials, and so inscribed, existed towards

the end of the second century : it is also evident

that the H must have occurred in the same

situation, among the ten letters, when this epi-

gram was composed '.

After leaving the monastery, now called that

of 'Uhe Holy Virgin^ we found close to it,

towards the west, the ruin of a structure that

had been surmounted by a dome of a conical

form, built with very large stones. The entrance

still remains entire, but the upper part of the

(l) When the author, after his return to Englaml, mentiuned tbi*

circumstance to the late Bishop Horslei/, and shewed to that learned

prelate a sketch of the dial, it suggested instantly to the miud of th*t

profound scholar an explanation of the following Greek epigram:

'£| ufcti fto^ffcui iKaturarui, ai r% (jt.iT aUTKS

Tfcifi/nairi itiKvufiDicci, ZH0I Xi-yaviri (i^nrtit;,

Mr. JValpole^ to whom the circumstance was mentioned, introduced

an etching of the dial, together with the epigram cited by the Bishop

from the Anthologia, at the end of the Herculensia. It is however an

illustration that did not escape the erudition of Kircher, who quotes

Athenceus for the epigram, in his chapter " Dc Horologiis seu Sciathe-

ricis Veterum," and thus explains it:

" Sex horae laboribus sufficiunt, sequentes negotiis destinentur,

Z H I ver6, id est, 7, 8, 9, 10, ccenales vocant.

Ita ut A, B, r, id est, 1,2, 3, laboribus; A, E, '2. 'J est, 4, 5, C,

negotiis civilibus ; Z, H, 0, I, denique, id est, 7,8,9, 10, coEnali

refectioni deputarentur."

Athanasii Kircheri CEdip.\/Egypliac. tomA\. Pars Altera,

p. '229. Iiomee,\G53.
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dome has fallen: a single block of marble over chap.
I

• V
this entrance resembles, both as to its size and ^

,

^
', _.

form, the immense slab covering the portal of

tlie Tomb of Agamemnon at MvcENiE. There

can be no doubt that this ruin corresponds with ireamry

, . /> 1 m of MinyaT.
tne account given by Pausanias of the Treasury
OF MiNYAS. Enough yet remains to prove that

the covering was a dome; and the description

given of it by that author' will also confirm this Proof of

observation. Therefore, those Critics who have qultyVf

disputed the existence of domes in very antient frXte".

architecture, maintaining that the Tomb of Aga-
^^'^^"

memnon, being constructed by horizontal pro-

jections of stone, does not constitute what may
properly be considered as a dome, will find a

stumbling-block in the Treasury ofMinyas. It is

true that this building was considered, even by

the Antients themselves, as one of the wonders

ofthe world' ; equally worthy of admiration with

the Walls of Tiryns, and the Pyramids of Egypt \

In a different direction from the monastery,

C2) AiVot* fill I'eyaffrai, a^r^jjio, 2f Tig/iffftf ifm aurZ, xe^ufyi o\ ei/x is

eiyxf «|u avwvtttvjj, tov ?e ccturdTO) rut XKut (fafftv ao/jLoiixv cravTi iiyai r^

ti!ietiilj.nfta.Ti. VaUT. liceol. c. 33. p. 786. eA.Kuhnii.

(3) Ibid. c. SG. p. 783. and in c. S8, he says, Qr.a-av^i; "Si o Htti»u

iecvftA rutii rS 'EXXaJ* o» xa) T*;* tri^wd tvlitis ilim^ct, -rtriir.rai r^i^tt

(4) Ibid. c. S6. p. Tfo.
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CHAP, going towards the east, at a short distance,

t ^ . we found a tumulus, with several pieces of marble

lying near it; and this may be the Tomb of

Minyns also noticed by Pausanias, and remark-

ably disthiguished, in his description of Orcho-

MENUS, from the Treasury of that monarch', or

we should have considered the latter as being

his magnificent sepulchre. Near to this tomh,

but a little farther on, are the ruins of a Greek

chapel, built with materials that once served to

ornament the sepulchre. Here we found part

of an inscription, but in too imperfect a state to

afford any information. However, as every

fragment belonging to a place of such celebrity

will be eagerly collected by the learned reader,

we shall insert even this relic. It is part of a

decree. In the sixth line is ^i^oySrj ru huy^v,

which is the common Boeotian form of U^o^Gut

rf ^ctf^u. In the seventh line, rav •^oXtra&ip

is evident for raiv 'ttoXituv. In the ninth line,

Kcx,ra,(rzivcirrri is put for xaraa-HSvd^st j the

Boeotians using rr for ^, as in (p^arru for (p^cc^cu

;

and J? for si. In the tenth line, iv ru Icc^v

is properly put for iv rZ h§aj.

(l) It is after giving a description of the Treaniri/, that Pa usnmtts

adds, T«^« Si Mi»vtv Ti Kx) 'UriHitv. cap, 38. p. 7S6.
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1. AAMOTOIAAOAPXONTOZ ^^y,^'

2. lAPEIAAAONTOZ '^-•"' '

3. ANTIXAPIAAOA . . ANO
4. AXlPnAPIOAIZAIIMEIAIA
5. ANTIXAPIAAZAOANOAnPIlEA
6. HEAEAOXOHTYAAMYOnn . EXHP
7. OITHNPOAITAIINTYOYONIEZE
8. XYMEIAIXIYOXAATIXPEIEIZOHr

g. TIMYKATAZKEYATTHKE.
10. ENTYIAPYEIPAPTOAAP. .

n. AOKIEIKAAAIZTO

There are some remains of the JaopoUs of Acropolis

Orchomenus : a part of the walls and of the mfnls.

mural turrets are still visible. The village of

Screpu consists, besides the monastery, only of

a few Greek cottages ; but the condition of the condition

peasants is favourable : their bread is good ; sent"inh!-iT

and their olives afford them a delicious food,

whether fresh or salted. It cannot, however,

be a healthy place of residence in the summer,

because the land is universally swampy, and

contains pools of stagnant water. The children superst?.

wear small stones about their necks, which are

found here, and are superstitiously regarded:

for their parents would not allow them to be

sold, or even taken off to be examined. Of this

tion re-

specting

certain

stones.
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nature, perhaps, were the stones mentioned by

Pausanias as a principal object of veneration

among the Orchomenians, who believed them to

have fallen from heaven': unless, indeed, which

some are inclined to believe, substances that

had really fallen from the atmosphere were

preserved in this city, and worshipped by the

inhabitants, as at Mgos Potamos. That the old

superstitions of Greece are by no means alto-

gether eradicated, must be evident to every

traveller who visits the country. As we re-

Retuin to tumcd iu thc evening to Lebadea, the secre-

tary of the j4rchon, considered a man of edu-

cation among the Greeks of that city—speaking

of the tops of the mountains, and particularly

of Parnassus, which he perceived attracted our

attention continually towards it—said in Italian,

" It is there that the old Gods {antichi Dei)

have resided, ever since they were driven from

the plains:"— and observing that we were

amused by his observation, he added, with

great seriousness, " They did strange things in

this country : those old Gods are not fit sub-

jects for laughter."

Lebadea.

(I) Taf jU«v Vn frir^as (rifioviri ts ^laXiirTa, xn'i T^'ETt^xXu (patr'iv avra;

truj U Tot ov.^xtov. roiu^an. Ba-ol. c. 38. p. 786. ed.A'ji/in.



CHAP. VI.

LEBADEA TO DELPHI.

The author sets oj/i' /or Delphi

—

Vkiu o/ParnasbUs

—

Cir-

cular Monument—Defile o/Scliistc

—

Situation o/*Crissa

—Castri— Present condition o/* Delphi— its cmtiquities

and natural curiosities— Inscriptions at S/.Nicholo

—

Fountain Castalius—Gorgonian Head

—

Plants—Disco-

very of the Corycian Cave

—

Eastern Gate nf the city—
Gymnasium

—

Inscriptions there— Stadium
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O-V the morning o( December the fourteenth, we en.'

left Lebadea ; and proceeded in a n.w. direc

tion, across an undulating district, towards J^""ieytG-
" Delf hi.

Paun'assus; keeping the road to Delphi, now

,\p.
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CHAP, called Castri. After journeying three hours,

1 - . having passed over a ridge of hills, the antient

boundary between Phocis and Bceotia, pre-

vious to our descent into a valley reaching quite

View of up to the base of Parnassus, we enjoyed a glo-
Parnuisus. '

rious prospect of this mountain'. Persons who

have beheld Snoivdon from Anglesea, may have

some notion of this prospect, as afforded by a

more diminutive object ; and as it brought to

our recollection the sublime Druidical Chorus

of Mz.yo^'s Charactacus, we were ready at every

instant to exclaim, " Hear, thou king of moun-

tains, hear!" It was at this time almost without

a cloud ; its upmost ridges being white with

snow : below these, appeared a wide expanse

of naked and rugged rocks, exhibiting hues of

silver}^ grey, peculiar to Parnassus : still lower,

towards the base, and in the sheltered recesses

of the valley, were trees, dispersed or collected

into thickets and tufted groves
;

presenting

altogether such a region of bold and dignified

scenery— of varied and broken eminences, of

wilderness, and woodland, and pasture, as we
have seldom seen. Among the thickets we
observed the Arbutus, and Myrtle, and Valloma

Oak, flourishing luxuriantly ; and we recognised

(1) See the Plate annexed to p. 172 of the Quarto Edition of these

Travels; in which the author has vainly endeavoured to represent the

appearance of Parnassus.
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a sort of tree that we had first observed in going chap.

up Mount Garganis, in Troas ; which we had

called the /ran/ IVood of Ida ; because, when-

ever we attempted to cut it, we found it to be

so hard and brittle, that it was like making an

incision into a piece of ivory. It is at first very

heavy; but after it has been kept a short time,

it loses both its weight and strength, and breaks

like a dried willow. We do not know its

botanical name ; having lost the specimens that

we collected during its fructification.

After descending into the valley, we saw

between thirty and forty eagles collected upon

one spot; and we observed, upon our right,

two immense rocks towering above the road.

The huge masses they exhibit, added to a

striking effect produced by their ochreous

colour, gave a surprising degree of grandeur to

the fore-ground of the magnificent picture that

was here presented to the eye. Upon the top

of the higher rock is a remarkable ruin, circular

corresponding with the description and situa- men"""

tion of the monuments (ra fjuvriij^ccrtt,) of La'ius and

his follower, according to Pausanias'; but

fttraiTccraf rtis r^ioiav, kcci itr' Murar XiSai Xeyaiiii giffa>ptvf,'ttn, Pausan,

Fhocica, c. 5. p. 808. ed, Kithnii,
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CHAP, perhaps originally a tower of observation and

. defence, upon the frontier of Pliucis. It is of a

circular form ; built, like the walls of Tiryns,

in the Cyclopean style of structure, with huge

stones which the Antients had the art of

placing together upon the acclivities of rocks,

without any cement, in the most regular

manner. We ascended to examine it nearer,

and were struck with the enterprise and skill

manifested in the workmanship. It agrees, in

all its circumstances, with what Pausanias hag

said of the place where (Edipus murdered his

father ; for this happened upon the frontier of

Phocis, near to a spot where three roads met

—the roads leading from Daulis, Lebadea, and

Delphi; just before entering the military pass,

or defile of Parnassus, called Schiste, or the way

cut\ Upon the left hand, in descending, is an

an tient fountain. The building upon the rock,

although very near to this fountain, is not

visible from it; because the rock only is seen

on this side : but the traveller vv ishing to find it,

may be guided by its bearing from the fountain,

which is E. X. e. ; the road from Lebadea to

Delphi continuing, as before, north-west.

After we had crossed this valley, we began to
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ascend Parn'assus, by the pass of Schiste, having chap.

lofty precipices on either side of us; and upon

our right, very high among the rocks, we ob-

served several caverns as we rode along the

defile. The remains of the old pavement of the

f'la Sacra are seen in different parts of this

route, and indeed the whole way from Lebadta

to Delphi. The road, now become stony and

very bad, was rendered the more difficult, by

offering a continued acclivity, until we arrived

at a part of it immediately under the summit of

Parnassus ; which preserves its primitive

appellation of Lycorea, now pronounced Lahura.

This mountain is inhabited by an industrious

race of men, who cultivate the vales, and even

the sloping sides, to a very great height above

its base. Where its sides are very steep, they

plant vineyards, opposing walls to the torrents

from the rains or melting snows, that the hopes

of the husbandman may not be washed away.

We were now at six hours' distance from

Lehadea : and here the road began to descend;

the streams from Parnassus taking their course

in an opposite direction down the other side of

the mountain; so that Delphi was evidently

not situate upon the side towards Bceotia. This

descent continues uninterruptedly for four

hours, through the boldest scenery in the world.
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CHAP. The rocks are tremendous in magnitude and
VI.

^ height : they consist of limestone, charac-

terized, as to its colour, by those grey and

silvery hues before mentioned, and containing

veins and beds of marble. In this part of

Parnassus there are but few trees, and these

only upon the heights ; which are covered with

pines. Precipices everywhere surround the

traveller, excepting where the view extends

through valleys and broken cliffs towards

Delphi; giving to all these scenes that deep

and powerful solemnity, which formerly im-

pressed with awe the minds of votaries jour-

neying from the most distant parts of Greece,

towards the sanctuary of the Pythian God.

We saw the mouth of a natural cavern, in an

inaccessible situation above the road. At the

distance of four hours from Delphi, we crossed

a river, falling from Parnassus towards the Bay

of Crissa. After another hour had elapsed, we
left a village called Arracovia, pronounced

Rhacovi, upon our right ; the scenery exhibiting

everywhere the same degree of grandeur.

Afterwards, we arrived at a village still pre-"

sifuation scrviug thc auticnt name of Crissa, now
pronounced Crissu. Never was there any thing

more romantic than its appearance, in a grove

of Crisstu
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of olive-trees, distant only one hour from chap.

Delphi : it is surrounded by lofty eminences

;

and? so abundantly provided with living water,

that streams appear falling in all directions, for

the supply of its various mills and fountains.

The name of this place, added to the testi-

monies afforded by various fragments of marble

and other remains of antiquity upon the spot,

enable us to fix the disputed position of Cri.sm

;

concerning whose situation there are errors,

even in the writings of antient authors'. An an-

tient scholiast upon Pindar pretends, that under

this name of Crissa was designated the city of

Delphi ; the two places, owing to their vicinity,

being confounded together. Other writers, as

Pamanias, and the author of the Etymologicon

Magnum, have supposed that Crissa was the

same place as Cirrha ; but the erroneous nature

of this opinion seems plain, from the observations

of Ptolemy and of Pliny. After reviewing all

that has been written for the illustration of this

subject, whether by the Antients, or by several

modern geographers—as Casauhoji, Freret, Gc-

doyuy and others S it was concluded by Mentelle\

(1) There is an appearance, as of a ruined town, in a small plain witlnn

the defile, soon after passing Arracovia,

(2) Memoires de LittSrat. torn. Ill, et V.

(5) Geographie Ancieniie, torn. I. p. 547. Paris, 11 S7,,
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CHAP, (whose opinion was also adopted by D'Anville.)

that Cirrha was the port, and Crissa the cily. It

had given its name to a territory near the gulph

of that name, called, by Strata, Ev^octf^ov,

of *' The Happyr a distinction to which it was

entitled, by its fertility, and by the peculiar

beauty of its situation. The possession of great

wealth rendered the Crissceans arrogant and

unjust. They not only levied a tax upon all

vessels frequenting their port, but at last de-

manded contributions, considered as impious,

from all those who passed through their terri-

tory in pilgrimages to Delphi. In consequence

of these extortions, the Council of the j4m-

phictyons sent to consult the Oracle: and it was

decreed, that Crissa should be destroyed, and

its inhabitants reduced to slavery'-; and

that their territory should be left unculti-

vated, as a district sacred to j4poUo, to Diana.

to Latona, and to Minerva. A war ensued in

consequence, which lasted ten years; when,

after a long and bloody siege, the town was

taken and entirely rased, and all the survivors

found within its walls were sold as slaves.

Crissa is mentioned by Pliny \ but not by

(1) '• Fons Castalias, arnnis Cephissus prasfluens Dflphos, orlus in

Lilxa quondam urbe. Praterea oppidum Crissa," &c. Piinii IlLt.

Xat. lib. IT. C.3. torn. J. ;>/>. 205, 20C. L. Snt. 1635.
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Strabo: and this circumstance induced Larcher chap.
VI.

to believe that the city was rebuilt within a

short time after Strabo^ writings appeared^.

Just before our arrival at Delphi, we had a

view of the sea ; appearing like a small lake

through an opening of the sides of the moun-

tain, being a part of the Bay of Crissa. It was

beginning to grow dark as we drew nigh to

Castri, the name of a wretched village, now Castri.

occupying the site of the sacred city ; and the

road was almost impassable. At length we
saw this truly wonderful place, covering a

lofty eminence upon the south side of the moun-

tain, that is to say, upon our right, immediately

beneath some high perpendicular precipices,

whence a chasm of the rifted rock admits the

waters of the Castalian fountain to fail

from Parnassus towards the sea. Such is the

general aspect of the place. The village con- Present

sists of about seventy houses, whose inhabi-
^f zl!/X-

tants are Greeks: and wherever Greek peasants

are found in the villages, instead of Albanians,

want and wretchedness are generally apparent.

We were conducted to pass the night in the

poor cottage of the poorest peasant of this

(2) Mcntelle Gko«. lS.r\Q. torn. I. p. 54S. Par/s, 1787.

VOL. vn. Q
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CHAP, poverty-struck village; who, with a wife and

^ -/ ' many children, living in sickness and in sorrow,

greeted our coming with that gladness which

the afflicted feel, when they have some one to

whom they may relate the story of their woes

;

even if this be the only consolation they are

likely to experience.—The Tchohodar was for

conjuring up a supper, after his usual manner,

a coup cle baton: but by this time less persuasion

was necessary to convince him "that a method of

catering more consonant to Briiish feelings must

be adopted, if he intended to pursue his jour-

ney with us any farther ; neither were the

people of Castri disposed to crouch quite so

much as usual before every dastardly Turk

whom they might encounter : they had put to

death seven domineering Moslems a short time

before, and had cast them all together into a

hole which they afterwards closed. We had

brought with us, bread, honey, rice, and coffee,

from Lebadta : Antonio filled a pitcher with the

excellent wine of Parnassus: and making our

host and his family sit down with us, we were

presently all feasted, and as merry as if the

most propitious oracles from the Pythia had

been vouchsafed to every one of the party.

In the morning we began a very careful
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examination of the antiquities and natural curiosi- chap.

ties of Delphi, the most extraordinary place in >

all Greece, whether with reference to the one or qun^" a^j

to the other ; and we shall detail tliem with as ^''*"'''')

Curiosi-

much minuteness as possible. We had reason *'"•

to believe, that the remarkable circumstances

related of the place and manner in which the

Pythian oracles were delivered, would lead to

the discovery of some mephitic exhalation

upon the spot, similar to that of the Grotta del

Cane, near Naples. The Tripod stood over a

crevice, or narrow mouth of a cave'; and the

Pythia, being seated thereon, was afterwards

attacked by convulsions : she is moreover

described as pale and emaciated, and as resist-

ing the officiating priests, who compelled her,

although reluctant-, to sit upon the Tripod,

where she was forcibly detained. But our

search after this vapour was unsuccessful : in

answer to all our inquiries concerning the

Adytum, the only information we obtained from

the inhabitants was, that no place corresponded

with our description better than the hole where

(1 j <Jt>«s'i S' uva.1 TO faavTiIoi clvT^oy xo7X»i xara. fia^ovsj ov f>.c/,\a iv^ufrsfAtf

ei,)ia<p'i^i<r6at 3' e| aurtu ^nvfict hicuiria.ffriKov, Sirabon. Geog. p. 607.

ed. Oxon.

(2) Vid. Lucan. Pliarsal. lib. v.

Q '1
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CHAP, thev had buried the seven Turks: and this was
VI. *'

V .y- .^ now closed. A very remarkable passage occurs

in Stephanus of Byzantium, which may possibly

still lead to the discovery of the place. He
says, there was at Delphi an Adytum, con-

structed oijive stones, the work of Agamedes and

Trophonius\ Amidst the Cyclopean masonry of

the city, it is therefore possible that the remains

of this gigantic structure may yet be found.

They will of course be sought for in the middle

of the city ; for the same superstition existed

concerning Delphi that now belongs to Jeru-

salem; namely, that it stood in the middle of

the whole earth: and the naveP of the earth

was shewn in the midst of the Temple of Apollo,

as it is in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

Near to a fountain, and a church, called that of

inscrip. St. Nicholo, wc fouud an inscription upon

suNichoio. marble, in honour of the Emperor Hadrian,

stating that "the council of the amphic-

TYONS, UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF THE

PRIEST, MESTRIUS PLUTARCH, FROM DELPHI,

COMMEMORATE THE EMPEROR."

(1) "TL^Stt TO uhurav Ik vr'iiTt KccnfKiuairrai XiSaiv, 'i^yoi 'Ayuft^otu: *«»

r^a^untu. Slepk. De Urbib. p. 229. Ed. Gronov. Amst. 1678.

(2) Vid. Strahon. Geo*, lib. ix. p. 608. ed. Oxon.
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AYTOKPATOPAKAIZAPA
OEOYTPAIANOVnAPOl
KOYYIONGEOYNEPBA
YinNONTPAIANONAAPI
ANONZEBAZTONTOKOI
NONTI2NAM<t>IKTY
ONnNEPIMEAHTEYON
TOZAnOAEA<t>riNME2:
TPIOYPAOYTAPXOY

TOYIEPEnS

In the walls of this building were some

architectural ornaments, part of a cornice and

a triglyph ; and in the pavement, a very long

inscription, almost obliterated, beginning

APXONTOZZnZYAOYMHNOZIAAlOY
BOYAEYONTHNTIiN, k. t. \.

" Tt is not easy," says Corsim\ *' to say what

is the place of the month Ilaeus in the Delphic

year.'' Upon a pillar in the same church we
found another inscription. Here we hav^ men-

tion made of a High- Priestess of the AchcBan

Council, who is honoured by the Council of the

Amphictyons and Achceans.

229

CHAP.
VI.

(3) Fast, Attic. Vol, II. Diss. xiv.
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AfAOHTYXH
TIBKAnOAYKPATEIANNAYZIKAAKI
THNKPATICTHr^KAIAPXieP€IANTOYKOINOY
TWNAXASCONTSBKAnOAYKPATOYCAPXiGPGcoC
KAIC0AAAPXOYAIBIOYTOYKO3NOYT60NAXAIWN
KAITIBKAAS0reN€IACAPXl€PeiACT0YK01N0YTa)N
AXAIOUNOYfATePA TOKOINONTC0NAM<t>l
KTYON6l)NKAITOKOINONTCONAXA!6UN

APGTHCGNeKeN

[
" THE COUNCIL OF AMPHICTYONS AND ACH^-

ANS, IN HONOUR OF POLYCRATEA, HIGH-

PRIESTESS OF THE ACH.EAN COUNCIL, AND

DAUGHTER OF FOLYCRATES AND DIOGENEIA."]

Fountain "Wc tllCH WCllt tOWarcls tllC CaSTALIAN FOUN-

TAIN, which is on the eastern side of the village.

It is situate beneath a precipice one hundred

feet in height, upon the top of which a chasm

in the rock separates it into two pointed crags

;

and these, towering above Delphi, and being a

part of Parnassus, have been sometimes con-

sidered and erroneously described as the tops

of the mountain, which has therefore been said

to have a double summit\ There is nothing

(1) Biceps Paunassus. Wheler calls it "the double-headed Cleft of

Parnassus.^' These two tops, seen from Delphi, conceal all the rest of

the mountain. Between them the water falling in great abundance, after

rain or snow, hath worn the chasm which separates them. Sec JFheler's

Journ. into Greece, p. 314. Loud, 16S2.
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likely to affect a literary traveller more than the chap.

view of this fountain Castaltus: its being so .

'

,

easily and surely identified with the inspiring-

source of Grecian poetry, and at the same time

combining great picturesque beauty with all

the circumstances of local interest, added to

the illustration afforded by its present ap-

pearance of the manner in which it was origi-

nally decorated and revered, render it one of

the most impressive sights that it is possible to

behold. Pamanias, entering the city from

B(E0TiA, found it upon his right hand'^ exactly

as it occurred to us upon our arrival, after

followina^ the same road the evenino- before. It

was therefore now upon our left, and upon the

eastern side of the town. The Gijmnasinm men-

tioned by the same author stood a little farther

on, in this direction : the site of it is now
occupied by a monastery, called that of Panaja,

being sacred to the Virgin. As we drew nigh

to the Castalian fountain, we found, lying among

the loose stones in the road, one of the original

marble vows formerly placed by the side of the

Via Sacra, leading from the fountain to the

Temple, now trampled under foot by every

(2) "Es'nv iv Js|ia rjjj a'Ssy to uSvp rn; Koc7ra.Xix;> Pausanice Phocica,

e. 8. p. 817. edi. Kahnii.
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casual passenger. It was a representation of

the Gorgonian head, as it is seen upon the

most antient terra-cottas, gems, and coins of

Greece : generally with the features frightfully

distorted, and always with the tongue pro-

truded^; derived perhaps, originally, from the

appearance presented by the shadows seen

upon the Moons dish ; for when that planet is

at the full, a rude resemblance of the human

countenance is similarly displayed : and the

superstitions respecting the To^yziTj <cs(pcx,X^

being also those of the Diva triformis, consti-

tuted a part of that worship which was paid to

the Moon"^. The present example, as to the form

of the stone, exhibits a perfect circle : and when

this image appears upon antient coins, however

irregular the form of the medal may be, an evi-

dent design to circumscribe the whole symbol,

including the snakes of the hair, &c. by a circu-

lar line, may be observed. This is particularly

apparent upon certain medals of Parium^ and

Ahydos*; in many o^ the pateras of Grecian terra-

cotta, were this figure may be noticed as having

(1) See No. 1. of the Vignette to this Chapter.

(2) Vide Eurqud. in Phoen. 465. Homer. Odyss. \. 632, &c.

(3) See Tab. xli. No. 16. of Combe's Descript. of the Hunterian Col-

lection. Land. 1782.

(4) Ibid. Tab. i. No. 11.
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been impressed with a mould or die in the

bottom of the vessel ; and upon those Gorgonian

heads of gilded earthen-ware which were dis-

covered by the Earl of Aberdeen, connected by

bronze wires, and forming a chaplet round the

scull of a dead person in a sepulchre near

Athens^. That the meaning of this symbol had

never been rightly understood by our anti-

quaries, the author endeavoured to prove by

former observations upon the Earl of Aberdeen^

discovery ^ The Gorgonian head has been be-

lieved to denote lubricity, but its real significa-

tion is death; and it is one of the most re-

markable circumstances concerning this image,

that, long after its original signification (as a

" memento mori ") was lost, it should have found

its way, from the oldest temples of the Pagan

world, into Christian churches ; where it yet ap-

pears, either in their painted windows ^ or carved

roofs ; as it also does among heraldic ornaments.

. The remains of the fountain Castalius

consist of a large square shallow bason, with

(5) See the Vignette to this Chapter, No. 2. taken from an Engraving

made by Evans, after the original in his Lordship's possession.

(6) See ''Greek Marbles," Appendix, p. 69. Camb. 1809.

(7) See Vignette to this Chapter, No. 3. taken from an image of

Medusa''s head, preserved, in stained glass, in the east window of Harlton

Church, in Cambridgeshire.
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CHAP, steps to it, cut in a rock of marble ; once, no
VI.

»- doubt, the Caslalian Bath; where the Pijthia

used to wash her whole body, and particularly

her hair, before she placed herself upon the

Tripod, in the Temple of Jpollo. Upon the

opposite side is a stone seat, also hewn out of

the same rock. This bason is filled with the

water of the fountain. Above the bason rises

the perpendicular precipice to its cloven summit

before mentioned, which is at the height of

about an hundred feet. In the face of this

precipice are niches scooped in the rock, for

the votive offerings; one very large receptacle of

this kind being upon the right hand, and three

smaller exactly in front of a person facing the

precipice. Upon the left hand, a large wild

fig-tree, sprouting above the water of the foun-

tain upon that side of the bason, spreads its

branches over the surface of the rock ; which

is further ornamented by a most luxuriant gar-

niture of shrubs, ivy, moss, brambles, and pen-

sile plants ; some of which were now in flower,

mingling together their varied hues over the red

and grey masses of the marble'. The larger

(1) We brought from the Fountain Castalios Ihe Silrne congesfa

of Sibtkorpe : also " the Friar's Cowl," Arum Arisarum ol Lhinm-M

;

and a non-descript species of " Gromwell," Lithospermum Linn.

—

cum

nonnuUis
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votive receptacle upon the right is still an object

of reverence among the inhabitants ; a Christian

Tabernacle having succeeded to the Hieron of its

Pagan idol. It is now a chapel dedicated tp

St. John ; an antient basso-relievo, perhaps a part

of the original vow for which it was excavated,

being substituted for an altar. The other three

niches are empty. There is an opening in the

rock towards the left of the fountain, where, in

certain seasons, the melting snows and torrents

from Parnassus pour down, through a chasm,

in a vehement cataract : and above, within the

cleft, a cavern is visible, which JVheler most

unreasonably judged to be the Antrum Corycium^

or Grotto of the Nymphs'^: to this it could have

no resemblance, owing to its diminutive size

and situation. The real Coryciax Cave had Discorery

not been ascertained by any traveller, until we Corydan

arrived at Delphi : and although we had the

satisfaction of obtaining intelligence of that

nonnullis aliis, seu immaturis, seujiorihits, foliisve mutihilis, alque Deo

illi Delphico soliim cognitis. We Viave called this new species of

Lithospermum, from the very remarkable nature of the place where

it was discovered, Lithospermum Pvthicum, Lithonpermum foliU

undulatis, inferioribus lanceolato-ohlongis, superioribus Iracteisgue cor-

dato-oblongis ; Mrsutis. Planta habitu fere L. orientalis, seu AnchuscE

orientalis Linnaei ; sed foliis angustioribus, valde-undiilatis, floribusque

majoribvs atqiie inflatioribus distincta.

(2) Journey into Greece, p. 315. L^nd. 1682.
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CHAP, marvellous grotto, we were prevented by the

depth of the snow, in the part of Parnassus

where it is situate, from paying a visit to the

spot. The description given of it by the inhabi-

tants of this village of Castri, who call it " Sarand'

auH," the ''forty courts" corresponded with that

of Pausanias, who states its distance from Delphi

as equal to sixty stadia' : they further added,

that it is capacious enough to contain three

thousand persons. One of them, who had for-

merly belonged to a gang of banditti, and made

no secret of the fact, told us, that it was a place

of rendezvous for the robbers of Parnassus, and

that he had often resorted thither with his com-

rades. It lies to the north of Delphi, towards

the. heights of the mountain. Other travellers,

availing themselves of our discovery with regard

to this cave, have been to visit it: and one of

them, by the inscription which he there found,

has confirmed every observation concerning it,

(1) That is to say, seven miles and a half, reckoning the Stadium at an

English furlong. Pausanias, however, does not state the distance from

Delphi to the Carycian Cave with precision. He only says, that to one

going from Delphi to the summits of Parnassus, at the distance of sixtt/

stadia there is a brazen image ; where the descent begins to the Corycian

Cave. 'lovTi Ss ix hi>.(pZv W) to. llx^a tdv Xlaova.ff(X6u (TToi'iois fii* offn i^rixovret

CLXuTt^a AsA.^&>v, 'irrm ayoKfi-a ^ccXxouv, xai facov ihXtayca ato^) iificiivaii 7t xai

(Vsra/f It) to atr^ov ifriv avo^of to Ko^ukisv, Pausania; PhocicO) c. 32,

p. 877. ed. Jiuhnii.
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before published by the author of these Travels '. chap.

The cavern alluded to by IFkeler, in the cleft

above the Castalian fountain, was formerly acces-

sible, by means of stairs also cut in the marble

rock : but a part only of the steps remain; and

it would be difficult now to approach it. The

water of the Castalian fountain is cool and

pleasant to the taste. Wheler quaintly describes

it% as " fit to quench the thirst of those hot-

headed poets, who, in their bacchanals, spare

neither God nor man ; and to whom nothing is

so sacred, but they will venture to profane it."

After passing from the hath, or bason, below the

votive receptacles, it falls down southward, in a

deep and narrow channel, towards the Pleistus,

separating Mount Cirphis from Parnassus*; and

having joined that river, it runs by the ruins of

Crissa, into the Crisscean Bay. In the first part

of its course from the fountain, it separates the

remains of the Gymnasium, where the Monastery

(2) See " Tomb o{ Alexander " Appendix, No. 4. p. 155. C<tmb. IS'15.

The Inscription is as follows : it was discovered by Sir IV. Gell :

ET2TPATI2
A A K I A A M O T

AMBPT2I02
S TM F E P I n O A O I

F A N I N T M <& A I 2

(S) See fr/<e/fr's Journey into Greece, p. 315. Loud. 16^-.

(4) Ibid. p. 316.
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CHAP, of Panaja now stands, from the village of Castri,

_ / . as it probably did from the old city of Delphi

:

going from the fountain to that monastery, we
noticed the situation of the antient gate lead-

ing to Ba:oTiA. IVheler mentions', that in

returning from this monaster}^ by the fountain,

into the village, he " observed a great piece of

the rock tumbled down, and almost buried : on

one side of it, that lay a little hollow, he saw

letters luritten, in large, but strange characters, so

as that he, and his companion Spon, could make

nothing of them." We expected, from this

description, nothing less,, at the least, than the

remains of a genuine Pelasgic inscription; but

were grievously disappointed when we found

the identical mass alluded to by IVheler, with a

few indistinct traces of his '* larce but strange

Eastern charactcrs." The stone itself was part of the

thfchy. work before the Eastern Gate of the city. There

was a wall upon the right hand, formed of rude

masses of rock, which was ruined by a lapse from

the mountain above ; and the piece of rock men-

tioned by him was thereby impelled from its- po-

sition : but the characters upon it are evidently

common Greek letters : we plainly observed A,

Y, N, and some others that were visible enough

(l) See TVheler'a ioutaey into Greece^ p. 316. Loud. 1682.
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to prove there could have been nothing ''strange^' chap.

in the inscription, when he saw it.

The remains of the Gymxasium are principally Gymna-

behind the monastery. The foundations were

there sustained by an immense bulwark of hewn

stone, projected from the sloping ground, so as

to offer a level area upon which the structure

stood. The antient city, in a theatrical form%

covered a series of such terraces rising one

above the other; and a similar front-work of

hewn stone is still seen in different parts of the

immense Coilon, or semicircular range, which its

buildings exhibited upon this abrupt declivity of

Parnassus. Within the monastery we found

the capitals of pillars, broken friezes, and tri-

glyphs. Upon a marble Cippus, beautifully inscrip-

adorned with sculptured foliage, and crowned g^,IZ-

with the Lotus, we read the words '"""'

Al AKI AA
XAI PE

(2) It is very pleasing to a traveller, and perhaps may not be less so to

his readers, to find an observation of this kind, (describing the form of a

city that has ceased to exist for ages) written upon the spot, anticipated by

those who visited Delphi eigliteen centuries ago : this, in fact, is almost

literally the remark made by Sliabo as to the form of the city : he says,

T« S» toriof 01 AlX^a/, Tir^u^s; ^ai^Iei, 0EATPOEIAE2, Kara r.e^uipht tx," Ta

ftafrt7oi xxi rrt* troKit, rraSiuf ixxaiitKa tux-Xif irXr^s^rx*. S:ral\ Geog.

lib. Lx. p. 606. ed. Oxori.
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CHAP.
VI.

And within the sanctuary, behind the altar, we

saw the fragments of a marble Bcma, or Cathedra;

upon the back of which we found the following in-

scription, exactly as it is here written, no part of

it having been injured or obliterated; affording,

perhaps, the only instance known of a sepulchral

inscription upon a monument of this remarkable

form

:

1
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commemorated was a native, has the distinction

of TleXccff-'yic^T'/ig. It is mentioned by Strata, in

his description of Thessaly": it had the name
oi Larissa Pelasgia, although its situation was

without the Pelasgiotis.

After visiting the remains of the Gymnasium,

we went to see those of the Stadium. They stadium.

are situate upon the highest part of the slope

whereon Castri is built, above the village, and

a little to the ivest of it, under a precipice

formed by some rocks^ w^hich also there rise

in a perpendicular form. We noticed very

considerable foundations of antient buildings,

in our way up. This Stadium is even more

entire than that of Athens; for the marble seats

yet remain : they consist of the same sub-

stance as the cliffs around Delphi; and at the

curved or upper extremity of the Stadium., they

are hewn in the natural rock. The area being

clear from rubbish, and in a very perfect state,

we were enabled to ascertain its lensfth with

accuracy; and this we found to be equal to two

hundred and twenty paces. We stepped it

(2) Tnf y i\m trajaX/af tv (Attayaia, Iffrii « KpemasTII AAPI2SA uxtfft era.'

ii'tv! itvT^; iii^iufcc- « S' avrh fiif IlEAAiriA Xtytfiitti, kui AAPI22A. Strabon,

Geog. lib. ix. p. 650. ed. Oxnn.

VOL. VII. R
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CHAP, twice, in order to ascertain this point : and

V -y .i. I admitting that our paces were about equal to

the same number of yards, this will exceed the

length of the antient metre which bore the

name of the Olympic Stadium ; for that, making

the eighth part of a Roman mile, was little more

than two hundred and one yards'.

From a part of the mountain to which the

lower extremity of the Stadium is joined, we
enjoyed a fine prospect of Salona, the antient

Amphissa, situate upon the side of a hill; also

of the Bay of Ciiissa, and a town called Galaocy

towards the west; the Gulph of Corinth; and

the mountains of Achaia. Hence we descended

Monastery to the Monastery of Elias ; and found in the

church belonging to it two architraves of Parian

marble, ofvery great magnitude. Judging from

the impossibility of conveying such masses to

the spot by any means which the present inhabi-

tants possess, and also by the immense founda-

(1) The Olympic Stadium exactly equalled 201.^^^^ English yards.

Mr. Vernon, measuring with great care the length of the Stadium at

Athens, found it equal to 630 English feet. {See Wheler's Xmrn, into

Greece, p. 375. Land. 1682.) Wheler say* its breadth equalled 26 or 27

geometrical paces ; which, allowing 5 feet English for each geometrical

pace, makes its breadth equal to 43^ or 45 yards.—From this it appears

that the Delphic Stadium was of the same dimensions, or nearly so, as the

Stadium Fanathcna'icum, at Athens.
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tioQs of a building here, it is plain that this

monastery was erected upon the site of one

of the principal temples of Delphi. A square

stone at the door had an inscription on all sides

of it; but in such a mutilated state, that nothing

could be made of it. Upon one side, some let-

ters, finely cut, and of small size, appeared in

the following manner

:

AO . . .

.

APXONTOZANTirE ....
tunkhthaaoytoy .

.

SnsriNNIKANAPO .... ARE
ONOMASnZnZEnEAEYO
TANT. MANAHEXO . . AZAN
TATONTAZZnAZXPONON
ElAEMHnOIHEEOYZIAMEXET
KAOEAHEIAETIZE<^A^TOITOZ
BAIONnAPEXETnTnOEnTANY
AEHNZriZONHnE . . . OEPIAA
TAZAZAI X . . . . AZ

The reader is left to use his own conjectures as

to this imperfect legend : we are unwilling to

omit any thing so likely to excite curiosity as an

inscription, however mutilated, relating to this

remarkable place. There were traces of another,

upon a mass of Parian marble ; but the letters

were so much effaced, that it was impossible to

copy any of them.

r2

CHAP.
VI.
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Leaving the Monastery of Elias, we found a

recess hewn in the rock, either for a sepulchre,

Caverns, ^j, f^j, ^^-^ ornculcir cttve. The walls of the temple

noticed at the monastery extend near to it.

"Within this recess there are arched cavities

upoa the right and left ; and there is one in th«

front, lined with painted stucco, having two

smaller cavities over it; and above the whole,

a I'uWs htcid, very finely sculptured in the stone.

Hard by, there is an alcove, or grotto, of a

semicircular form, also hewn in the rock, with a

seat all round the interior, finely cut out of the

solid stone. When seated within this grotto,

Plain of the view extends across the whole Coilon of the

antient city of Delphi (before described as

having a theatrical form, owing to the natural

shape of this declivity of Parnassus), towards

the Castalian Spring, and the Gymnasium in the

entrance from Bceotia; looking down at the

same time over the numerous terraces, rising

one above another, whereon the city was built.

Indeed, to have a faithful conception of what

Delphi was, it is only necessary to imagine an

antient theatre, with terraces of stone in the

place of seats, rising one above the other, of

sufficient width to admit of temples and other

public buildings upon those semicircular ter-

races; the Stadium being the uppermost struc-

Delpki.
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tare of the whole series; and the Castalian

Spring, and the Gijmnasium, at the right extre-

mity of the Coilon. '^he front-work of these

terraces, being perfectly even and perpendi-

cular, is everywhere artificial: it exhibits a

Cyclopean masonry, adapted to the natural accli-

vity of the rock. This masonry remains in

many places entire; but as it does not now
continue throughout the whole extent of the

semicircle, a hasty observer might conclude,

that the detached parts were so many separate

foundations of the different temples of the city.

There is enough remaining to enab't skilful

architect to form an accurate plan of Delphi;

but it should be fitted to a model of Parnassus;

for in the harmonious adjustment, here conspi-

cuous, of the works of God and man, every

stately edifice and every majestic pile raised by

human labour was made to form a part of the

awful features of the mountain. From what-

ever quarter Delphi was approached, a certain

solemn impression of supernatural agency must

have been excited ; diffusing its influence over

every object ; so that the sanctity of the

whole district became a saying throughout

Greece, and " all Parnassus was accounted

HOLY I
"

(l) \\iie i<hnicn. Cen^. lili. ix. p. 6"4. cd. ''*<)«.
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CHAP.
VI.

Probable

Site of the

Temple of
Apollo.

Other In-

scriptions,

Passing from the alcove to the village, we

saw upon the left, about half way up the accli-

vity towards the Stadium, the front-work of one

of the terraces before mentioned ; and, after-

wards, very great remains of the same kind

occurred close to the path. During our careful

inquiry after inscriptions among the inhabitants,

we were conducted into the court of a house

situate in the centre of the antient city, where

we found several architectural remains with

inscriptions, in a mutilated state ; the last of

which repaid us for all our trouble, as the

legend seemed to imply that we were upon the

site of the Temple of Apollo. The first, how-

ever, consisted only of the words " Callt-

sTRATus, SON OF Callistratus," and a part of

the word Delphi.

UN ...

nSENEniME . .

.

AYTriNKAAAIZTPATOS
KAAAIZTPATOYAEA

Within a stable belonging to the same house

there was a slab of marble, partly buried. The

part above ground measured six feet two inches,

by two feet six inches. It was inscribed in the
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most beautiful manner, with a series of decrees chap.
. . . .

VI.m columns, added at different times, and in dif- -

ferent languages ; the characters of one inscrip-

tion differing in size from those of another. But

the stone being inverted, the characters appeared

all topsy-turvy ; and it was so much damaged,

that when we found what the fatigue would be

of making an exact copy of the whole, we had

not the courage to attempt it. Some of these

inscriptions were in Greek; others in Latin: and

the latter were of great length. The Greek began

thus

—

Eni0AAAZEINAIAEA<l>nN

We can collect nothing from this fragment,

except that it relates to something the property

of the people of Delphi {ilva.i AeX(pav). A Latin

inscription, occupying all the middle column

upon the marble, appeared as follows

:

C . AVIDIONIGRINOLEGAVGPROTR INVS

DECRETAEXTABELLISRECITATA : vl . IDVSOCTOBRA . . VSANSCVMOPnMVSPRI^"CEPSSEI

EROMNEMONVMQUACONSECR . . . RECIONESA . . LLO . . TINOEXAVCTORITATE

DETERMTNASVERVNTSEQVENDA . . SSERRAES . . PSISSET . . TIAMNDEI.PHISINI . . ERE . '.

ESTNEQVEVENIRETINDVBIAS . . NTERANTICYRENSESQVOQVEETDELPHOSOVIB . . DEL . .;

ABOPTIMOPRINCIPEEASENTENTIASSTARIOPO

Towards the middle of the sixth line, it was too

much injured to make out tlie letters. It con-

tains part of a decree issued under one of the
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^^^- Roman Emperors ; and seems to refer to a dis-

^ -v-' -^ pute between the people oi Anticyra and Delphi.

The allusion to the people of Anticyra will not

be read without interest, considering that the

city was destroyed in the war with Philip the

son oi Demetrius; but it might have been re-

built, as it probably was, in the time of Hadrian.

The antiquities of Anticyra are described by

Pausanias \ It was famous for its Hellebore. We
found the same plant upon Mount Helicon, A
more antient name o^Anticyra was Cyparissus

:

it was so denominated by Homer ^ Below this

house we found what we conceived to be the

remains of the Temple of Apollo, from the

number and nature of the inscriptions. Some

of them were in a wood-house ; but so covered,

that we could not copy them. Upon three or

four we read the names of Archons, and upon

one the word HPAKAEIOT. But the last, and by

far the most important, in its evident allusion

to the Temple, mentions a family who had con-

signed their son to the care of the priests. This

being discovered upon the spot, will be con-

sidered as more interesting than any thing else

which we found at Delphi. It states, that

(1) PausanicB Plwcica, cap. 36. p. 691. ed. Kuhnii.

(2) T« OS af^aiir'.fa 07:y.ac tivKi Kvxdpicrff/iv rii sroXs; <pa<ri. Ibid.
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*' THE FATHER AND MOTHER OF AMARIUS CHAP.
VI.

NEPOS ^GIALTNUM, WHO HAD BEEN HONOURED - .

BY THE SENATE OF CORINTH WITH REWARDS
DUE TO HIM AS SENATOR AND OVERSEER OF

THE FORUM, PUT THEIR SON UNDER THE PRO-

TECTION OF THE PYTHIAN APOLLO."

AMAPIONNEnxlTAAiriAAEINONTE

TElMHMENONAnOTHZKOPINOinN
BOYAHSTEIMAIZBOYAEYTIKAIZKAI

ArOPANOMIKAIZ . AMAPIOSNEnnS
nATHPKOPINOIOZKAl lOYAIAAlTIAAH

AEA<J>HTONEAYTnNYIONAnOAAnNI

nYGini

In consequence of some dispute between the Cause of

agents of AH Pasha and the inhabitants of ei^mVd"

Castri, the Pasha has laid the village under con-
^'""''"

tribution, to pay him the sum of thirty purses

;

equal to fifteen thousand piastres. This they

are unable to do; and of course every thing

they had has been taken from them ; which

may serve to explain the present ruined state

of the place. In its present condition, there is

not in all Lapland a more wretched village than

Castri. The other villages upon Parnassus,

especially u^rracofza, are comparatively wealthy;
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CHAP, the soil beinof extremely fertile, and the natural
VI

I
'

i industry of the inhabitants, many of whom are

jilbanians, being very great. The wine pro-

duced over all the south side of the mountain is

excellent ; and there is not a resident Turk to

be found.

Medals. Upon our return to the house where we had

lodged, we examined a few medals which our

host had collected among the inhabitants, during

our absence ; and we obtained one, in silver, of

very great rarity. It was a small medal of

CEta in Thessaly, in excellent preservation,

and the die remarkably fine. In front it ex-

hibits the head of the Nemecean Lion, champing

the arrow of Hercules between his jaws ; and

upon the obverse side, the naked figure of the

hero, in the moment of his apotheosis upon

Jilount CEta, his head radiated, and holding his

knotted club between his hands, with the

legend OITAIHN; thus written from right to

left, NfllATIO. This exceedingly rare medal is

not known to exist in any other collection than

that of the Abbe Neumann, at present forming a

part of the Imperial cabinet at Vienna ; where,

however, there is no example of it in such perfect

preservation. It may be considered as one of
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the finest specimens of the Grecian art'. VirgiU chap.

who was not less an antiquary than a poet, bor- . _ _ j

rowed much of his finest imagery from the gems

and coins of Greece t and in the magnificent

description given by Ovid of the apotheosis of

Hercules'^, he seems to have had in contempla-

tion this medal of CEta.

(1) The original is dow in the possession of R. P. Knight, Esq.

See also an Engraving of this Medal in a work published at Vienna,

in two Parts, by the Abbe Neumann; entitled " Populornm et

Regum Numi Veteres inediti." Pars Prima, Tah.V. No.1. Vindo-

bona, 1779. The Second Part appeared in 1783. Speaking of thii?

silver medal of CEta, the author says, " H<ec atque alia diversa Musei

Pelleriniani, utraque area, (Etceorum sola sunt monetce, qua ad nostra

lempora in apricum protulit alas. lis tertiam nunc addo, spectato

metallo unicam, artificio, cujus veneres nee verbis, nee scalpro digna

exprimas, nilore atque elegantid insignem." Ibid. p. IGO.

(2) " Utque novus serpens, positft cum pelle seuectft,

Luxuriare solet, squamlque nitere recenti

:

Sic, iihi mortales Tirynthius exuit artus.

Parte stii meliore \igct; raajorque videri

Coepit, et augustal fieri gravitate verendus."

Ovidii Metammph. lib. ix, 'IGS.
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, upon the Summit oj raniassus.

CHAP. VII.

DELPHI, TO THE SUMMIT OF PARNASSUS, AND
TITHOREA.

Arracovia

—

Vineyards of Parnassus

—

Prospect—Condition

uf the inhabitants—Alteration of temperature—Tra-

ditions—Journey to the summit—Kallidia

—

Dhappear-

arice of the vegetation—Crater of Parnassus

—

Nalurn

of the Peak—State of the thermometer upon the

heights—Objects visiblefro^n the top of the mountain—
Bearings hy the compass—Adventure with the horses

—Geological features—Singular effect of spontanef/us

decomposition in Limestone—Inference deduced from

such phcenomena-'—Plants of Parnassus— Lugari, ar
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Lycorea

—

Monastery of the Virgin—Caloyers—their

devotional exercises—Ignorance of those priests—Jour-

ney to Velitza

—

Cac hales torrent—Discovery of tlie

Ruins of Tithorea

—

its relative position with regard to

Delphi

—

Produce of Velitza

—

Simplicity of the Natives

—their miserable condition—Antiquity of Tithorea

—

Other Memorabilia— I'gyptian custom of embalming

birds illustrated—Inscription relating to Tithorea

—

its

date ascertained—Other Inscriptions.

After we had taken some refreshment, we
set out for Arracovia, distant three hours from

Delphi, intending to pass the night there ; as it

is much higher upon Parnassus, and a better

place for procuring guides to the summit of the

mountain, than the miserable village we had

quitted. At about half an hour's distance from

Delphi, we found the remains of an antient

square building, nobly constructed with large

masses of stone, put together without any

cement. As we continued along this route, we
observed niches cut in the rocks above the

road, on our left hand. One place, in particular,

near to Delphi, exhibited several works of this

kind ; among others, the appearance of a large

door hewn in the solid stone, which had been

subsequently severed by the effect of an earth-

quake. It is close to the road, and well worth

CHAP.
VI I.
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notice; because hereabouts might have been

one of the outworks of the city, or an arch

covering the /^a Sacra. We now entered the

Arracovia. y'ic\\ lands of Arracovla, full of the neatest vine-

vineyards yards, cultlvatcd iu the hio:hest order, and
oi Par- J '

. .

nassui. seeming to extend over the mountain without

any limitation, so as to cover all its sides and

acclivities ; and actually rising into parts of it

so steep and elevated, that they would not

have been tenable but for the industry of

the inhabitants; who have built walls to pro-

tect them from torrents, and buoyed up the

soil by means of terraces, to prevent its

being washed away. The finest vineyards upon

the banks of the Rhine are not managed with

greater skill and labour than those of Arracovia,

upon the south side of Parnassus. The land is

most carefully weeded ; and it is kept so clean

and free from rubbish, that the stones are col-

lected and placed in heaps ; a little hollow

space being left around each vine, to collect

the moisture. The plants are all of them old

stocks, from which they suffer only one scion

to sprout for the year, and this is afterwards

pruned again. The wine from these vineyards

Prospect is excellent. The view throughout this journey,

of all the Plain of Salona, and of the Bay,

backed by the mountainous district of Achaia in
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Peloponnesus, cannot be described ; for it would ^^.^j^-

be idle to repeat continually the words grand, u—^

—

*

and magnificent, as applied to the sublimest

appearances in nature, without being able

thereby to suggest the slightest conception of

the real scene'.

The village oi jirracovia is rich in comparison condition

with Castri. It contains two hundred and fifty habiunu"

houses, inhabited by Albanians and by Greeks,

'^ without a Turk" among them. This expres-

sion, " without a Turk," is throughout Greece a

saying of exultation ; and it is never uttered but

with an expression of triumph and of gladness.

Yet some have pretended that there is a mild-

(l) This has been felt by all who have attempted to describe fine

prospects without the pencil. " As far as language can describe,

Mr. Grai/ pushed its powers," observes the Editor of his Memoirs.

" Rejecting every general unmeaning and hyperbolical phrase, be

selected the plainest, simplest, and most direct terms : yet, notwith-

standing his judicious care in the use of these, I must own I feel

THEM DEFECTIVE. (See Mason's Note to Gray's Letter to fVhurtott;

Mathius's Edit, vol.1, p. 4G9. Lond. IS14.) Perhaps Grai/ never

succeeded nore happily, than when, laying aside description, he

simply said, of a view in Westmoreland, "I saw in my 'glass a pic-

ture, that if I could transmit to you, and fix it in all the softness of

its living colours, woud fairly sell for a thousand pounds." (Ibid.

p. 453.) The mast faithful descriptive language may present, it is

true, a picture to the mind; but then it is not the identical picture.

" The imagination," says Mason, " receives clear and distinct

images, but not true and exact images." [Ibid.)
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CHAP.
VII,

Alteration

of tempe-
rature.

EXCURSION FROM DELPHI

ness in the administration of the Turkish govern-

ment, which would be ill supplied by the substi-

tution of any other European dynasty in its

place; that the people are not taxed beyond

what they are well able to bear; and that they

possess the means of redress against tyranny

and oppression. Leaving to all such writers

the very difficult task of proving what they have

tlius affirmed, and judging solely by our own

experience, we can only say, that Greece,

divested of its Moslem governors, would be a

land, whose inhabitants might " eat bread with-

out scarceness, nor lack any thing in it;" unless

indeed, and this is not improbable, it should fall

under the dominion of Russia; when it would

become " a desolation,' a dry land, and a wilder-

ness." Arracovia is situate at such an elevation

upon the mountain, that a change of temperature

was sensibly felt by our whole party; and after

sun-set it became very cold. We passed the

night in a small hut, writing letters to our

friends in England. Parnassus affiording sen-

sations at our fingers' ends to which we had

long been strangers, we found it expedient to

maintain a considerable fire in the centre of our

little dwelling; which, filling the room with

smoke, brought tears of acknowledgment down

our cheeks,for the seasonable warmth it aftbrded.
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althouo-li so near to the seatof ^/;o//o. When chap.
, . .

vii.

we had finished our letters, as it was our usual ' ,^—

'

practice, we entered into conversation with the

inhabitants collected to gaze at the strangers

who were their guests; and we were much
amused by the traditions they still entertained.

The people of Delphi had told us that there Tradhions.

were only^re Muses, and that the opinion as to

there being nine in number was a heresy. Such

disputes about the number of the Muses existed

in antient times, and the Arracovian Greeks

reduced their number to tlirce. The only thing

that surprised us was, that any notion of the

kind should yet remain upon the spot; although

all the fountains of Fainassus, of Helicon, and of

Pindus, were once sacred to them. We have

before proved, in what we related of Platcea,

that the memory of Aniient Greece is not quite

obliterated among its modern inhabitants; and

some additional facts were gathered here,

tendins;- to confirm this observation.

On Wednesday morning, Decemher the sixteenth, jonmey

at nine o'clock, we set out, with four guides, for .sl.mmit.

the SUMMIT OF Parnassus; returning a short

distance, by the road to Delphi, and then turn-

ing up the mountain towards the riglit, but with

our faces towards Delphi, until we had climbed

VOL. VII. s
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CHAP, the first precipices. After an hour's ascent, we
^ had a fine view of one of the principal mountains

of the Moren, now called Trkala; the Bay of

Crissa looking like a lake, bounded by the oppo-

site mountains of Peloponnesus. Upon a former

occasion, from the Theatre at Sicyon, we had

seen the heights we were now climbing, and

here we were enabled to survey all that region

of Achaia, and the more distant summits. After

having surmounted the first precipices, we found

a large crater, with a village in it, called Kal-

KaiUdia. Hdia, ov CalUtkea, the summer residence of the

Arracovions ; who cultivate the plain at the

bottom of this crater, and, during the hottest

part of the year, come hither to collect its har-

vest. Thence turning from the former line of

our ascent, we proceeded in an opposite direc-

tion; and after two hours' progress, looked

down, from a great height, upon Arracovia.

At twelve, having estimated the thermometer,

we found that the mercury had fallen to 44" of

Fahrenheit. Presently we came to another

plain, with a well in it, full of clear water. Here

we halted, and regaled ourselves with bread

and wine. It now began to be cold; the road

being, as before, steep, but admitting the horses

Disappear- to follow US tho wholc way. At this place, also,
ance of the . ,

Vegetation, vcgetatiou bcgau to disappear. Jbxpressmg a
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wish to see a bulbous plant, extolled by the char

natives for its restorative virtues (which they >

eat, root and all, in vinegar), one of the guides

was forced to descend in search of it. Another

plant, because it contains a fluid of a milky

colour, they give to women whose breasts fail

to yield milk'. Thence climbing the mountain

on its north-eastern side, we found it bleak, and

destitute of herbage: higher up, we passed

through snow, lying in patches. At length we Crater of

reached a small plain, upon the top of the

mountain, and also in the bottom of a crater,

containing a pretty large pool of water, frozen

over. In this respect the summit of this moun-

tain resembles that of the Kader-Idris in JVules.

The sides of the crater, rising in ridsfes around Nature of

this plain, are the most elevated pomts of Par-

nassus. We climbed the highest of them,

which was upon our left hand ; but with great

difficulty, as the sides were a glacier, covered

with hard and slippery ice ; and our fingers, in

spite of our exertions, were benumbed. At

last, however, we reached the upmost peak,

and, having gained a footing upon its top, stood

(l) The same custom is mentioned by TVUelcr, {Journ. into Greece,

p. 416. Lond. 1682.) He says Uiat the Greek name for the plant is

Gahicorta; and lie calls it Scorzoneru Cretica.

s2
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CHAP.
VII.

State of

the Ther-

mometer.

SUMMIT OF PARNASSUS.

in pure aether; for although there were clouds

J below, we had not one above us. It was now

two o'clock p. M. If the wind had blown from

the north, we could not have remained an

instant in this icy region, being little prepared

to encounter such a sudden change of tempera-

ture \ Even with a soft breeze from the west,

we had no sooner exposed our thermometer,

than the mercury fell two degrees below the

freezing point, and we had not seen it so low

since we left the north of Russia.

Having been for years engaged in visiting the

tops of mountains, the author must still confess

that he never saw any thing to compare with

the view which he beheld from the summit of

Parnassus. He possessed no other means at

the time of ascertaining its elevation, than by

attending to the objects visible in the horizon;

and he determined their relative position by

the compass. It is impossible therefore to state

what the height of Parnassus may be; but he

(1) HumboU, upon the Peak of Tener'iff'e, speaks of the piercing'

temperature to which he was exposRd, when the mercury had not

fallen to the freezing point. " It was eight in the morniiij(," says he,

" and we were frozen with the cold, though the thermometer kept a

little above the freezing point."

Humbolt's ''' Peisonal IVarrative," volA. /j. 1G8. Lond. 1814.
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believes it to be one of the hiofhest mountains chap.
VII.

in Europe. The Gidph of Corinth had long looked . - _ .

like an ordinary lake ; and it was now reduced
^J,',]^ f^^^'

to a pond. Towards the north, bevond all the 'l'^"
*°p "^

i •' tlie moun-

plains of Thessaly, appeared Olympus, with its ^''•"•

many tops, clad in shining snow, and expanding

its vast breadth distinctly to the view. The

other mountains of Greece, like the surface of

the ocean in a rolling calm, rose in vast heaps,

according to their diiferent altitudes; but the

eye ranged over every one of them. Helicon

was one of these ; and it is certainly inferior in

height to Parnassus. A mountain before men-

tioned, called Tricala, in the Morea, made a

great figure in that mountainous territory : it

was covered with snow, even the lower ridges

not being destitute. Our guides said that this

mountain was near to Patras. We looked down

upon Achaia, Argolis, Elis, and Arcadia, as upon

a model. Almost every part of the horizon was

clear, excepting the east, north-east, and the

north-ivest; our view being obstructed towards

the JSgean and Mount Athos, as well as towards

Epirus, by our being above the clouds ; which

concealed every object towards those points of

the compass, although the day proved remark-

ably favourable for our undertaking in other

respects. The frost was however so piercing,
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Chap, that we were in haste to conclude our observa-
VII.
^ tions. We found the bearings of the principalv«

^/the'^* objects, by the compass, to be as follow:
Compass.

AcRO-CoRiNTHUs due south.

Mount Helicon s. e. and by s.

Mount Hymettus s. e.

Negropont s. E. and by e.

Mount Olympus n. and by e.

TricAla, in the Morea • . . . s. w. and by s.

Galaxy w. s. w.

Port of Crissa, oxSaiona Quay, between w. & w.and by s.

Adventure To our ffrcat astouishnient, as we were pre-
with the

.

°
.

^
Horses. paring to descend from this place, we saw the

peasants who had the care of our horses arrive

with the poor animals, quite up to the pool of

frozen water upon the summit. We do not

remember an instance where this is practicable

upon any other mountain equally lofty. Horses

have been conducted near to the summit of some

mountains; as St.Gothard, and St. Bernard, m
the Alps; but not quite to the top, especially

where there is a glacier. Upon inferior moun-

tains, indeed, as upon Skiddmu in Cumberland,

persons have rode, and with ease, to the highest

point. We had fearful work, afterwards, in

conducting them down the icy declivities ; being

under the cruel necessity of turning them adrift

in certain parts of the descent, and then leaving
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them to slide, either upon their sides, or upon chap.

their backs, until they were intercepted by _ ^

'

.

rocks, or by huge masses of rough stones, lying

loose at the bottom of each glacier.

The summit, and all the higher part of Geological

T» ^ ,. ... features.

Parnassus, > are oi limestone, containing veins

of marble, and great quantity of a blue luma-

chella, wherein are imbedded very large enlrochi.

The surprising appearance of such shells at

this enormous elevation is very remarkable.

We found them upon the highest peak, and

over all the mountain. Similar phaenomena

have since been noticed upon the summit of

Mount Libanus\ But all the limestone of Par-

nassus is not thus characterized. In places

where the meltino: snow had disclosed the

naked surface of the rock, we observed the

most remarkable effect of weathering that, as

far as our knowledge extends, has ever been

noticed. A spontaneous decomposition of the

stone had taken place, in consequence of the

attacks of air and moisture during a series of

ages ; and this had occasioned rifts and fissures

(1) By tbe most enterprising traveller that ever undertook to explore

unknown regions

—

Burckhardt.
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CHAP, to a considerable depth. Among these, we

. found a specimen of homogeneous limestone^

which had separated from its parent mass by

spontaneous decomposition; and thus, being

exposed to accidental fracture, exhibited the

primary form of a regularly crystallized car-

bonate ; being a rhomboid, whose obtuse angle

precisely equals that of Iceland spar. An inci-

pient transition may also be noticed, in the

same specimen, towards a secondary form, in

the neat truncation of one of the solid angles of

the rhomb'. This first suggested to the author

a fact since confirmed by subsequent obser-

vations, that, in all homogeneous minerals, such

is the tendency towards crystallization, that

the inclination of surfaces disclosed by fracture

will frequently point out the degree of inclina-

tion of the lateral planes belonging to the

primary crystal; and thereby determine the

nature of the stone, and of its chemical con-

stituents. Mineralogists, greatly his superiors

in the science, had before proved that this is

true with regard to the fragments of substances

that have resulted from a regular process of

(1) Seethe F/jgne^e to this Chapter.
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crystallization'^', but the observation had not been chap.

extended to bodies considered as amorphous.

Nothing is more common, however, than the

primary angle of crystallized silica, among the

fragments of common quartz, when found in the

form of sand or gravel ; of the primary angle of

carbonate of lime, in the fracture of a shell ; or,

upon a much grander scale, in the fissures of

beds of chalk, as in the clitfs upon the south

coast of Britain ; also of the primary angle of

corundum in the fracture of emery; together

with many other examples that might be

adduced, all of which would be rather out of

place here. The author, indeed, apologizes for

the little he has been tempted to introduce

upon the subject, owing to his predilection for

a favourite branch of Natural History; and

believing, as he does, that if more attention

were given to the circumstance, it would not

only be serviceable to the science in general,

but to the purposes of commerce, as connected

with the sale of precious minerals, and with

mining speculations.

(2) Witness the surprising discovery of Haul/, and his theory of

crystallization thereon founded. Also the observations of our own

IFbllaston, Secretary of the Royal Society, and his valuable invention

of a reflecting goniometer, as applied to the inclination of surfaces

disclosed by fracture, where crystallization has taken place.
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CHAP. We have described all the higher region ot"

VII • •

. ' . Parnassus as " bleak, and destitute of herbage;"

but it is necessary to state, that this expression

must be received with some limitation. A few

Plants of rare plants may be noticed here and there, even

to its very peak : and where this is the case,

those Alpine herbs are often characterized by

woolly leaves ; as if Nature had provided

their foliage with an investment suited to the

rigours of their situation. We found the jilpine

Daphne, sprouting through the snow and ice,

quite up to the summit : also a beautiful species

of Cineraria; and a new species of Cherleria,

whose short half-shrubby stems, divided out-

wards into innumerable branchlets, terminated

in little stars of leaves ; these were so closely

matted together as to resemble little cushions

lying upon the ground. We also collected,

upon this mountain, specimens of a Pine, be-

longing to the same section of the genus Pin us

with the Balm of Gilead and Silver Fir ' ; but

most resembling the latter species ; and differing

only in having the leaves pointed, without

any notch at the end, and narrower than we

have ever seen in that species. We were

(1) Pinus Balsamea, and Pinus Picea.
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however unfortunate in not finding either the chaiv

cones or the blossoms; and must therefore .

reluctantly leave the pine-groves of Parnassus

still enveloped in obscurity. The other plants

found here are mentioned in a note '.

(2) It is perhaps better to enumerate all of them, and to iiii-lude the

new species in the list.

i. The Alpine Daphne

—

Daphne Alpina.

2. Potentilla speciosa, of Wilidenow.

3. The Rock Bellflower

—

Campanula rupestris, Sibthorpe.

4. Pinus Balsamca.

5. Pinus Piceu.

ti. Myrtle S))urge

—

Euphoibia myrsinites, Linn.

7. Thorny Thistle of Theophrastus

—

Dri/npis spiytosa, Linn.

8. A very beautiful species of Cineraria, with oval-oblong slightly-

toothed leaves, with a thin white cottony web on their upper

surface, and very soft and cottony beneath : the flowers in large

terminal panicles, upon cottony footstalks. The species to which

it seems to be the nearest allied is the Cineraria aurantiaca .

from which, however, it appears to be very distinct : but as the

blossoms were in a decaying state when we gathered them, we

leave the species for future illustration.

9. We were more successful with a species of Cherleria, which is

quite new. We have called it Cherleria stellata.

Cherleria cnulibus crassis suffrutescentilus, pedunculis hispidis.—
Caules crassi, Jle.vunsi, pollices plerumque tres seu quatuor long)-

deorsum rugosi, nudique ; supeme squamosi, ramosissimi. JRamuli

densissime conglohati, foliosi. Folia confertissinta, rigida, patentia.

mferior(t Uneari-suhulata, suhtus se.r-sulcata, supra sub plana, mar-

gine aspeiA; superiora ovato-triangularia, sub carinnta, glabra.

Pedunculi calyce vix longiores hispidi. Calycis foliolis slriati; acuti.

Fllamenta alterne breviora. Antlierce sub-ovalcE biloculares. Styti

capillares longi. Capsula calyce inclusa, trivalvis, ovato-triangult/,

apice trttncatu.
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CHAP. "We now beo^an to descend the north-west side
VII.

t -^- ' . of the mountain, having ascended by the side

facing the south-east. Soon after leaving the

summit, our guides pointed to one of the lower

Luiiari, or ridgcs of Pamassus, which commanded our
Lycorea.

pg^gg^ge dowu, aud to wliich they gave the

name oi Lugari, or Lycari; perhaps the Lycorea

of Pausanias. The peasants in the plains of

BcEOTiA call the whole mountain by the name

of Lakura; but those who reside upon Par-

nassus still retain among them its antient

name ; calling the heights, by a general appel-

lation, Parnassu, and one of the ridges, in

particular, Lugari. In our way down, our

course afterwards bore towards the east.

Rugged and steep as was the descent, our only

difficulty related to the horses ; being alarmed

for their safety when the persons appointed to

conduct them turned them adrift, as they often

did, leaving them to roll, or to slide upon their

backs, down the most fearful declivities. At

seven o'clock p.m. in a woody region of the moun-

Monastery taiu, WO arrivcd at a monastery, called that of

^n.
"^" the Virgin of Jerusalem, beautifully embowered

in the midst of pine-groves, overlooking the

mountains of the Locri and the Dryopes, and

the extensive plains which are watered by the

Cephissus. It stands about three fourths of the
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journey down ; but we spent nearly as much chap.

time in descending to the spot from the sum- *—,
—

'

mit as in goin<^ up from Arracovia. We left

that village at half after nine in the forenoon,

and reached the io^ o{ Parnassus at two p.m.

At three p. m. we began to descend, and did not

arrive at the monastery before seven ; so that

we had now employed ten hours in the whole

undertaking. We were shewn, by some of the

monks, into a large empty room, without an

article of furniture, but containing a spacious

hearth and a chimney, where we kindled a

fire ; and heaping a large quantity of wood, we
passed the night very comfortably, although

istretched upon the bare floor. This monastery

contains fifty priests, who expressed more caUytn.

astonishment at our coming, and seemed more

curious and inquisitive, than any we had before

seen in Greece : but their state of ignorance

did not differ from that of the other wild

tenants of their lofty wilderness; and their

simplicity was such as to excite the laughter

even of our guides, at every remark they made.

They are called Caloyers ; a name probably

known in Greece long before the introduction

of Christianity; being simply derived either

from KaXog U^svg, the " good priest ^^ or from

KcO^oyi^aioi, signifying " good oldJa Ihers." Their
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order is thai of St. Basil: there is, in fact, no

other order among the Greeks: they profess

chastity and obedience. Their way of living is

very austere, for they wholly abstain from flesh.

Devotional Most of their time is taken up in barbarous

of the ca- dcvotioual cercmomcs ; either m a recitation,

against time, of the Psalter, or in bowing and

kissing the ground ; nor is it possible to con-

ceive that a Cree Indian, capering before his idol

in the wilds of North America, exhibits a more

abject debasement of human intellect, than one

of these Caloyers in the exercise of his fjuzrocvoiui,

or bowings ; three hundred of which he is obliged

to perform every twenty-four hours'. The one

half of those bowings they perform in the first

two hours of the night; and the other half at

midnight, before they arise to matins, which

are to begin four hours before day, and to end

with the dawning of the morning. In summer

time, the day breaks upon them, and the sun

rises, before their devotions are ended ; so that

they have scarcely the time and the liberty of

convenient and natural reposed These devo-

tions are evidently Heathen ceremonies; and

the services are also almost Heathen. A traveller

(1) See Ricaut'a State of the Greek Churcli, pp. 304, 205. Lond. 1 67D.

(2) Ibid.
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might have found the same mummery practised chap.

two thousand years ago. Judging indeed from ^ -^- •

these vigils, wherein all their devotion appears

to consist, the religion of Christ seems to be o? those

as foreign to those who call themselves its
""**'

ministers, as if it had never existed ; for, with

the exception of now and then a hymn, sung

in honour of the Virgin, or upon the festival

of some Saint, nothing connected with the

history of Christianity, or its worship, seems

to have been introduced. Being curious to

know whether such a thing as a Bible, or even

a copy of any one of the Gospels, in their own
language, existed among them, we asked per-

mission to examine the books of their church

;

but they had none ; nor were any of them able

to read : neither had they any library or

manuscripts belonging to the monastery. Yet

when we spoke of the •)(^ii^oy^a(pcc found in the

monastery at Patmos, they seemed perfectly

to understand us, and said that there were

many such in the Monastery of St. Luke. This

indeed is confirmed by what Wheler has said of

that monastery, who mentions its manuscripts,

and he himself purchased doaEvangelistcmj during

his visit to the place'. It was written, he says.

(3) Journey into Greece, p. 3-3. Land. 1682.
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CHAP, in capital letters. He saw also a fair copy of
VII . e,

' the Works of St. Chrysostom, a manuscript of

the twelfth century; and others written upon

vellum.

Journey to Thc ucxt day, Decemhcr the seventeenth, proved

ramy. We left the Monastery of the P irgin, and

set out in a n.w. direction for iTeUtza; keeping

to the left, along' the side of the mountain, and

descending* during the space of half an hour.

We had heard at Lehadea of great ruins at

Felitza ; and it had been our intention, on the

preceding day, if our time should permit, to

descend thither from the summit of Parnassus;

instead of proceeding by the way of the monastery

where we passed the night. In this manner

we should have followed the footsteps of Pau-

sanias : and it was his description of the journey

over Parnassus, from Delphi, which excited a

suspicion in our minds that the ruins at Felitza

were of no other city than Tithorea, whose

situation had not been ascertained at the time

of our journey ; and in this conjecture we

were right. The archon oi Lehadea called them

the ruins of Thebes ; owing to a confused tradi-

tion of the destruction of a city of Piiocis of

this name still extant among the natives. There

is a PalcEo-castro at about an hour's distance
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from Felitza, wliicli is called Thivay or Tkehes. chap.

It is situate where the Cachales falls into the

Cephissus. The former river they still call

Cacha Rami, and Cachale; saying, that the name
signifies Evil Torrent ; " an appellation," they

affirm, " bestowed upon it because it destroyed

(Thiva) Thebes" Of the city thus called Thebes,

whatever its real name may have been, no other

vestige remains than a few stones, or traces of

walls, in the soil near the bed of the Cephissus.

Not so of TiTHOiiEA, whose discovery gave us

the highest satisfaction, and whose remains are

very considerable. They are situate on the

N.E. side of Parnassus, close to the foot of the

mountain. In our journey thither from the

monastery, at the distance of about two miles

and a half from the latter, we passed a ruined

village, called Neocorio. Somewhat farther on,

we saw, upon our left, a tumulus constructed of

stones. As the rain continued, our road be-

came very bad. About an hour and a half

after leaving the monastery, we arrived at

another village, with a fountain built of large

stones, called St. Marys. Continuing along the

base of Parnassus, we came to two very large

pits : upon the edge of each was a tumulus of

earth ; and beyond we observed the foundation

of a square structure, built of very considerable

VOL. VII. T
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CHAP.
VII.

Cachales

Torrent.

Discovery

of the

Ruins of

Tithorea.

T I T H O R E A.
"

masses of stone. The place is now called

*' the Giants Leap''' It is distant about one

hour from Velitza. Presently we came to an-

other tumulus, upon which a Turkish sepulchre

had been constructed. Afterwards we at-

tempted to cross the bed of the torrent Cachales

;

but were obliged to make a circuitous route,

owing to the great height of its banks, which

resembled precipices. After passing it, we
saw some sepulchres, hewn in the rock, close

to our road ; the tombs of its antient inhabi-

tants, here and there disclosed, near to their

city. Then we arrived at the walls ofTithorea,

extending in a surprising manner up the pro-

digious precipice of Parnassus, which rises be-

hind the village of Velitza. Their remains are

visible to a considerable height, upon the rocks,

and even one of the mural turrets. In this

precipice, above the ruins of the city, there is

a cavern, concerning which we were told some

marvellous stories by the peasants ; but as the

weather was unfavourable, and the approach

difficult, we did not ascend to examine it. The

water of the Cachales was at this time rushing

in a furious torrent down the steep of Parnassus :

it appeared of a milky colour, owing to the

white calcareous matter with which it was im-

pregnated.
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Delphi, and Tithorea, on different sides of chap.
.

• VII
the mountain, were the halting-places of those .

passing over Parnassus^ at the distance of
^o^j-o^*'''^

eighty stadia from each other - ; beinsr situate as '''"'i

'*="

•^ '' o gard to

the towns of ^oste in Piedmont, and Martinacli ^^"'i''"'-

in the Vallais, are with regard to Mount
St. Bernard in the Alps. The distance was some-

what greater to those who travelled by the

carriage road^ The guides who accompanied

us from Arracovia, on the Delphic side, to the

summit of Parnassus, had proposed to descend

during the same day to Velitza; but from the

length of time we spent in our passage, we had

only been able to reach the Monastery of the

Virgin of Jerusalem. The whole district on

Parnassus towards the south was Delphic;

and Pauscmias relates, that all the country on

the northern side was called Tithorea. " As to

the name of the city/' says he% "I know that

Herodotus, in that part of his history in which

he gives an account of the irruption of the

(1) 'I'ovri AIA TOT HAPNASSOT. Pfiuian. lib. X. c. 32. p. 878. Ed.

Kuhn.

(2) Ibid.

(3) T?)v Ss oh To-tra. o3!/v«y, aWot, ata) I'^rtfLa.att inrniiiat, tXioiui in

ixiytro ilva; (rToiioit. Pausan. ibid. p. 878.

(4) Vid. Paiisnn. ibid. fJps. 1696; et p. 672. ed. Xylandri, flanov,

1613.

T 2
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CHAP. Persians into Greece, differs from what is asserted
VII. ,

^ -^ - . in the oracles of Bads: for Bacis calls this

people Titlwrenses; but Herodotus says, that

when the barbarians invaded this country, the

inhabitants lied to the summit of Parnassus:

and he calls. the city. Neon; and the summit

of Parnassus, Tithorea'. It appears, there-

fore, that all the country w^as at first called

Tithorea; but that in process of time, when

the inhabitants collected themselves into one

city, at which was once called Neon came to

be denominated Tithorea." The olives of this
Produce
oiveiitza. city wd'c always, as they now are, few in

number, but excellent in quality; and they

were so highly celebrated, that they were

conveyed as presents to the Roman Emperors^.

They still maintain their antient reputation,

being now sent as an acceptable offering to the

Pashas and other grandees of Turkey. The

village of Velitza contains about eighty houses.

(1) The passage in Hercdolus (lib. viii. c. 32.) respecting the city Neon

and Tithorea has been the subject of frequent dispute. The alteration of

xiifiifn into xsr^sv/jv, which suggested itself to Dr. Parr, is confirmed by

Stephens, Valla, and Vnlckenaer ; and the emendation of W avTijs, for

lir' iuVriji, proposed I)y JFesseliug, renders the whole sentence clear and

satisfactory. For further observations upon this subject, see " The Tomb

of Alexander,'^ Appendix, No. 4. p. 159. Cambridge, 1805.

(2) Paiisanias, lib. x. c. 32. p. 881. ed. Kuhnii.
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The chief produce of the land is wine, cotton, chap.
VII.

and corn. The wine is excellent. The village ^

belongs to Logoiheii, archon of Lebadca: his

brother resides here to collect his rents, who
paid us a visit upon our arrival. The people simplicity

of Felitza expressed great joy at seeing us; uves:

being simple and superstitious enough to believe

that the fall of rain was owing to the coming

of strangers. They had not seen rain before,

they said, for an entire twelvemonth. During

the melting of the snow upon Parnassus, there

is, however, such a supply of v>'ater, that the

Cachales is hardly fordable on horseback,

although its bed is very wide. Here we heard

again the absurd story of the destruction of

Thiva (Thebes) by means of this torrent; mean-

ing by Thiva the PaJceo- Castro, at a short

distance in the plain;— a story altogether

destitute of probability. But a people who

could believe that a visit paid to their village by

a couple of travellers caused the rain to fall

upon their land, are capable of giving faith to

any thing. They are at present in a most Their mi-

wretched condition, owing to the extortions of condition.

j4li Pasha, or of those who have plundered in his

name. In the short space of six months, they

had paid to his tax-gatherers, as they told us,

eighty purses ; a sum equivalent to forty
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^yJ^^- thousand piastres. Poverty is very apparent

' .1 .y- ' in their dwellings; but the cottages of Phocis

are generally as much inferior to those of

Bceotia, as the latter are to those of Attica.

Nor can it be otherwise, where the wretched

inhabitants are so oppressed by their lords.

The whole of the earnings of the peasant is

here taken from him ; he is scarcely allowed

any means of subsistence. Add to this the

frequent calamities of sickness and fire; and

" plague, pestilence, and famine " will be found

to have done their work. This village had

been twice burned within one year, by banditti,

who come generally from Epirus, or from the

Straits of Thermopylce, or from Joannina, or from

Zeitiin, or from the neighbourhood of Joannina

and Zeitun. As one source of consolation, in

the midst of so much misery, the inhabitants

told us " they had no Turks resident among

them." Such is the forlorn condition of the

present inhabitants of Tithorea! It was

widely different in former times ; although it

began to decline soon after the Christian sera.

Pausanias relates, that the Tithoreans began to

experience an adverse fortune one generation

before his time'. The vestiges of the Theatre

(1) Pausanias, lib. x. c. 33. p. 879- ed. Kuhnii,
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were however then visible, and the Periholus of chap.
VII.

the antient Forum^. We did not find the ,- /

Theatre ; which must be attributed entirely to

our want of proper observation ; because this,

of all other things, is the most likely to remain.

But we found, what we should least have Antiqui-

ties of

expected to see remaining, namely, the Forlm Tithorea.

mentioned by Pausanias. It is a square struc-

ture, built in the Cyclopean style, with large

masses of stone ; but laid together with areat

evenness and regularity, although without any

cement ; the work being not so antient as the

architecture of Argos, of Tiryns, or of Mycence.

The walls of the city were executed in the

same manner; and they were fortified with

mural turrets, as at Platcea. The other memora- Other 3/#.

bilia 01 liTHOREA, in the time of Pausanias^,

were ^Grove, consecrated to Mmerta, containing

her Temple (yuog) and statue; also a monument

(y,vrtf^cc) to the memory of Antiope and Phocus.

At the distance of eighty stadia from Tithorea

was the Temple of Esculapius* \ and at the

distance oi forty stadia from this temple there

was a Periholus, containing an Adytum, sacred

(3) Pausan. ibid.

(3) Ibid. (4) IbiJ.
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CHAP, to Isis\ The Tilhoreans held a vernal and an

autumnal solemhitij in honour of this Goddess

:

and so purely Egyptian were the sacrifices then

offered, that the custom of swathing the victims

in folds of linen" (after the same manner in which

the Ibis, and the bodies and parts of bodies of

other animals, were deposited, in terra-cottayes-

sels, in the subterraneous cavities beneath the

Pyramids ofSaccara) was considered as a neces-

sary operation. From the account given by

Pausanias of the ceremonies that were practised

during the celebration of these Egyptian solemnities

at TiTHouEA,we may collect sufficient informa-

tion for the illustration of that strange custom in

Egypt; a subject hitherto involved in the

utmost obscurity'. Here we find that certain

birds called Meleagrid.es*, together with other

animals, were sacrificed to Isis^, wrapped up

IN LINEN BANDAGES, AFTER THE EGYPTIAN

(1) Pausanias, lib. x. c. 32. p. 880.

(2) KahtXl^cit Ti Ssr a(pas ra. hpiTec Xi'vou TiXa.f/,u(riv ri (iufftmu. Ibid.

(3) See Vol. V. of these Travels, Chap. V. p. 22i). Octavo Edition.

(" Repository o/embulmed birds.")

(4) The birds so called were Guinea-fowls, whose feathers and eggs

are of a different colour; but the Meleagrides were the sisters of

Meleager, supposed to have been thus nietainorphosed,

(5) Vid. Pausan. ibid. p. 880.
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MANXER OF SWATHING THE VICTIMS. After CHAP.

makiiiQ; this curious observation, it is further V.

remai'ked, by the same author, that the

Egyptians celebrate their festival of his when
the iV?7e begins to rise°: and hence it maybe
inferred (as the Tithorean sclemnitij was an

imitation of the Egyptian festival, even in such

minute parts of the ceremony as the swathing of

the victims, also described as being huriecV near

to the sacred Adytum of Isis^) that the burial of

the sivatlied animals in the earthen pots at Saccara

took place in the same manner, and at the

celebration of the same festival.

In the sanctuary belonging to the church of inscription

TT- • r ^ 1 1
relating to

yelitza, we round an inscription which confirmed Tithoeea.

our conjecture with regard to the original name

of the city whose ruins we had so fortunately

discovered. It commemorates a tribute of

honour rendered to Nerva, with an enumeration

of his titles, by the citizens of Tithorea and

the family of the Flavii, whose names are

specified

:

(6) PfiHsun. ibid. p. 881.

(7) Kai xaT<ipvirirau(riv ivrau^u, Ibitl. p. 880.

(S) "A^vTot iifov "ifiies. Ib;d.
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CHAP. AYTOKPATOPANEPBANKAIZAPA
VTI

APXIEPEAMEriZTONAHMAPXIXHl".

EZOYZIAZYnATONTOA
nATEPAnATPIAOZHnOAIZ
TIOOPEnNKAIT<I>AABIOZZn
KAAPOSKAIT i:AABIOZAnAZ * *

KAIA4>AABIOZnnAAIANOZAPIZTOr.

Having before published this inscription, toge-

ther with a critical illustration of it, for which

the author was indebted to the profound

erudition and to the kindness of Dr. Parr, he

must refer the reader to the work in which it

appeared^; adding for the present only, that

the date of it may be accurately ascertained.

Nerva is here mentioned as being Consul for

the fourth time : and he died at the end of

January, a.d. 98. in a little less than a month

after he had been declared, for the fourth time,

ConsuP. We noticed some other inscriptions

(1) See " Tomb 0/Alexander," AppemWx, 'No. 4. p. 155. Camb. 1805.

(2) When this inscription was before published, the letters at the

end of the third line were printed, from the author's copy, TOA, It

was probably," observed Dr. Parr, " written TO a ;" although in

numerals the line be sometimes omitted. Sir William Gell has

since visited Tithorea, and found the writing to correspond with

Dr. Parr's learned conjecture. It is written 'iOA

—

Sir FFilliam Gtll

found also this inscription upon a sepulchre within the church :

APXEBOTAA
ETNIXIAAX
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upon sepulchres; but they were merelynames, as chap.

TIMOKPATHI, EVGYMAXOS, and inilKPATEIA. .
,-J.'

.

Very few medals could be collected at this

place; and even these were either Roman or

Ecclesiastical brass coins.



CHAP. VIII.

FROiM TITHOREA, TO THE STRAITS OF THER-
MOPYLAE, AND TO PHARSALUS.

Palceo-Castro— Ledou— Elatea— Observal'tojis ly the

magnetic needle—Amphiclea—Via Militaiis—Cephissus

— Bearingsfrom Mount Q^ta—Gallidromos—Trachiniae

of Sophocles—Censean Promontory—Appearance of the

Sinus Maliacus—Bodonitza

—

Topography of the Epic-

nemidian Locris— Tiironium— Polyandrium of the

Greeks lulio fell at Thermopylae— Situation of
the Spartan advanced guard— Great northern luall

—Platanus Orientalis

—

Of the Pylae aiul Thermae

—

Fetid gaseous exhalation— alluded to ly Sopho-

cles

—

Nature of the Pass of Thermopylae

—

Path over

Mount
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Mount (Eta—Horadea and River Asopus

—

Plain of

Trachinia—Turkish Dervene—Zeitun—Albauese IVbmen

— Bearings from the Heights—-Plain o/' Dowel u—
Plain o/'Ciocius—A!os—Plain of Pharsalia— Pharsa

—

Turkish Kb.an—Tahtar Couriers.

FTER leavinsr Velitza, we aoain crossed the chap.^ °
VIII.

A
Cachales, and descended into the plahi towards

Turco-C/iorio, where IVIieler separated from his

companion Spon\ In our way, we visited the

Paheo- Castro, so often mentioned to us under Pai^vo-

the name of TiiEiiEs (Thiva). There is nothing

to be seen upon the spot, but the traces of some

walls, almost indiscernible ; every other vestige

having been long ago erased, to make way for

the plough. It is situate on the s. s. w. side of

the Cephissus, at an hour's distance from

Turco-Chorio, which is here in view, standing a

(!) TVhelers reflections, after this separation, were highly charac-

teristic of his upright and amiable mind:—
" Thursday the ninth of March (iGTo-G), being tlius separated

from my companion, I left Turco-Chorio, bending my course east-

wards, to gi) to Thalanda. The first thing that diverted me, in that

solitary condition, was, that I soon found myself on a long streight

way, fortified with a deep ditch on each side, leading to certain hills,

which I saw a good way off before me. This I took as a good omen,

portending success to my undertakings ; it seeming to admonish me

that I should not fail to be guarded by God's good providence, so long

as I travelled in the streight rvay of virtue and true jJietij, to my hea-

venly country, which is on high."—Journey into Greece, p. 4G3.

Land. 1682.
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CHAP, little elevated, towards the east, upon the other
VIII. . m

^ ,- side of this river. The distance to Tithorea is

nearly the same ; and the tradition of the

Tithoreans, that this was Thebes, and that it was

destroyed by an inundation from their torrent

Cachales, is silly enough ; as the inundation, if it

ever proved destructive of a city here, must

have proceeded from the Cephissus. This

river, flowing to Screpu (Orchomenus), is

here denominated, by the natives, SindaUu.

Possibly the ruins here may have been those of

Lcdon. Ledon, a city abandoned in the time of Pausa-

nias ' ; who says, that the people to whom it

belonged did not reside among the ruins of

their city, but near to them. It has been usual

to suppose that Turco-Chorio stands upon the

siaU.i. site of Elatea*^; to which there seems to be

no objection, as it stood in the plain watered by

the Cephissus, and was near to Amphiclea,

where Dadi now stands. The gentle rise of the

plain, from the river towards the walls of the

city, is moreover distinctly mentioned by Pau-

sanias\ and it is a characteristical feature of the

(1) Lib. X. c. 33, p. 881. cd. Kuhnii.

(2) See D'Anville, *' Antient Geography," vol. I. p. 212. /-onrf.

1791, &c.

(3) Kcci auSii ti/K irr) ttoX-j aidyrris h iyyurdru toZ 'EXa!rl<{a» ictriti;.

Pausanim Phocica, cap. 34. p. 885. ed. Kuhnii.
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topography of Turco-Chorio. Elatea was, next chap.
VI II

to Delphi, the largest city in all Phocis. There ^ ^'..^

was another town of this name in Thessaly, near

to Gonnus*. It stood within the defile leading to

the Valley of Tempe. Every degree of certainty

with regard to the position of the two cities,

Elatea and Ledon, must be afforded by

others, better provided with facts for ascer-

taining their real situation; particularly with

inscriptions found upon the spot. Here the mer-

cury in our thermometer indicated, at noon, 52**

of Fahrenheit. As the spacious and open plain

of Palipo-Castro offered a favourable point of

observation for determining the situation of

many principal objects, and especially of Ti-

THOREA, whose relative position respecting

those objects it is necessary to ascertain, we
noted their bearings by a small pocket compass.

Its distance from Tithorea and from Turco-

Chorio has been already given.

Tithorea—south-west ^nd. by south; situate obsena-

1 r r • • ^
tions hv rfie

at the leet oi precipices, and upon the iMa-nJtic

south-south-east side of a chasm of Par-

nassus, whence rushes the torrent Ca-

chales. Upon the other side of this

(4) According to Livy.
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CHAP. cliasm, there is a way up to the summit

of the mountain ; being in all probability

the road from Delphi, as mentioned by

Pausanias. The highest peak of Par-

nassus towers into the clouds above

the chasm close to which Tithorea is

placed ; and exactly in a line with it ; so

as to appear immediately over it.

Turco-Chorio, formerly Elate a, due east,

upon the other side of the Cephissus, in

full view.

The river Cephissus—flowing from north-

ivest to south-east.

The Cachales—falling into the Cephissus,

from south-south-east towards north-north-

zvest.

Highest peak of Parnassus—south-west

and by south.

MouxT (Eta—north-north-east.

Koad over Mount Q^ta, to the Straits of

Thermopylae, north-tuest and by west.

The wall of the Palceo-Castro extends from

iDest-north-iuest to east-south-east; that is to

say, from the left to the right of a person

who is standing with his back towards

Tithorea and Parnassus.

From the Palcro-Casiro we turned towards^
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the north-west and by north, passing the ^^^^'

Cachales by a bridge, and leaving a small village ' » '

called Vourna, of course written Burna, on our

right hand. Here Parnassus projects into the

plain; so that we crossed over this foot of the

mountain, and, descending, passed a river called

Karafpotami, or Madams River, by a bridge.

Soon afterwards we entered the town of Dadi.

Here we found ruins almost as much worth no-

tice as those of Tithorea. Upon a hill beyond the

town, where there now stands a small church,

antient walls may be observed, similar in their

architecture to what we have already described

at the latter place. They extend all around the

hill ; and one of the mural turrets is yet standing.

We know not the antient city to which these

ruins belonged. It must have been a place of

great consideration; probably it was the

A.MvmcMAoi Herodotus \ called Amphiclea by ^rnphicUu.

Pausanias. It was denominated Ophitea by

the Amphictyons, when a decree was passed

for the destruction of the towns of Phocis^

Its inhabitants referred this last appellation,

(1) Ka) 'A^^/*oMa», K.r.X. JJerodoti H\st. lib. viii. cap. 33. p. 469.

ed. Gronov. L. Bat. 1716. —See also Stephanas tie Urbibus, p. 78.

Jmst. 16T8.

(2) Pausan. lib. x. c. 33. p, 884. ml. Kuhn.

VOL. Vll. U
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CHAP, signifying the City of the Serpent, to one of those

popular tales that were common in Greece.

They related, that a wealthy citizen, wishing to

conceal his infant heir from the fury of his

enemies, hid him within a vase^\ where a wolf,

attempting to devour the child, was repulsed

by a serpent which had coiled itself around the

vessel, and guarded the infant. The father

coming in search of his child, and perceiving

the serpent, hastily threw his dart at it, and

killed both the serpent and his son. Over-

whelmed with affliction for his loss, which was

aggravated upon hearing from some shepherds

of the serpent's guardianship of the infant, he

caused their two bodies to be consumed upon

one pile, and consigned their ashes to the same

sepulchre-;—and from that time the city was

called Ophite A. It was near to the Cephhsus^,

and to Mount (Eta : corresponding therefore,

as to its situation, with the position of Dadi^

pronounced Thathi. There was at Ampiiiclea

a Temple of Bacchus, wherein persons afflicted

with sickness were received, to pass the night.

{\) '"E; ayyiTot. Pausan. lib. x. C.33. p. 834. ed. Kuhn.

(2) Ibid,

(3) Tlasa rnv Unfirroj trcrxu'o/. Hai'dcti Hist. lib. viii. f. ;i3.

ed. Gronoc.
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as in the Temples of jEscuhpius ; and where the chap.

God communicated to the patients, in a dream, ,- -

the remedies proper for their respective mala-

dies*. Dadi is now a very considerable town,

for this part of Greece, It is built, like Delphi,

in the form of a theatre ; upon a series of

terraces rising one above the other, facing the

plain traversed by the Cephissus, towards the

north, or north-east. It contains seven hundred

houses, and some good shops ; but the people

are not so industrious, nor are their houses so

cleanly, as those of Attica. We did not

remain with them more than an hour ; but

continued our journey towards Bodonitza,

situate in the passage ofMouxTCETA, above

the descent to the Straits of ThermopijJce. Upon

leaving the town, appear the ruins we have

mentioned, upon an eminence towards the left.

We now rode along an antient military waij, via miu-

and by an aqueduct and an antient fountain,

as we descended by a gradual declivity from

Dadi into the Plain of Elatea. Upon our right

hand, near to the road, there was a Tumulus of

earth. Entering the plain, we passed the

Cephissus, by a bridge of five arches, hand- cephhius.

(4) Pmaan. \\>\A. Icco supriulicto.
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CHAP, somelv, if not well constructed ; and then con-
VIII. ^

> ,,- ' tinned by the side of the river for a short

distance, having it upon our right hand. The

plain through which this river flows is rich

land^ Soon afterwards we quitted its banks,

and, crossing the plain, began to ascend a part

of Mount (Eta-, which bounds the Plain of

Elatea upon its northern side, opposite to

Parnassus. Here we saw the foundations of

ruined walls upon our left; and, as we continued

to ascend, a ruin upon our right ; denominated,

by the people of the country, the Church of St.

John. Higher up, we rode by a ruined village,

and a mosque built of its materials : the place

is called Mergenary. Thence, encountering a

(1) It was always celebrated as tlie best land in all Phocis. Tr, Vi

^laKiK^ifiiva; a^iirr}] rrii ^niKi'ho; '((ttiv yi •xu^a, r«v Ktiipiffffiv. (^Pausan. lib. X.

c. 33. p. 883.) Homer extols it in this passage :

0" T a^u <xup •ffOTCifiiv Kri^iffcv i7et 'ivcciat.

(2) The name of (Eta was more particularly applied to that part of it

which rises immediately over the Straits of Therm 'pylee ; but the descrip-

tions given by Livy and by Strabo of the mountain are so perspicuous,

tliat there can be no difficulty in identifying it with these heights above

Bodonitzu, towards the south-west; for they are a continuation of the

same mountainous barrier, separating Phocis from the territories of

the LoCRi. The pacsao:e of Strnbo is too long for insertion here. It

bcins, To S' ojoj "hiaTiivii kto Gi^/iC'TuXut xa) t>); avitToy^Yi;, k.t.X. (Vid,

Strabon Geos- lib. ix. p. 620. eli. Oxon.) Livy's description is yet

more minute. Vid. Hist. lib. xxw'i. c. 15. torn. III. p. 266. ed.Crevier.

Paris, 17.38.
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very bad road, and a narrow pass, as we chap.
VIII.

ascended higlier up the mountain, our situation -

being very elevated, we again observed the

bearings of the principal objects ; and noted

them in the following order :

Bearingsfrom the Summit o/" Mount CEta.

Mount Parnes, in Attica, now Noziu, s. e.

Mount Hymettus s.E.andbyE.

The Course of the Cephissus, from w. n. w. to e. s. e.

Highest point of Parnassus . . . s. and by w.

The whole range ofParnassus, extending from n.w. to s. e.

Dadi, upon the base of Parnassus . s. s. w.

Mount Helicon s. s. e.

Mount CithjEron s. e. and by s.

TiTHOREA, upon Parnassus . . . s. and by e.

The Course of the Cachales, in its progress to join

the Cephissus, flowing from Tilhorea . . from s. and by E.

to N. and by w.

Bodonitza, looking down on the other side of the mountain,

N. e. and by n.

A very high Mountain, perhaps the top of Mount Athos,

visible across the Gulph of Malia . n. n. e.

We were now upon the summit of all this part

of (Eta : and as the descent begins here to the

Straits ofThermopyl(e, this is perhaps that emi-

nence of the mountain which bore the appellation

of Callidromos, possibly from the astonishing CaiHdromos.

beauty and grandeur of the prospect, visible

along this part of the Via Militaris. Some have
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CHAP, considered the heights impending immediately

over the site of the hot springs at Thermopylae

as the CaUidromos; not considering that Cato

occupied the summit of that name with a part

of the Roman army, and that it was in the most

eastern part of the chain of CEta\ As soon as

we began to descend, we were beyond measure

surprised with the immensity and magnificence

of tlie scene that opened all at once upon us.

It comprehended the whole of the Gulph of

Ma LI A, looking like a lake in the vast depth

below, commanded by the towers of Bodonitza,

which appeared enthroned upon a conical and

lofty hill among the craggy summits that were

heaped close under our view, also overlooking

all the plain between Mount QLta and the sea.

Every part of this fine prospect has been en-

nobled by the genius of Sophocles, who adapted

his tragedy of the Trachinics entirely to the

scenery here. He has even enumerated the

particular trees found upon this summit of (Eta,

and makes Hercules select them for his funeral

(.1) " Extremos ad orientem montes CE^riw vocant : quorum quod

altissimum est, C«//("(fro?Ho?j appellatur; in ciijus valle," &c. iLivii

Hist. lib. xxxvi. c. 15. torn. III. p. 266. ed. Crevier.) where there was a

vallaj traversed by the Military Way, a description inapplicable to

that part of (Ula Avhich is above the Therma.

Trachinict

of SOFHO-
CLES.
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fi//e;—the oah, the wild-olive, and the pine-tree^, chap.
, V'lII.

He also alludes to a species of bird, which now
inhabits these groves ^ We were therefore

viewing the very objects which inspired the

poet with the design of his play*. Upon the

right, the Cencean Promontory* of Eubcea pro- Cenaan

jected into the middle of this fine picture", tory.

where Hercules set up those altars upon which

he sacrificed to Cencean Jupiter\ Towards the

left, extended, in many a wavy line and

sinuous projection, the summits and the shores

of Thessaly. The sun was setting: and as

deeper shadows began to curtain the many tints

which enlivened the distant objects, we had

the further gratification of seeing the full

moon rise in all her splendour, to give new

(2) Vid. ver. 1 195. vol. L p. 272. ed. Brunch.

(3) Ibid. ver. 105.

(4) The fine passage ai Milton, "^4s the uahn/ul bird sings darkling "

may therefore l)e said to have ori;?inated here ; for it is evidently

taken from the oTa nv oillkiov opviv of Sophocles.

(j) Kctff' xai TO K^taiov It T!)f Eu/Soios; ai/Tixiirai, ecKpa (ixivnuo'ct ^ptf

IfiripKv Koi T»v M.aX.ii» xoXz'ev, vtopi/iu hupyefiiin r^iclv ukoiti cra&'iwi.

Slralon. Geog. lib, ix. p. 617. ed. Oxon.

(6) See the Tlate facing page 232, Vol. IV. of the Quarto Edition of

these Travel;,

(7) 'A»rii Tii sVt' Evliiti;, %-jff ipi^irai

fiiufiili, viXii r 'iyKap-ira, Knvaico Aii'.

Sophoelii TrachiniiE, ver. 237. vol. I. p. 234. ed. Brunck.

fl Kxva/as x^rixii fiu/xuf

hpu-j, X. r. X. Ibid. ver. 993. vol. I. p. 264.
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CtiAP. beauties to this indescribable scene. We re-
VIII.

' r n 1
^ mained for some time fixed to the spot, gazing

with fresh wonder, at every instant. It pos-

sessed more than any effect of transparent

painting can possibly represent, because the

hues and the lights and the shadows varied at

Appear- evcrv momcnt. At last the sea aupeared of a
ance of the ^ >- '-

Sinus Ma. rich blue colour, somewhat darker than the
tiacus.

sky, which was also blue. The higher moun-

tains of Thessaly had the most vivid dyes

:

upon some of their tops the parting rays of

the sun left streaks of an intense colour, and

of. a dazzling brightness. Presently, all the

surface of the gulph shone with the reflected

beams of the moon, as if it had been a flood of

liquid silver. As soon as this appearance

ensued, the lateral features of the mountains

began to fade, and to disappear, as their distance

from the eye increased ; their outline being

still preserved, so that the more remote ex-

hibited only masses like waves in the horizon,

covered by one uniform pale tint, unvaried by

any difference of colour or of shadow. Nearer

to the view, the tints were of a deeper cast

;

investing the sides and declivities of the chasm

through which our descent lay, and the towers

of Bodonitza, with bolder and darker shadows :

but even here, in the fore-ground, and over all
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the precipices, and broken rocks, which ap- ^l^^^'-

peared on either side crowned with thick-set —-^—

'

forests of oak and pine trees, some parts might

be observed less severe ; but these transitions

were of a grey cast; harmonizing with the

shadows among which they appeared.

Hence we descended to Bodoniiza; and not Bodonuza.

being permitted to enter the fortress, we passed

the night in the village which is below the

walls. As we entered, we observed part of an

antient paved-way and an aqueduct ; but there

were no other antiquities about the spot ; nei-

ther marbles nor inscriptions ; nor could we
procure a single medal. The poor inhabitants

were unaccustomed to the sight of coffee ; an

article of a traveller's fare almost essential to

his existence in Turkey, and common enough

in all the great towns. Their wine was also

bad : so that we fared but ill in this part of our

journey. The next morning {Dec. 19.) we
examined the outside of the citadel : but all

the influence of our Tchohodar could not pro-

cure us admission to the interior. We saw

plainly that it had ever been an important

bulwark in guarding this passage. There are

remains of antient walls below the hill upon

which it stands, as of a town below the
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CHAP. Acropolis; resembling the works already de-

V—

V

' scribed at Tithorea and Dadi. Some have

phy'ofTiie supposed that Bodonitza was Opus : but this

diaTlZ" cannot be true, because Opus, capital of a
"'"•

southern district of Locris bearing its name,

could not therefore belong to the Locri Epicne-

midii. Its situation in the midst of a defile of

Mount CEta, leading to Thermopyhe, and not

upon the coast, although at no great distance

from it, is so remarkable, that in the descrip-

tion given by antient writers of the cities of the

Locri, something applicable to its characteristic

position and appearance might be expected.

\Ve have already proved that it could not have

been Opus; but there is great probability that

Thronium. it was Thronium ; and the appearance of the

citadel will add strength to this opinion. First

it should be observed, that Thronium is men-

tioned by Ptolemy as having a mediterranean

situation ; and Strabo makes the same observa-

tion concerning it '. But it was not far from the

coast ; because Polybius, after speaking of the

conference held with Philip in Locris, upon the

(1) Metoj OS i'l'xori (rrao'iov; kto Kv/jfi.idi; Xt/x.yiv, imp ou KtTrxi ra

0g«v;4» Iv ffraoioi; re's iiroi; xctTO, r/iv /aroyaiat' iii' I (ioaypn; tfarafi.!;

iKhtiuftv, i *apappiuv to Opivin, May>iv S' l^aye/aii^dvfiii alroV "(rri Sf

Xiifiifpou;, X, r. A. Slrabon. Geog. lib. ix. pp. 617, (jIS. ed. Ox»n.
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coast, near to the town of Niccua, adds, that it

was adjourned until the day following, when it

was determined that it should be renewed upon

the shore towards Thronium'' . This city was also

by a river called Boagrtls, near to its em-

bouchure. Straho calls this river a torrtnt\

Homer gives the same description of its situa-

tion*. The river which flows from Bodonitza

into the gulph, is now called Alimdna. This

could not have been the position of Nic<ea ; for

this city stood by the sea-shore \ Scm-phe,

although its situation were elevated*^, was only

a village between Thronium and Thermopylae ^

Hernclca, more antiently Trachis, w^as in the

Tracliinian Plain ^ upon the norlhern side of the

alyiaXlf, t'oti fii* ixu^if^wat. l\lybir., lib. svii. cap. 9. tom. IV. p 21

.

ed. Sclnvei^haeus. Lips. 1790.

(3) Strabo calls it ^slfiaff'.s. It was dry in certain seasons of the year.

Yid. Strabon^ Geog. lib. ix. loco cit.

(4) Qoiniv rt, Jfcay^iou ufi(pi f'ulta. Htmeri Iliad. jS. 553.

(5) 'Htxa.lx /iiv Wt ^a.Xa.tfa.1 Koxpuv. Stra'on. Geog. lib. ix. p. 6i21.

ed. Oxon.

(6) 'H OS "Sxap^Ti xurai i(p' t/'4'#«/j. Ibid. p. 618.

(7) Yid. Liviuin, Hist. lib. xxxiii. c. 5. tom. III. p. 99. ed. Crev.

I'aris, 173S.

(S) 'En Tpa-^/ii/a/,-. fThuci/didestUh.iii. c. 92.) Forty stadia from

Tlierniiin!jl<T, and twenty from the sea.
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CHAP, defik. Other towns of the Locri might be men-

tioned, whose situation was even more remote

;

and towards the south, some of them belonging

even to the fiiid inhabitants' of Locris, the

Loan Ozolce upon the Gulph of Corinth. The

reason why so little notice has been taken of

Bodonitza, is, that travellers visiting Turco-

Chorio, and thence proceeding towards the north,

have gone by Mola along the coast; although

the antient paved causeway leading to Thermo-

pylce from Elatea follow this defile of Mount

CEta. If we have recourse to Latin authors for

our information respecting Bodonitza, and am.ong

these to Livy, in the hope that a place so

remarkable has not escaped the notice of an his-

torian, who has written an elaborate description

of all the country in the neighbourhood of Ther-

mopyl(F ; we shall be far from arriving at any

thing decisive. With regard to Mount CEta, we

are told by him^ that the range of mountains

(1) Ai'TcC C.I Ka) Ta^i'avrss >,o^e?, t» ta ro toZ 'Hiaffou ;i.\riiM0i. x,u,i tu)

u'/.y.ui Kivrecvpeo*' uv u'To Tris ffrfTTihovus (pair': to u-iro ty) pi^v toZ i-.o^ov "zptxTX^''

f/.iyov SuiraJStf, «ai S^ofi^ov; 'ix"' v%i'>p f>ii^- A/a Ss rcZre sea) 'OZ0AA2 xa-

?.uir6ai TO 'iCic; S'.rabon. Geog. lib. ix. p. 61 9. ed. Oxon.

(2) " Idjugum, sicut Apennini dorso Italia dividitur, ita mediam

Giaeciam dirimit Extremes ad orieiitem montes Gltam

vocant : quorum quod altissimum est, Callidrotno?i ajipellatur ; in

cujusvalle adMaliacum sinum vergente iter est non latius quam sexa-

ginta passus. Hasc una militaris via est," &c. Livio, Hist. lib. xxxvi.

*:. IT), lorn. HI. p. 266. cd. Crevier.
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bearing: this appellation was so extensive, that chap.
^^

,. . . VIII.

it ran through all Greece ; dividing it into two ^,^...^,,^—

.

parts, as the Apennines divide Jtali/ : only that

portion of it being properly called (Eta, which

is heaped up into ridges towards the east. The

highest part of all was called Callidromos ; ac-

cessible, however, to an army,— because Cato

drove the y^tolians, having vanquished them,

from this summit^: and there was a valley

lying at its foot, only sixty paces wide, through

which a road led to the Gulph of Malia
;

answering to that valley wherein Bodonitza is

situate. There are four towns belonging to this

neighbourhood of whose situation we are alto-

gether ignorant ; Cnemis, ^Ipenus, Tichius, and

Rhoduntia : two of them (the j^r^^ and last) being

described by Strabo as by nature fortified* ; and

Livi/, relating an attack made upon the two last

towns, speaks of the difficulty to which Flaccus

was exposed, in his attempts to storm their

citadels*. Perhaps, after all that has been

urged, it will be plain that Bodonitza was

(8) Vid. Liv. ihid. c. 18. torn. III. p. 270.

(4' Vide Strab. ibid. pp. 6l7, 621.

(5) "Fiacco non eadera fortuna ad Tichiunta et Rlwduntinm,

nequicquarn subire ad ea castella conato, fuerat." Lima, ibid.
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CHAP. Thronium. At the same time, somethinp- should
Tin. . .

*•

—

^^ be said oiCnemis ; for the mountain of this name,

whence the Locri Epicnemidii received their

pecuHar appellation, was contiguous to Mount

CEta, and to the GulpJi of Media ; and the

characteristic description given of the town of

Cnemis in two words (^^u^iov l^v^/^vov) by Strata

may be considered as applicable to the situa-

tion of the present citadel ; but the position of

Bodonitza, respecting the XEIMAPPOI flowing

by it to the gulph, added to the correspondence

of its appearance with the evident etymology of

Thronium, and the difficulty of assigning to the

latter any other situation, afford strong pre-

sumption for believing that it stood here. It

must however be confessed, that this is not the

spot where Thronium is placed, according to

the observations of MtUtius, in his Geography '.

He would infer, from an inscription found at a

place called Palceo-castro, that the site of Thro-

nium was elsewhere. The references we have

already made to Ptolemy and Straho decidedly

prove that it was not upon the shore ; but the

latter mentions a port, distant twenty stadia from

(1) Qoiviov, <rou (f^'Ucu o to~o; xxXurai xsivai; Hxkciio:icr.rTpa ii; t« M'cfuxfX.

Mek'tius says he savr there this inscription :

TAIBOTAAIKAITniAAMniePONIEnN.
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Cnemis, above which, at an equal distance of
^^{\l''

twenty stadia {zccroi rrjv fjusoroyociuv) , Tiironium '—"" '

was situate ; and there may have been the

inscription to which Meletius alludes".

We now set out upon the most interesting

part of all our travels,— an expedition to the

Straits of Thermopylae: and we began the

day's journey with increased satisfaction, be-

cause we had already observed, that, in quitting

the usual track of travellers by the coast, we
were actually following the antient military ivay,

mentioned by Livy, as it was prepared and

paved by the States of Greece for the passage

of their armies ; and, consequently, that we
were now treading in the footsteps of those

Spartans who with Leonidas guarded this defile

at the invasion of Xerxes. The remains of the

old paved road will long continue ; because it

is the common practice of passengers to avoid

this pavement
;

preferring an easier path, by

the side of it. Although the whole of this road

be a descent from Bodonitza, we nevertheless

continued to proceed at a considerable height

(2) Vid. Stralon. Geogj. lib. ix. pp. 617, 618. ed. Oxon. See also

U>v Thronium, what Pausanins says in his Eliacs, cap. 22. p.435-

tJ. Kiihnii.
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YIII.
^^jj^- above the level of the marshy plain of Mola and

the sea. The hills around us were covered

with trees ; and we found some rare plants

growing beneath them, both among the rocks,

and over the rest of this narrow valley'. We

(l) The following Note contains the Plants we collected in the

Defile of Thermopylae :

Common Phillyrea— Phillyrea media, Linn.

Scarlet Oak

—

Quercus coccifera, Linn.

Rou°:h Bindweed

—

Smilex aspera, Linn.

Common Rue— Ruta graveolens, Linn.

Ground Germander

—

Teticrium Oiamadrys, Linn.

Common Chick-Pea

—

(Jicer arietinum, Linn.

Grass-leaved Iris

—

Iris graminea, Liun.

Common Olive

—

Oka Europcea, Linn.

Heath-leaved St. John's Wort, supposed to be the Yiopis of

Dioscorides

—

Hypericum, Cons, Linn.

Some of these plants were gathered at the Hot Springs in the narrowest

part of the Pass, close to the Via Militaris.

Here we also found a very aromatic little shrub, branching almost

from the ground, the younger branches quadrangular, and rough, with

short hairs pointing downwards ; the leaves linear, very blunt, a little

channelled above, closely pierced on both sides with little concave

dots, and ciliated with a few strong bristles at the edges, and disposed

close to each other in four rows on the small branches, the large ones

being always leafless : as the leaves grow older, many of their cilias

fall off, and they appear nearly naked. The inflorescence is terminal

in a kind of spike an inch and a half long, and composed of about five

whorls of flowers, the uppermost of which are so close as to touch each

other, but the undermost gradually a little more distant : the bracts

are lanceolate and ciliated at the edges, and extend beyond the whorls,

but fall off soon after the season of flowering : the calyx is bilabiate,

and a little compressed, with two prominent ciliated edges, and sparkles

with numerous little fiery-coloured dots ; the mouth bilabiate, ciliated,

and thickly set with long white hairs ; the upper lip divided to the base,

into two very narrow segments ; the upper lip tridentale ; the seeds

four

,
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had journeyed in this manner for about an hour,

when, having passed several stadia of the antient

pavement, we suddenly found ourselves in a

small plain surrounded by mountains, just

before the descent to the narrowest part of the

Straits falls off abruptly, by a steep and un-

interrupted declivity. Here we observed, close

to the antient way, upon our right, an antient

TUMULUS, upon which the broken remains of a

massive pedestal, as a foundation for some

monument, were yet conspicuous. In its pre-

sent state, it is sufficiently entire to prove that

the form of this pedestal was square, and that

it covered the top of a conical mound of earth

;

four, uaked in the bottom of the calyx, but one of them only appears to

come to mnturity, vrbich is of an inversely ovate form. Unfortunately,

all the flowers had fallen, before we saw it. It will however appear,

from the above description, that the plant (with the exception of the

corolla, which is yet unknown) hath the essential character both of

Thymus and Thymbra; and even when the blossom is discovered,

unless it shall prove different from that of either of the above genera,

must still remain ambiguous. As the compressed sharp edges of the

calyx, however, are certainly a more decided character than the hairs

at the mouth, which we have observed in plants of this order, other-

wise very different both in character and habit ; and as the habit of

our plant approaches considerably to that of Thvmbra; that the

knowledge of it may not entirely be lost, suflfice it at present to describe

it as a dubious species of that Genus, by the name of Thymbra ?

AMBiGUA. Thymbra ? floribus verticillatis sjJtcatis, spfcis elongatu;

foliis (juadrifttriam imbricatis, linearilus, ciliatis, uirinque punctatii

ohlusissimis ; bracteis lanceolatis Jlores excedentibus,

VOL. VII. X
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CHAP, which is the shape common not only to antient

sepulchres in general, but in particular to those

of Greece; as appears in the examples already

adduced of the Tomb of the Athenians in the

Plain of Marathon, and the Tomb of the

Thehans in the Plain of Ch^ronea. It con-

sisted of large square blocks of a red marble

breccia, some of which remained as they were

originally placed : others, dislocated and

broken, were lying by, with a considerable

fragment of one of the wrought corners of the

pedestal. The surface of this red marble

breccia was entirely encrusted with a brown

lichen ; and the stone itself, by weathering, was

so far decomposed upon its surface, that it

resembled common grey limestone ; thereby

proving the great length of time it has thus

remained exposed to the action of the atmo-

sphere'. It is hardly necessary to allege any

additional facts to shew to whom this tomb

belonged. Being the only one that occurs in

the whole of this defile; and corresponding pre-

cisely, as to its situation by the side of the

military ivay, with the accounts given of it by

(1) It is however susceptible of a very high polish ; and then it

appears of a brownish red, spotted and streaked with white. We
have preserved specimens of the stone.
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antient authors, there can be no doubt that this ^^j^j'

was the place of burial alluded to by Herodotus'^, ^ -y '

where those heroes were interred who fell in the

action of TiiERMOPYL.^; and that the Tumulus

itself is the Polyandhium mentioned by Slraho, poiyan-

whereon were placed the five stel^ ; one of [bTcreejti

which contained that thrilling Epitaph^ still xtERML*'

speaking to the hearts of all who love their ^^^^

country.

ftHENAnArrEIAONAAKEAAIMONIOISOTITHIAE

KEIME0ATOI2KEINnNnEI0OMENOINOMIMOI2

It may be thus rendered into English metre,

without altering the sense of the original :

—

TO LACED.^MON'S SONS, O STRANGER, TELL,

THAT HERE, OBEDIENT TO THEIR LAWS, WE FELL!

The same appellation of Polyandrium, as

applied to a sepulchre, occurs in Pausanias, with

(2) Qa<ph7ffi Se ffipi avrou ravrri rrivso £<rs<r»v, xx) Toitt T^iri^oy nXiurv-

rairt, h. t. X. Herodoti Polymuia, lib. vii. cap. 228. p. 455. eA. Gronoviu

L.Bat. 1715.

(3) This epitaph is here given from Strabo, (lib. ix. p. 622. ed. Oxon.

It was composed by Simonides of Ceos. It occurs, with some varia-

tion, in Herodotus, {ibid.) The words there are :

n. |er»', uyyiiXn \axih«if/,!fjioi; on riiSi

KiiU'.Cx, To'i «£/>4)y fTtfAaji niloiiivti,

X 2
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CHAP,
VIII.

Situation

of the

Spartan

advanced

guard.

reference to the Tomb of the Thehans near Ch^,

ronea': and the only difference between the

two is, that the CJueronean tumulus is larger than

this : they are both alike in shape. We have

not thought it right, in relating our discovery of

this tomb, to introduce any remarks that were

made afterwards ; but the reader, wishing to

have its history yet further ascertained, will

find additional testimony concerning it in the

account which follows. The description of its

exact situation, with regard to the scene of

those events which have consecrated to perpe-

tual memory the narrow passage of Thermopylae,

will serve to strengthen the opinion here main-

tained with regard to the tomb itself; for it is

placed upon the top of the very eminence,

within the dejile, to which all the Greeks retired,

excepting only the Thebans :
*' and there,"

says Herodotus', " is the tumulus, at the

ENTRANCE OF THE DEFILE, WHERE NOW
STANDS THE STONE LION TO LeONIDAS." They

retired to this spot, answering also to the situa-

tion of their camp; for this was within the 2vaU

that closed the passage ; there being a little

. (1) njo9-<ovT»v « T^ jroXs/, nOATANAnON' 0HBAinN ia-riv, k. r. X.

Pausan. Boeol. c. 40. p. 795. ed. ICnhnii.

(2) 'O 61 xtXatvo} ot/TOf 'iffri Iv t*) iire^/u, okou vvv i \l^ivsf Xiay iffTTtxi Iti

AsiaviSi}. Herodjli Hist. lib. vii. cap. '2'2t<. p. 455. ed. Gronovii.
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plain here, extending along the valley towards chap.

Bodonitza: and there is no other place " ivithin ^ ^- >

the ivali," where their camp could have been

situate, as will presently appear. In the de-

scription of the position held by the Greeks at

Thermopyl^, Leonidas is represented as not

being within sight of the Persian army ' ; which

would have been the case if he had been any-

where further advanced towards the north.

When the Spartans composed the advanced

guard, during the day upon which a person was

sent by Xerxes to reconnoitre, they had de-

scended from their camp, and were seen at the

entry of the defile, ivithout the wall*, a little

removed from the south-east side of the small

bridge where the Turkish dervene now is, upon

the outside of the old wall :—for these Straits

are still guarded as a frontier pass ; and they

are as much the Gates* of Greece as they were

when Xerxes invaded the country ; neither is

there any reason to doubt, that, with respect to

(3) Vid. Herodot. Polymn. c. 208. p. 449.

(4) Ibid, loco cit.

(5) T«y /jCiy ouy vd'o'ho)), TliXa; xaXov(ri, xcc) <rrua, x.a) Qt((t»*iXaf ivTi

yaa xa) 3iofia. TXr,(riov li'SaTU rifitufiiva us 'HoaKh'xou; /«ga. {Strab. Geog.

lib. ix. \i. 691. ed. Oxon.) Livi/ mentions this Pass nearly in the

same manner :
" Ideo Pvli, et ab aliis, quia calida aqua in ipsis

luucibus sunt, Thermopylae locus appellatur." Livii Hist. lib. xxxvi,

f. 15. J}.
2(j6. torn. ill. ed. Crevier.
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CHAP. SO narrow a passage, any remarkable circum-
VIII.

1 o ^

- stance related formerly should be irreconcile-

able with its present appearance. Indeed, some

of the most trivial facts, casually, dropped by

historians, guide us to particular parts of the

defile where the events took place. For ex-

ample, it is mentioned by Herodotus, that the

Spartan soldiers, upon the occasion alluded to,

were found '' combing their hair\'' Whoever

has seen the inhabitants of the country thus

occupied, must have observed that this opera-

tion of cleansing the hair is also accompanied

by ablution, and that it takes place, of course,

by the side of some fountain. The mere cir-

cumstance of being stationed near to ?i fountain,

often suggests to the persons so situate the

propriety of this duty. Observing therefore

the little change that has taken place in Greece,

in any of the customs among its inhabitants,

relating to their way of life, it might be ex-

pected that 2i fountain still exists, denoting the

spot where the Spartans were seen upon this

occasion. Whether the probability be admitted

or not, the sequel will shew that this is really

the truth.

(1) Touy Ss Tui xifict; Krtyi^o/iivov;. Herodoti Hist. lib. vii. c. 20S

p. 449. ed. GroHOv.
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Hence the descent becomes rapid towards chap.
VIII.

the narrowest part of the Straits ; and the mili- -'

tary way leading through thick woods which

cover the declivity, is in many places broken

up by torrents, as it is described by Straho. In

•about three quarters of an hour from the Poly-

AXDRTUM, we arrived at the wall mentioned Great

by Herodotus'^. The remains of it are still very Wdi/™
considerable ; insomuch that it has been traced

the whole way from the Gulph of Malta to the

Gulph of Corinth, a distance of twenty-four

leagues ; extending along the mountainous chain

of (Eta from sea to sea, and forming a barrier

towards the north of Greece, which excludes

the whole of (Etolia and Thessaly. In this re-

spect it resembles the wall of Antoninus, in the

north of Britain. It may be supposed that we
did not follow it beyond the immediate vicinity

of the Straits of Thermopylce, where it begins
;

but this fact, as to its great length, was com-

municated to us by our guides ; and it was

afterwards confirmed by the positive assurance

of our Consul at Zeitiin. It is built with large

and rudely-shaped stones, which have been put

together with cement ; and in many places the

work is now almost concealed by the woods

and thickets that have grown over it.

(£) tierodol. ibid.
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CHAP. Immediately after passing this wall, upon the

t ' / outside of it, and upon the left hand, is seen the

fountain before alluded to
;
precisely in the situ-

ation that must have been occupied by the Spar-

tans, when reconnoitred by command of Xerxes.

Fiatanm It is shadcd by an enormous Plane-tree (^Pla-

tanus Orienta/is) of unknown antiquity, self-sown

in its origin, and one of many that may have

flourished upon the spot ever since the Lace-

dcemonian soldiers were seen at this fountain,

combing their hair, and amusing themselves

with gymnastic exercises '. Indeed, if the

stories related by antient authors of the great

age of the Oriental Plane-tree, in certain in-

stances, were to be admitted as true, the pre-

sent example might only be considered as an

immediate offspring of some venerable plant

found here upon that occasion; for the battle of

Thermopylcu was fought only four hundred and

eighty-one years before the Christian sera*, and

Pausanias tells of a plane-tree in Arcadia sup-

posed to have been planted by Menelans; so that

the age of the tree, when he saw it, must have

been thirteen hundred years. It is well known

that the seeds of the Platanus Orientalis remain

(1) Herodoti Polymnia, c. 203.

(2) Vid. Chronicon ex Mariiior. j^nindd. L!. 66, 67.
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upon the tree, in little balls, until the spring; chap.
VIII

as they do not ripen early in the autumn. We v—.^^.i^

found many of the seed-vessels in a mature

state, hanging from the branches : and being

desirous of bearing away a living memorial

from a spot so celebrated, we gathered many of

them'. Thence, leaving i\\efountain, we entered

the extensive bog, or fen, through which a

narrow paved causeway offers the only ap-

proach to all the southern parts of Greece.

This causeway has, upon either side of it, a

deep and impassable morass; and it is further

bounded by the sea towards the east, and the

precipices of Mount (Eta tow^ards the ivest. Here

is situate the Turkish dervene, or barrier, upon a

(S) The seeds of this tree were afterwards sown by the author iu a

garden belonging to the Fellows of Jesvs College, Cutnbridge, where

theyiprang up ; and there is one tree now standing in that garden,

which has been thus raised. It is in a flourishing state; but its

height at present does not exceed eleven feet, and its girth is only

seven inciies in circumference. The Oriental Plane-tree is not a plant

of very quick growth ; but in warm latitudes, especially if it he near

to water, it attain- a most astonishing size, ^lian relates the ad-

oration that was paid b\ Xerxes to a tree of this sort in Phrygia. The

marvellous Plane-tree of the Island of Cos has been described in a

former Part of tlicsc Travels. Pliny mentions a Plane-tree in LvciA

that had mouldered away into an immense cave, eighty feet in cir-

cumference. The Governor of the province, with eighteen others,

dined coramodiously upon benches of pumice placed around it. Cali-

fcnla had a tree of the same kind, at his villa : the hollow of it held

lirteen persons at dinner, with all their attendants.
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CHAP.
VIII.

Of the

Pyla; and
2'hermcs,

small narrow stone bridge, which marks the

' most important point of the whole passage

;

because it is still occupied by sentinels, as in

antient times ; and is therefore, even now, con-

sidered as the ITTAAI of the southern provinces.

The ThermcEi or hot springs, whence this defile

received the appellation of Thermopyl^, are

at a short distance from this bridge, a little far-

ther on, towards the north': the old paved

causeway leads to those springs, immediately

after passing the bridge. They issue princi-

pally from two mouths at the foot of the lime-

stone precipices of (Eta, upon the left of the

causeway, which here passes close under the

mountain, and on this part of it scarcely admits

two horsemen abreast of each other; the morass

upon the right, between the causeway and the

sea, being so dangerous, that we were near

being buried with our horses, by our impru-

dence in venturing a few paces into it from the

paved road. These springs, formerly sacred to

Hercules-, are still called Therms. They are

half way between Bodonitza and Zeitun. We

(1) " In ipsis faucibus." Livius.

(2) All liol springs and warm baths were sacred to Hercules ; but

those of the Pass of Thermopijlce were especially consecrated to him j

and all the surrpundin^ country was rendered illustrious by his history.

This appears particularly from the Tracldnia of Sophocles j refe-

rences to which have been already made.
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dismounted, to examine their temperature : chap.

and, as it was now noon, we first estmiated the

temperature of the external air; it equalled 51°

of Fahrenheit. The temperature of the water,

within the mouth of the springs, amounted to

111°,' being 31'^ lower than the temperature

of the hot springs at Lijdia Hamam near Alex-

andria Troas; which are nearly at the same

height from the level of the sea^ Yet the

water appeared very hot when we placed our

hands in it ; and smoke ascended from it con-

tinually. The water is impregnated with car-

bonic acid, lime, muriate of soda, and sulphur.

It is very transparent, but it deposits a calca-

reous incrustation upon the substances in its

neighbourhood. The ground about the springs

yields a hollow sound, like that within the crater

of the Solfatara near Naples. In some places,

near to the springs, we observed cracks and

fissures filled with stagnant water, through

which a gaseous fluid was rising in large bub-

bles to the surface. The fetid smell of this gas

(3) See a former Part of these Travels, Vol. III. Chap.VI. pp.1 89, 90.

Octavo Edit. Dr. Holland says, he " found the temperature to be

pretty uniformly 103°, or 104*^, of Fahrenheit ;" which is even less than

our statement : but perhaps Dr. H. did not place his thermometer

quite so far within the mouth of these springs ; for this would cause a

difference equal to seven or eight degrees of Fahrenheit,'—Se? Travels,

&ic. hij Henry Holland, AJ. D. p. 3^2. lA>nd. 1815.
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CHAP, powerfully bespeaks its nature; for it is sul-
VIII.

Fetid

gaseous

exhalation:

^ phuretted hydrogen. Having before alluded

to the accuracy with which Sophocles adapted

the scenery of the Trachinice to real appearances

by SopHo- around the Sinus Maliaciis, it may be worthy of
^^^^ remark, that even this trivial circumstance, of

the gaseous ebullition through crevices of the

earth at Thermopylae, did not escape his obser-

vation. He makes a curious use of it, in the

scene between Dejanira and the Chorus; when

he causes the former to relate, that some of the

wool stained with the blood of the Centaur

Nessus, falling upon the Trachinian Plain, in a

place where the sun's rays were the most fierce,

there boiled up from the earth ' frothy bubbles.

The audience who were present during its re-

presentation, and who were well acquainted

with all that was worthy of observation in the

Plain of Trachinia, must have regarded with a

high degree of satisfaction the appropriation

of its physical phaenomena to an interesting

story; because it was interweaving facts,

whereof many of them had been witnesses, with

the machinery of a fable, which, as a popular

superstition, was of course listened to by them

(1)
—

'E/s Ss ysjj, fiViv

vrao'JKitT , a,\ia.Z,icv(ri (^nfi^iaai; a^^ii.

Sophoclis Trachinicc, ver. TOl. vol.1, p. 252. cA. Brtinck.
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with all the attention due to the most solemn

truths. And, at this distance of time, a new in-

terest is given to the most beautiful productions of

the Grecian drama, when we know that the Poet,

in his descriptions, did not merely delineate an

ideal picture, but that he adapted the mytholo-

gical tales of his country to the actual features

of its geography, and to its existing characte-

ristical phsenomena. We have before shewn that

the antiquities oiMycence were made subservient

to his plan of the Electra ; and perhaps it will

hereafter appear, as Greece becomes better

known, that the observations we have now

made, respecting the Trachinice, may be ex-

tended to all the other productions of his Muse.

The nature of this narrow pass at THERMOpyL^E Mature of

the Pass of

has been sufficiently explained : it is owing Thermo-

entirely to the marshy plain which lies at the

foot of a precipitous part oi Mount (Eta, between

the base of the mountain and the sea. This

marsh never having been drained, is, for the

most part, one entire bog; and there is no possi-

bility of obtaining a passage by land along the

shore, from south to north, or rather from south-

east to north-west, excepting over the paved cause-

wai) here described. The most critical part of

the Fass is at the hot springs, or at the bridge
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CHAP, where the Turkish dervtne is placed. At the
viir. ^

V , / former, the traveller has the mountain close to

him on one side, and a deep bog on the other.

A handful of brave troops might therefore

intercept the passage of the mightiest army that

the Persian or any other Eastern empire ever

mustered : and this we find they did ; until a

Path over p^ith was poiutcd out for the troops of Xerxes,

(Eta. which conducted his soldiers, by a circuitous

route over the mountain, to the rear of the Gre-

cian camp. The same path was also pointed out

to us ' : it is beyond the hot springs, towards the

north ; and it is still used by the inhabitants of

the country, in their journeys to Salona, the

antient j4mphissa. After following this path to a

certain distance, another road branches from it

towards the south-east, according to the route

pursued by the Persians upon that occasion.

The dejile, or strait, continues to a certain

distance beyond the hot springs ; and then the

road bears off, all at once, across the plain

towards Zeitim. It is still paved in many places

;

(1) "The Persians, says Procopius, found only one path over the

mountains : now there are many and lar^e enouj^h to admit a cart

or chariot ;

—

af^alirav irx'^ov ti olruv. (I)e CE(tip. lib. iv.;" Jfalvole's

MS. Journal.
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and it thereby marks exactly the line of march chap.
. . VIII.

observed by Leonidas and the Greelis, in their

daring attack upon the Persian camp, in the

night before their defeat, when they ventured

out of the dejile. But we found it impossible

to ascertain precisely where HeracUa stood,

distinctly as it is mentioned by Livy'^, or to

mark the course of the Asopus river. Several

streams may irrigate this plain ; which, at the

time of our passing, were all combined into one

flood, by the inundation of the Sperchius towards

its mouth. This last is the main river, and

indeed the only one to be noticed : it comes

from a plain which extends round Mount (Eta

towards the nest. It was upon our left as we

passed from the hot springs to go to Zeitiin ; and

it joins the marshy plain of Thermopylae

towards the Sinus Maliacus. We looked back

towards the whole of this defile with regret

;

marvelling, at the same time, that we should

quit with reluctance a place, which, without the

interest thrown over it by antient history, would

be one of the most disagreeable upon earth.

Unwholesome air, mephitic exhalations bursting

(2) " Sita est Heraclea in radicibus CEt« montis : ipsa in campo,

arcem imminentemloco alto et undique praecipiti hahet." Livii Hist,

lib. xxxvi. c. 22. torn. III. p. 273. Crevier.
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through the rifted and rotten surface of a cor-

rupted soil, as if all the land around were

diseased; afilthy and fetid quagmire; *' a heaven

fat with fogs
;

" stagnant* but reeking pools

;

hot and sulphureous springs ; in short, such a

scene of m-orbid nature, as suggested to the

fertile imagination of antient Poets their ideas

of a land poisoned by the "blood of Nessus,'' and

which calls to mind their descriptions of Tar-

tarus, can only become delightful from the most

powerful circumstances of association that ever

were produced by causes diametrically oppo-

site;—-an association combining, in the mere

mention of the place, all that is great, and good,

and honourable ; all that has been embalmed as

most dear in the minds of a grateful posterity.

In the overwhelming recollection of the sacrifice

that was here offered, every other consideration

is forgotten ; the Pass of Thermopylie becomes

consecrated ; it is made a source of the best

feelings of the hum.an heart ; and it *' shall be

had in everlasting remembrance'."

(I) "There Honour comes, a pilgrim gray,

To bless the turf that wraps their clay
;

And Freedom shall a while repair,

To dwell a weepinj hermit there."

CvlUn
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1

Hence we passed over the swampy Flain of chap.

Trachinia, in the midst of the worst air of all ,

Greece, overgrrown with tall reeds, and inhabited 1','^'°?^.
O ' Trachinia.

by buffaloes ; animals, almost amphibious, de-

lighting in stagnant pools and watery plains,

and always seeming to thrive the best where

the human race thrives the worst. The marshes

of Terracina in Italy are fall of them ; and the

lands oiLower Egypt y inundated by the Nile. We
crossed the river Sperchtus, by means of a stone

bridge : it was at this time overflowing its banks,

flooding all the land near to it; and rolling,

like the Nile, in many a muddy vortex. Upon

the stone bridge the Turks established a dervene, Turkish

as a barrier, upon this side of the defile ; which

may be considered as the Gate of Phthiotis and

Thessaly. It is held by Albanians, who col-

lect a tribute from passengers for the privilege

of passing. Soon after crossing this bridge, the

ground gradually rises, towards the north, from

the flooded and marshy land. We saw a large

tumulus in the plain; and immediately after-

wards arrived at the town of Zeitun, distant zcUuu.

three hours' journey from the kct springs of

Thermopyl^.

Zeitun may be described as a miniature mode

of Athens. The town had suffered grievously

VOL. VII. Y
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CHAP.
VIII.

Albanese

Women.

FROM THE STRAITS OF THERMOPYL.^

by fire three months before. It has been be-

lieved that Zeitun was the antient Lamia ; and

we were of this opinion: but Meletius, the

archbishop of Joannina, entertained different

sentiments. We found his work upon Geo-

graphy in the Consufs house, and it was the

first time that we had seen it. The name of

this place has been written Zeituni and Zituni,

but its inhabitants write it Zeitun. One argu-

ment which may be urged against this position

of Lamia is, that there are no antiquities upon

the spot. We could find nothing as a trace

of the former existence of any Grecian city.

The town is governed by a JVaiiuode, a Disdar,

and a Cadi; but all these together, with several

Beys who reside here, are under the dominion

of ^li Pasha, and they tremble at the sound of

his name. There are from eight hundred to a

thousand houses in Zeitun, and about a thousand

shops. The inhabitants are Turks and Greeks.

Their commerce is altogether ruined : it con-

sisted in the exportation of silk, cotton, and

corn. We could not avoid remarking a very

great resemblance between the Albanian ivomen

of Zeitun, and those of India whom we had

seen with our army in Egypt : they resem-

ble that Lido-European tribe called Gipsies in

England, whose characteristic physiognomy has
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a degree of permanence that no change of chap.

chmate seems to affect. >, ,- >

On Smiday, December the twentieth, we left

Zeitiin, about half after eight a.m.; and began

to ascend the mountams of Thessaly ; leaving

towards our left the mountain Otiirys, now
called Kata F'Oihry. The weather was de-

lightful, but the mountains very generally

covered with snow. As we left Zeitun, we
saw, near to the tov/n, a tomb constructed

in the old Cyclopean style : it was what is called

a Cromlech in Wales, consisting of two uprights,

with a large slab laid across : near to it there

was a cistern, probably a Soros. There is a paved

road, or antient military way, over this moun-

tain. The rocks of the mountains have here

an ochreous appearance. After riding to the

top of a very steep and high mountainous

ridge, north of the town, we halted to m.ake

observations l:^^' the magnetic needle.

Y 2 Bearinss
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C

/-ITT A p
VII I, Bearings noted upon the Summit of a Mountain north

"^ o/"Zeitun.

Straits of Thermopylae . . . . s. s. e.

Mount Parnassus, indistinctly seen . s. and by e.

Course of the Sperchius down the valley between

the mountainous chain of CEta and that of Othrys,

from N.w.tos.E.

This river is here called Carpeniche.

Mount Othrys, high, steep, and snowy . . s. w.

High Mountain of Salona (Amphissa) appearing be-

tween (Eta and Othrys . . . . s. and by w.

Mount (Eta s. andbvE.

An exceeding high sugar-loaf Mountain, with a flat top,

covered with snow, and lying towards the right,

beyond Mount Othrys . . . . w. and by n.

This mountain stands in the same line of direction as the

Plain of the Sperchius^ and the course of that river
;

that is to say, n. w. and s. e. and at the end of the

visible part of the plain, as if it terminated there.

The peasants who were our guides, told us that the

Sperchius and many other streams flow from that

mountain. It is called Veluchia, or Fetukia, by the

natives ; and they say it stands in Agrdfa. On its

top there is a plain ; and in winter, they say, a lake.

It should also be observed, that Othrys is still called

Kata V'Othry : and it is not situate as laid down in

maps, to the north of the river Sperchius, but, as

before stated, to the south-west.

Thence descending towards the north, at the

distance of three hours and a half from Zeitun,
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we passed a Turkish dervcne, and again paid ^^^f'
tribute. Afterwards we crossed a very exten-

'—v—

'

.
Plain of

sive plain of good and rich land, but entirely dowcIu.

uncultivated, and .covered over with brush-

wood and with dwarf oaks. At the distance

of an hour and a half from the dervene, we saw

upon our left, in a cultivated spot, the remains

of some antient buildings, and two tumuli ; one

on either side of the old military way. The

prospect in other respects was that of a bleak

and desolated region. This plain is called

Doiuclu. At its extremity, we passed a river

by a bridge. We saw, towards our left, a

large lake among some mountains : our guides

called it Limne Dowclu. Here we observed

that the faithful little dog, which had accom-

panied us in all our travels, was missing : and

he was become so great a favourite with all

our party, owing to his odd appearance and

uncommon sagacity, that even the Tchohodar

vowed he would not proceed without him;

—

a singular instance, in a Turk, of attachment to a

dog. The consequence was, that one half of

the party measured back their steps all the

way to the derveney while the rest waited at the

bridge with the baggage. At the dervtne they

heard the cries of the little animal ; who had

posted himself upon the top of a very lofty hill,
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CHAP, that he might survey the country, and, if pos-

^ sible, discover our route ; and was uttering his

distress most lamentably, in consequence of the

approach of some one, v^ho was also heard

calling to him. As soon as he saw Mr. Cripps,

he ran to him as if shot from a gun ; and leap-

ing upon his horse, remained seated behind his

saddle until he arrived once more at the bridge.

By this time, evening was coming on ; and we
were overtaken by a Tahtar Courier from Tri-

polizza in the Morea ; who pretended that

he had been only one day upon his journey,

and that he expected to arrive at Constantinople

in six days. This appeared to us to be impos-

sible. Afterwards, our journey was continued

through woods; and we often observed the

remains of a paved road. The guides frustrated

our plan of seeing Thaumacia, now called

Thaumaco, by going a shorter road to Phar-

SALiA, and leaving it upon our left; thereby

shortening the distance at least three hours.

Thaumacia contains the remains of antient

walls, and it ought to be visited. It is situate

upon the top of a hill. We were surprised,

soon afterwards, to find that the plain over

which we had been traveUing was very highly

elevated : after ascending a gentle slope, upon

leaving the woods, there was suddenly exposed
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lo our view one of the most extensive prospects ^^j^|''

in all Greece. To the north-east we surveyed *

—

-n '

the immense Plain , of Crocius ; and, looking crocms.

down, beheld summits of many mountains far

below us. The antient paved-way, by which we
descended, bore off in that direction. We asked

the guides whither the other road conducted

;

and they said, to Valos\ shewing that the

antient name of Alos is still preserved ;—for Aios.

throughout Thessaly they have a practice of

prefixing a ^ before the original name, which

is pronounced V^', diS (3 Othry, for Othrys ; and

(3'Alos, for Alos '. Our descent hence continued

along the old road, which was much broken up,

and in some parts entire ; but whether entire or

broken, we were compelled to ride upon it, as

there was no other. Another immense prospect

(l) The people of Thessah/ entertain a tradition that the first ship

(alluding to the Argo) sailed from this place ; by which it is evident

they mean ^/o, the antient Pagas«;, situate at the mouth of the river

OncJtestuf, in the Sinus Pela.igiais. The Argo, however, was launched

at Aphetce. Alos was upon the river Amphrysvs, in Phthiotis, at the

northern termination of Mount Othrys, distant si.rtystadia from Itone.

See Stephaiius de Urbib. Sfc. p.6G. Ed. Gronnvii, Amst. 1678. Its

situation is mure fully pointed out by Sii-abo, as cited by Gronovms in

Note (26) of the same edition. 'O oi ^hariKos "AXeg i'^ri ru fri^art xtTrai rtis

OSeuoi e^ov; ir^o; uQxrev xiiftiyeu t? 't'^iariSi, x. <r. X, {Strahon. Geog. lib. ix,

p. 627. Ed. Oxnn.) But Strnhn afterwards adds, that Alos was placed

by Arlemidorus upon the sea-shore : 'AgTip.'tou^a; Ss rhv "AXev i» Tn

trapaXla rUtitriv, x< r. X. The geography of Thessalt rcm.iins now, as it

ever was, in a state of great uncertainty.
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now presented itself; and at almost an equal

depth below us, to that before mentioned. It

was the Plain of Pharsalia, so renowned

for the great battle between the armies of

Julius Ccesar and Pompey, when twenty-four

thousand soldiers of Pompeys army were made

prisoners of war. It was fought on the twelfth

of May, forty-eight years b. c. The pleasure

of beholding this magnificent prospect was

greatly diminished by our want of knowledge

of other objects. The eye roamed over distant

summits, as if it surveyed a world of moun-

tains : but our guides were so ignorant, that

they could not tell us one of their names ; and

we might have attempted in vain to form con-

jectures of them by the wretched maps which

exist of all this country. Soon afterwards it

became dark ; and the rest of our journey this

day proved so fatiguing, that it was with much

ado we could sit upon our horses to reach the

end of it. A long, laborious, and difficult

descent was to be got over. After many an

anxious inquiry of our guides concerning the

distance yet remaining to our place of rest,

about two hours after darkness began, the

Pharsa. iHumiuated minarets of Pharsalus ', now called

(1) oapSAAGS, ffcAff QnnrccXia;, X. T. X. Stephanus De Urhihus,

-p. G9I. ed. Cronoiii.
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Pharsa, comforted us with the assurance that chap.
1 ,7 VIII.
the khan was near.

The Reader would perhaps smile if he knew Turkuu

what sort of comfort the khan itself afforded,

when we arrived. All these places are alike in

Turkey. There is not a dog-kennel in England

where a traveller might not lodge more commo-

diously than in one of these khans ; and the

caravanserais are yet worse than the khans. A
dirty square room, the floor covered with dust,

and full of rat-holes, without even a vestige of

furniture, is all he finds as the place for his

repose. If he arrive without provisions, there

is not the smallest chance of his getting any

thing to eat, or even straw for his bed. In such

an apartment we passed the night;—unable

even to kindle a fire ; for they brought us green

wood, and we were almost suffocated with

smoke ;—not to mention the quantity of vermin

with which such places always abound, and

the chance of plague-infection from their filthy

walls. This subject is merely touched upon,

that persons who have not visited Turkey may
know what they ought to expect, before they un-

dertake a journey thither. Yet, even to all this,

weariness, and watchfulness, and shivering cold,

and other privations, will at last fully reconcile
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CHAP, travellers, and make them long for such a

^

—

.
—

' housing. In these places there is no separation

of company;— masters and servants, cattle-

drivers and guides, and every casual pas-

senger of the road, make their bed together.

We had been scarcely long enough, in our sorry

chamber at Pharsnlus, to sweep away some of

Tahtar thc dirt upou its floor, when other Tahtar
Couriers.

Couriers arrived ; travelling as the former one

(who passed us upon the road with despatches),

night and day. It was curious to see how

these men take what they call their Caif

(refreshment) at one of these khans. The horse

is left standing in the court; while for the

space of about ten minutes, or during the

interval of changing horses, the Tahtar squats,-—

for it cannot be called sitting,—with his back

against the wall, supporting himself upon the

soles of his feet, and inhaling rapidly the fumes

of his pipe upon his lungs ; sending it back in

curling volumes through his nostrils. Then, if

he can procure about as much muddy coffee as

would fill the bowl of a table-spoon, he utters

his Alhamdulillah (God he praised!) and con-

tinues his expedition with renovated energy.

The surprising journeys undertaken by these

men on horseback, and the rapidity with which

they are performed, are su(?h as, if related.
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would exceed belief. In fact, there are no

couriers in the world who are capable of

sustaining similar f^itigue for an equal length of

time ; not even the Russian Fcldltgers, in their

Pavoskies. The Tahtars are sent as couriers to

all parts of the empire : and it is for this reason

that the dress they wear is considered the

safest disguise any Christian traveller can as-

sume, who is compelled to journey alone

through the Turkish provinces.
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CHAP. IX.

PHARSALIA, TO THE VALLEY OF TEMPE.

appearance of the Country after passing Thermopylae

—

Boundaries and names of Thessaly— Pharsalus and

Palaepharsalus

—

Population ofPharsa—Field of the Bat-

tle of Pharsalia

—

Appearance of the Plain—Pelasgiotis

—Numerous Sepulchres—Antique Cars—Larissa

—

Evil

disposition of its inhabitants— Population-'—Commeixe

—Peneus River—Larissa Cremaste

—

Uoad to Tempe

—

Tumuli— Military Way— Nesonis Palus

—

View of

Olympus

—

Entrance of the Valley—Gonnus

—

Origin of

the Defle—Ampelakia

—

Natural locality of the Verde-

antico Marble—consequence of the discovery—Atrakia

—Marmor Atracium

—

Village o/'Ampelikia

—

Manu-

factory—Effect of the English Cotton-mills—Manner

of making the thread—-Process of dyeing the wool—
Bearing
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Bearing of the Defile—Antient fortification—Roman

Inscription— its date ascertained— use made of it—
Former notions of Tempe

—

Descriptions given of it hy

antient authors—Pococke and Busching

—

Value of

lAvy's Observations—Pliny and ^lian.

After leavinf^ the old boundaries of GrcEcia

Propria, the traveller, in the wider fields of

Th ESSALT, finds an altered region, and an ,^,00^0? the

altered people. The difference is perceivable after'^L-

from the instant that he has passed the heights '"» ^''^'""

*• o viopylcP.

behind Zeitiin. ,Thessaly was the Yorkshire of

Antient Greece, as to its country and its inhabi-

tants. A vulgar adage in England, maintaining

that "ifa halter be cast upon the grave ofa York-

shireman, he will rise and steal a horse;' and the

saying, *' Do not put Yorkshire upon m," as de-

precating fraud ; express the aphorisms antiently

in use respecting the Thessalians, who were

notorious for their knavish disposition; inso-

much that base money was called Thessalian

coin, and a cheating action Thessalian treachery.

Do not these facts tend to establish former

observations concerning the effect produced by

different regions upon the minds of the natives ' ?

— for Thessaly has not forfeited its archaic

(0 See Chap. II. of this Volume, p. GO.
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CHAP, character ; and with regard to the shrewd pea-

santry of Yorkshire, however we may be dis-

posed to make the exception, and to dispute the

application of an ilUberal pleasantry, we shall

not be able to banish it from the lano:uao:e of

Boundaries common convcrsation. The bomidaries how-
and names
of Thes- ever of Thessaly have varied as often as the

appellation it has received'. Its most antient

denomination was Pelasgia; wherefore Homer

always calls it Pelasgicon Argos. He does not

once mention it mider the name of Thessaly. It

has also borne the various names of Pyrrhcea,

j^monia, Pandora, Nesonis, and lastly Thessaly.

It is divided by Straho^ into the four districts of

Phthiotis, Esticeotis, Thessaliods, and Pelasgiotis

;

all of vfhich Ptolemy' ascribes to Macedonia.

Pharsaiut. Wc fouud but fcw autiquitics remaining of

the antient Pharsalus. Like other towns and

villages of Thessaly, Pharsa is so entirely

under Turkish domination, and has been so long

in the hands of Moslems, that if they have not

destroyed the relics of its former state, they

have always hidden them from a traveller's view.

(1) Vid. Stephan. de Urbib, p. 305. Not. 46. edit. CronoLii. Amst.

1678.

(2) Vid. Strahon. Geog. lib. ix.

(3) Ptolemai Gqo^. lib. iii. cap. 13.
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The name alone remains to shew what it once

was. South-iuest of the town, indeed, there is a

hill surrounded with aiitient lualls, formed of

large masses of a coarse kind of marble. There

is also the lower part of a Gate. And upon a

lofty rock above the town, towards the soutK

are other ruins of greater magnitude ; shewing

a considerable portion of the walls of the Acro-

polis, and remains of its Propylcea. This place,

as it is usual, is called Palceo-castro. Livy men- Paiai.

tions a PALiEPHARSALUs*; and Straho notices^"""''"**

the new and the old city *. The modern town is

situate at the foot of a mountain commanding a

very extensive view towards the north of the

Plain of Pharsalia, extending east and west. In

the court of the khan, and in other parts of the

town, we saw some steps made of enormous

blocks of stone. Pharsa contains two thousand Population

houses ; but, for its inhabitants, a far greater

proportion of Turks than of Greeks. There are

four mosques ; and the cisterns, within the

courts and inclosures of these sanctuaries, and

of the houses, perhaps contain inscriptions ; but

(4) " Castra eo tempore A. Hostilius i?i Thessaliu circa Palxpharsa-

luin habebat." \"u\. Liv. Hist. Epitome), lib. xliv. c. 1. p. 678.

Paris, 1738.

(.5) Tns Ti mXa7ci; »cu Tr,t fix: Strab. Gcog. lib. ix. p. 625. ed. Oron.
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CHAP, we could not procure a sight of any one of

them. This place is an Episcopal See, under

the Archbishopric of Larissa'. Straho men-

tions the old and the new town". The old is

also often noticed by Livy, and by other

writers\

Monday, December 21, we left Pharsalus, in a

thick fog. In a quarter of an hour we saw a

Fieidofthe TuTtiulus, OX Polvandrium, the usual indication of
Battle of

, ,

"^
. , .

, ,

pharsaiia. dijlcld of battle \ as m the mstances already so

often adduced. We came to a bridge of four-

teen arches ; five whereof were large, and the

rest of inconsiderable and disproportionate size.

The situation of this bridge, with respect to

Pharsa, very accurately agrees with a remark

by Appian"^ as to the interval between Pharsalus

and the river Enipeus. We cannot possibly

therefore have a better beacon for the situation

of the contest between Ccesar and Pompey\ as

(1) Vid. Annot. in Stephan. de Urbib. ed. Gronov. p. 691. Not. 53.

(2) Ibid. Strab. Geog. lib. ix.

(3) Ibid.

('1) ' Aio oh r.at TiTTa^XKia'^iXltiv; tuv 'iraXaiv <puXazxs rov ffrotiroTioov

xaraXtVuv, "Tto-^naaai td'j; Xoiriovs, I; to fiiTa.%v '^a^ffaXou ts -^oXius xat

' S.vi'Tr'iaj; <xtTafiw, 'i\6a xcct o KaTffa^ aurihiKOff/iii. i. e. Quapropter relictis

quatuor millibus Italorum, qui castra custodirent, csteros deduxit in

aclem inter Pharsalum urbem et Enipeum amnem, Ubi ct Caesar ex

adverso constitit, castris dispositis." Vid. Ap^nan. de Bell. Civil, lib. ii.

vol. II. p. 278. Ed. Sckweighaeuser. Lips. 1785.
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indeed the tomh shews, markino^ the heap raised chap.
IX

over the dead upon that memorable occasion, i ^' ,

Mr. JValpole is also of this opinion ; although he

has not noticed the tomb in his Journal ; neither

did we observe the cotton plantation which he

mentions : but this is of little moment. He
mentions the course of the river, and the situa-

tion o^XheJield of bottle, in his Journal \

From Pharsa to Larissa, the road is excellent.

It is almost entirely over plains covered with

fine turf, without a single stone, but sometimes

interspersed with a fine gravel. The soil is

very rich. The Plain of PharsaUa, which we ^ppeaj-
•^ -y ' ance of the

crossed first, riding during an entire hour at a ^'^'"•

jog-trot, resembled the scenery in Cambridge-

shire; so much so, that we could not avoid

noticing the circumstance ; being similarly flat

and dreary, without inclosures, exhibiting pas-

ture mixed with ploughed land, and dykes near

the road, beyond which were shepherds with

their flocks : only, instead of the Royston crows,

we had nobler flights of eagles and vultures. A
dense fog, concealing the distant mountains,

(5) " The traveller cannot miss finding the field of battle, now over-

grown with cotton: it is, says Appian, fura,^ <t>ec^ffdXtu ri ^iXn>s xa)

'EviTiu; trara/iov. The Enipeus flows into the Apidanus, which is received

by the Peneus." Jf'nlpole's MS, Journal.

VOL. VII. Z
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CHAP, rendered the similitude more striking. After
IX. . .

^
'- ' we quitted this plain, we crossed over some

hills of trifling elevation; and thence descended
PeiasgioHs.

jjj^q ^hc immcusc campaign of Larissa, once

the greater plain of the Felasgi. The soil here

is the finest that can be imagined; the land,

although in many parts imcultivated, being

smooth and flat, but, even in peaces where the

plough had passed, very negligently kept, and

Sepukhres. full of wccds. In this plain are some of the

most remarkable tumuli known, both as to their

size and to the regularity of their form. Lucan

seems to have had the numerous sepulchres of

Thessaly in contemplation, in one of his splendid

digressions '.

At some distance from our road, we saw

(l) " Thessalia iufelix quo tanto crimine tellus

Laesisti Superos, ut te tot mortibus unam,

Tot scelerum fatis premerent ? quod sufficit aevuin,

Immemor ut donet belli tibi damna vetustas ?

Quoe seges infecta surget non decolor herba

Quo non Romanos violabis vomere manes ?

Ante novce venient acies, scelerique secundo

Praestabis nondum siccos hoc sanguine campos.

Omnia majorum vertamus busta licebit,

Et stantes tumulos, et qui radice vctustA

Effud^re suas, victis cumpagibu?, urnas :

Plus cinerfim Haemonise sulcis telluris aiatur,

Pluraque ruricolis feriuntur dentibus ossa."

Lucani Pharsal, lib. v\\. v. 847. f . 229. Lifs, 11126.
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several parties of Turkish sportsmen, coursing, CHAr.

on horseback, with negro attendants, and with >, .,- ^

very fine greyhounds. The plough in this

country is drawn either by a pair of oxen or by

two buffaloes. As we drew nigh to Larissa,

the fog dispersed ; and the atmosphere be-

coming clear, we saw a chain of mountains, like

a great wall, stretching east and west, and

bounding all the plain towards the north. At

the base of this vast barrier lies the town of

Larissa, extending in a long line, and making a

magnificent appearance. We counted not less

than twenty-four mosques and minarets. Here

we saw, once more in use, those antique cars, Antique

drawn by oxen or by buffaloes, vvith solid

wheels, which we had observed in the Plain of

Troy, and of which a representation was given

in a former Part of these Travels*. We noticed,

also, other wheel-carriages, for the first time

since we left Constantinople. The very sight of

them proved our approximation to northern

regions, and that we should now more fre-

quently encounter the genuine Thracian and

Sarmatic habits.

As we entered Larissa, and rode along the LarUsa.

(2) See the VigneUe to Chap. V. Vol. III. Octavo Edit.

Z2
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CHAP, streets, we saw very few antiquities : they coii-

. sisted of the broken shafts of Corinthian pillars,

and cornices. The coemetery near the town,

by the prodigious quantity of marble it con-

tains, hewn into the most barbarous imitations

of Turkish tiaras, such as calpacks and turbans,

offers a convincing testimony of the havoc made

by the Moslems of Larissa, among works of

Grecian art, during the long period that this

city has been in their possession. We found

here some antient sepulchral marbles, used for

Turkish tomb-stones, with Greek inscriptions,

mentioning merely the names and countries of

the deceased : but no other inscription, nor a

single entire column, could be seen. There

was a conak at this place ; but we found it to

Eviidis- be absolutely uninhabitable, and the people
position of , , . . . , in
its inhabi- bclougmg to it wcrc as msolent and fierce as

savages. We therefore resolved to wait upon

the Bey, taking care to be accompanied by our

Tchohodar. After making our way through a

throng of slaves and attendants, we found him

in a sumptuous apartment, fitted up after the

Eastern manner; sitting, not upon the couch,

but upon the floor of the divan, playing at

backgammon with another elderly personage,

who had the distinction of a green turban. He
was surroundedbyeffeminate-lookingyoungmen,
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who were sprawling upon the same floor, and chap.

either smoking or sleeping. Havmg made our ^ ,,i

complaint as to the state of the conaJc, and the

behaviour of the people, he ordered us to be

conducted to the house of a Greek Bishop ; but

recommended caution to us in venturing among

the inhabitants; describing them as a vicious

and ungovernable set of men ', over whom he

had himself, he said, no authority, not daring to

punish any one of them.

We remained all the following day at Larissa,

endeavouring to obtain some account of the

present state of the city and of its inhabitants

;

but this, which is always a difficult undertaking

where the majority consists of Moslems, was

made particularly so in the present instance,

by the evil disposition of the populace towards

strangers who are Christians. Never will the

traveller find a place where Franks are less

(l) They had the same character when Pncocke was here, in the

middle of the last century. " The people," said he, " both Turks

and Greeks, have a bad character ; and it is dangerous travelling near

the city." Pococke's Description of the East, vol. II. PartU. chap. vii.

/>. 153. Lond. 1745.

Dr. Holland cites " a geographical work of some merit, composed

in the Romaic language {rmy^a(pice. ^iuti^ikh), where they are charac-

terized as Mifoxiiirroi its «xgo, xai Itifiuhit : Haters of Christ to the

HIGHEST DEGREE, AND BRUTAL." See Holland's Travels, ^c. p. 269.

Lond. 1815.
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CHAP, respected. When we appeared in the streets,

^ ..y- ,.i the boys followed us, pelting us with stones

;

and the slightest attempt to check their

disorderly behaviour endangered our lives.

Everywhere we heard the same opprobrious

expressions, of " Christian dogs!'' '' Rascally

InfideUr ''Accursed of God!" Much of this

was owing to our being compelled to send the

Tchohodar about the town upon business V
when he was with us, we were less inter-

Topuiation. rupted by insult. We ascertained, however, the

number of houses in Larissa : they amount to

seven thousand; and there are about thirty

mosques'. Some few Greeks and Jews reside

here ; but the principal part of a population

amounting to 20,000 individuals, consists of

Moslems. The shops are numerous and good :

among the goldsmiths we found some valuable

Medals. silver medals, particularly one of large size, in

the highest state of perfection, of the Locri

Opuntii. We bought also some of Larissa ; and

a bronze coin of the greatest rarity, of Pelinna,

with the legend entire, liEAINNAmN ; together

(l) Pocoche mentions fifteen thousand Tin-Jiish bouses, only, which

must have been an exag:t:'eration ; fifteen hundred Greek, and about

three hundred Jeivish, families. {Description of the East, vol.11.

PartW, p. {^Z. Lond. 1145.) Dr. Holland, (our thousand houses,

and 20,000 inhabitants. See Holland's Travels, Ufa. p. 266. Land. 1815
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with silver coins of Thessaly, OEIIAAftN, and chap.

gold coins of Philip and of Alexander. We ^ -,- '

were told by the goldsmiths that antient medals

are often found at Pharsa, and that they are

brought to Larissa for sale. One of the gold-

smiths regretted that we had not arrived a

little sooner ; having, as he said, melted as

many silver medals, a short time before, as

afforded a mass of the pure metal v^^eighing

half an oque'^. Making great allowance for this

most exaggerated statement, we may never-

theless believe that medals pass frequently

through the hands of these workmen in Larissa:

and as the large silver coins of the Locri Opuntii

are among the finest specimens of the Grecian

art', travellers, coming after us, will do well to

attend to the circumstance. In the shops of Commerce.

this city we observed almost every thing that

is sold at Constantinople, and much of German

ware besides, especially glass. Tea is also

sold here, and of good quality. Where there

are so many Turks, the commerce in other

respects cannot be considerable; yet Thessaly

must export a great quantity of corn, as the

(2) " Oa trouve dans cette ville d'eicellentes m^dailles d'or et

d'argent, presque toutes des Rois de Mac^doine et de la Grice."

Voyage Du Sieur Paul Lucas, torn. I. p. 84. Amst. 1744.

(3) See the Vignette to this Chapter.
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CHAP, inhabitants are unable to consume the produce
IX

V _ _' of their land. The earthenware sold at Larissa

is so beautiful, that it may be considered as the

only place where modern pottery exists, resem-

bling, as to its purity, brightness, and elegance,

the antient terra-cotla of Greece: it comes from

a manufactory near Salonika, where the Theri-

clean -art may be said to exist in its original

perfection'. We saw some vessels of red clay,

with as fine a varnish, and as elegant a form,

as those which are taken from the sepulchres

of Athens ; and they were very strong, although

almost as thin as paper. Being obliged to

continue our journey on horseback, we had not

the means of conveying any of them away with

us. The town is situate upon the Pen eus, now
called Salamhria ; and there is a very handsome

PenPas bridge over the river, the buttresses being

lightened by perforations : it consists of sixteen

arches, eight large arches, and eight that are of

much smaller size. From this river the inha-

bitants are well supplied with fish
;
particularly

carp, roach, and eels. Rain fell profusely

during this day ; and it caused such a flood in

the river, that it rose almost to the top of the

(1) "0»'a S' Irriv j'/Sjj Qn^ncXiiut ruv auKuv. Dinui/sius Si'nopensts i?i

bervalrive. Vid./llhen.Ul.\\.c.A.j).A^l. Lugduni, \6hT.

river
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higher arches'^. We found many fragments of chap.

the Verde-antico marble used even for the com-

mon purposes of pavmg : perhaps this may be

accounted for by a circumstance that will be

related in the sequel ; the discovery of a sub-

stance very similar to this breccia, in the neigh-

bourhood, lying in its natural state. Some

priests applied to us for a charitable donation

for their monastery, pretending to be very poor

:

this practice is common in Turkey, wherever

(2) " The river Peneus ruus on the west aud north of this town, and

is crossed by a stone bridge of many arches. Procopius says, 'This

river which washes the town is borne on with a gentle current to the

sea,' iZ ftaXa tr^afmas •• De ^dif. lib. iv. The same author describes the

country in the vicinity as extremely fertile and well-watered. Indeed,

no plain in Greece can be more productive than that of Larissa, par-

ticularly in corn and cotton : it is still the 'Larissa ...campiis opimtE,'

Hot, In its greatest length, it is twenty miles. The market of

JLarissa is well supplied with all kinds of provision
;

particularly with

excellent fish caught in the Peneus. The circuit of the town is from

three to four miles: the inhabitants are, iu number, about 14,000

Turkish families, 1600 Greek; and there are 2000 Jews. The Greek

at whose house I lodged, complained of the unhealthy air of the place.

From the window of my room I looked over the river, and part of the

plain, backed by the snow-covered summits of Olympus, which, ex-

tending in a great length of line from east to west, brought to mind

the exact meaning of the fiax^os "Okv/i^o; of Homer. The height of this

mountain has been given at 800 toises. I find in Plutarch, that

Xenagoras measured it accurately with instruments (J/ o^yavav), and

found the perpendicular height to be more than ten furlongs (irjoj rhr

tcihrot). See the Life of Paitlus ^Emilius. The height of Pelion,

Pliny informs us, was also taken by Diceearchus, by order of the

Ptolemies, and was found to be ' nccl passuam ratione peipcndiculi.'
"

TValpole's MS. Journal.
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there are monasteries. In the street near to

the bishop's house we saw the capital of a Doric

pillar; and such detached fragments are all

the remains we could find of the Temples^ of

this famous city. But many more considerable

relics of its antient splendour may exist, and

would be brought to light, if we were permitted

to enter the courts and mosques of the intolerant

Turks, who hold the supreme rule here, and

oppose every inquiry of this nature. Before

we quit the subject of the antient Larissa, it may

be proper to remark, that, owing to the number

of cities to which this appellation was common,

some confusion has been introduced into the

geography of Greece. And this seems also to

have happened among the Romans; for Livy

makes a careful distinction® between the nohle

city of Thessaly, of this name, and another,

called Larissa Cremaste: yet how often have

they been confounded by the moderns ! Livy

(n " Vidit prima tuae testis Larissa ruiniE

Nobile, nee victum fatis, caput : omnibus ilia

Civibus eflfudit totas per moenia vires

Obvia ceu laeto prasmittunt munera flentes :

Pandunt templa, domos."

Lucani Pharsal. Uh.\\\, trr. 712. /?. 224. Lips.\126.

(2) " Larissamque, non illam in Thessalia nobilem urbem, sed

alteram, q\iSLm Cremasten\ocsiUt," Livio, lib, xxxi. c.46. torn. 111.^.49.

ed. Crevier.
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is relating an expedition of the Romans from chap.

the northern point of Euhoea to the opposite

continent, to attack Larissa Cremaste; but it

does not hence follow that this city was upon

the coast : indeed, the words of Siraho decidedly

prove the contrary'. It had also the name of

Pelasgia*; and it had been called Cremaste from

its situation, (being as it were suspended) upon

a high rock. It is therefore not improbable that Larissa

this may have been an antient citadel of the

more modern Larissa upon the Pentus, at some

considerable distance from the other, and in a

precipitous situation, above the plain. The

author thinks he can almost prove this to have

been true ; for the inhabitants now give the

name of old Larissa to a Falceo-castro which

is upon some very high rocks, at four hours

distance towards the east. The place is visible

from Larissa. This Palceo-castro, therefore, may
have been Larissa Cremaste, if it were not

also the Pelasgicon Argos of Homer, where

ylchilles reigned, and whence he received the

appellation of Larissceus\ And perhaps we may

(3) 'En fi'.aoya'ia lar)v H KPEMA2TH AAPI22A, x.r.X. Strabonis

Geog. lib. is. p. 650. ci. Oxon.

(4) 'H 1' aurri filt HEAASriA Xiyo/iUn. Ibid.

(5) " Quos neque Tydides, nee Larisseeus Achilles,

Non anni domuere decern, non mille carinae."— Firg.^n.Il. 1 79.

Jupiter
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o-aiii other information also from this circum-

stance; for nothing more seems to be necessary

to explain why the Citadel of Argos in Pelo-

ponnesus was called Larissa, and the Citadel of

Larissa in Thessaly was denominated Argos,

than this circumstance of their similitude as to

situation and appearance; each of them having

been constructed upon the top of a high and

almost inaccessible rock.

On Wednesday, December the twenty-third, we left

Larissa, and set out for the Valley of Tempe.

This name, authorised by a long acceptation, is

now generally used ; but the Gorge, or De/ile of

Tempe, would be a much more appropriate ap-

pellation. That any dispute should have arisen

among the Moderns as to the situation of the

place itself, is truly marvellous ; because it

still preserves its primeval name, pronounced

Tembi ; and there is no place in all Greece whose

locality it is less difficult to determine. An
inscription discovered by us within the de/ile, and

JuPiTEB was also called Larissaus, not, as some have supposed, from

this city of Larissa, but from the ^rgive citadel of that name (where

there was a Temple of Jupiter), as it plainly appears ,from Strabo,

lib.y'm. Vide Stephanum, lib. de Urlih, p. Aid. Not. 72. edit. GrO'

novii. Adde Pausuniam (Corinthiacis, c. 25.) See also Chap. \III.

Vol. VI. of these Travels, p. 473. Octavo Edition.
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which will hereafter be more particularly chap.

noticed, will set this matter in a clear lioht.

According to the plan hitherto observed in these

Travels, we shall avoid anticipating observa-

tions that were subsequently made ; but set

before the Reader the substance of our Notes,

according to the order in which they were

written upon the spot. Mr. Walpole considers

the Defile of Tevipe, and the Fale of Tempe, as

two distinct places. His opinion, and the ob-

servation of another learned and accomplished

traveller, our common friend. Professor P«/mer',

upon this subject, are subjoined in a note'.

(1) John Palmer, B.D. y^rafcic Professor, and late Classical LectuFcr

in St. John's College, Cambridge

;

—vir eruditus, probus, dilectus.

(2) " In order to understand clearly what the Antients have said

concerning Tempe, it is necessary to keep in mind, that there are two

distinct places, havings distinct characters of scenery belonging to

them;—the Defile of Teuipe ; and the Valley of Tempe.
*' I shall begin with the first.—The river Peneus flows for three or

four miles through a gorge between the mountains Olympus and Ossa,

which rise on one side of it, almost perpendicularly : on the other,

they alTord space for a narrow road formed in the rock, running along

the river side. Some of the mountains in Borrowdale by Keswick

resemble those in the defile of Tempe, both in shape, and in their

wild and barren aspect. The manner in which the rocks at Matlock

rise from the border of the river reminds us of those at Tempe : but

to make the resemblance more striking, nothing but the grey limestone

rocks at Matlock should be seen, divested of all the verdure with

which the oak and mountain-ash adorn them ; and they should rise

to a greater height. The Defile of Tempe could never have been repre-

sented by the Antients as picturesque or beautiful. Lix'y, speaking of

the
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CHAR Excepting that the defile is rather wider, and

J expands more into the form of a valley at its
IX

the lofty niountains there, uses these words :
' Monies ita zitrinque

ahscissi, ut vix despici sine vertigine quadam simul oculorum animique

possint.' Pliny's words are not quite so strong: ' Ultra visum hominis

ite attollere dtxtva Ictvaque leniter convexajuga.'

" On the top of the mountains overhanging the narrow parts of the

defile, on the side where Ossa rises, are the remains of antient forts.

Here might be the spot where Livy says, * ten armed men could defend

the Pass with ease.' Dec. v. lib.'w. In this part also is to be seen the

inscription, first observed hy Dr. Clarke, cut in the rock; stating,

that ' L. CAssius LONGiNUS FORTIFIED TEMPE.' In Searching different

writers, to see whether any mention is made of this person, I have

been fortunate enough to find the following words in Julius Caesar

(lib. iii. De Bella CiviliJ :
' L.Oissium Longinum in Thessaliam misit

Ccesar.' There can be no doubt that this is the person alluded to:

we are therefore in possession of another interesting fact,—the very

age of the inscription.

" The word Tempe, says Vossius (in Melam), from being applied

to the Thessalian defile, was afterwards used when the Greeks spoke 4
of narrow passes : thus, in Theophanes, the Passes of Taurus are called

Ytfi-^fn TTii Kikix'ias- Anna Coinnena calls Tempe, Kkuiraij^ai ; a word

employed by the Greeks now as meaning a defile. Another Byzantine

liistorian, Georgius Acropolita, speaking of a Pass through which the

Strymon flows, says, ' The common people call such places, KXiKrei^ai.'

" Respecting the situation of the other part of Tempe, called the

Valley, Pococke speaks in a very undecided manner. He doubts

.whether it lies at the south-west entrace of the defile, near Baba; or

at the north-east extremity. As I passed through Tempe in December,

at a time when it was impossible to judge correctly of the natural

beauties of the country, I shall not speak, from my own observations,

more positively concerning this celebrated valley; but shall subjoin a

valuable Note from the Journal of my friend Professor Palmer, who

saw it in the spring of the year 1806, the most favourable season, as

he was travelling southward from Salonica. From his statement, there

can be little doubt that the valley was situated towards the north-eastern

entrance of the Defile of Tempe-

* May
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extremities, we see no reason for insisting upon

the distinction. The dales of Derbyshire and

Cumberland, and the dingles of Wales, are by-

some called valleys, and by others considered

rather as defiles, or passes ; but these distinctions

exist only in the names given to them.

" 'May 13, 1806. After riding nearly an hour close to tbe Bay,

we turned S. through a delightful plain, which, after a quarter of au

hour, brought us to an opening between Ossa and Olympus, the

entrance to a Vale, which, in situation, extent, and beauty, amply

satisfies whatever the Poets have said of Tempe.
" ' The country being secure, we were able to view the scene from

arious situations. The best view is from a small hill about one mile

S. from the ChAn. Looking E. you have then Ossa on your right hand

;

on your left, a circling ridge of Olympus, clothed with wood and rich

herbage, terminates in several elevations, which diminish as they

approach the opening before mentioned. In the front is the Vale,

intersected by the Peneus ; and adorned with a profusion of beauties,

so concentrated, as to present under one view a scene of incomparable

eflfect.

" * The length of the Vale, measured from the station to the open-

ing by which we entered, I estimate at three miles ; its greatest

breadth, at two miles and a half.

* Extending your view northwards, tbe Vale opens towards a rich

plain which bounds the Bay of Salonica; high above whose waters is

seen majestic Athos. This interesting feature has hitherto been

unnoticed : indeed, it can only be noticed in very favourable circum-

stances of weather and situation of the observer.'

MS. Journal of Professor Palmer.

" To this spot, then, described by ProfessorPalmer, must be applied

the epithets used by the Antients, when speaking of Tempe,

—

nemorosa,

umbrosa, viridanlia, xaXa.. The opinion of the Emperor Julian should

not be overlooked. During his residence in Greece, he probably had

visited this interesting spot. In a letter to Libanius, he places * the

Thessulian Tempe only second to the celebrated Grove and Temple of

Daphne in Syria.*
" Walpole's MS. Journal.
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CHAP. Leaving Larissa, we saw, upon the right, the
IX

. torso of a statue of a woman, remarkable for

^°m,T ^^^ excellent sculpture visible in the drapery.

Within the Turkish ccemetery, upon this side

of the city, there were many Greek sepulchral

marbles ; also the operculum of a Soros. Here

we read some valedictory inscriptions, of which

the two following may serve as specimens ; for

they are hardly worth notice, except as a proof

that the cutters of tomb-stones in all ages have

been generally illiterate men.

1.

AIONYClA€PMOrENHNT
ON6AYTHCANAPAMNIAC
XAPINHPa)CXPHCT6XePIN

2.

AYrHTAIONTONIAIONANAPA
MNeiACXAPIN

HPcocxPHcrexAipe

Tumuli. Being once more in the open Pelasgic Plain,

we were struck by the appearance of the nu-

merous tumuli then in view : many of them were

extremely large, and in excellent preservation.

They did not seem to have been opened and

ransacked for the hidden treasure which it is

possible some of them contain, as it has often
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happened in Tahtary; but, upon some of them, chap.

small huts had been constructed, as dweUings __-^,^

for the shepherds. We observed these tumuli

on both sides of the Peneus, and the whole way
to the Defile of Tempe, the entrance to which is

distant three hours and a half from Larissa.

Our road over the plain was along the old

military paved-way ; and we passed a marshy

lake, said to be dry in summer, by means of

this causeway. It can be no other than the

Pahs Nesonis, mentioned by Straho^ as near to

Larissa, which, as usual, is inaccurately placed

in the maps published iox Barthelemy''s Anacharsis.

The river, swollen by the late rain, had inun-

dated the land near to its banks ; and this marsh

was therefore full of water, so as to resemble

a lake.

The scenery was now uncommonly fine ; view of

Olympus being all in view towards the north,
'""^""'

covered with snow. More towards the east,

OssA, upon our right, made a conspicuous

appearance. Towards the south-east, and rather

behind our route, as we journeyed towards

Tempe, appeared Mount Pelion. But the

(1) K«( Ta a-sgi rhv K:r.vv/S« Xiftytiy, », r. X. Slrubo'i. Geo^. lib. ix.

p. 639. ed. Oxon.

VOL. VII. A A
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CHAT, view of Olympus engrossed our particular

^ attention^ owing to the prodigious grandeur

into which its vast masses were disposed. We
had never beheld a scene of bolder outline ; for

the only diminutive objects in this grand pro-

spect were the distant herds of cattle, grazing ia

detached groupes upon the plain in the fore-

ground'. All the rest consisted of parts of

such magnitude, that, in their contemplation*

animated nature is forgotten ^* we think only

(1) The sketch which the author made of this scene, as a memoraD-

dum, lias been considered a faithful representation by other travellers

f

and therefore it has been engraved for the Plate annexed to Vol. IV. rf

the Quarto Edition of these Travels, facing p. 277. It will serve U>

shew the reader the natare of this higbly-poetie land. The form of

w? Oii/mjms, and the undulating line presented by its " many tops," has.

been accurately taken.

(2) Tliis feeling is finely expressed by Cumberland. The poet fe

described as viewing the prospect from the summit of S/eiddaw, in Cum-

berland.
«' Now downward as I bend my eye,

What is that atom I espy,

Tliat speck in Nature's plan ?(—

Great heaven ! is that a man ?

And hath that little wretch its cares.

Its freaks, its follies, and its airs ?

And do I hear the insect say,

* My lakes, my mountains, my domain?'

O weak, contemptible, and vain!

The tenant of a day.

Say to old Skiddaiv, ' Change tliy place,

Heave HelvcUyn from his base.

Or bid impetuous Derwent stand

At the proud waving of a master's hand."

Sec HtUchtHson's Hist, qf Cumberland, ybl. II. p. \68, Carlisle, l794>
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t)f that Being who is represented in the im-

mensity of his works ; and we thereby indulge

the same feelings which first induced the be-

nighted Heathens to consider the tops of their

mountains' as habitations of *' the most high

godV

Drawing near to the base of this mio^hty ^"^,^*,
'='

^

o '' of the Val-

rampart, which seems to interrupt all commu- ley.

iiication between the plain of the Pelasgi and the

more northern territories, the entrance to the

defile of Tempe begins to appear, like a breach in

a wall. Suddenly one of the guides, a Greek,

conducting a baggage-horse, began to sing, in a

loud tone of voice, a popular ballad in Romaic,

expressing a dialogue between the two moun-

tains, Olympus and Ossa; which still retain their'

original names in the country, although a little

altered in the appellations 'O EAIMnoS KAl

'O KISSABOI. The dialogue relates to a dispute

between the two mountains, as to the length of

the season when they are concealed by snow *.

(5) Tlarai Tt trxd'Tiai ri (pi\at, xcti v^eioyls ax^oi

'T^ptiXaiy c^ivy. Hom. Hymn, in Apollitiem, vcr. 144.

(4) Ju/j/^er being therefore called "T-i/'/a-Taj, and 'Tr^/^uya;.

(5) We shall give the beginning of it, exactly as we received it from

an illiterate peasant; not vouching for correctness, or grammatical con-

struction.

A A 2 ''^ F.x,^T«
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CHAP. We dined near a village called Yan : betweeij

^'
' this place and Larissa there are many vine-

yards. Afterwards, we continued our journey

by the side of the Peneus, until we arrived at

Baba, situate at the entrance of the Vale of

Tempe. There are many Turkish villages

within the mouth of this valley, at its Thessalian

extremity : and as we could find no antiquities

upon the spot, we knew not where to place any

of the Grecian towns that were said to have

occupied the same position. Perhaps Baba may
Goniius. have been the antient Gonnus, for this was in

the entrance to Tempe : and there was also a

city called Elatea, near to Gonnus^ and within

the defile\ It is proper that the reader should

be made fully acquainted with the nature o(

this extraordinary passage : and first, in order

to give him some notion of the appearance of

Tempe, it may be said, that it resembles the

pass of KyllycranJcie in Scotland, and that of

'0 'EXifATTo; xxt KitTffccfias to, %voi [iouytz fiaXXovav,

MaXuiov Tou QaXaiTffifou, xai 2iaTt t»u jiofifitv ;

Ma fin ftaX^ev(7is Kiffalios, xat f^n ft-l ^a^aSioKtlis ;

Eyo waXX/ 'Sit xarairj), to ficci to icoikoKai^t,

Nfls iraja Kxi eivo tou va 'X^urou xai to; f^u %m ««"» toi ftntt.

(1) " Livy, speaking of £/a?^a and Go7mus, says, " Utr-.que oj^ida

injaucibus sunt, quee Teiife adeunt." Liu. Hist. lib. xlii. c. 54. torn. III.

p. 654. Paris, 1758.
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Dovedale in Derhyshire ; but it is upon a much chap.

grander scale; for Olympus upon the left, and v"
' ;-' '

Ossa upon the right, form the two sides of the

pass. Owing to some tremendous revolution in Origin of

the Defile.

the lace oi nature, these two mountains were

separated from each other, having been origi-

nally one and the same entire mass; and in

the bottom of the cleft formed by their division,

flows the PeneUs. If ever the waters of the

Black Sea shall be so far drained and evaporated

as to leave only a river flowing through the

Canal of Constantinople, then the Thracian Bos-

porus will become what Tempe is now. That a

sea, like the Euxine, once covering the whole of

Thessaly, was drained by the opening of this

chasm between Olympus and Ossa, is not only

evident, from the position of the strata on either

side of it, but the fact has always been so

traditionally transmitted, as to become a theme

of poetical allusion, if not a portion of recorded

history-. A powerful torrent, occupying in

(2) Tiie passages subjoined, fram Herod»lus, Luean, and j^limi, will

shew how prevalent this opinion was among the Antients : it had always

been a tradition in Thessaly. The whole of the 129th chapter of the

Seventh Book of Herodotus is taken up with this subject, from which we

can only insert an extract.

TJjy Ti &iff<TaXiYiv Xoyos iffr) rovaXaiet ii>ai Xifivy/V, x, r. X avroi

fciv vi/y QiiTtaXii (^«.tri Xlscri^'iciiia, ireijjffai rnf KvXuva, 3/ «J fin o Tljivnif.

oiKora, Xiyovri;, oirrif yap rofil^ti Xloviiiiona r>)» yJJv flint, ku) ra eitfrtara

u-)ra
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CHAP, some parts of Tempe nearly the whole of

(u—,^—' the passage from side to side, is therefore

exhibited by the Peneus ; flowing with great

rapidity from the west-south-west to east-north-

east; that is to say, from the Pelasgic to the

Pierian Plain, which begins at the eastern extre-

mity of the de^le. By the side of this torrent,

and at the western entrance, as before stated,

stands Baha. To the south-south-east of Baba,

that is to say, towards the right, but at a

considerable elevation above this village and

the river, upon Mount Ossa, is a village called

AmpeiAkia. u^mpeldkia ; one of the most extraordinary places

in all Turkey; because, being situate in the

most secluded spot of the whole empire, and

iisro eiifffitiu, rou Qiou teurou 'ipya, iTtai, xav IxtTt/a i2&>v, fxin Xlofflwiaivx

veinaai. 'i^yev yap iffrt vitafiov, {ui i^ttaJ (palvtrai) h ^ia(rrafi( tZt ev^icti.

Herodoti Hist. lib. vii. cap. 129. p. 420. ed. Gronovii.

" Hos inter montes media qui valle premuntur,

Perpetuis quondam latuere paludibus agri

:

Flumina dum retinent campi, nee pervia Tempe

Dant aditus pelagi; stagnumque implentibus unum

Crescere cursus erat : postquam discessit Olympo

Herculea gravis Oisa manu, subitaeque ruinam

Sensit aquse Nereus."

Lucani Pharsalia, lib. vi. v. 343. p. 173. Lips. 1726.

'Etrri Si X'^i'^ fitraru xtifisvos rou rt 'OATMIIOT. *«' 't?.' '022H2' *(t

01 raZv iffri* uxi^V'^ri\a, xa) otov vTo rno; hias (p^osiriioi ^iiff^ifftUa, %iii

ftitrov iixtrai x&i^ioii, x. r, X. JEllani Vaiiffi Historia;, lib. iii. cap. 1.

torn. I. p. 191. ed. Grenovti, 1731.
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where no one would look for the haunts of chap.
IX.

active industry, it carries on an extensive com- • - ^

merce, the effects of which were once severely

felt by our own manufacturers in Britain. We
left the main route to visit this village, and

ascended, from Baba, a part of Mount Ossa.

The way up is by a paved road ; and it is full

of a green chlorite schistus, containing veins

of white marble and of white quartz. In the

description of Larissa, fragments of the Verde- Natural

antico w-ere said to have been observed in the the verd»-

pavements of the city, and that the substance Maiibie.

itself existed in the neighbourhood. It was to

this part of Tempe that allusion was then in-

tended ; reserving for the account of the place

itself, any further notice of the discovery of

this beautiful mineral, in its natural state;

because it is singularly connected with the

antient geography of the country. That the

antients obtained their green marble from this

place, we shall endeavour to prove. Quarries

might now be wrought' for the Verde-aniico in

tiiis part of Mount Ossa. Those parts of the

mountain which are above the dejlle consist, in

many places, of green schistus veined and spotted

(l) It has lately been fouud in Anglesea; and a very considerable

manufacture of this marble has coramenced in London,
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with white. Much of this substance has been

used for the military road through the Defile of

Tempe, and about the village of Ampeluhia.

But the discovery of a natural deposit of this

rare kind of marble, so near to the Peneiis,

may be attended with other consequences than

merely making known the locality of a curious

mineral : it may throw some light over the

dark recesses of Tempe, by pointing out the

situation of one of its antient cities ; because

we may now shew that Ampeldhia perhaps

originally occupied the site of the antient

Airahia. Atrakia, and that the original situation of

Ampelcikia agreed with what Livy ' and Stephanus^

have told us of the antient city. Ampeldkia

was formerly situate lower down, towards the

defile ; but the inhabitants removed their village

to these heights, owing to the incursions made

upon them by the Turkish troops, in passing

this way. The site of the old city Atrakia is

manifested by this discovery of its green marble;

because the Ferde-antico was called Atracian

marble. There is a very curious and scarce

(1) " Decern ferme millia ab Larissa abest : sita est urbs super

Peneum amnem." Z/mi Hist. lib. xxxii. cap. 15.

(2) "Argal km 'At^kxio. -roXis @t<riraXicc; rm niXiffyiurHos fioi^x;.^

S'tephan. de Urbib. p. 135. Amst. 1678.
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treatise of Blasius Carj/ophiln^, commonly called chap.

Biagio Garofolo, a Neapuiitan, " De Marmoribu.^ _ .

Antiquis." It was printed at Utrecht in 17 43.

This writer satisfactorily proves that the marble Mnrmor

calied Verde-anlico by the Italian lapidaries is,

in fact, the Marmor Atracium ^

; and the Atracian

marble was called QsttocXtj }.i0og, by Julius

Pollux*. It is mentioned by Paul Silentiarim,

among the marbles placed by Justinian in the

church of St. Sophia at Constantinople \ The

(3) Carynphil. de Marmor. Antiq. p. 9- Ultraject. 1743.

(4) " Atracium marmor, quod PoUuci QtrrccXn x'Jo; dicitur." Ibid.

(5) It should therefore seem that the Atracian, rather than the

Lacedcemonian green marble, was used for the ornaments of this

edifice. The author, who has bestowed some paius upon the subject,

was once induced, from an observation of Pliny, to believe that the

green columns in St. Sophia were of Lacedamoniun marble. (See

Toinii of Alexander, p. 42. Note k. Cumhrid^e, 1805.) The

Lacedcrmon'-an vvas one variety of the Verde-untico ; but it was green

and black, instead of green and white. Caryophilus, after citing

Silentiarius, says, " De octo columnis quae posuit tTustinianus in tem-

plo Sancta* Sophise, Silentiarius intelligit •jr^afflvous <rou; a^io(uviJi.u.<rTous,

admirandas prasini coloris, ut habet Codinus (de Orig. Constantin.

p. 65. ed. Paris) Divus Gregorius Nyssenus (p. 399) de Q)i<r(raXo7s ff-ruXeit,

columnis Thessalicis, ad exornandas gymnasiorum portions, primus,

quod novimus meminit. E\ eodem marmore Basilius Macedo octo

parJter ponendas curavit pro oruandis Basilicae aedibus, quas extruxit

(Const. Porphyron, in Bas. p. 203) Constautinopoli l« xlStu ©ErraX^s

ri TO <!f^a,aioi XQ^f^" "Ex^sij^Tr. ex Thessalico lapide, qui prasini est

coloris, hoc est viridis." According to Caryophilus, the marbles used

by the Greeks amounted to forty-one varieties ; and the information

is too valuable to be withheld. They were as follow :

1 . Hv-
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CHAP, appearance therefore of the Atracian marble

.
^^

, indicates very satisfactorily the position of the

1. Hymettus,—The marble of Hi/mettusv/as so much esteemed in

Xenophon's time, that temples, altars, shrines, and statues,

were made of it throughout Greece, but especially at^Mewj.

2. Pentelicus.—First mentioned by ^schines, who lived in the

86th Olympiad. Also by Theophrastus. tiiioTdftlai XltvTiXitSiv,

3. Phellensis Lapis ;— so called from Mount Phelleus \u Attica^

mentioned by Aristophanes.

4. Tffinarian, of two kinds ; from TtEnarium Promontory io

Laconia : it was green and black.

5. Corinthian : variegated, but chiefly yellow,

6. ^gina.

7. Atracian ; green and white.

8. Parian: Lapis candidissimus.

9. Docimsan: caWed also Si/nnadiean.

10. Proconnesian.

11. Thasiau: Muxo^otTtst like Parian.

12. Carystian : green, variegated with spots. This was also a^

sub-variety of the Verde-antico,

13. Melian : yellow.

14. Chian : variegated.

15. Cubelican.

16. Coralitican.
] . .^i

17. Rhodian,

18. Troadensian.

19. Bosporian,

20. Phengites lapis : found in Cappadocia.

21. Tyrian : white, from Libanus.

22. Hierosolymitan.

23. Marmor Porinum : called also Porus. White as Parian^ but

light as Tophus.

24. Scyrian, Deucalian, and Hierapolytican : also Lydian, of two

kinds ; Lesbian, and Heracl^au.

25. Mylessenssian, Alabandine, Jassenssian, and Ephesian.

2ff. Marmor Conchyte ;—much used in works at Megara.

87. Tauromenitan,Syracusian,Tragurian, andMolossian,—In all,

41 varieties.
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city of Atrakia'. This is not the first time chap.

that antient geography has been indebted to .

mineralogy for its ilhistration. The situation of

Megara, in the Isthmus of Corinth, if every other

trace of its existence has disappeared, might in

a similar manner be ascertained, by the preva-

lence of the marmor conchyte about the place.

Other instances could also be adduced ; but it

would lead us too far from the main subject.

We entered the modern village, whose name, village of

although written A^jt.'Xi'kcx.KiDc^, is always pro-

nounced ^mbeldkia. All the heights around it

(l) See also Plolemy (Geog, lib. iii. cap. 13.) who places it among

tlie towns of the Pelasgiota. Also Strabo, lib. ix. for its situatioQ

near the Peneus. Z/it'^ stations it " in Pelagoniwfaucibus." {f^id.

lib.wx'i. cap. 24.) " Sed apuJ eum perperam scribitur ^</jaco pro

Atraci, dativo casu." {Stephan. de Urbib. p. 136. Not. 40. Jmst,

1678.

"Quails per nubila Pboebes

Atracia rubet arte labor."

Statius, Theb. lib. i. v. 105. torn. I. p. 20. Lut. Paris. 1685.

(2) This word, as it is thus written, is said to signify " The little

Vineyard" {ab affriXm vinea); but by attending to the etymology

of antient names after their corruption into a modern language, the

greatest confusion maybe introduced. As a proof of this, we shall

mention only one instance. The word Naupactus has been corrupted

by the Turks into Ai'ne/i Bakfil ; and this, if it have any meaning,

should signify " 77<e mirror of fortune." The v/ord Ampeldkia is by

Dr. Holland written Amphilochia. (See Travels in the Ionian Isles, Hfc.

p. 287. Lond. 1815.) which was the name of a district of Acarnaniai

upon the Simts Ainbraciits.
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are covered with vineyards, and its wine is the

best flavoured of any that we tasted in Greece.

It is of a red colour, and resembles claret. The

town consists of four hundred houses \ as it

were hanging upon this side of Mount Ossa,

above the Pass o^Tempe: it contains no Turkish

inhabitants, and enjoys a state of freedom,

forcibly contrasted with the condition of other

places in the same neighbourhood, although

not exempted from imposts. We might almost

have imagined ourselves to be in Germany. The

inhabitants are many of them from that country

;

and they are a thriving, healthy-looking people.

They wear the Eastern dress ; but they have

introduced many foreign manners and customs

among those of Greece. Some German mer-

chants, upon our arrival, sent to us the last

Frankfort Gazettes ; and soon afterwards they

paid us a visit. As we intended to pass the

night here, we accompanied them to see their

Manufac. staplc manufactory for dyeing cotton-thread of

a red colour^ which not only supports and

(l) Beaujour reckons the population at 4000 souls,
—" living," as

he happily expresses it,
" like bees in a hive." We state the number

of houses as it was given to us by the merchants of the place. If

Beaujonr's account of the population be not exaggerated, the number

of the houses is possibly greater. ^0?/. Tabl, du Comm. de la Grece,

p.T>^. Paris, XmO.

tory
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enriches the inhabitants, but has given rise to a chap.

commerce so considerable, that whole caravans -

are laden with this cotton for the markets of

Pest, Fiennay Leipsic, Dresden, &c.; and hardly a

day passes without some exports being made,

which are carried even to Hamburgh. The

fabric for dyeing the cotton, however, causes

such a consumption of wood, that it will make

a sad havoc among the natural beauties of the

Fale of Tempe.

We shall now briefly describe the process.

used in preparing the cotton for exportation ;.

referring our readers, for more particular in--

formation, to the valuable work oi Felix Beaujour

upon the '' Commerce of Greece;'' where the

subject is treated with all possible minuteness,

and, at the same time, with a degree of accu-

racy that entitles its author to the highest

credit ^ About this time the merchants of

Ampeldkia began to feel the effect of the pre- Effect of

- . r\ 1 1 J • 1
the English

ference given to English cotton-thread m the cottoiT-

German markets ; and it was a subject of their

complaint. " They foresaw,' they said, " thaf

the superior skill of the English maniifacturers, and

(2) Tableau du Commerce de la Grece, &;c. par F^Ujc Beavjour,

Ex-Consul en Grece. i torn. a Paiis, 1800.
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CHAP, their being enabled to undersell every other competitof

^ ^-'
i

_i upon the Continent, would ultimately prove the ruin

of their establishment. This no doubt is owing

to the improvement adopted in Greo:t Britain of

spinning cotton-thread in mills, by means of

engines that are worked by steam, which has

caused such a considerable reduction in its

price;—all the thread made at Ampelalna being

spun by manual labour. The beautiful red

tincture of the Turkish cotton will, however,

long maintain its pristine celebrity : it has

never been perfectly imitated in England. The

English cotton-thread is much finer, but it has

not the tenacity of that which is manufactured

in Turkey ; neither is its colour so durable.

The whole population of Ampelakia, amounting

to four thousand souls, including even the child-

ren, is occupied in the preparation of this

single article of commerce ; the males in dyeing

the wool, and the females in spinning the thread.

A delightful picture of industry is thereby

exhibited ; and the happy effects of active

employment, in a land otherwise oppressed by

a general stagnation of its energies, is re-

markably conspicuous, in the health, in the

cheerfulness, and in the good feeling to which

Manner of industry always conduces. Spindles only are

threadf
^ used in making the thread : there is not a
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spinning-wheel in the place. Beaujour states

this as one cause of the excellence of the cotton

thread here manufactured'. Although but a

village, Ampeldkia contains twenty-four fabrics

for dyeing only. Two thousand five hundred

bales of cotton (each bale weighing two hun-

dred and fifty pounds) are annually dyed here,

the principal produce of the manufacture being

sent to Plenna. We visited several of the Processor
<iyeing the

fabrics : they contam a number of vessels for wooL

steeping the cotton. The substance used for

the colouring principle is the root of a species

of madder (Rubia) found at Churdiz and Bachir,

in Asia, which comes to them from Smyrna:

but whether it differ from the common madder

of dyers (Rubia tinctorum) we could not learn.

The Ampelakians call this root Lizar, written

Aly-zari by Beaujour^. They prepare the dye

by pulverizing the root, and then mixing it in

a caldron with water, in the proportion of an

hundred parts of water to thirty-five of the

madder; adding, afterwards, bullocks'-blood.

But a principal part of the art seems to consist

in the process of preparing the cotton to receive

(0 " Tableau du Commerce de la Grlce," torn. I. p. 273. Pm-is,

(2) Ibid. torn. I. p. 2CS.
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CHAP, the dye. It is frequently dipped in a sapo^
I X..

- ^- . naceous lye, made with oil and a weak solu-

tion of soda. The cotton is trodden in this so'-

lution, during several days successively; being

also carefully rinsed and dried as often as it is

taken out of the lye'. They also use a small

portion of sheeps'-dung in preparing the lye.

After this, it is dyed in the madder ; and lastly,

to fix and heighten the colour, it is boiled in

another lye of soda. The French, who long ago

endeavoured to establish a fabric for dyeing

cotton at Montpelier, and who borrowed the art

originally from the Greeks, pretend to have met

with success by adopting a process very similar

to that which is here described*.

In the course of this evening, the inhabitants

shewed to us several antient medals, found

either in the place or in its neighbourhood.

Many of them were similar to what we had seen

in Larisstty but some were new to us. There

(1) Dr. Holland says, the cottons are first exposed to tbree )} es, of

soda, ashes, and lime, mixed in nearly equal quantities ; then follows

a soda bath, and afterwards a process of " galling and aluming :" after

this, the dye is g^iveu, which isfinally perfected by a bath alcalized with

soda; the lye being made to boil until the colour takes its proper tint.

See Holland's Travels, ^c. p. 289 {Note). Land. 1815.

(2) Tableau du Coram, de la Gr^ce, p. 287. Note (l).
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vvas one with a head full-faced m front, and a ^'^-^'''•

horse upon the obverse side, M'hich we had never

seen before ; also another with this legend as a

reverse, jp^-p^ Some curious Cuphic coins

were also brought, that were struck under the

Caliphs. We had seen similar silver coins at

Platcea, and neglected to buy them, thinking

they had been Turlcish: the same were also

observed at Larissa, and at Marathon.

Thursday, December the twenty-fourth, we
were an hour occupied in descending from Am-
peldkia into the F'ale of Tempe. Having regained

our route, as soon as we began to proceed

through the defile, we observed that the river

Pentus was much swoln, and very muddy ; but

we could perceive no appearance corresponding

with Pliny s account of the unmingled waters of

the Eurotos\ probably owing to the flooded state

of the river. Such appearances are common in

many other rivers ; and therefore there is every

reason to believe that Pliny s account is accurate.

The river called by him Eurotos, is the Eurotas

(5) "Accipit ainnera Euroton, nee recipit, sed olei niodo supernatantem

(ut dictum est Homero) hre\i spatio portatuinabdi.it: ptEnales aquas

dirisque genitas, argenteis suis misceri recusans." Plinii Hist. X;it.

lib. iv. c. 8. tora. I. p. 212. L. Bat. 1635.

VOL. VII. 13 B
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^?x^* ^^ Stralo ; wlo say-, that it is named Titaresium

* •» " ' by Homer. Lucan calls it Titaresus^ ',
and by

Sfrobo's epitomiser, it is denominated Europos.

The Peneus here occupies the whole of the val-

ley, from side to side ; with the exception only

^ of the narrow pass afforded by the old paved

causeway of the military ivay, which extends

along the right bank of the river. Fragments of

the Atracian marble appeared in different parts

of this pavement: to afford space for it, even

the solid rocks were cut away from the side of

the Peneus. Here the scenery possesses the

utmost grandeur. The precipices consist of

naked perpendicular rocks, rising to a pro-

digious height ; so that the spectator can scarce

behold them from below without giddiness.

Livys description, therefore, in addition to its

intrinsic grandeur, has all the majesty of truth ;

(1) See the beautiful and valuable description of the rivers in the sixth

book oi Lucan's Fharsalia. The account of the unmingled waters of the

Titaresus and Peneus is borrowed from Homer ; Oil S' ay« Xlnfuu ru/t-

ftlryiraj, x. r. X. It is thus given by Lucan :

" Solus in alterius nomen cum venerit undae,

Defendit Titaresos aquas, lapsusque superne

Gurgite Penei pro siccis utitur arvis,

Hunc fama est Stygiis manare paludibus amnem,

Et capitis meinorem, fluvii contagia vilis

Nolle pati, supenimque sibi servare tiuiorem."

Pkarsalia, lib. vi. p. 175. Lips. 1 726.
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RUPES UTRINQUE ITA ABSCISS.i: SUNT, UT DE- CHAP.
IX.

SPICI VIX SINE VERTIGINE QUADAM SIMUL

OCULORUM ANIMIQUE POSSIT I TERUET ET SO-

NITUS ET ALTITUDO PER MEDIAM VALLEM
FLUEXTis PEXEi AMNis. The various colours

which adorn the surfaces of these rocks can

only be expressed by pamting : and how beau-

tiful would the eftect be, if these masses were

faithfully delineated, in all their distinct or

blended hues, of ashen grey, and green, and

white, and ochreous red, and brown, and black,

and yellow ! Such description by the pen sug-

gests no distinct imaoe to the mind. Upon their Amient
^ °

. . r Fortifica.

utmost peaks, both to the right and left, we tions.

saw the ruins of an antient fortress, once the

bulwarks of the defile, whose walls were made

to traverse the precipices, in a surprising man*

ner, quite down to the road. The cliffs are so

perpendicular, and the gorge is so narrow, that

it would be absolutely impossible for an army

to pass while the strait was guarded by these

fortifications ^ In this part of the defile, as the

(2) In the valuable " Histoire de VEmpire de Constantinople, par Du
Fresne," we find this Defile of Tempe, and the Defile of Thermopylce,

again rendered conspicuous by the wars of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries. The former then retained its name. " Les Grecs app^oicnt

ainsi certains detroits qui sont antre les bauteS moRtagnes d'Ofytnp« et

i'Oito,

B B 2
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CHAP, author was beginning to scale the height.*

* -,.' ..I towards the right, with a view to examine the

in^Hp. ruins more narrowly, his attention was caught
tion -• ^^ |.|^g appearance of some Roman letters in the

face of the rock, which had been purposely

planed for their reception. He found that they

belonged to an inscription, which has preserved,

in legible characters, the whole history of these

fortifications. This inscription is upon the right

hand, about twelve feet above that part of the

antient way where the rocks have been cut to

leave a passage for the road ; and it contains

the name of the Roman General by whom the

defile had been fortified. As this name has been
Its date since found by Mr. IValpole, in the third book of
ascertained.

_ _ _

Ccesars History of the Civil War, with the time

of this officer's mission into Thessaly, the date

of the inscription is accurately ascertained. The

reader will also remark the very curious writing

of the v/ord Tempe ; / being substituted for E :

d'Ossa, separecs par une petite vallec oii plaine raboteuse longue environ

de quarante stades, et large en quelques endroits de cent pieds, en d'autres

inoins ; au milieu de laquelle Ic Jleuve de Penei descendant des rochers

ftvec bruit et impetuosite prend son cours, puis s« decbarge dans le Goffe

Th'ermaique, en sorte qu'en cette plaine il n'y a passage au plus que pour

qudtre ou cinq hommes de front. Alexis et Sgtcre logerent quelquss

troupes au haut de cette montagne pour garder les pas," Ilisl. de Comi •

Jiv. i. c. 30. p. 23. Paris, 1631.
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admitting, perhaps, this easy explanation, that chap.

" every soldier is not a Ccesar." ., ,-., /

L CASSIVS LONGIN
PRO COS

TIMPI MVNIVIT

It is, however, a valuable inscription; because

the geographical position of Tempe was not

before so completely ascertained : for a long-

time it remained a matter of doubt and dispu-

tation. Pocoche was entirely ignorant of its Former
'' ^ notions of

situation': not that he neglected to make the Tkhm.

distinction between the Valley and the Defile^

but that he knew of neither, as applicable to

Tempe. This has been satisfactorily proved by

a writer, who has published the most ingenious

dissertation upon the subject that has yet

appeared ; and who, without visiting Greece

himself, accurately ascertained the situation of

the place; and moreover shewed, that Pocoche

actually passed through Tempe, without knowing

where he was*. In his observations upon

(1) See Pocoche'i Description of the Easl, vol. II. Part II. c. 7.

p. 152. Land. 1745.

(2) See " Miscellaneoui Sk ichcs, or Hints for Essays," (addressed by

a Father to his Daughter,) written by Arthur Browne, Esq. Fflluw of

Trinity College, Dublin, Lontl. 1798. They ure contained in a work,

little known, " the result of thoughts which occurred in a long and

solitary
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CHAP, the site of Tempe, this author says', " How are

we disappointed, by finding that scarcely any

modern traveller has paid a visit to Thcssaly;

while Boeotia and Pkocis have had numerous

describers. The country of Achilles; the region

of the battle of Pharsalia; the favourite scenes

of poetic creation, should have claimed a little

more attention. The consequence is, that the

site of Tempe is controverted, or unknown ; and

Busching, a geographer of the first name and

character, says of it', ** On la cherche aujour'

d'hui, et on ne la reconnait plusT Cellarius had

before expressed his difficulties on the subject

of Tempe; confessing that he was puzzled by

Catullus, in the epithet he gives it, of " Phthio-

tica Tempe''' But this difficulty seems easily

removed, in the recollection that there were

several places with the same name of Tempe;

and there might have been one of them in

Phthiotis. Thus Ovid^ speaks of Cvcne'ia

solitary journey into a remote and unfrequented quarter of Ireland,

where conversation was not to be expected, and tlie mind was left to

itself." The reader who is fortunate enough to procure a copy of it,

will be thankful for the amusement it is calculated to afford, and for the

information, upon various topics, which it contains.

(1) Ibid. p. lis.

(2) See the 12rao edit, of Busching, printed at Lausanne, 17S0.

torn. VIII.

(S) Owdi« Metam. lib. vii. ver.371. tom.II. p. 4S9. Amst.lTll.
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Tempe ; which was a place in Bocotia, from the chap.

fable of Cijcnus: but the Tempe usually meant >, .^. .,

by tlie Poets was in Thessalv ; and both

Horace and Ovid distinguish it from the others,

by calling it Thessala Tempe*. And in

flrgiTs fourth Gcorgic'" we have PeneiaTempe.
Theocriius also speaks of KATA IlENEIfl, KAAA
TEMOE.

The descriptions o^iven of Tempe by Pliny^, Descrip-
^ <=>

.
tions given

by Mlian\ and by Livu^, all concur in repre- oiTempt
. . .

byantient

senting it as a narrow, beautiful, wooded, rocky authors,

glen, with a sounding river flowing through the

bottom, between steep and lofty banks, along

which there was a narrow difficult pass. Ca-

tullus describes it as surrounded by super-

impending woods ^ According to Herodotus, it

was an entrance {i<T(3o\t]) from Lower Macedonia

into Thessaly, by the Peneils, and between

(4) Ibid, lib.ii. ver. 227. Horat. lib. i. od. vii.

tg\ " Pastor Aristaeus fugiens Pe/iej'a Tempe"

(6) Hist. Nat. lib. iv. c. 8. torn. I. p. 212. L. Bat. 1635.

(7) Hist. Var. lib. iii. c. 1.

(8) Hist. lib. liv. c. 6. torn. III. p. 684. Paris, 1738.

(<>)
—— " viridantia Tempe,

Tempe, quse sylvae cingunt superimpendentes."

CaluUi Carm, Ixiii. ver. 285. p. 311. edit, ^wrmanni, I'aUv. 1T3:
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CHAP, Olympus and Ossa^; where the Greeksy before they

fixed upon Thermopylce, first intended to arrest

the progress of the Persian army. We may
now therefore observe with what surprising

precision the author, before cited, fixes upon

the real spot ; being guided only by the clue

suggested to his classic mind from the hints

and allusions of the antient historians'. " From

the descriptions of the Poets we can derive no

great light. The * Zephyris agitata Tempe' of

Horace, and the 'frigida Tempe" of Virgil; the

epithets umbrosa, opaca, virentia, are constantly

bestowed upon this oft-sung dale ; but woods

will perish', and barbarism will destroy.

These are bad landmarks : we must look for

others. The mountain will still raise its head,

and the river will not cease to flow. Olympus

(though a modern might not choose it for one of

the steps of his ladder to heaven) is yet a mile

high * ; and the rapid Pen'eus is well known to

(1) 'Ef ra lifji.vta Ij rrj* ifffhoXh^, H^tp a*o Mixiti^ovin; <r>)f koctu Is Blf^a-

Ai'-/?» ^i»ij •jfa^oc. n>iv£(av ^or&fiov, f/.tru^u Ss OvXvfiVov tow eilpto! iivra xai rUf

'Oirrns- Herodoli Hist. lib. vii. c. 17.?. p. 438. ed. Gronovii.

(2) Browne's, Miscell. Sketches, vol. I. p. 1 18. Lond. 1798.

(5) See the complete fulfilment of his prediction, in the circumstance

liefore related of tlie destruction of the woods for the manufactory and

falirics of Ampda/cia.

(4) See the account of its elevation (in a preceding Note by i\ii.

]''a!pf,le), as ascertained by the Antients.
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Turkish Greece by the name of Salampria*. That chap.

the Peneus rolled through the middle of it, I ^

have repeatedly said, and am confirmed in the

assertion by PUmj, Strabo, and Ovid; but the

two first-mentioned authors have thrown such

lights on one of the methods of investigation I

mentioned, namely, its bearing to particular

objects, that / inarvel how it could have been mis-

taken : it appeared to them that Tempe was

directly between Ossa and Olympus. The fact

is, THE VALE IS ACTUALLY FORMED BY SOME

OF THE HEIGHTS OF OlYMPUS TO THE WEST,

AND OsSA TO THE EAST. HoW then Pococke Pococke

and Busching could possibly have departed ^Busching,

from these mountains, to look for it elsewhere,

cannot easily be explained." And that they did

so, as it has been observed by this writer, is

not less remarkable than that one of them,

Pococke, should have selected for his Tempe,

first, a plain, accordmg to his own description *,

(5j See the preceding description of Larissa. It is pronounced

Salambr'ia ; but in all probability it is written 'SaXafifiX^lm -, the Greehi

sounding their |U«r like our B. In a modern Greek Play, called PamJa,

founded upon Richardson's Novel, Lord Bondjield's name is printed

MnON^IA.

(6) See Pococke'^ Observations upon Greece, Vol. II. Part II,

chap. 7. p. 15i.'. Land. 11io.
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CHAP.
IX.

Value of

1.ivy's

obsena-
tions.

extended to the Pencus from the Convent of St.

Demetrius, at the distance of two leagues,

through the middle of which flowed no river

whatsoever : and afterwards *' a valley, two miles

ivide\'' It is difficult to believe that a scholar,

such as Pococke was, could have been ignorant

of the descriptions which antient authors have

left of this celebrated station. It appears from

Polybius^ that Tempe was the only passage

from the Lower Macedonia into Thessaly ; but

the description given of it by Livy is so scru-

pulously exact, and withal so characteristic of

the scenery % that it is impossible to mistake

it. Even the particular fortification where we

found the inscription now given, is mentioned

by him ; for he says % "it was garrisoned in

(1) " On the twenty-second we came into a valley about two leagues

long, and two miles broad, &c. It is much to be doubted whether these

were not thefields of Tempe." (Ibid.) What author has ever described

Tempe as Qoni&\x»ngfields?

(2) Polyhii Hist. lib. xvii.

(3) " Sunt enim Tempe saltus, etiamsi non bello fiat infestus, transitu

difficilis: nam prater angustias per quinque millia, qua exiguum jumenlo

onusto iter est, rapes utrinque ita abscissae sunt, ut despici vix sme

vertigine quadam simul oculorum animique possit : terret et sonitus et

aititudo per medium vallem fluentis Penei amnis." Livii Hist. lib. xliv.

c. 6. torn. III. p. 684. Paris, 1738.

(4) " Hie locus, tarn suapte natura infestus, per quatuor distantia loca

prsesidiis regis fuit insessus: unum in priiuo aditu ad Gonnum erat:

alteruni
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in four places : one at Gonnus in the mouth of chap.
IX

the defile ; a second at Condylos, an impregnable '

fortress ; a third near Lapathus, at a place called

Charax; and a fourth in the very military way

itself, in the middle of the strait,'^ where the road

was so narrow, that there was hardly room

enough to admit the passage of a single beast

of burden, and "where ten men with ease

would be able to defend the pass." As for the

descriptions given of Tempe by Pliny and by pimy and

JEliariy they agree as to the geographical features
"*"'

of the place, but do not possess, altogether, the

force, and fidelity, and copious brevity of Livy.

Of the two, as that of Pliny is the most concise,

if we subjoin what he has said, it will be sufii-

cient*: no future traveller will then be at any

loss to reconcile the appearance of this dejile

altenim Condylon castello inexpugnabili : tertlum circa Lnpatfiunkt,

quam Characa appellant: quartum, vi^ irsi, qua et media et angtt*^

tissima vallis est, imposilum ; quam vel decern armatis tueri facile est."

Ibid.

(5) " Et ante cunctos claritate Peneus, ortusjuxta Gomphos ; interque

Ossam et Olympum nemorosa convalle defluens quingentis stadiis, diraidio

cgus spatio navigabilis. In eo cursu Tempe vocantur v. mill, pass, longi-

tudine, et ferme sesquijugeri latitudine, ultra visum hominis attoUentibus

se dextera Ixyaque leniter convexis jugis, intus sua luce viridantc allabitur

FerCeus, viridis calculo, amoenus circa ripas gramine, canorus avium con-

centu." Plinii Hist. Nat. lib. iv. c. S. torn. I. p. 212. L. Bat. 1 CSJ.
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CHAP, with all that the antient poets ^ historians, and
IX

geographers, have said of Tempe.

(1) Tlti^iioi iXifffafitvoi lia. Ttfiviuy, (Callimachus.J Also OvUl

:

"Estncmus Hsemonise, prserupta quod undique claudit

Silva : vocanl Tempe. Per quae Peneus, ab imo

Effusus Pindo, spumosis volvitur undis

:

Dejectuque gravi tenues agitantia fumos

Nubila conducit, suinmasque adspergine silvas

Impluit ; et sonitu plus quam vicina fatigat.

Haec domus, hac sedes, haec sunt penetralia magni

Amnis : in hoc, residens facto de cautibus antro,

Undis jura dabat, Nymphisque colentibus undas."

Ov:'d. Met. lii) i. ver. 5G8. tom. II. p. 69. Ams!. 1727. ed. Bnrmniuii.
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CHAP. X.

VALE OF TEMPE, TO THESSALONICA.

.Elian

—

Laurel of Tempe

—

Banditti—Length of the

Pass—Appearance upon leaving the Defile—Heraclea

—Turkish Funeral— Height of Olympus— Mount

Athos—Kallidia— Malathria— Mauro-Nero and Pellica

rivers—Inscriptions—Baphyrus

—

Antient Geography of

Pieria uncertain—Tomb o/" Orpheus—Pimplea

—

Obser-

vations of Livy

—

Situation of Dium—Katarina

—

View

o/" Olympus— Palaeo-Castro

—

Cleanly Cottages of the

Albanians—Greeks compared luith Albanians

—

JVomen

—Shepherds' Dogs in body-clothes—Mountain barrier

©/"Thessaly

—

Inscriptions between Katarina and Kitros

—

Country still called Macedonia

—

Mountains to the north

o/* Salonica—Kitros—Pydna

—

Tomb of the Macedonians

—Transactions at Pydna— Leuterochori— Methone

—

Lebano —Alorus— Inge Mauro ferry— Maurosmack

ferry
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ferry—Axius, or Vardar river—Pella

—

Nature of the

country celebrated for Alexander's Nativity—News of

the Plague—Tek&le

—

Geography ©/"Macedonia—jEga

— importance of ascertaining its position— Arrival at

Thessalonica.

An the rocks above us, we observed several

cavernous apertures ; and some of them seemed

^tian. to have been made by art. jElian mentions

places of the same kind, as being natural

recesses'. At a great height over the defile,

eagles, reduced to the size of hawks, ^' were

sailing with supreme dominion." Below, in the

chasm, the sides of the river were covered with

plants, some of which, even in this season

{December), were in flower. All the lower part

of the rocks was covered with Valloriia and

dwarf oaks, and evergreen trees and shrubs

;

thick laurels hanging quite over the military

way. Enormous plane-trees, which have flou-

rished here for centuries, extend their branches

over the Peneus, and their large roots into the

Laurel of torrent. It was with the laurel of Tempe that

the victors in the Pythia were crowned". The

inhabitants of Delphi came every ninth year to

( 1 ) Ovx IttSfwrittii X^ifos ifyeti aXXk ipu^tui ahrifjLxrtt, x. r. X. .^Uutm

Variae Historiae, lib. iii. cap. 1. torn. I. p. 195. ed. Gronov.

(2) Ibid.
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gather it ; because Apollo, according to a Thes- chap.

salian tradition, had been crowned with it ; and ^i-
-

had appeared in that city bearing a branch of

the Tempian laurel, after his purification from

the slaughter of Pytho^. Such was the sanc-

tity of the place, that altars smoking with

incense filled all the valley with unremitted

odours ; and travellers passing through this

defile beheld, on every side of them, the cele-

bration of some divine rite, as a testimony of

the continual sacrifice that was here offered *.

It was impossible not to participate for an

instant the religio loci: we decorated our

horses' heads with the laurel, and carried

branches in our hands. But far different are

now the tenants of the Vale of Tempe, from

those who once guarded its odoriferous shrines.

A ferocious banditti occupy all the haunts of the Banditti.

Pagan priests ; and when these robbers issue

from their lurking-places, instead of the sacred

victims that bled upon its altars, the unwary

traveller is immolated*. Close to us, upon our

left, the Pentus rushed with a rapid current.

f3) Ibid.

(4) j^liani Varlae Historia:, lib. iii. cap. 1. torn. I. p. 1 93. ed. Gronov.

(5) According to Mr. Hawkins, the places infested by banditti m
Greece are the following :

Texfe,
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CHAP, and with such force that it carried with it trees

, of immense magnitude. The length of this de-
Length of

^jg taken in its whole extent, from its entrance
the tram, ' '

at Bdba to its termination at the northern extre-

mity, is reckoned, in the country, as an hour's

distance, ''to a horse ivalking moderately fast."

We use the expression as literally as it can be

translated. This corresponds with the distance

mentioned by Pliny, in the passage that has been

already cited, of five Roman miles for the length

of Tempe, taken in its whole extent, from the

Pelasgic to the Pierian Plain.

Appear- Howevcr beautiful the scenery may appear

ka^ing^the to a traveller's eye within the pass, it is very

different when he leaves it. As soon as the

gorge opens, and a view of the Pierian Plain

is exhibited to him, he beholds a disagreable,

swampy flat, covered with dwarf-trees, reeds,

and thorns. Here we overtook a caravan from

Ampeldkia, as it was crossing a long stone

Tempe, and the Heights of Olympus.

Tkermopyl^.

The Pass between Bodonitza and Salona.

Mount PiKDUs.

The whole of QStolia.

The whole of Acarnania.

The Villacti o( Caldurita in the BIorea.

The whole of Latoma.
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bridge over the Peneiis. This bridge was a chap.

quarter of a mile in length, having several '

,

'

arches, and a Turkish inscription over the middle

arch'. The caravan consisted of twenty-six

camels, preceded, as usual, by an ass. There

had been much rain ; and the Peneiis had over^-

flowed the neighbouring country, so as to

impede our progress : one of the horses fell

with a part of our baggage, which also delayed

us. After floundering in mud and swamps for

about three hours, we came to the shore of the

GuLPH OF Therma. Here a most beautiful

view opened upon us, of the Pierian regiout

skirting the base of Olympus along the coast.

The summits of the mountain appeared covered

with deep snow, the highest point bearing ivest

north-west; and the modern citadel of Hera- JieracUa.

CLEA, now called Platamonos, standing upon a

promontory in the middle of this enchanting-

scene*^. The islands of Sciathus and Scopelus

(l) It has been since swept away by a flood. Dr. Holland was

informed at Alkens, that " it was proposed to re-build it more nearly

within the entrance of Tempe -, and that Baron Haller was to be

entrusted with the design and superintendance of the work." See

Holland's Travels, &c. jk 29G,and Note, i Lond. 1815.

(3) The author halted to make a sketch of this fine prospect (See

the Plate facing p. 302, Vol. IV. of the Quarto Edition of these Travels);

it will enable the reader to judge of the parts which compose it, although

it cannot do justice to such a scene. The name of the town is

pronounced by its inhabitants nXara/iayei -, but this name occurs

variously written : some travellers write it Platamonn, and others

Platamana.

VOL. VII. C C
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CHAP, were both visible from this part of our route*

Among the cattle feeding in the plain near the

sea, we saw a very fine breed of sheep; but it

was mixed with a breed of a very inferior kind.

About an hour before we reached Platamonos,

we passed a little river, which here discharges

itself into the sea. When we arrived at the

base of the rock upon which stands the citadel

of Platamonos, we were told that the Turkish

garrison would admit no Christians within the

walls of the fortress : we therefore halted for

the night at a small village below the castle.

A Greek shopkeeper resides upon the spot.

Olympus was now without a cloud, and his

towering summit shone with the most dazzhng

whiteness. The highest point is shaped like a

tumulus : lower down the mountain are forests.

At this village there is a khan, containing

several antient pillars, with Doric capitals m-

verted, now serving as pedestals for the co-

lumns. We observed other antiquities about the

building, which are the remains of Heraclea,

whose situation corresponded accurately with

this of Platamonos, as appears by a passage of

Livy, describing an attack made by the Romans

upon the citadel'. It was mid-way between

(l) Vid.ZiwMW, Hist, lib.xliv. cap. 9. torn. III. pp. 687, 688. ed.

(jrevier.
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Diu77i and Tempe ; and it stood upon a rock, chap.

having the sea in front, with a river upon one < y- ^

side of it^; and upon the land-side it was neces-

sary to scale the walls. Its situation is, more-

over, precisely that which Scylax has assigned

for HeracIcwTiy in the way to Dium, Pydna, and

Methone, upon the Gulph of Thermal We saw

an aniient aqueduct supplying a fountain, the

water of which fell into a Soros of white marble,

serving as a cistern. The length of this Soros was

seven feet nine inches ; its breadth, three feet

ten inches; its depth, three feet two inches. Its

sides were nearly seven inches thick. Below

the Soros, as an additional reservoir, there was a

marble bason, ornamented with grooving, four

feet four inches in diameter ; and there were

some large slabs, as of the remains of a temple,

in front of the khan. The Turkish ccemetery is

below the walls of the fortress, and close to the

village. We witnessed the funeral of one of Turhisii

the garrison. The body was barely covered

(2) " Medi.\ regione inter Dium Teinpcque, inrupeamni immincnte

positum." Ibid. cap. 8.

(3) Ti^uTift TriXi; ManiStvitti 'H^uxXtior, Aiov, Tlv^ya 9CiiXt; 'EXXjivJ;, Mi^t/>»i

v'o}.i; 'Z\Xr,u;, ». r. X. {Scj/lacit Curi/andeiisis Periplus, p. Gl. ed. Gronov.

16'y7-) And this passage of Scylax is oi the more consequence, 'in

ascertaining the position of Heracltu; because the same author has

before stated, that Macedonia begins immediately after the passage uf

the river Pentus.

cc 2
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CHAP, with earth : and a priest remained afterwards,

during a considerable part of the evening, calmly

speaking to the deceased ; for the purpose, as

we were told, of instructing him the way to

heaven. During a conversation which we held

here upon the subject of the mountain Olympus

,

the people of this place informed us, that it

would be impossible to get to the summit in the

winter ; but that the priests of a village called

Scamnya (pronounced Scamni), upon the side of

Olympus, and upon the left of the road from

Platamonos to Katar'ina, go annually, upon the

twentieth day of June, to perform mass upon the

top of the mountain. This is one of the most

curious instances of the remaining ceremonies

of the antient religion of Greece. Perhaps the

old altar may yet remain whereon the sacrifices

to Jupiter were offered ; for the antients had

conceived a notion of the great height of

Olympus, from a story, that letters traced on

the ashes of that altar remained a long time

Hei<Thtof ^ndefaced ; but Xenagoras, who measured it,

Olympus, found it not to exceed an English mile and a

quarter'. During the whole of this night,

caravans were passing, and principally from

Ampek'ikia; causing a great bustle in and about

(1) Vide Plutarch, 'm Vit. Paul. .-£»?(.
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the khan. The bells, and noise of the camels, chap.

and the bawling of their drivers, continued to

maintain uproar until the morning.

Leaving Platamonos, the next day, to go to

Katarina, we crossed a small river, alluded to

by Livy"^ : but it can only be considered as a river

after heavy rains. We then saw Scamnya upon

our left, hanging upon the side of Olympus, like

one of the villages in the Alps. From Scamnya, a

person may ascend the summit in about four or

five hours : it is distant five hours and a half from

Platamonos. There is another village, distant six

hours from Platamonos, from which the ascent

to the summit of the mountain is considered

the easiest and best: it is called Cared; the a

being pronounced broad, as in our word calf.

We saw to the east, and at a vast distance

across the Gulph of Therma, Mount Athos, -^^"""^
^ Athos.

called {to "kyiov "Opoq) The Holy Mountain, looking

like an island. The view of it was so clear

and distinct, that we made a careful delineation

of its appearance % as viewed from this part of

PiERiA. Its bearing at the time was due east.

(2) Vid. Livium, loco citato.

(3) See the Vignette to this Chapter.
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To make an English word of its modern Greek

name, as it is now pronounced in the country,

it ought to be thus written ; ^yonoros. Hence

we continued along the base of Olympus,

through groves of plane-trees and tall reeds,

traversing a long tract of swamps and mud, as

upon the preceding day. After journeying in

this manner for three hours, we arrived at a

hhan, situate half way between Platamorios and

Katarina. The plain here is called Kallidia, or

Kaiudia. KalUthia : but to what circumstance of beauty it

owes this appellation it is difficult to conjec-

ture, being the most disagreeable swamp we
had ever passed ; containing, however, great

quantity of ducks, geese, and turkeys. Near

to this hhan we observed an antient well: after

leaving it, we arrived, in half an hour, at a

place, where there is an old military paved-way,

leading from Katarina down to the sea. An

antient port is there situate ; and our guides

told us that there had been a village, called

St. Theodore, at the port, which was destroyed

about four years ago. Hereabouts we crossed

Maiaiiuia. the Makitlifia river by a bridge. Its source is

in Olympus ; and there is a Palceo-castro in its

neighbourhood, at three hours' distance from

Katarina, upon the mountain, where there are
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many antient marbles and ruins. We heard of chap,

this Falceo-castro in the whole of this route ; but

can determine nothing as to its original history.

That Dium was not there situate, is evident

;

because Dium was only seven stadia from the

sea'; yet it seems also plain that the Malathfia

was the Enipeus, to which Perseus advanced

upon the retreat of the Roman army ; when the

fires in his camp were visible to the garrison

in the citadel of HeracUa. He caused the river,

as it is said, to serve him instead of an outwork

and fortification, as its passage was difficult

:

the via militaris, here situate, being the Saltus,

mentioned by Livi/ as the only pass into Mace-

donia^. The whole of this district is unfavour-

able to the passage of an army ; and it is as

unwholesome and as frightful as any part of the

Pomptine marshes in Italy. We saw no other

moving objects than buffaloes, wandering

through pools filled with reeds, and deep with

(1) "Or* re A/aK h -r'oXi; eliK Iv ru alyiaXiS row Qiofiaiou xoXtcu l<rrh, If

ruTs iixupilait rou 'OXin^ou, aXX' oVov ^ uTi)(^li ffTo^icu;. Epitoin. fill.

Septim. Lib. Strahon. Geog. p. 479. ed. Oxon.

(2) " Duos enim saltus, per quos inde evadere possent, habebant

Romani : unutn per Tempe in Thcssuliam, alterum in Maccdoniam

praeter Diutn." Livio, Hht. lib. xliv. cap. G. torn. III. p. 1)84. cd.

Crevier.
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mud. Just before we reached the town of

Katafiiia, we had to ford two rivers; the first

being called Mauro-Nero\ or black water, an-

swering to the Greek Melas (a name common
to many Grecian streams); and the second

bearing the appellation of Pellica : they both

unite before they fall into the Thermcean Gulph''.

To our surprise, we observed nearly a hundred

hogs wallowing in the mud of these rivers

;

proving that the population is not entirely

Turkish. Near the place where the Pellica is

commonly passed, we saw, among some large

plane-trees, a small chapel, about which were

the ruins of a temple of the Doric order. We
observed a large triglyph, a pillar, and the

remains of its foundation. We copied three

Inscriptions which we found among these ruins.

The first was upon a pedestal, near the river ;

inscribed, as its purports, by " valerian hip-

POIATRUS, SON OF HIPPOIATRUS, FOR THE SAKE

OF REMEMBRANCE."

(1) The modern Greehs call water vsg«, and vioiv. The name of this

river was not pronounced Mauro-nero, but Mavro-jiei'i-

(2) Herodotus makes the Hallacmon and the Lydias unite in their

passage to the Gulph of Thernia, but places their embouchure farther

fco the north, as will be shewn in the sequel.
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eMNHCOH CHAP.

CANTAT6 "
.

^
.

KNAAYPH
AIOYAYKO
YTOYHATPO
CAeiAAOYK
lAAOYAAePI
ANOCinnOIAT
pocYocmno
ATPOYMNGIA
CXAPIN

The second belonged to a monument erected

by a woman to her husband

:

'' TO HER HUSBAND PARMENIO, COMINIA

ANTIGONA ERECTS THIS."

KOJULlNIAANTirO
NATITWTIBePIA
NCOn APjulG N l6c)NI

TCOGAYTHCANAPI
JUtNGlACXAPIN

The third is from a mother to her son :

'* NEICIS TO HER SON HERACLIDZS."

NEIKICEPBICU;
hPAKAEIAH
TCJYOJMNEI
ACXAPIN
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CHAP. We were almost buried in the quicksands, in

crossing the branches of this river; for it was

widely flooded. The classical Reader will of

course feel anxious to fix the antient name of

these rivers, flowing through a country con-

cerning which even antient geographers seem

to have had no precise ideas. The southern

limits of PiERiA are differently defined by

Ptolemy and by Strabo, although it be so natu-

rally bounded by the Defile of Tempe, where the

plain terminates'; and for the courses and

names of the rivers flowing from Olympus to-

wards the Gulph of Therma, we have very little

information; which aggravates the loss of the

latter part of the Seventh Book of the Geo-

graphy of Strabo. From all, however, that can

be collected concerning the Mauro-Nero and the

Pellica, it is evident, as will more plainly appear

in the sequel, that they jointly constitute the

Baphyrus. Bopkyrus of Lwy. But it will then be asked,

where are the remains of Dium, whose situation

(l) According to Stephanus of Byzantium., there was a city called

PiERiA. {Vid. Steph. Byzant.deUrUb. ifc. p. b49.^Amst. 1678. edit.

Gronovii.) His Commentator says, " Pieria, urhs in regione cogno-

raine. Ubi locorum fuerit hsec regie, silentio preterit. E Ptolemaei

lib. 3. c. 13. didici Pieriam esse Macedoniae regionem ; Livius verb,

libro 39. cap. 26. Petram in e4dem regione celebrat, &c. &c. Pieriae

niontis Tbracis in quo commoratus est Orpheus meminit Scholiasta

Apollonii Rhodii ad ejus Argonautic. lib. i. ver. 31."
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was near to the Haliacmon'^'^. for althouoh a chap.
X.

position have been assigned in modern maps for -

a place called Stan-Dia, and D'yinville admits

of its existence % we could hear nothing of it in

this part of our journey. In viewing this region

the whole way from Platamonos to Katar'ina, the

parts which compose it are so exceedingly vast

and distinct, that any seemino- confusion of its Antient

. .
Geogra-

antient geography may have originated in two phyof

causes : First, that the boundaries of Thrace and certain.

Macedon were continually liable to change : and

secondly, that different appellations were ap-

plied to one and the same place. There was a

time, as we have before proved*, when the

limits of Thrace extended to the Isthmus of

Corinth ; consequently, by very old writers, the

mountains, rivers, and cities of Boeotia, Phocis,

and Thessaly, would be considered as Thracian:

and this may explain the reason why the old

(2) "Ot/ fjurx Tt Aiet <roXiv, i 'AXiuxfiuv verafcos icrrm, lx/3aA.Xiv» I'j rot

Qi^/iMii* xixtov. Excerpta ex Lib. Sept. Fin. Strdbon. Geog. p. 479.

cd. Oxon.

(3) " The last city," says D'/Jnville, " on this shore," (meaning

the western side of the Therma'ic Gulph) " is DiuM ; known at pre-

sent by the name of Stan-Dia ; in which a preposition of place pre-

cedes the proper name, according to the usage which in later times

had become prevalent in this part of the Roman empire." j4nt. Geog.

p. 198. JLond. 1791.

(4) See Vol. VI. Chap. X. p. 607. of the Octavo Edition of these

Travels.
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X.
CHAP. Scholiast upon the Argonautica of Apollonim

Rhodius mentions Pieria as a mountain of

Thrace', It was also owing to this cause that

Orpheus was called a Thracian, whose sepulchre

was long shewn in Pieria. The same indecision

attaches to the antient geography of Macedonia.

Its natural barrier to the south was of course

formed by the Dejlle of Tempe and the Peneus

river, where it is placed by the oldest geogra-

pher, Scylax, who has been considered as the

inventor of geographical tables'. But in a

later age, when the Macedonians were restricted

within narrower boundaries, the Lydias and the

Haliacmon were its utmost southern limits, as

appears from Herodotus^. In journeying along

the western side of the Thermccan Gulph, the

whole district, from the mouth of the Peneus to

that of the Axius, is one swampy plain, bounded

on its western side by the chain of Olympus : to

the south of it is seen Ossa; and upon the east

it is terminated by the sea. There are no hills,

nor other natural barriers to form subdivisions

;

(1) Vid. Schol. //jBoZfow. Rlwd. Jrgohautic. lib. i. ver. 31.

(2) 'Avo "Si Xltivuou jttrai/.iZ Maxtiivts tlffir 'ihas- Scylacis Caryandemis

Periplus, p. 61. eA. J. Gron^v. L. Bat. 1697.

(3) Mt-i^^i Avii'id T8 •rtraftou xa) 'AXtoix/iioto;, o1 oii^i^tufft yrit rhv Somuitiot

n tea) Maxih/i^a, ». r. X. Herodoti Hist. lib. vii. p. 419. ed. Gronov.

L. Bat. 1715.
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so that whether called Botticea, or Pieria, or chap.

Perrhcebia, it is all one and the same plain. /. •

After leaving the ruins of the Doric temple,

being obliged to turn towards the left, out of

the ordinary route, in order to avoid the inun-

dation at the confluence of the two rivers, and

to effect a passage over another* branch of the

Pellica near Katafina, we observed a most re-

markable tumulus on a hill near to the village of

Spee. This corresponds with the situation which

^pollodorus* has assigned for the Tomb of Tomb of

Orpheus. It is moreover mentioned by the '^^
*^'"

Epitomiser of Straho, that there was a village

belonging to the city ofZ)m7«, called Pimplea'', Pimpiea.

where Orpheus was said to have died. This

tumulus is of immense magnitude : its form- is

perfectly conical ; and upon its vertex there are

trees growing of great size. But the Tomb of

Orpheus was only twenty stadia from Dium';

and this tumulus is about the same distance

from Katar'ina. The site of it, according to

. (4) /Ipollodori Bibliotheca, lib. i. ,c. 0.

(5) Epilom. fin. lib. vii. Strabon. Geog. p. 479. ed. Oron. (nlfi-

sXitai, itia, 'O^^tvi SuTjfiSsir.) " In antiquis exemplaribus nixXat, et

TlivXtiar, sine litera. ft legi, notaverunt eruditi, ut notavit Salmaaius ad

Solinum, p. 112. ed. UUraject. (Palmer.) " Ibid. Not. 3.

(6) Puusania: Bmot. c. 30. p. 7G9. ed. Kuknii^
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CHAP. Fausanias, was marked by a pillar, upon the

right hand, at the distance of twenty stadia from

Diuvi, going from the city towards the Pierian

mountain'. There was upon the pillar {v^^ia,

y.iSov) an araphora of stone ; and this vessel,

according to a vulgar tradition of the inhabi-

tants, was supposed to contain the bones of

Orpheus. In this description, Fausanias has fur-

nished us with all the apparatus of the oldest

Pelasgic sepulchre: for the pillar (Kim), an-

swering also to the stele of Homer, bespeaks the

presence of a sepulchral mound, as its pedestal;

and it is for this reason that we prefer trans-

lating the word v'^^ioc by amphora, rather than

by urna; because the former was used in

Greece for sepulchral monuments, and was of itself

considered as a symbol of death^. As to the

belief entertained by the natives of its con-

taining bones, it was consistent with the notions

respecting funeral rites in the time of Fausanias*

when it was more usual to burn than to bury the

(1) MamiSiit; is ci •^ta^at rAv tivro o^ds t»j> Tliifiat £;^«vrS5 xa) vroXiP Aio\,

<faaiv i^o Tuti yuvaixu* yiii<rSa.i rh* TiXivrh> ItrccuSx ru 'Oo(pi7. 'loTi it ix.

Aiou rhv if) TO o^os, x,cu grccSia •jr^oiXn^uSori tlxofft, xicjv ri itrrtf i» ot^ia, xai

i'Ti^nifid ta-» TM */»w, i/l^icc xl^eu. ixn 3f Toi errZ rou '0^(p'ius h id^icc, itctloi

lil l^t^a^iai xiyouffi. Pausaniae Bceolica, c. 50. p. 769. ed. JTuJinn.

(2) See rtgtietie to Chap. V. Vol. VI. of the Octavo Edition of

these Travels; and p. 282 of the same, for observations on the Amphora,

as a symlol of death. Also Reche.rches sur rOrigine et les Progres des

Arts de la Crece, torn. I. Planche ix. tig. 4. « Londres, 1785.
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dead. It is difficult to explain what Pausanias chap.

means by his allusion to the Pierian Mountairiy >

because there was no other mountain than Olym-

pus near to Dium; but perhaps this part of it in

Pieria might have been so denominated. There

is scarcely a mile that the literary traveller will

proceed along the western side of the Ther-

mcean Gulph, without regretting the loss of

almost all information respecting its antient

geography. If, as it was before observed, we

had the seventh book of Straho in its entire state,

this loss might have been in some measure sup-

plied; but all our usual resourses fail us here.

In such a dearth of intelligence concerning

the rivers and the cities of Pieria, it behoves us

to examine the only documents antiquity has

afforded us with the greater assiduity ; and par-

ticularly, to compare the observations of Liiij obwrva-

with the modern state of the country. But even i^I"*^

Livys observations, perspicuous and valuable as

they generally are upon subjects of this nature*

tend rather to perplex than to guide us in our

researches here : where may we seek for the

river Mi/tis\ the town oi Jgassa\ or the river

(3) " Ad amnem nomine Ulityn processit." Livio, Hist. lib. xliv,

c. 7. torn. ni. p. 685. ed. Crevier.

(4) " Postero die progressus, Jgassam urbeui, tradentibus sese

ipsis, recepit." Ibid,
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CHAP. Ascordus ' ? or how shall we discriminate between
X.

. V ,
^ the widely-overfioiving course of the Baphyrus*

and that of the Enipeus^^. and what becomes of

the Haliacmon, which Livy only once mentions*?

According to him, there were two pylce into

Macedonia, each of which he calls a saltus

;

meaning, evidently, a narrow pass, with a paved

causeway (via militaris), that might be easily

defended. Tempe was one of these ; and there

was another near Dium. The latter saltus could

be nothing more than a causeway to facilitate the

passage of the Mauro-Nero and Pellica, or, as we
have before suggested, of the Malathr'ia, where

its remains now exist. In describing the latter,

he says that the whole space between Olympus

and the sea was here only a mile ; one half

of which was occupied by the mouth of the

Baphyrus, "late restagnans," and the rest by

Situation the Temple of Jupiter and the town of Dium,

leaving only a very small portion, which could

be easily fortified. Then he describes the Mace-

donian king, Perseus, as abandoning this passage.

(1) " Progressus inde diei iter, ad Ascordum tlumea posuit castra."

Livio, Hist. lib. xliv. c. 7. torn. IH. p. 685. ed. Crevier.

(2) " Lat& restajnans 2?a/>//yri aninis." Jbid. p. 6§5.

(S) " Deinde quinque miilia passiiuui ab urbe citra ripam JUnipei

amnis castra ponit." Ibid. p. 687.

(4) Ibid. lib. xlii. cap. 53._tom. III. p. C33.

oi Dium.
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leaving it open to the Roman troops, and flying chap.

to Pydna. The Roman Consul advances, and in ^

two marches comes to Dium, pitching his tents

by the Temple of Jupiter, with a view to preserve

it from insult ; and himself entering the city.

The following day he marches to the river

Mytis ; the day after, to the town of Agassa

;

and upon the fourth he is by the river Ascordus.

In his retreat, first to Dium, and afterwards to

Phila, he is followed by Perseus, who enters

Dium, and repairs the fortifications which had

been levelled by the Romans: and then advancing

to the distance of five miles from Dium,

pitches his camp by the Enipeus ; making the

river, on account of the difficulty of its passage,

serve him instead of a rampart. Then begins

the siege of Heradea on the part of the Romans,

which is stated to be mid-way between Dium

and Tempe, at the distance of five miles from

Phila; and it is also related that the garrison in

Heradea perceived the fires in the camp of the

Macedonian king, upon the other side of the

Enipeus. This valuable document is the only

clue now afforded to the geography of the

country between Platamonos and Katafma. The

Reader will use his own conjectures, after com-

paring it with the description we have given of

the country ; but to us it seems probable that

VOL. VII. V) D
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CHAP, the Mauro-Nero river was the Baphyrus, and

the Malathfia the Enipeus; and that ysTa/anna

was DiuM. The remains of the Temple of Jupiter

we have already described; and it is evident,

from Livys description, that the site of this temple

was at a certain distance from the town; because

the Roman Consul, after pitching his tents by the

side of it, quits the camp to enter the city. The

situation also of the tumulus we have described

as the Tomb of Orpheus, by its distance from

Katar'ina, affords further presumption confirming

the identity of this place with Dium, and, con-

sequently, the propriety of the name thus given

to the tomb. The only difficulty opposing such

an arrangement is the want of a position for the

Haliacmon, which, according to the Epitomiser

of Strabo, flowed by Dium to the Thermc^an

Gulph\ It is very remarkable that this river

is only once mentioned by Livy, who has so

diffusely illustrated the topography of this dis-

trict ; and his allusion to it is not introduced

with any reference to Dium : it occurs in another

part of his history^ where the city of Elimea,

(1) See the passage before cited : "Or; fitra, ro Aion toXi*, «. t. X.

(2) " Profectus inde toto exercitu, Eordeain petens, ad Begorritem

quern vocant latum posiiis castris, postero die in Elimeam ad Haliac-

monaftuviiim processit." Lwii Hist. lib. xlii. c. 53. torn. HI. p. 633.

ed. Crevier.
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instead of Dium, is described as being upon chap.
X.

that river. The Haliacmon is also mentioned .

by Herodotus, and under some circumstances

that might connect it with the mingled streams

oi Mauro-Nero and Pellica': but not a syllable

is said of Dium ; and he places it farther to the

north, by associating it with another river,

Lydias, which, according to Ptolemy, fell into

the gulph of Therma, near to the mouth of the

Axitu.

Here we saw the old Pelasgic car again in

use, as we had seen it in Thessaly and in Troas,

drawn by two oxen yoked. We then entered

Katafina, a small town, surrounded with wood, Katarinu.

situate in the narrow plain which Livy mentions,

between Olympus and the sea; and upon the very

roots of the mountain, whose summits tower

above it in the highest degree of grandeur

which it is possible to conceive. There is no view of

place where the whole outline formed by the

many tops* of Olympus may be seen to so much

(3) Herodotus describes them as the boundaries of Bottiaa and Mace-

donia : and he says that the two rivers fell by confluence into the same

channel : iiixi' Au5'£« ts itoraftoZ xat 'XXioizfietos, e' eu^i^curi yv' rrir B»t-

ruufii vt *«i Uaxiinila, Is Tu'uri f'nt^oi to uictf fvfi(tiryoiri(. Herodoti

Hist. lib. vii. cap. 127. p. 419. ed. Gronov.

(4) 'Asgsr<tr>) ito(v(pri TeXuiu^aioi Ot/Xuf»irgia. Horn, II. A. 499.

D D 2
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CHAP, advantage as from Katarina. Perhaps they

' were rendered more distinct in consequence of

the snows by which the mountain was at this

time invested. It appeared like one vast glacier;

and for some time after our arrival we enjoyed

the satisfaction of gazing at its splendid^ and

majestic form.

Katarina consists of about one hundred and

forty houses", principally inhabited by Greeks,

who are governed by an ^gha. Its commerce

consists entirely in the exportation of corn, to

the amount, annually, of between two and three

thousand quilots\ It is sent to be shipped at a

port which bears the same name as the town.

Judging from the general internal appearance of

the place, its condition must be very wretched;

(1) . - - - - itr' a'lyXwtroi 'OxifiTcu. Iliad. A. 532.

(2) If Dr. Holland's statement be accurate, the number has been

more than doubled since. He speaks of " 300 houses, some of them

of larg:e size." See Holland's Travels, p. 305. Lond.lMS.

(3) "Les m^sures Turkes sontlePic pour les ^tofFes,etle guiLOTpour

les grains. Le pic a 25 pouces : un pic ettrois quarts font une uune

de France. Le guilot de Salonique vaut trois quilots et trois quarts de

celui de Constantinople. Quatre quilots et demi de Constantinople font

la charge de Marseille, et un septier de Paris plus un cinqui^me. On
appr^ciera les m^sures Turkes avec plus de justesse encore, en in-

diquant leiir rapport avec les poids. Le quilol de Salonique pc^se 85 olies

enbl^Macedouic'ii, et celui de Constantinople 22. La charge i]e Marseille

peut 4tre ^valu^e k 300 livres, et le septier de Paiis k 250." Beaujour,

Comm.de la Grece, torn. II. p. 193. Paris, 1800.
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but, externally viewed, it has a pleasing aspect, chap.

owing to the trees which surround it, and to

its mosque rising among them. The Turkish

mosques, generally constructed with domes,

and always accompanied by one or more towers,

as minarets, give an air of elegance, and some-

times of grandeur, even to the villages. In the

middle of the town we saw a Soros of white

marble, of such magnitude and beauty, that we
were convinced it could have belonged to no

mean city. Upon our inquiring where it had

been found, we were told that it had been

brought from the Palceo-castro of Malathria,

before mentioned, situate in Mount Olympus, at

three hours' distance from Katar'ina, where there

were others of the same nature, and a great

quantity of antient marbles ; but that some

Franks visiting the spot about three years

before, and after being employed in copying"

inscriptions, removing something, the real nature

of which was not known, the Agha, suspecting

them of having discovered a concealed treasure,

had ordered as many of those marbles as could

be broken to be destroyed, and the rest to be

conveyed from the place; in consequence of

which order, this Soros had been brought to

Katar'ina. Such was the substance of the story.

The natives entertain a tradition that the sea
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CHAP, once extended beyond its present boundary,

V over all the plain of Katar'ina, to the foot of

Olympus ; reaching quite up to that Palieo-castrOy

whose inhabitants, they say, then carried on

an extensive commerce. Who the travellers

may have been, thus designated under the name

of Franks, it is difficult to determine. We at

first believed them to have been Dr. Sihthorpe

and Mr. Hawkins. Afterwards, we supposed

that Mr. Tweddell, in his journey from Salonica,

visited those ruins : and, if this be true, great

as the regret must be which is felt for the loss

of his valuable journals', and deeply as this

loss is now deplored by every person of taste

and literature in Europe, it will be increased

by this circumstance ; because Mr. Tweddell

would have made the discovery of a city in this

part of Pieria an important point in the illustra-

tion of its general topography : and if he there

found, as it is very probable he did, any antient

inscriptions among the ruins, it is unnecessary

to add a syllable as to the use that he would

have made of them. Being therefore without

any clue, either to the name of the city, or to

(l) See the account of their " extraordinaty disappenrance^" in the

valuable work published by his brother,

—

"Remains of (fte late John

Tweddell," Sfc. Land. IBIB.
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the history of its sepulchres, our curiosity was chap.

strongly excited to repair ourselves to the spot;

but in this we were disappointed. The ^gha,

to whom we sent our Tchohodar with a request

for that purpose, positively refused his assent:

and when we applied to the inhabitants for

guides to conduct us thither, even in spite of

the u^gha'fi refusal, we found that no one dared

to accompany us. The Greek inhabitants, to

whom we applied, told us, that if we were

determined to go to the Paheo-castro, we must

remain in Katar'ina until we could enter into

some contract with the robbers who dwell there,

and who are the only proper guides to such

deserted places. This we would willingly have

done; but our time for remaining in Turkey

would not admit of such delay, and we were

therefore reluctantly compelled to abandon the

undertaking. The persons whom the Greeks of

Katar'ina designate by the name of robbers, are

probably nothing more than the Albanian moun-

taineers of Olympus ; a set of men whom any

traveller may safely trust, and in whose honour

we would gladly have confided. But it must

be confessed, that their own countrymen, the

Arnauts of Katar'ina, speak of a sturdy set of

depredators in Olympus, whom they say even
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CHAP. Ali Pasha has not been able to extirpate, and

who sometimes lay the villages under contri-

bution.

Cleanly

Cottages

of the

Albanians.

When our Tchohodar returned from the Agha,

he had orders to procure lodging for us in the

little cottage of an Arnaut, or Albanian peasant

:

and here we found a cabin, small indeed, but

in neatness and cleanliness it might have vied

with the dwelling of a Dutch boor. The floor

consisted of the hard and well-swept earth; and

the walls were covered with a yellow plaster,

kept so clean, that it was without spot. This

being the evening of the twenty-Jlfth of December,

our thoughts were directed homewards, to our

beloved country, in the recollection of the

happiness and social mirth diffused around the

hearths o^ Englishmen, by the annual recurrence

of their greatest festival. We had no reason

to complain, either of our fare or of our accom-

modation. We were regaled, it is true, in no

spacious apartment ; nor had we any other seat

or couch than what the bare earth afforded

;

but this we had been long accustomed to prefer

before the sofas and cushions of the Tnrks or

Greeks, which always swarm with vermin. As

for our banquet, we must have been indeed
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fastidious if we had i)ee;i dissatisfied on this chap.

account: as, in addition to our own provisions, . y. >

of bread and coffee and tea, from Larissa, a

huge Albanian turkey smoked upon the floor.

After a plentiful repast, the evening of our

Christmas-day was spent in comfort and repose.

Future travellers in Greece will do well to profit

by our experience, with respect to the Albanian

peasantry,—a race as distinct as possible from

all the other inhabitants of the country. We
never had reason to complain, when we con-

sented to forego the accommodation offered in

Greek houses for a night's lodging beneath their

humbler sheds. The Greeks are, for the most c>^^^^
,compared

part, indolent and profligate, vain, obsequious, "itii

1 T rriL >J7 • /flianians.

ostentatious, poor, and dirty. 1 he Albanians are

industrious, independent, honourable, cleanly, and

hospitable. They are a hardier and a healthier

race ;
passing their lives, sub dio, either in the

fields or upon the mountains : their sons possess

a manlier disposition than the offspring of the

Greeks, who are always effeminate; and the

daughters of Albanians are not characterized by women.

those relaxed habits and that early fading which

may be observed in the Grecian damsels. A
girl of Grecian parents scarcely attains her

twentieth year before she begins to exhibit the
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CHAP, marks of a premature old age ; and all the

^ Grecian women exhibit a matronly appearance

long before they enter into the marriage state.

Some of them are, it is true, exceedingly beau-

tiful ; and Nature seems to have been more

lavish in the distribution of female charms

among the Grecian than among the jilhanicm

women ; because the Albanian women have

almost all of them the complexion and the fea-

tures of gipsies : but then the former seldom

display the natural beauties which they possess

;

they make their appearance disguised by cos-

metics and paint, and by the artificial ornaments

of false hair ; tricked out, at the same time^ by

all sorts of finery, and smelling of essences and

of musk. The Albanian women are fond of

finery,— and, indeed, where are the women,

unless in highly civilized society, who are not

fond of it?—but the Albanian finery consists,

principally, in a display of colours strongly

contrasted; and their dress is remarkable for

the scrupulous attention to cleanliness by which

it is distinguished. As the costume is uniformly

the same, a description of the dress worn by

one of the Albanian women will serve to give a

general idea of the appearance exhibited by all

of them. It consists of the following articles of
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attire ; the difference between the lower class chap,
X.

and the higher, in their apparel, being found ^_—y—

.

only in the costliness of the materials.

1

.

A napkin fastened tight over the forehead, faUing to

the shoulders behind, and in front, on either side of

the head, below the chin.

2. Great quantity either of silver or gold coin, hanging

about the temples and under the chin, and braided

behind into the hair, which hangs in long tresses

down the back, reaching to the calves of the legs j

the rest of the hair being only visible above the ears

and temples.

3. An embroidered shift, richly worked in front, and

covering the arms as far as the hands.

4. A sash, or girdle, of blue stuff.

5. Short plaided hose, with lively colours, like those worn

by Scotch Highlanders.

6. Slippers of yellow leather.

7. An embroidered jacket over the shift, reaching to the

elbows and ankles ; trimmed round the lower skirts

with fringe.

8. Another richly embroidered jacket over the first, but

without sleeves, reaching only to the knees.

After all, a faithful drawing of this costume

would represent it much better than any de-

scription can do : but costumes of the inhabi-

tants of different nations, however accurately

designed and coloured as to the dresses, almost
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CHAP, always fail in the delineation of features ; be-

« cause nothing but a faithful portrait-painter can

trace those modifications of the human counte-

nance which characterise particular regions'.

On Saturday, December the twenty-sixth, we

left Katar'ina ; journeying towards the east,

over a wretched sandy common, covered with

brakes ^ In the plains near Katar'ina, the

Arnaut shepherds are seen armed with large

Shepherds' pistols and poniards. Their dogs make a sin-

bodyl^" gular appearance, wearing body-clothes j the

only instance we had ever seen of the same

kind. The animals under their care, besides

sheep, were hogs, buffaloes, and oxen. The

Christian inhabitants of this district complain

heavily of Turkish oppression : the sight of a

family stripped of all its property, for no other

(1) A remarkable proof of this occurs in the magnificent work of

Mons. de Choiseul. In that work, the dresses worn by the Grecian

women in the islands of the /Archipelago are faithfully designed ; but

the females themselves are a\\ Parisian. In English books of voyages

and travels, the delineation of countenance is even less attended to;

as in Cook's Voyages, where the inhabitants of the Pacific Ocean were

represented with Grecian features. With respect to the inhabitants

of Turkey, the work of Mr. Hobhotise may be mentioned as the only

publication containing any faithful pictures of the women of the

country.

(2) Pteris Aquilina.
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reason than that of professing the Christian chap.

religion, is not uncommon: the consequence

is, that some pretend to be Moslems whose

hearts are well disposed towards Christianity

;

and many have no definable religion whatso-

ever. In the road from Katar'ina to Kitros, the

termination of Olympus towards the west, or

rather west-south-iuest, becomes visible ; and

after its declension in that direction, begins

the acclivity of another mountain, also of con- Mountain

siderable height, which at this season was Tueusaiy.

entirely covered with snow ; continuing the

great chain or mountain barrier, in the same

line with Olympus and Ossa ;—these three

being all that are in view, like a vast wall

between Macedonia and Thessaly, reaching from

the earth to the clouds. In this road from

Katar'ina to Kitros, there are two places where

antiquities are found ; both of them being upon -"

the left of the route. We turned out of our way

to visit them. The first place occurs distant

only three quarters of an hour from Katar'ina

;

at a village which lies in a valley towards the

left; not visible from the road. Here we found

several fragments of sculpture and architec-

ture; and among them the following inscription,

upon a monument erected, as it is stated, by

''ULPIATHE DAUGHTER OF HERM^US, TO ULPIUS
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CHAP. RUSTICUS, HER DEAR HUSBAND." The form Of

« ,—^ the Omega is curious.
Inscriptions

Sla OYAniAEPMAlOY
^ndKitros. OYAniUJPOYCTI

XuiTuJ TAYKYTA
Tuj AN API EKTuJ N
EKEINOYEKEINiu
KAIEAYTHTujr
>-jt N E I A C X A P I N

The inhabitants told us that there were other

inscriptions in the church of this village ; but

so much delay was likely to take place in

getting it open, that we could not wait to see

them. The next occurred at an hour's distance

from Katar'ina; where, in the wall of a small

chapel, near to the road, we found a Cippus, in-

scribed by a person of the name of " ophelion,

TO HIS father's memory."

Ct><I> G A I

a;N6u)<i>€

AICONITO)
HATPIJuLNei
ACXAPIN

We observed here marks of the foundations of

a temple ; and upon the mountain, still farther

to the left, there were other vestiges. It is
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somewhat singular that the natives now call

the place where the antiquities lie, by the name

of MAKEAONIA. "It is a name," they said, ^in^liL

" which they always give to the land there ; not ^^"''^'^'"'»''-

to any Pal^eo-castro." The roads were deep,

and full of mud, rendering our journey tedious

and disagreeable : we were however amply

repaid for all our fatigue, whenever we looked

back towards Katar'ina; for then we beheld

Olympus, not only in undiminished glory, but

seeming of greater magnitude than ever, being

without a cloud to obscure any part either of

its summit or sides ; all its vast masses and

deep chasms being displayed, so that the eye

might range from its broad base upwards to its

craggy tops, now radiant with bright and shin-

ing light, reflected from accumulated snows,

and contrasted with the dark shadows of its

awful bosom ; beneath which, most beautifully

pisturesque, appeared the woods of Katar'ina^

with the dome and minarets of the town conspi-

cuous among the trees. At about half an hour's

distance from this chapel, ascending a hill, we

had another noble prospect, but in an opposite

direction : it commanded the whole of the

Therm^an Gulph ; Mount Athos appearing

plainly to the east: also upon the opposite side

of the gulph we saw distinctly the white walls
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CHAP, and buildings of Salonica. Far beyond a

t
" ' range of hills situate at the back of the city,

to the*^'"
and towards the north, we saw a very elevated

north of snow-clad mountain ; and upon inquiring its
Sulontca. ^ i ^

name, were told that it is called Maleshivo.

This can be no other than the Scomius of Thu-

cydides. We must continue the detail of objects

hence visible, because it is made from notes

written upon the spot. In the open sea, to the

south of Mount Athos, we saw islands, and

several high lands that seemed like islands, not

one of whose names can be ascertained by any

map of Greece: possibly the latter may have

been the promontories of Ampelos and Cana-

strceum. From this spot we also surveyed the

whole of the plain surrounding the extremity of

the Gulph of Therma. In this plain, upon the

right hand, standing towards the sea, is an

immense Tumulus, making a conspicuous and

remarkable appearance, as the only principal

object : it is now called TYMB02 by the Greek

peasants. Thence we came to the village of

Kitros. Kitrosy or Kitro, distant three hours from Kata-

r'ina. Before we reached the village, we saw,

upon our left, the ruins of a chapel; marking,

perhaps, the site of an antient temple. Here

we dined upon olives, onions, and biscuit, with

very good wine, which we bought in the place.
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Kitros is indisputably the Macedonian Kydna, a chap.

name antiently corrupted into the more memo- . / -

rable appellation of Pydna', whose geogra- Pudna.

phical position is pointed out by an observa-

tion of Livy, when- he states that JEnia, upon

the other side of the gulph, fifteen miles to the

south of Thessalonica, was opposite to Pydxa^.

The alteration of Kydna into Pydna, as men-

tioned by Siephanus, must have been a corrup-

tion of the earhest antiquity ; for, before the

time of Herodotus, it was written Pydna by

Scylax of Caryanda': however, there is some

testimony, even in its modern name, of the

truth of the remark made by Stephanus

;

—if a

name may be called modern, which is mentioned

in the epitome of Straho*. Here we learn that

(1) Ctdna is the name of this city, as written by Pomponius Mela.

Also Stephanus, KTANA, triXi; Maxiittia;- Qtayivr,; h Maici^a»)co7s. °H

Kara, ^aoaifhoav IITANA Xiyirar To ihiKav, IITANAIOS. Stephanus

de Urbib. p. 392. et Not. 55. Amst. 1678. In the text of Stcphmiut,

it is wiitten lUla -, but his Commentator proves that it ought to be

written OiiSva.

(2) " Revocatis igitur in naves militibus, omissaque ThessalonicsB

oppugnatione, jEniam inde petunt : quindecim millia passuum ea

urbs abest, adversvis Pydnam posita, fertili agro." Livii Hist,

lib. xliv. cap. 10. torn. III. p. 639. ed. Crevier.

(3) Ilvlut jr'oXit 'EXXjivi's. Scylax in MaKt^ofia. Vid. Peripl. p. 61.

eA. J. Gronov. L. Bat. 1697.

(4) "Oti fiirk TO A('»v vcXin, o 'AXtaxfiui Tirafios if Tit, x.r.X. i» ri xx)

«i\it HTANA, n tvr KITPOM xaXiiTai. Excerpta ex Lib. VII. fine

Strabon. Geog. p. 479. ed. Oxon.

VOL. VII. E E
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CHAP, the embouchure of the Haliacmon was to the
X.

- north of Diumy in Pieria ; and that the city of

Pydna occurred in the same district, bearing

the appellation of Kitron. The same may be

gathered from Ptolemy; only with this diffe-

rence, that the places are enumerated in a con-

trary order, from north to south \ It is desirable

to fix with certainty the position of a place

rendered so remarkable in history. It was in

the plain before Pydna^ that the great battle

was fought between the Macedonians and the

Romans, when the former, by their signal defeat,

forfeited for ever their freedom, and Macedonia

["m'^^
became a Roman province'. The conspicuous

donians. tomh bcforc mentioned decidedly marks the

spot ; and its immense magnitude is explained

by the event of that battle, when twenty-five

thousand of the Macedonian army were left dead

(1) Tln^ia;. Ku&!ou vrora/iou IxjiiKai. DTANA, 'AXiax/iatog irorafcti

iitfiiXeu AION xeXatiia, Ptotemeei Geog,

(2) 'En ^1» «5v Tu tr^ii Tint Tluivni iriViu, 'PafiaToi t^aict n»ara<r«Xi/Ks-

«w*r«f, xxhT>.t» rhv rut l/laxtiituv (iaffiXdav. Excerpta ex Libri VII.

fine Strabon. Geog. p. 749. ed. Oxon.

(3) This battle was fought on the twenty-second of June, B. c. 168;

when twenty-five thousand men of the army of Perseus king of

fitacedon were slain by the Romans within the compass of an hour-

It began at three o'clock in the afternoon, and ended before four.

Vid. PhUareh, in Fit. Paul. JEm. &e.
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upon the field*. It is the same species of chap.

sepulchre which Strabo has called Polyandrium; ^

and this tumulus was in all probability noticed

by him in that part of the seventh book which

has unfortunately perished. It seems to have

been a custom of the Greeks, derived from their

remote ancestors, to raise a mound of this kind

upon every spot signalized as the theatre of

any important contest. In the course of these

travels, and within the compass of a single

volume, we have shewn that there is not a part

of Greece which has been rendered illustrious

as the field of any memorable battle, but a tomb

of this description now remains, as a monu-

ment of the place where it was fought. This

may be proved with reference to Marathon,

Thermopyliu, Flatcece, Leuctra, Chceronea, Pydna,

and Pharsalia. The Macedoniam and Greeks,

after their battles with the Persians, or with the

Romans, or with each other, have always done

this : but the same custom does not appear to

have existed among the Romans in Italy, where

there are no other tumuli than the barrows

of the Celts, which are common to all Europe

and Asia. In the great battle that was fought

(4) Ibid. Pltttarch says, that the whole valley, even to the feet of

the mountains, was covered with dead bodies.

E E 2
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CHAP, between Hannibal and the Romans, under Fla-
X.

' „i, /-. » minius \ near the Lake Thrasymenus, near

Perusia, fifteen thousand Romans were left dead

upon the field : yet there is no tumulus of this

kind to mark the spot ; insomuch that it is not

now precisely known where the battle of Thra-

symene took place ; some believing it to have

happened at Ossaia, and others at the Ponte

Sanguinetto, between Torricella and Crotona.

But the PoLYANDRiUM of the battle of Pydna,

like that in the Plain of Marathon, and the

others here alluded to, is a conspicuous, nay,

almost an everlasting monument, of that san-

guinary conflict ; and the Albanian shepherds,

tending their flocks around it, although uncon-

scious of its covering the mouldered rehcs of

their ancestors, are the unaltered descendants

of the same race of heroes who fought and died

for the liberties of Macedon;—"mighty men,

as of old, men of renown
; girded with the

Transac- wcapous of war." This place has been ren-
tions at

^

Pydna. dcrcd memorable for the shedding of other

blood than that which flowed so copiously in

the battle of Pydna : it was here that Cassander

massacred Olympias the mother, Roxana the wife.

(I) Fought iu the year 217 b. c.
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and Alexander the son of Alexander the Great*, chap.
X.

And, as if it were destined in after-ages to main-

tain a pre-eminence among- the scenes that have

witnessed human slaughter, it was at Kitros,

and along this road to Salontca, that the French

prisoners, when compelled by the Turks to

march from the Morea to Constantinople, suffered

every cruelty that the malice of their enemies

could inflict: many of them, after seeing their

drooping companions put to death by their

conductors, because they were unable, through

sickness and fatigue, to continue the route,

were constrained to carry the heads of their

comrades in sacks, that an accurate return of

the whole number might be made upon their

arrival in the capital.

From Kitros w€ went to the village of Leute- Leuter^-

rochori\ situate upon an eminence near the

gulph, distant about five miks from Kitros*.

(2) Justin. Hist. lib. xiv. c. 6.

(3) Signifying " the free village," according to Dr. Holland, who

says that " this district is the most easterly part of the territory of

All Pasha. Here commences the territory governed by Ismael Bty

of Seres. • Holland's Trav. p. S09- Lond.\g]b.—The name of this

village is corruptedly pronouueed Leftskoi by the natives.

(4) We were only one hour in going thither ; which, at the usual

rate of travelling in Turhey, makes it rather less than five miles : but

distances computed by time are not to be relied upon, unless per-

formed with caravans of camels, which are generally preceded by aa

ass going a foot's pace, at the rate of a league an hour.

chori.
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CHAP.
X.

Metkone.

From this place we intended to pass by water

to Salonica; but when we arrived, we dis-

covered that the persons who conducted our

baggage, instead of halting, as they had been

ordered to do, had proceeded forward with it

to Lehdno. The space between Leuterochori

and Kitros agrees with the distance mentioned

by Strabos Epkomiser, of forty stadia between

Pydna and Methone': and the last-men-

tioned city occurs in this order, according to

the description given of Macedonia by Scylax'^.

But these are not the only reasons for be-

lieving that Leuterochori stands upon the site of

Methone. After leaving this place, in the

road to Salonica, the territory of the Bey of

Seres immediately begins ; and, according to

the antient boundaries of the two regions,

Methone was the last town of Pieria ,• upon

leaving which, the traveller entered Botticea^.

This seems to prove an inaccuracy of the

former geographer, in placing the Haliacmon

(1) ^A-rix" S' *> MMufi rnf f/ii Tlvhtti; ffraiiec (t. Excerpta ex Lib.VII.

Strab. p. 479. ed. Oxon.

(2) Vide Peripl. Scylacis Caryandensis, y.6\. ed. J.Gronnv. L.But.

1697.

"(3) See the passage, as above cited, of \X\e Excerpta o^ StraWs
seventh book; after which occur the words »«; St ^AXu^av, I oTaita.' h fit*
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river southwards towards Dium; because, ac- chap.

cording to the older authority of Scylax, enu-

merating the places from south to north, along

the western side of the Gulph of Thermuy

this river occurred after passing the city of

Methone*. It was at the siege of Methone

that Philip lost the sight of his right eye, when
struck by an arrow from the citadel ; a circum-

stance perhaps as well attested as any fact in

history, being related by Strabo\ by Diodorus^>

by Pliny \ by Solinus, and by Justin^. With

regard to the particular river across which

Philip swum upon that occasion, as to most

of the others crossing this route in their passage

from Olympus, there will always be some uncer-

tainty ; unless their antient names were to be

determined by a residence in the country;

(4) rii/Snoc ToXif 'EXXvvifi Mi^«»x ToXi; 'EXXtivU, *«' 'AXixitfiaiv Tarm/nif,

K. T. X. Scylaci.1 Caryandensis Periplus, p. 61.

(5) 'E» Ss ri <r^o rris Mi^dyri; wtiiif, yiiiffSai irvti(iti rcf 'biXi^^at r^

^ AfAvtrou rri* ixxeTtlt Ttu ^i^iou i^faXfiou KctraTtXriXM (iiXid, xara, viit

nXii^Kiiti rris ToXiaii. Excerpta ex Lib. VII. Strabon. Geog. p. 479.

cd. Oxon.

(6) Vid. Diodor. Sic. lib.xvi.

(7) P/m. Hist. Nat. lib. iv. cap. 9-

(8) " Cum Melhonam urbem oppugnaret, in prxtereuntem demuris

sagitta jacta dextnim oculum regis efTodit." Justin, Hist. lib. vii.

cap. 6.
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CHAP, because the appearances vary so considerably

I

'

; in different seasons of the year. The tra-

veller journeying through this country at the

melting of the snow, or after the annual rains,

would find his search for a single stream repaid

by half a dozen ; and during the dry season,

perhaps, nothing answering to his notion of a

river would occur. The author finds a note

in his journal, stating, that he did not pass

a single river between Katar'ina and Lehdno; a

Lehdno. distance of six hours. At the latter place we
halted for the night. The whole of this journey

from Katar'ina was through a country, fertile^

perhaps, but looking most wretchedly ; and it

may be conceived what a state the roads were

in, from the circumstance of our making no

further progress during an entire day. At

Lehdno we were conducted to the same lihan

where the poor Frenchmen, before mentioned,

were halted for the night, during their horrid

march to Constantinople. " They were seen,"

said the inhabitants, " carrying the heads of

tiieir wives and of their children, and of others

fl) The plains around Methnne were portioned out hy Philip among

liis soldiers, as the rewards of their services after the capture of the

city.
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who had been their companions upon the road, chap.

whom the Turks had beheaded as fast as they

fell sick by the way, because they were unable

to keep up with the rest." Many of them fell

for want of food, and some through grief and

despair. It is said that at this place they

excited the commiseration even of Moslems,

who carried food and water for them to the

khan where they were lodged*. Whether

Lehdno was the antient Alorus or not, depends Aiorm.

entirely upon the manner in which we are

permitted to read a short passage, as given from

Strabo\ respecting the distances of Methone,

Pydna, and jilorus. If by seventy stadia be in-

tended the distance of the two last from each

other, then Lehdno is proved to have been

Alorus ; but if this be assigned as the distance

(2) 1"he annals of the Morlddo not furnish more dreadful instances

of human suffering than those which occurred, after the breaking out

of the French Revolution, within the period of a few years towards

the close of the eighteentVi and beginning of the nineteenth centuries.

To some of those afflicting sights the author of these Travels was au

eye-witness : it seemed as if that BEING, who is " of purer eyes than

to behold evil, and cannot look upon iniquity," had withdrawn his

countenance from the earth: for it was such a season as Hubakkuk has

called " THE HIDING OF HIS POWER."

(3) ^Av'ix^i 3' h Ms^iivn T»5j fiiv nJSvjj; trraSix ft,'' rni 'AXu^ou Tt, o ffruoia.

Excerpta ex Lib. VIL fine, Strabon, Geog. p. 479. ed. Oxon.
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^^^^- between Methone and Alorus, which seems to be

<* '•' the reading in this instance, Lehdno is not situate

far enough towards the north.

Inge
Mauro
Yerrj,

Mauro-
Kviack

Ferrv.

We left this village two hours before sun-

rise ; and continued our journey along the plain

at the extremity of the Gulph ofTherma, at some

distance from the sea, to avoid the swampy
shores, and the mouths of the rivers, which

were all inundated. Then we turned to the

right ; and in two hours came to a large river,

which was much flooded, called Inge Mauro.

This river we passed by a flying bridge. A
poor Turk attended the ferry, living in a

wretched hovel constructed of osiers and mud.

We observed here a change in the dress of

the female peasants. Over the white cotton

Albanian shift and short petticoat, they wore

a black vest made of goats' hair, without

sleeves ; and for their head-dress, white cotton

handkerchiefs, with bunches of red silk over

their foreheads, and silver ornaments in their

ears. Continuing our journey across wet and

dirty plains, we arrived, in three hours from the

Inge Mauro ferry, at another large river, with a

similar mode of passage, called Kara-smack by

the Turks, and Mauro-smack by the Greeks ; the
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difference being only in the epithet, as applied chap.

to the name of the river'. Here we began

to see a little cultivated land ; our previous

journey during this day having been through

flat commons covered with water and mud.

Two hours after passing the Mauro-smack, we
saw, towards our left, a village called Yanitza,

at the base of a mountain, by the foot of which

flows the river Vardar'^. We crossed this

river by a wooden bridge formed of planks, at

the least a quarter of a mile in length. The

current was extremely strong : it is the Axius

of Herodotus; separating the Mygdonian from

the Botticean territory -, where Pella stood ; and

(1) This river must be the Lydias, after having received the water*

of the Erigon • but Herodotus mentions the confluence of the two

rivers, Lydias and Haliacmon; the latter of which was farther to-

wards the south. WA. Herodotum,)i\st. lib. vii. c. 127. p. 419. ed.

Gronovii.

(2) " The best information I could procure respecting the source

of the Vardar was in substance as follows : When the plain of the

Vurdiir is scorched up in summer, the shepherds drive their flocks and

herds into the country between Bosnia and Caradar, and to the high

mountains beyond Caradar, eight days' journey from Salontca.

Those shepherds relate, that in a swamp, which trembles w ben a man

walks upon it, there is a spring, which rises from the earth so as to

form a river upon the spot eleven yards wide from bank to bank.

Soon afterwards it becomes augmented by seven other tributarj-

streams {called rivers by the shepheids); but the true source of the

Vardar, they say, is this powerful fountain." Cripps's MS. Journal.

(") 'E«*J r»iv "A'^iov Torafiit, Sg eu^i^ii x'^^l* rriv Mvyioviny rt zai Bcrrimiix.

Herodoti Hist. lib. vii. cap. 123. p. 418. ed. J. Gronov. L.Bat.n\$.
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Vardar
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it is now called the Vardar. The same river

is also mentioned, under the name of Axius,

by the venerable Scylax\ As we surveyed the

marshy district in which Pella was situate, we
wished to note every thing belonging to the

place of Alexanders nativity ; but it is remark-

able, that the traveller no sooner quits the

Grecian territories, than he is left almost with-

out a clue to the antient geography of the

country. Owing to this circumstance, the

mountain at whose base the village of Yanitza

now stands is without a name. The site of

Pella. Pella, however, is said to be known, which

cannot have been far removed from the same

spot ; and it would indeed be marvellous if it

were not well known', after such a description

(1) V\&\s vaewWoneAhy Herodotus, hy Aristotle, 2^x\Ahy Straho ; the

last of whom, Strabo, calls him IkvXo.^ o waXa/o; irv'y'y^a,(pivi. His notice,

however, of the river Axius is only as a river of Macedonia, "A^is

vroTctfio;, without adding a syllable of its situation. Vid. Scylac,

Ctfryawc?. Peripl. p.6l. eA. Gronov. L. Bat.lGdl.

(2) The editor of the Oxford Strabo says it is now called " Palatisa."

Vjd. AV. 12. p. 479. Strabo}i.Geog. Wb.vii. The situation of Yanitza

agrees very well with what Beaujeur has said of idnidge; and if so,

it is highly probable that it stands upon or near to the site of Pella:

for Beaujour adds, in a Note ; " II ne reste plus de Pella que quelques

ruines insiguifiantes : mais on voit encore le pourtour de son magni-

fique port, et les vestiges du canal qui joignait ce port a la mer par le

niveau le mieux entendu. Les mosquees d'Ienidge aNT ete baties

AVEC LES DEBRIS DBS PALAIS DES ROIS MaCEDONIENS.—Tableau du

Commerce
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as that given by Livy of its locality'. The chap.

allusion made to Pella by Herodotus is less ^ ' •

descriptive of its position*. In visiting places

that have been rendered famous for the birth

of illustrious men, it is natural to inquire,

whether, in the scenes of their infancy and

youth, there existed any thing likely to bend

the mind towards the characteristic disposition

it afterwards assumed. We have already

described a region which was the nursery of

inventive genius and poetry: it will therefore

now be curious to examine the nature of

another territory, whence a spirit of martial

enterprise, of high ambition, and the most

insatiable thirst of conquest, of dominion, and

of glory, derived their origin. The inhabitants

of mountains, and of maritime districts, of

inland territories, lakes, and marshes, or of

Commerce de la Grice, torn. I. p. 87. Not. (l). Paris, 1800. The in-

formation concerning it, which we received at Sulonica, was, that the

place is now called Arackse^.

(3) " Sita est in tumulo, vergente in occidentem hybernum. cin-

gunt palndes inexsuperabilis altitadinis, aestate et hyeme; quas

restagnantes faciunt lacus. In ips& palude, qu^ proxima urbi est,

velut insula eminet aggeri operis ingentis imposita : qui et inurum

sustineat, et htimore circunrtfnsae paludis nihil Isedatur. Muro urbis

coDJuncta procul videtur." Liivio, Hist. lib. xliv. cap. 46. torn. III.

p. 734. ed. Crevier.

(4) T»s t^evfft ri Taoa iciXaffftD fruMov ^u^iov *oX.it 'l;^)i«i ts xai n>A.X<c.

Herodoto, Hist. lib. vii. p. 418. cd. Gronov. L.Bnt. 1715.
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CHAP, extensive arid plains and deserts, are so gene-
X

. rally marked by some stamp of their native

region, that it were almost as nugatory to

dispute the fact, as it would be to expect

sublimity in the soul of a Dutchman, or any

thing hostile to freedom in the mind of a

Nature of Norwegian. With regard to the scene of

tr^cere""' Alexander s birth, it may be truly said, all that

^uxaJ^'^ Nature hath anywhere exhibited of vast and
jer'iNati- y^ried objccts, possessing either sublimity or

beauty, had their counterpart here : mountains,

and hills, and valleys, and plains, and rivers,

and seas, and islands ; and these, moreover,

simultaneously invested with every feature

peculiar to all seasons ; with upland ice and

snow ; with lowland verdure, and summer

suns ; with barren rocks, and fertile fields

;

altogether constituting such an assemblage of

the works of God, as suggested to the bard of

Israel his sacred theme of power and might and

majesty and dominion^ Immediately before his

eyes, was presented the awful form of Mount

Olympus, believed to be the throne of Heaven

itself,—^the seat of all the immortal deities*;

(1) See the sublime passafjes of the Psnlms of David, cxlvii. cxlvii.

wherein all the works of the Creator are made to speak his power and

praise : also the Revelation of St. John, chap. v. ver. 13, &c.

(2) Vid. Homer. Iliad. E. 360, 367, &c. &c.
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the grandeur of whose appearance can only be chap.

felt by those who view it from the plain of - -^- -

Fella. There is a passage in Herodotus which

mentions this prospect as beheld by Xerxes

from Therma ; but who could imagine, simply

from observing the situation of these places in

a map, that the magnitude of Olympus, as it

appears from the modern town of Salonica, is

such as to fill all the prospect towards the

western side of the Tkermaic Gulphy and actually

to dazzle the eyes of the beholder with the

radiance reflected from its snow-clad summit'?

Instead of seeming remote from the place of

his observation, so enormous is the size of this

mountain, that it appears to be close to his

view.

After we had crossed the bridge of planks, News of

and were proceeding in our route, we heard the ^
^^"*'

disagreeable intelligence that the plague was

raging with great vehemence in Salonica.

Rumours of the same nature had before reached

us, during our journey from Larissa; but re-

ports of the plague in Turkey are so liable to

exaggeration, that we had paid no attention to

them. We were now told that many of the

(3) Vid. Homer. Iliad. A, 420, 532, &c.
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CHAP, inhabitants had left the city ; and some Tahtars

.

^'
, said that the number of deaths had daily

increased to an alarming extent. We had,

however, no alternative, but to venture into

the midst of the contagion : our resources were

exhausted, and we were in want of all kinds of

necessaries. We saw upon our left, in the

plain, near a village called Bounarchi, an im-

mense tumulus of earth ; retaining still, among

the inhabitants, the name of Tvy^^og; and near

to it there was another of smaller size. In

this plain, four-wheeled carriages were in use.

About two hours' distance from the Fardar,

Tehdie. we arrived at a miserable village, called Tekale,

or Tektlly. There were several antiquities

about this place ; among others, some granite

columns, and a beautiful operculum of an im-

mense marble Soros. As we viewed the moun-

tains north of Thessalonica, and compared

their appearance with the forlorn blank in all

the maps of the country between the Hebrus and

the ^xius, we could but regret that they have

been so rarely visited by travellers. The whole

Geography oijEmathia^ is as a chasm in antient geography.

°oma
"" We know nothing of Pceonia or of Pelagonia, or

(1) " Macedonia, &c. Emathia antea dicta." Plinio, Hist. Nat.

lib. iv. c. 10. tom.I. p. 213. L. Bat. 1635.
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of the whole region westward to the borders of

Illyria. Some means of communication must

still exist along- the Via Ignalia-, from the north

of the Gulph of Thermn to the Illyrian coast of

the Jldriatic, which future travellers will do

well to explore :—for where are the cities of

Lychnidus', and ^g^, called also Melobotira*, ^'^^'

and more antiently JEdessa^, the regal seat of

the Macedonian kinofs^? We Qwiere^ Macedonia•o

(2) The wliole passage of Strabo concerning the Via Ignatia should

V)e read with attention : it defines with great perspicuity the boundaries

«f Illyria, Epirus, and Macedonia. We shall only insert the following;

passage, relating to the beginning of its course from Epidamnus to

Tkessalonica.—'H^kev eiTv ^ca-ffot, 'lyrarta xxXurai, i dl •jr^airn iwi Kxv^aovtat

Xiytrai ooavs 'iXkv^txou oia Kuy^viiiov voXiea; xa) TlvXZvo;, vo^oO o^i^ovtci •»

rri «S* rriv ti 'IkXv^iix xai tm> MaxiOo*Iccv' IxiThv ol Iffri ^cc^oc fia^ouvrx S/i

'HpxxXtias, xa) AvyxKr^av, xa) 'Ea^Sav, els "EAE2AN xa) IIEAAAN, fitixV

('jiaaaXovixiias. Sirabon. Geog. lib. vii. p. 468. ed. Oxon,

(3) See the f^ignette to the next Chapter. Strabo calls it Lychnidius.

It is thus mentioned by LiVY : " Nuncius ex Macedonia venit, Eropum

quemdam corrupto arcis praesidiique praefecto, Lychnidum cepisse;

tenete et Dassaretiorura quosdam vicos et Dardanos etiam concire."

Livio, Hist. lib. xxvii. c. 32. P/o/e»j^(lib. iii. c. 13) places it in TH/ace-

donia, in the country of the Dansaretii.

(4) "Hns xa) MjiXa/Ssrs/ja, x. r. X.—" Scilicet ab ovibus quas pascebat.

Id enim sonat id nominis." Stephanies de Urbib. p. 32. et Not. 10.

ed. Gronov. Amst. 1678.

(5) Stephan. de Urbib. ibid. " Etsi Cosmographo Geographiae, lib. iii.

c. l:^. Odessa et^gca sunt diversse Emathiae Macedonia; regionis

urbes."

{6) Wd. Justin, lib. vii. c. 1 and 2. P/in. Hist. Nat. lib. iv. c. 10.

torn. I. p. 213. L. Bat. 1635. (" /Egie, in q7io mos sepelire re^fcs.")

Solin. c. 1 4. Diodor. Sic. lib. xix. c. 53.

VOL. VII. FF
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CHAP, in the hope that, of all its antient cities, this at

. least would not escape our researches; because

in Mg^ were preserved the sepulchres of

Alexanders predecessors : and a superstition

existed concerning the burial of the kings of

Macedon, similar to that which is so well known

in ItalT/ with regard to the Popes ; namely, that

their dominion would cease when the bodies of

their sovereigns should be no longer buried in

Importance the samc coemctery. The discovery of the

tainingits ruins of iEo^ would be particularly gratifying.
posiuon. j^ ^1^^ examination of the regal tombs of the

Macedonians, we might become acquainted with

their manner of burial, of which so little has

been yet ascertained. But as all our inquiries

respecting the remains of this city ' were made

(1) It stood to the south of the river Axius, fifty-nine miles from

ThessahnicUy in the Roman road ; DiocletianopoUs and Pella being

between Thessalonica and jEg^ts.—Since this was written, the author,

upon his return to England, circulated, in manuscript, a regular

set of queries, as hints to travellers respecting their researches in

the Levant. One of those queries related to Edessa, and to the

Sepulchres of the Macedonian Kings. He has, in consequence,

recently been permitted to make the following extract from a

manuscript I^etter of his friend. Dr. Fiott Lee, of St. John's College,

Cambridge, to his fellow collegian, Mr. Hughes ; whereby it appears

that Dr. Lee succeeded in discovering the spot, and actually went

himself into two of those sepulchres. " If a Firman could be

procured from y4li Pasha of Joannina, I am confident," says Dr. Lee,

'* that there would be found at Edessa treasures of antiquities. The

place
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to no purpose, we have been unable to throw chap.

any light upon this subject. Every inquiry .

concerning the Macedonians is reviving with

redoubled interest, in the knowledge we have

that they were of the same race with the nation

now called Albanians; the latter having pre-

served the manners, customs, and language of

their ancestors, almost unaltered, from the

earliest ages. It is therefore only by a careful

examination of the antiquities occurring along

the F'ia Ignatia, and by a strict attention paid to

the manners, customs, and superstitions of the

Albanians, that any additional information can

be obtained respecting the Macedonians ; whose

history, and especially the earliest part of it, is

involved in great obscurity. It may be re-

marked, that the learned investigators of their

annals, whose lucubrations were published in

place is now called Vodina : it is a delightful spot. Ttere ar«

sepulchres cut in the rock, which the superstitious inhabitants have

never plundered ; because they are afraid to go near them. I went

into two, and saw the bodies in perfect repose, with some kinds or

ORNAMENTS, AND CLOTHES, AND VASES; but touched them not, and

paid little attention to them ; being at that time a novice in the sexton

trade, and ignorant that a traveller could gain celebrity and honour by

robbing the bodies of the dead. There is a beautiful inscription in the

town. The fall of waters is magnificent."

—

Dr. Lee's MS. Letter. To

this it may be added, that Beaujour also mentions Vodina a^ theantient

Edebsa. Voy. Tableau du Comm.de la Grice, torn. I. p. 128. Paris,

1800.

F F 2
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the middle of the last century', and who, with

the most patient investigation, seem to have

ransacked every source of information with

regard to the Macedonians, have nevertheless

left their readers entirely in the dark concerning

their /wwem/ customs': so that nothing is yet

known of the form of their sepulchres, although

we have a decisive document to prove that the

Macedonian rite of burial' differed from the

ceremony in use among the Greeks. Plutarch

has once made an allusion to the tombs of the

Macedonian kings at ^g^, when he mentions

that the Gauls, whom Pyrrhus left to garrison

the city, had violated the regal sepulchres, and

stolen out the gold and silver they contained*.

All that we learn from this is, that a custom

which was common to all Eastern nations, that of

burying with a deceased person his most costly

ornaments, existed also among the Macedonians;

(1) See the Universal History {Macedonians) , vol. VHI. p. 381.

Land. 1747.

(2) The Reader may consult Guichurd's curious work " Dej
Funerailles," &c. a Lyon, 1581 ; and 7?/M»a/*s Dissertation concerning

" the Funeral Rites of all Nations," as published in London, 1683; but

he will find no information upon this subject. The voluminous collec-

tions of Gronovius and Gravius are equally barren of intelligence as to-

i\\e funeral customs of the Macedonians.

(3) K«i T« /sy NOI\mi TflN MAKEAONHN «««•«» Si- Mi^^*,

PausanifB Attica, c. 6. p. 15. ed. Kuhnii.

(4) Vid. Plutarch, iu Vit. Pyrr.
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but this practice was so general in remote ages, chap.

that owing to the laws against violating the v, ^ '

sanctity of a tomb*, and the universal regard

shewn to its preservation ^ many of the mon-

archs of antiquity, as a measure of policy,

made the tombs of their ancestors answer the

purpose of places for hoarding their wealth
'

;

perhaps corresponding with those deposits

alluded to in inscriptions under the denomination

of " THE MOST SACRED TREASUllY^" It is

(5) By the Salic law it wa-s enacted, that whoever violated a tomb

should be banished as a monster from the society of men ; and that

none should give him refuge, not even the members of his own family,

under the severest penalties.

(6) So great respect has ever been shewn to sepulchres, that th«

most zealous Christian princes have extended it even to those of the

Heathens. For besides the Emperor Constans, who of all monarch*

most abhorred Paganism, the Canons of the fourth Council of Toledo

(Concil. Tolet. 4. Canon. 45.), together with those of that of Meaux

(Canon. 72.), or Paris, make the violation of a grave a capital crime.

The Moslem Emperors, particularly Selim, after the conquest of

Egypt, returning to the Holy Land, and seeing the tomhs of Chr%$

tian princes m Jerusalem, \i ho, under Godfrey of Bouillon, recovered

that country from the Moslans, prohibited their violation.

(7) Hyrcanus, high-priest o^ Jerusalem, seeing the city besieged by

jSntiochus, took out of David's sepulchre three thousand talents.

(8) See Vol. III. of the Octavo Edition of these Travels, Chap. Vi.

p. 201. The opinion therefore entertained by the Turks of con-

cealed wealth among the ruins of Greece and Syria may possibly

have originated in the occasional discovery of treasures in the tombs.

Dr. //b//aMrf says, {Travels, p. l,'2Q, Lond.\^\h.) that he could not

convince even ^li Pasha of " the improbability that there should

be concealed treasures among the ruins :" pojsiblv the Pashn had

good
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remarkable that the monuments of Macedonian

power, of every description, should be so rare

as they are in this country. While the whole

of Greece, Egypt, and the most distant parts of

Asia, partook of the magnificence of Alexander,

there is hardly a trace of his existence re-

maining in his native country. It is yet more

singular that the coins of Philip and Alexander

are rarely to be found in Macedonia, although

they be common elsewhere.

Arrival at

TuxssA-
LONICA.

The rest of our journey from Tehdle was over

the plains of the Fardar. After a ride of two

hours, we arrived at Salonica;—the Thessa-

LONiCA of a former age, and more antiently

called Therma '. Before we entered the town,

we saw in the level plain upon our left hand,

close to the road, the largest and most perfect

good reason to believe in a contrary opinion. The immense treasure

found by the Russians in Tahtarian tombs has been alluded to by the

author, upon a former occasion. See " Tomb ofAlexander," p. 51.

Cambridge, 1805.

(1) Stephanus (de Urbib. p. 306. ed.Gronov. Amst. 1678.) says it

was antiently called Halia, %ti{ ^dxai IxuXtTro 'Akia. ; but from Strabo

we learn that its antient name was Therma : n 0ter<raXii»iKv lirriv -riXn;,

n *j«TSgav 0EPMH iKaXure, k. t. X. Vid. Excerpl, Strabon, Geog.

lib. vii. p. 480. ed. Oxon. It was so called from some hot baths in

its neighbourhood. Poeocke found some hot springs at four miles

distance from Salonica. See Desaipt. of the East, vol. II. Part II.

p. 149. Land. 1745.
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conical tumulus which perhaps exists in all chap.

Turkey. The circumference of its base mea- -^-

sures two hundred and seventy-seven paces;

and the distance from the base to the summit

from sixty-six to seventy yards. In the silence

of history concerning this tomb, it is permitted

to conjecture, that it may possibly cover the

remains of those Thessalonians who fell in the

battle fought here against Philip the Second; no

other instance having occurred likely to cause

a tumulus of such magnitude so near to the walls

of Salonica.
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Comment upon St. Paul

—

Want of communication with

the Bazars—Splendid Prospect of the Olympian Chain

of Mountains— Valedictory Retrospect of all Greece.

W E were conducted to the house of Mr. chap.
XI.

Charnaud, the English Consul ; of whose hospi- > -.— ^

tality and kind offices every traveller of late jf°^and"

years has given a grateful testimony'. We '^'"'^"^s''

shall begin our account of Salonica, bv addino^ -^"s'

our memorial to the rest : because, at a time

when the plague was so rife that his gates had

been closed against all intruders, and even his

provisions were daily received through one of

those turning machines that are used in con-

vents, he nevertheless threw open his doors for

us, and welcomed our coming, in a manner

which we can never forget. It was indeed a

luxury to us to spend two or three days in his

comfortable mansion, during the long journey

from Athens to Constantinople; this being almost

the only place of real rest in the whole route

:

and to the comfortable accommodation afforded

in his house, Mr. Charnaud was enabled to add

the advantages of polished society
; possessing

(0 See particularly an account of this gentleman in the "Remain*
of the late John Tweddell" as edited by his brother, the Rev. Robert

Tiieddell, p. 333. Land. 1R15.
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CHAP, himself the easy manners and the information
XI

. of a gentleman who has been liberally educated.

Having introduced us to his family, he also

invited to meet us, a French surgeon, and an-

other gentleman of the name of Abbott, who is

called the Father of the Levant Company, bro-

ther to a merchant whose house we had fre-

quented at Constantinople. Mr. Abbott desired that

we would use his house as our home while we
remained ; and he introduced us to the ladies of

Visit paid
iiis family. Here we found, as at Mr. Charnaucts.

to another •'

Merchant, somc affable and pleasing women, seated, after

the Eastern manner, upon the couches of a divan,

who entertained us by their vivacity, and great

curiosity to know all the objects of our journey.

To our surprise, they amused us with anecdotes

respecting our friends and acquaintance at Con-

stantinople; and seemed to be as well acquainted

with all that had taken place when we were last

in that city, as if they had actually mingled in

the society there. Having congratulated them

upon possessing such cheerfulness, in the midst

of a city which had been described to us as

the very centre of contagion, they laughed,

saying, they never troubled their heads with

any thoughts of the plague : if it came, they

Account of must take their chance : that it was confined
"g"^-

principally to the bazars, in the lower part of
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the town, and to the quarter inhabited by the chap.

Jews, with whom they had no intercourse. >

Unfortunately, this part of the city contained

almost the only antiquity worth seeing in the

place—the Propylcea of the antient Hippodrome,

or of the Forum ; and we had determined not to

leave Salonica without obtaining a sight of the

famous alto-relievos there preserved. This, it

was said, we might do, if we were only careful

not to suffer any person to touch us : and as our

excellent friend Mr. Chamaud, more concerned

than any other person in the consequences of

our going thither, was urgent that we should

see all the antiquities, we determined to venture.

We had escaped the contagion in Bethlehem,

where the plague raged with even greater fury

;

and had therefore reason to hope that the same

precautions we had there used might also be

the means of our safety here.

The walls of Salonica give a very remarkable Waiu of

- . the CitT.

appearance to the town, and cause it to be seen

from a great distance, being white-washed

;

and, what is still more extraordinary, they are

also painted. They extend in a semicircular

manner from the sea, inclosing the whole of the

buildings within a peribolus, whose circuit is five

or six miles ; but a great part of the space
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CHAP, within the walls is void. It is one of the few

. \'
, remaining cities that have preserved the form

of its antient fortifications ;—the mural turrets

yet standing, and the walls that support them

being entire. Their antiquity is perhaps un-

known ; for although they have been ascribed

to the Greek Emperors, it is very evident that

they were constructed in two distinct periods

of time ; the old Cyclopean masonry remaining

in the lower part of them, surmounted by an

upper structure of brick-work. The latter part

only may properly be referred to the time of

the Greek Emperors, being also characterized by

the method of building which then became very

general, of mixing broken columns, and frag-

ments of the early productions of Grecian archi-

tecture and sculpture, confusedly among the

work'. Like all the antient and modern cities

(0 The author has before proved, from Thucydides, that such

heterogeneous materials were used in constructing the walls of Athens

y

so long ago as the Peloponnesian War. See p. 123 of this f^olume, and

Note{\).

Mr. ^Falpole seems to have observed a separation between the antittit

and modern walls of Salonica. His situation of the Hippodrome may

not perhaps be found to agree with that which the author lias assigned

for it, in the sequel, between the Rotunda and the sea. '1 he beautiful

Inscription which he found ui»()n a marble Soros, and the account he

lias extracted from Cumeniates, of the destruction of many of those

monuments, will be considered, as it is by the author, a valuable

addition to this part of his work.
"In
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oi Greece, its wretched aspect within is forcibly chap.

contrasted with the beauty of the external . ^

In some parts, the distauce between the antient and modern walU

of the city is very small : the circuit therefore of Thessalonica, for-

merly, may not have been much greater than it is now ; about six

miles. A third of the town is occupied by the Jews ; and in their

quarter are seen five Corinthian columns supporting an entablature,

over wliich are majiy figures in alto-relievo. At the southeast end of

the town is the site of the Hippodrome. Some of the Christian

churches, as those of Santa Sophia and San' Demetrius, have been

converted into mosques : the number of Greek churches is now sixteen.

Besides the Jews, who amount to 20,000, there are 12,000 Turks,

10,000 Greeks, and some Bulgarians.

"Near the city walls, by the sea-shore, is a sarcophagus, now used

as a reservoir for water. This is one remaining out of the many
monuments of this kind, with which the city formerly abounded ; and

which were converted by the inhabitants of Thessalonica, in the tenth

century, to the following use.
—

* To defend the part of the city open

to the sea from the attack of the enemy, (says Cameniates, who wrote

an account of the destruction of this city,) sarcophagi were thrown

into the water; or, to use his own words, tombs cut out of one single

itone, in which the Greeks antiently deposited their dead ;
'£« ^«v«x<Va*

yiyXv/ifiivsi rvfijiei, I'v ois •nat.a.i tov; iavru-j vsn^ihi itZTXipia^ov 'EXXxt!;.

These were covered by the sea ; and placed at small distances, to

prevent the enemies' ships ajiproaching.'

" Perhaps the sarcophagus we saw was one brought to the sea-side

for the purjiose just mentioned ; or it may have been recovered from

the sea. On one side of it is a Greek Inscription, in hexameter

verse, cut in letters of a low age. The four following are tlie conclud-

ing lines, written with that simplicity so characteristic of the Greek

compusitiixis of this kind:

TETSKAETONAETA*0N*IAI02n02I2ETTP0n02ATTHI
OITATTnniETOni20ENOnn2EXOIAMn.\TE20Ar
STNOIAIHISTNnSAAOXniKEKAnSMENONATTfll
TEPME2IAnNBIOTOrAATTOI2TnONHMA2IMOIPnN.

" UEH
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CHAP, appearance, rising in a theatrical form, upon the

side of a hill surrounded with plantations of

Cyprus and other evergreen trees and shrubs.

The houses are generally built of unburned

bricks, and, for the most part, they are little

better than so many hovels. The citadel stands

in the higher part of the semicircular range from

the shore ; and there is a bastion, with a battery,

at either extremity of the arc towards the sea,

but no fosse on the outside of the walls'.

Cassander changed the name of this city from

Therma to Thessalonica, in honour of his wife,

the daughter of Philip Amyntasy and a sister of

HER AFFECTIONATE HUSBAND CONSTRUCTED THIS TOMB FOR HER AND

HIMSELF ; THAT HE MIGHT HAVE IT WHEREIN TO REST TOGETHER WITH

HIS WIFE ; LOOKING FORWARD TO THE TERM OF LIFE WOVEN FOR HIM

BY THE INDISSOLUBLE THREADS OF THE FATES."

TValpole^s MS. Journal.

We shall subjoin a copy of this beautiful Inscription, in the common

Greek characters

:

Oi T xvrS fAiroTTttrSiv ofrui S)(,oi ufttTrecvieSxt

2i(y (ptXifj %vyui u>^o^a) tciKXae-fiDioi xvrS

Ti^fA i<ri^uv fiiorcv oiXvTOK; vTrevtif^xc-t f<,oi^uy.

(l) Beaujmtr, to whom the author confesses that he has been

indebted for additions made to his own Notes, says of its fortifications,

" Dans r^tat actuel, elle est ouverte k la plus-foible escadre ; et tout

vaisseau arm^ en guerre peut y entrer, et de-la canonner la plac-2, qui

n'a pas, pour se defendre, quatres canons montes, et pas un canonnier

qui sache pointer." Felix Beaujour Comin. dela Grece, torn. I. p. S8.

ParUy 1800.
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Alexander the Great. For the truth of this, we chap.

have the high authority of Strabo^; therefore, . ^^1 .

however plausible the opinion of some anti-

quaries may be', who would maintain that the

change originated in a victory gained by Philip the

Second, few will be inclined to adopt their belief.

In consequence of the subjection of Macedon to

the Roman power, after the fatal battle of Pydna,

the country was divided into four districts, and

Thessalonica was made the capital of the second.

This city was the residence of Cicero, during a

part ofthe time that he remained in exile. Many
of the Emperors had divine honours rendered to

them in Thessalonica ; but Jupiter, as the father

of Hercules, was its patron-divinity. In the Antient

days of its prosperity, Thessalonica boasted of of the City.

an Amphitheatre for gladiators, and also a

Hippodrome for the solemnization of the public

games. The Emperors Valerian and Gallienus

raised it to the rank of a colonial city. In the

citadel, according to Beaujour*, there may still

be seen some pillars of the Verde-antico, or

Atracian marble; from the quarries of which,

(2) Kriirftx ifrii li.aetra,vd^ou' o; iv) rw ofifian rn; laurcu lyvtaixif

Aaoftafvi. Excerpt, ex Strabon. Geog. lib. vii. fine, p. 480. ed. Oxon.

(3) See Felix Beaujour Comm. de la Grice, tarn. I. p. 25. Note (2).

(4) Ibid. p. 28.
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CHAP, on the other side of the gulph, it was not

.
-'

. remotely situate. Those pillars are believed

to be the remains of a temple of Hercules \

There is also a triumphal arch, erected under

Marcus Aui'dius; and, as an Inscription sets

forth, in honour of Faustina, Commodus, and

Antoninus :

<l>AYSTElNHXEBASTHKAIAOYKinKOMOAnHnOAIZ

Below appears, in smaller characters,

TrrnANTONEINnSEBASTnETSEBEI

Citadel. The Turks call this castle Yedi-Koide, and the

Greeks Heptapyrgium ('ETrrccry^y;©!'), under

which name it is mentioned by Paul Lucas',

signifying the same in either language ; that is

to say, the '•' Seven ToiversJ" It is the old

Greek citadel, or Acropolis; but the towers are

said to have been built by the Venetians, To-

wards the icest, opposite to a small monastery

of Dervishes, is a tower called Namasia-Koule i

it has been thus denominated in consequence

of the colossal Torso of a female statue, said to

be that of the sister of Alexander the Great,

daughter of Philip Amyntas, and wife of Cas-

sander, from whom the city received its name.

(1) See Felix Beaujour Comm. de la Greer, torn. I. p. 29.

(2) Voyage de Turquie, liv. i. torn. I. p. 50. Atnst. 1744.

Torso.
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The remarkable tradition certainly entitles this chap.
XI.

Torso to some consideration. At the feet of -

the figure is represented the stern of a ship.

The day after our arrival, we visited the

other principal antiquities of the place ; but

there may be many concealed, which we did

not see. Beaujour mentions several fine struc-

tures of the Lower Empire ; and he says, that

Thessalonica ranks next to Athensy in the number

of works left by the antients*.

Our first visit was paid to that celebrated ^'"'py-

piece of architecture, which is represented, ^heHippo-

by a series of beautiful and very accurate

engravings, in the splendid work of Athenian

Stuart*. This building is called, by the Spanish

Jews who reside here, the Incantadas ; mean-

ing thereby, '' enckaiUed Jigures." Being situate

in the Jews' quarter, it marked at this time the

very focus of the plague contagion. In con-

sequence, however, of the alarm the disorder

had occasioned, this part of the town was almost

deserted ; and we had leisure to examine the

(3) See Felix Beaujour, ibid. p.3I.

(4) See StnarVs " Antiquities of Athens," vol. III. chap. 9. p. 53.

Ixmd. 1794.

VOL. VII, OG
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CHAP
XI.

' building, safe and unmolested. We found a
^"'"'* ' magnificent Corinthian colonnade, consisting of

five pillars supporting an entablature, and

having four void spaces between the columns

;

for entrance, as we supposed, into the Hippo-

drome, or the Forum. This structure, both as

to its design, and the subjects thereon repre-

sented, seems calculated for a magnificent

Propyl^um. The style of the workmanship,

upon the whole, betrays the decline of the

Arts ; but there are parts of the sculpture that

are very fine, as may be seen by reference to

Stuart's YdXwdihlQ publication*. Over the enta-

blature is an attic, adorned with figures in alto-

relievo. These figures, upon the side next to

the street, are as follow :

I. A representation of Victory.

II. A Female, called Helen by Stuart.

m. A Male Figure naked, perhaps that of Paris, in the

old Grecian cap, with a Bull's Head by his side

;

but called that of Telephus by Stuart.

IV. Ganymede carried by an Eagle.

Behind these figures, upon the obverse side of

the structure, are

:

(I) See Stuart's *' Antiquities of Athens," vol. III. Plates to Chap. 9.

No. 1 to 13.
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I. A Bacchante playing a Flute. CHAP,

II. Bacchus, with a Panther.

III. Ariadne.

IV. Leda, with the Swan.

Stuart had adopted a notion, that all these

figures related to some play of Euripides ; and

consequently explained them with reference to

his tragedies. In his plan, elevation, and sec-

tion of the Incaniadas, he has given part of an

Inscription which he observed upon the lower

part of the entablature, extending below the

whole length of the frieze *

:

NTETEN HMENONYnO
This escaped our notice ; but imperfect as it

is, some conjecture, as to the history of the

building, may perhaps be thereby suggested.

The figure of Leda is made obverse to that of

Ganymede; and the four obverse figures are

executed in sculpture very inferior to that of

the four front figures above the inscription. The

figure of Paris, in the old Grecian cap, with the

bull's head, is in a capital style of sculpture

;

but that of Ariadne behind, is very badly exe-

cuted. Behind the figure of Victory is the

Bacchante, who is playing the flute. The whole

(2) Ibid. See Plate II. of Chap. 9.

G O 2

XI.
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CHAP, of the sculpture is executed in the marble of
XI

I / - Mount Pentelicus: probably, therefore, it was

brought from Athens; for the columns are of

Cipolino marble. These double alto-relievos are

made to sustain the upper architrave of the

Caryatides, attic, after the manner of Caryatides : it consists

of three pieces, the joints being over the two

middle Caryatides. If this building were not

intended, as we have supposed, for a Propylceum

to the Hippodrome (which was consistent with

the taste and customs of antient Greece), it

may possibly have been part of a square in-

closure for an agora, or forum ; but even in

this case it must appear to have been one of

the entrances to the same. Beaujour thinks

it was erected in the time of Nero; and he

considers the alto-relievos as the finest pieces

of Grecian sculpture that have escaped the

ravages of time and of barbarians '. The figures

are as large as life. Many attempts have been

made, both on the part of the English and

French, to get them removed ; but the Turkish

Pasha, to whom applications were made for

this purpose, would not give his consent. The

diameter of the Corinthian columns equals

(l) Tableau du Comni. de la Greee, torn. I. p. 38. Paris, 1800.
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three feet six inches; but the soil has increased chap.
XI.

so considerably, that all the lower part of their i^» *

shafts is buried.

After seeing the Incantadas, we went to the Rotunda.

Rotunda ; an edifice built after the model of

the Pantheon at Rome. The great prevalence of

the worship of the Cabiri in Macedonia and

Thrace has induced some to believe that this

was a temple consecrated to their mysteries.

Beaujour maintains, that he can prove this fact

from the subjects represented upon the medals

of Thessalonica, and that the temple was built

under Trajan-. In the beautiful dome of this

edifice there is a circular aperture, as in that of

the Pantheon, The inside of the building is

covered with Mosaic, like the dome of St. Sophia

at Constantinople. In front of it, we saw a mag-

nificent marble Bema, or pulpit, ornamented in

basso-relievo. We saw, also at a fountain, part

of an Inscription; mentioning the name, either

of Cassander, or of some citizen of Cassaxdria,

upon the Isthmus of Paliens'' :

(2) Ibid. p. 36.

(3) " lu Pallenensi Isthmo quondam PoTinsA, nunc Cassandria

colonja." Plinio, Hist. Nat. lib. iv. cap. 10. torn. 1. p. 214. L. Bat.

1635. KA2ANAPEIA, (rixjf Ma*i5»w'a,-, ». t. X. Slephan.Wh. Ae

Urbib. &c. p. 457. L. Bat. 1688. Sed vide Holstenium. Not. et

Castigat. ia Steph. Byzant. p. 164. L. Bat. 1684.
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0YNA02KAIKAZANAP
AOYTOYAEYKIOYEAYTO
AnrnAEYKIOYKAGIlZA

and these numerals upon a tomb, without any

other legible characters

:

ETOYZ—RqS P

Situation

oftheii^';)
In the space between this Rotunda and the sea,

podrome. ^^g giuiatc the Hippodrome ; a magnificent area,

in form of an ellipse, surrounded by an immense

Coilon, whose major axis, from north to south,

equalled five hundred and twenty yards in

extent, and its minor axis one hundred and

sixty. To the west of it was the palace of

Diocletian, supported by arches ; the vestiges

are still visible. The mention of this Hippo-

drome may call to mind the massacre that once

inundated its area with human blood : it was

here that Theodosius, the Roman emperor, who

is extolled by antient writers as a sovereign

blessed with every virtue, principally wreaked

his vengeance on the inhabitants of Thessalonica,

for the death of one of his officers; having

caused six thousand innocent persons, with-

out distinction of age or sex, to be cruelly

butchered within the space of three hours ; for

which Ambrose afterwards prevailed upon him

to do public penance in the church.
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From the Rotunda we went to see the Church chap,

of St. Sophia. Mr. Charnaud accompanied us. •>.

This building is now a mosque, corresponding,
s/"J.'„''^^,^/

in all its proportions, with that which bears the

same name in Constantinople; but being of less

magnitude. It is, however, exceedingly well

worth seeing, owing to the columns of Ferde-

antico which it contains : they are mentioned by

Pococke\ There is also here another extra-

ordinary Bema, or Suggestum^ made also of the

Ferde-antico, with steps leading up to it; the

whole being of one entire mass of this beautiful

aggregate. They have a tradition, that when

St. Paw/ preached ^tThessalonica, he delivered his

discourse from this pulpit. Insignificant as

such a tradition may appear, it is nevertheless

noticed by almost every traveller who has writ-

ten an account of the place. Pococke mentions

it, but with some difference ; for he refers the

place of St. Paul's preaching to a subterraneous

church beneath the mosque of St. Demetrius. Mosque

This mosque we also visited : it was once the Demetrius.

metropolitan church. Its form is that of a cross.

Pococke calls it the most beautiful mosque in

the town: on each side is a double colonnade of

(1) See Pocockt's Descript. of the East, vol.11. Part II. p. 151.

L,nnd, 1745-
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CHAP, pillars of the Ferde-antico\ with /omc capitals

;

^
'

. and the whole of the interior was lined with

marble, great part of which now remains. It

is about seventy yards long, and forty wide.

There is also another mosque, called EskiDjumna

by the Turks, which was once a temple sacred

Temple to the Thermeau Venus. This we did not see.

^Thermean Bcaujour says of it', that the Greeks spoiled it,

Venus.
i^y endeavouring to make it cruciform. It was

a perfect parallelogram, seventy feet long, and

thirty-five feet wide ; supported on either side

by twelve columns of the Ionic order, of the

most elegant proportions. The six columns of

the Pronaos still remain, although concealed by

the wall of the mosque. *' If," observes the

same author', " the country belonged to a civi-

lized people, it were an easy matter to unmask

the Temple of the Thermean Venus from its Gothic

disguise : when, of all the chaste monuments

of antiquity, next to the Theseum at Athens,

this edifice would appear in the most perfect

(1) Pococie nays these pillars are of white marble. (See Description

of the East, vol. II. part II. p. 151. Lond. 1745.) It is very pos-

sible, that, under the circumstances of our seeing the buildings of

Salonica, an error of this kind may have escaped our observation
;

but Beaujour has the same remark :
" La nef du milieu est un beau

vaisseau, soutenu par deux rangs de colonnes de vert antique," &c.

Tableau du Comm. de la Grece, tom. I. p. 43. Paris, 1800.

(2) Ibid. p. 45.

(3) Ibid.
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state of preservation : now it can only be seen chap.

through its plaster covering:"— and he adds, .

that he " passed three years in Salonica without

suspecting any thing of its real nature."

The next day {December 30) Mr. Cripps Shooting

• 1 T»/r >^T 1 • Excursion.

accompanied Mr. Chamaud upon a shooting

excursion into the country, to provide game for

our journey ; the Consul being very partial to

this amusement, and glad to meet with a com-

panion as fond of it as himself. "We shall find

plenty of game," said he ;
" but you must pro-

mise to take away with you all the hares that we

may kill : for the people of this country hold a

dead hare in such detestation, that if I were to

dress one for your dinner, I must take the skin

off and roast it myself; and the consequence

would be, that none of my servants would

remain in the house where it was flayed, or

come into the room where it was eaten." This

very antient superstition was before alluded to

in this Work: it was connected with the worship

of Diana, among the Greeks. But we find that,

fifteen centuries before the Christian sera, the

Israelites were taught to consider the hare as

unclean ; so that even to touch it was an abomi-

nation. ** The hare, because he cheweth
THE CUD, BUT DIVIDETH NOT THE HOOF, HE
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CHAP. IS UNCLEAN UNTO YOU. • • • • WHOSOEVER
XI.

, „
i TOUCHETH THE CARCASE SHALL BE UNCLEAN .

The author employed nearly the whole of this

day in seeking for other antiquities. The only

objects that he observed in the city worth

notice, besides what has been already de-

scribed, were the two triumphal arches of

Triumphal AUGUSTUS and of CoNSTANTINE. Thc fil'St is
Arch of

AucjasTus. called The Gate of the Vardar : and although

less noticed than the other, it is a work far

superior, in point of taste. It was raised after

the battle of Philippi, in honour of Octavius and

Anthony. For its dimensions the author is in-

debted to the accurate work of Beaujour; not

being able to take more than a general view of

it, owing to the state of Salontca at this time,

although he went accompanied by the Tchohodar

and a Janissary. Its height is eighteen French

feet, the lower part of it being buried to the depth

of twenty-seven more. The span of the arch is

twelve feet. The vault within is sculptured,

and the entablature is adorned with chaplets.

When viewed externally, there are two bas-

reliefs, one on each side, representing the two

conquerors standing before a horse led by a

boy. The masonry of the arch consists of

square blocks of white marble, six feet thick

;

(l) Leviticus, xi. 6. 24.
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and upon one side there is an inscription, con-

taining the names of all the magistrates then in

office. The arch is on the western side of the

town. It originally terminated a street that

ran through the whole of the antient city from

east to tvest. At the eastern extremity is the

Arch of Constaxtine, before what was called Arch of

the Gate of Cassander ; so that this superb street tine.

was terminated at either extremity by a tri-

umphal arch. That of Constantine yet remains

entire, as to every thing but its marble cover-

ing; which has been in great measure removed.

Its original height was about sixty feet ; but

now, owing to the accumulation of the soil, it is

not much more than forty. The span of the

main arch is about thirty feet. Upon the south

side is a bas-relief, representing the triumph of

Constantine, who appears in the act of ad-

dressing his troops. Pococke believed this arch

to be of the age of the ylntordnes. The brick-

work about it is perhaps proof to the contrary

;

and of this the piers entirely consist. It was

certainly a most costly and magnificent monu-

ment, whatever opinion may prevail as to the

taste of the workmanship. There is no instance

known of a triumphal arch that was more richly

adorned with sculpture. It is quite marvellous

to consider the labour that must have been
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bestowed upon it, if we judge even from its

present state. It consisted originally of three

arches, built of brick, and cased with marble

;

and there were niches in the front between the

arches, which of course were filled with statues.

The piers all round were adorned with three

compartments of basso-relievos, one above an-

other, each relief being four feet two inches

deep, divided by others that were twelve inches

deep, covered with foliage and flowers. The

author went twice to visit it ; once upon this

occasion, and afterwards upon leaving Salontca.

It is situate in a very crowded part of the city,

which made his stay dangerous, and would

have rendered its examination at any time diffi-

cult ; but he was convinced, from the view of

it, that the work is not older than the time of

Constantine. The sculpture is evidently that of

a period when the arts were in their decline

;

and in some parts of it, inferior to what we
often see in our country churches. But as to

the objection, so particularly levelled against

Pococke, who admired the work, of a want of

perspective in the sculpture', this is altogether

nugatory; and with regard to the sweeping

assertion, that perspective was strictly attended

^(l) Tableau du Commerce, &c. torn. I. p. 35. Patis, 1800.
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to in the best ages of the art', it is almost chap.

superfluous to add, that the finest works of .

^^'
.

antiquity afford decisive proofs to the contrary'.

The other antiquities of Salonica consist of soro*.

marble Soroiy found in different parts of the

town, as cisterns, both in the courts of the

houses, and in the streets. There is no place

in Turkey where a greater number of false

medals are offered for sale. The genuine coins Medals.

of antiquity are, in general, too cheap, to admit

of the possibility of their fraudulent imitation,

for purposes of gain ; but in Salonica the Jews

have devised a wretched imitation of some of

the Grecian coins, by means of casts in silver.

Iq speaking of spurious coins, the traveller

should, however, be upon his guard against

considering as such, the large silver tetra-

drachms of Thasos and of HeracUa Syntica, sold

frequently by the Jews of this city ; which, with

every appearance of being factitious—a rough

surface and want of sharpness in the edges of

the letters, as if cast in a mould of sand, are

undoubtedly genuine. The quantity of such

(3) " Dans les temps ilu bon goCit les figures ^taient en perspec-

tive." Ibid.

(3) Witness the ullureliei'os of the Parthenon, and the sculpture

upon the Tower of the IVinds at Athens, &c. tec.
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CHAP, medals, and the carelessness of their fabrica-
XI

'

, tion, was owing to the low price of silver at

one period in Macedonia, in consequence of the

abundance of its precious metals. Its enemies,

in every period of history, seem to have en-

Minesof tcrtaincd a orreater dread of its mines than of
Macedonia' ^

the valour of its native troops. In the regu-

lations for a new order of government made

after the conquest of Macedonia by uEmilius,

the Romans allowed the inhabitants their free-

dom and the administration of their own laws,

paying only half the tribute that they usually

paid to their kings ; but they were prohibited

from working any mines of gold or of silver.

The principal wealth of Macedonia consisted in

its mines ; of which it had many, of all kinds of

metals, but particularly of gold. In Pieria,

according to Aristotle, under its antient kings,

large quantities of ^o/o^ were found in the sand,

in lumps of considerable magnitude'. The

country between Thessalonica and Stagira was

also famous for its mines; but by far the most

celebrated were those in the mountain PangceiLSy

which Philip added to his dominions. It was

(l) This fact is surely worthy of the attention of the minerological

traveller. The alluvium of Pieria has not changed its nature, ia

consequence of the lapse of time since the period to which Aristotle

has alluded.
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thence that the Thasians drew their enormous chap,

wealth. Philip derived annually from those .' j

mines a thousand talents of gold*. Having ex-

pelled the Thasians, and rebuilt the antient city

of Crenides, he called it, after his own name,

Philippi. Here he established regular assaying-

houses, with skilful refiners ; and made such

advantage of the possession of the Pangcean

gold, that he obtained the empire of all Greece
by means of the treasure he thence extracted.

Yet, in this enlightened age—if under such cir-

cumstances any age may be said to possess this

character—such is the blind policy, even of a

British Government, that mineralogy is made a

study of subordinate consideration ; and it is

regarded rather as a polite accomplishment,

than as a source of national power'.

Salonica is governed by a Pasha, who in his Popuiatio«

of Sa!e-

absence appoints a Musuiim. Its population, «««*

according to the latest estimate that has been

made, amounts to sixty thousand souls*. In

(2) Vid. DioJm: Sic. lib. Kvi,

(3) See the valedictory appeal to tbe nation upon this subject, by

the Bishop of Llanduff, in his last publication.

(4) Tableau du Comm. de la Grece, p.53. Parw,1800. We had re-

ceived from Mr. Charnaud a different statement of its population

;

maltinj it amuuat only to 53,000 ; in which numberwere supposed

to
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CHAP, this number are comprehended thirty thousand

.. ^'
. Turks, sixteen thousand Greeks, twelve thousand

Jews, and a mixed population of Gipsies and

Ethiopian slaves, amounting to two thousand.

It is situate in 40°. 41'. lo" of north latitude,

and 20°. 28" of east longitude, reckoned from

the meridian of Pam'. The whole population

of Macedonia amounts to seven hundred thou-

sand individuals, which allows three hundred

and seventy persons for every square league*;

and of all aud that of all Greece has been calculated as

equal to one million, nine hundred, and twenty

thousand. Thessaly contains three hundred

thousand ; JEtolia, Phocis, and Bceotia, two hun-

dred thousand ; and Attica only twenty thou-

sand. The inhabitants of the Morea amount to

three hundred thousand ; and those of Epirus to

four hundred thousand. The most fertile dis-

tricts of Greece are, Macedonia, Thessaly, and

the eastern parts of Phocis and Boeotia. The

agricultural productions of Attica, owing to the

lightness of its soil, are confined to barley and

to be included, 1 5000 Jews, and 8000 Greeks ; the rest bein^ Turks. But

as Beaujour has since published a very accurate work, containing^ a

detailed account of the population uf Salonica, and resided himself

upon the spot, we have not deemed it proper to differ from the account

he has ^iven.

(\) Ibid. p. 21. (2) Ibid. p. 22.
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olives. The Morea is susceptible of every chap.

species of culture ; and the mountainous region
"

of Epirus is of all others the most barren

^

The principal commerce of Salonica, for which Commerce... r. . .
of Salo-

its situation is so favourable, consists in ex- ii«ca.

porting the corn, cotton, ivool, tobacco, hees-ivaoc,

and silk, of all Macedonia^ This wealthy region.

(3) Ibid. p. 22.

(4) It also carries on a considerable trade in carpets, and in a coarse

kind of c/o</t used by the Grand Signior for clothing the Janissaries-

It is said also to export timber, from the forests at the foot of Mount

Olympus, ne&T Kafarinn. The Manuscript Journal ot Mr. ffalpole

contains the following statement on the subject of the Commerce of

Salonica.

" Mr. Oiainaud, the English Consul, furnished me with the fol-

lowing information

:

" The Beys of Salonica, ten in number, are the monopolists of the

corn. They sell annually such a quantity as brings into circulation

the sum of 1,500,000 piastres.—300,000 kiloes of corn are annually

exported from the plains of the Vardar, from Cassandra, and

Panomea, near Salonica. Each kilo may be valued, including the

bribe giren to the Beys to allow the exportation, at five piastres.

" 30,000 loads of cotton were annually sent from Salonica, by land,

into Germany. Each load consists of 100 okes. This quantity,

valued at one piastre and thirty paras the oke, including the duty at

the custom-house, gives the sum of 5,250,000 piastres. The cotton

comes from Serres (eighteen hours distant from Salonica) and the

neighbouring plains. A quantity was exported annually by sea,

valued at 3,000,000 piastres.

" The exportation of tobacco made to Alexandria, on the average

of different years, was 15,000 bales ; the quantity exported to Satalia

by Albanian and Bosniac supercargoes, who bring money to make

VOL. VII. H H their
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only the half of which, however, is cultivated,

has that crater-like form so often alluded to by

the author as characteristic of the limestone

formation ; one side of the bason being broken,

and open towards the sea. It extends therefore

from east to ivest, in the form of a horses shoe;

having the maritime termination of Mount

Pang^us, whereof the Isle of Thasos is a con-

tinuation towards the east, and that of Olympus

and OssA towards the ivest. The eastern extre-

mity of this vast semicircle is guarded by the

citadel of Cavallo, and its western termination by

Platamunos and the Pass of Tempe. Its northern

boundary is the Mountain Scomius, which is

itself a branch of Pang^us. The chief part,

therefore, of the exports of Salontca is produced

in the rich territory embraced by the arms of

this semicircle : and itsfocus may be found in

the land of Seres, fifteen leagues to the north of

Salontca ; a plain watered by the river Strymon,

which rises at the foot of Scomius, and falls into

the Sinus Strymonicus, or Bay oi jimphipolis, after

a course of twenty leagues. Almost all the

Cotton. cotton exported from Salonka grows in that

their purchases, was 3,000 bales : and the quantity exuorted every

year to different parts of Europe was 20,000 bales. The annual sum

in circulation for the first purchase, and other charges of this article,

amounted to 1,661,519 Turkish piastres." Jf^ulpole's MS. Jomtial.
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plain : its cultivation employs the inhabitants of chap.

three hundred villages there situate. Tobacco,

for which the soil of Macedonia is particularly

favourable, flourishes to the east and west of the

banks of the Fardar, particularly over all Botticea,

the district of antient Pella, where Itnigt, pro-

nounced Yenige, is now situate, between the

Lydias and Axius. But there are plantations of

tobacco over all the country to the north of

Salonica, and eastward as far as Cavallo; only

that of Yenige bears the highest price. It is

even preferred before the famous tobacco of

Latakia in Syria, in consequence of its balsamic

odour. The leaves of this kind of tobacco are

very small : almost all of it is reserved for the

use of the Grand Signior's seraglio: it is called

Yenige Kara-su, and it sells as high as five or six

piastres the oke^, whereas the price of other

good tobacco does not exceed seventy pards.

When it is mixed with the leaf of another kind

of tobacco, growing also in the neighbourhood,

and called Ptisi, it is said to exhale the fra-

grance of violets; and on this account it is highly

esteemed in the Turkish charems^. With regard

(1) AccordiDg to Beaujour, the oke of Salonica is equivalent to fifty

ounces, which makes the aversige price of this tobacco (reckoning

twelve ounces to the pound) rather less than two shillings p^r pound.

(2) Tableau du Coram, de la Grece, torn. I. p. 91. Puru, 1800.

H H 2
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CHAP, to the wool and silh, the best is brought to

Salonica from Thessaly; the former as an article

of exportation originating in no particular

district. In a country where agriculture is so

much neglected, a very considerable portion of

it must necessarily be employed in pasture.

The same may be said of other inconsiderable

exports ; as honey, wax, opium, &c. The imports

Imports of of Sttlomca are principally frora England: they

consist of cloih, muslin, tin, lead, iron, and hard-

ivare, watches, jewellery, glass, poj'celain, furs,

spices, sugar, and M^est-India coffee. This last

article is often sold in the Levant under the

name of Mocha coffee, particularly at Smyrna,

whence it has been sometimes shipped, and

brought back to England under that name.

Govern- Thc govemmeiit of Salonica is vested in the

hands of a Pasha of three tails ; excepting only

that part of it which relates to the administration

of civil justice ; and this rests with a magistrate

who is called a Mollah. Short as our abode

was in this place, we yet saw enough of the

society among the Franks, to regret that we
could not prolong our stay, even in spite of the

plagued In the evening, Mr. Charnaud and Mr.

(l) Above all, the pleasing society afforded by the families of

Mr. Oiarnaud aud Mr. Abbott, ought particularly to be mentioned.

Mr.

ment,
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Cripps returned from their shooting excursion, chap.
XI

bringing- with tliem a plentiful stock of game. ^ -^-'- j

The quantity around Salonica, judging only f^^lij^

from the description they gave ofthe day's sport, ^"^ ^"''"

must be great indeed. It consists 0^pheasants;

both red and grey partridges, the former being as

large as pullets ; hares, woodcocks, snipes, wild-

fowl, quails, &c. All the Frank inhabitants are,

consequently, sportsmen. The Albanian sports-

men practise the old method of shooting with a

stalking-horse ; that is to say, by carrying the

picture of a horse or of a cow, behind which

they conceal themselves, and thence take aim

at their unsuspecting prey through a hole in the

picture. Their method of killing quails is the

same as that practised by the native inhabitants

of the Crimea : they knock them down vdth

sticks as soon as they rise, and are very dex-

trous in so doing. All sorts of provisions are

Mr. Ftott, who has since visited Salonica, says of it, in one of his letters

to a friend setting out for Greece :
" Here you will see the best and

most pleasing of sights,'— an honest, open-hearted Englishman,

Mr. Charyiaud, who will shake you manfully by the hand, and give

you a hearty welcome. For the rest, Salonica is famous for Jews,

Jilth, and fecundity. Every family, especially every Consular family,

exhibits from six to ten children, mostly girls. Take eare that some

of them do not weaken your national prejudices for the antient Creek,

and insensibly inspire you with a far greater admiration for the

suavity of the modern."
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CHAP, cheap in the market of this city. A turkey costs
XI

only twenty-five paras ; a goose, twenty. Fowls

are so despised, that the poorest inhabitants will

hardly eat them. The bread is excellent. In

our Consul's house we had caimack ' and fresh

butter ; the latter badly made : but this is the

only place in all Turkey where we recollect

having seen fresh butter at the meals of its

inhabitants. The Franks keep good tables ; but

their large houses are better adapted to a long

Macedonian summer than to the short period of

their winter; being airy, in every sense of the

word, and very cold. Their only fuel is wood
;

and this is very scarce. During summer, how-

ever, the merchants retire to other houses in

Malaria, thc couutry. A terrible malaria prevails in that

season near the mouths of all the rivers, and

by the borders of lakes, and in all the plains

;

especially where there are cotton-grounds^. In

the summer months, the best plan for Englishmen

in the Levant is to fix their residence as

near as possible to the tops of the mountains

;

for their manner of diet and natural habits

render them so peculiarly susceptible of the

(1) Coagulated cream. It h like the c/outed cream o{ Devonshire.

(2) According to Mr. Hawkins, the malaria is at its height during

the months of /August and September : and owing to this circnnistauce,

he was prev^uted visiting the country between Salonica and Katufinf
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dangerous effects of bad air, that it has been ^^^'*'

said of them, '* they suck it up, as a sponge '-
t v '

absorbs water :" and this is so strictly true, that

of all the English who have visited Turkey,

hardly one has returned without bearing serious

testimony to the fact.

"We shall not quit the subject of Thessalonica Antient

. , .

"^ and
Without adding a few words upon the figure Modem

made by the Jews of this city in the history of

our religion : for as the Greek Church had the

blessing and honour to be taught by the Apostles

themselves, whatever may be the abject state

of superstition into which it has since fallen, it

were str9,nge indeed if the inhabitants of our

nation, indebted to Christianity for superior

advantages of civilization and science, did not

regard with some degree of interest the country

whence Greece itself received the "things which

belonged unto her peace." In some respects,

Thessalonica is the same now it was then : a set comment

of turbulent Jeivs constituted a very principal paui.

part of its population: and when St, Paul came

hither from Philippic where the Gospel was first

preached, to communicate the "glad tidings"

to the Thessalonians, the Jeius were in sufficient

number to " set all the city on an uproar'." In

(3) AcU xvii. 5.
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CHAP, the several jurisdictions afterwards established
XI.

' for the government of the Church, we find

Aristarchus constituted, by that apostle himself,

to preside at Thessalonica, and Epaphroditus at

Philippi. This latter place, as it was the scene

of his remarkable imprisonment \ is rendered

peculiarly illustrious ; but the whole of Mace-

donia, and, in particular, the route from Bercea

(now pronounced Ver'ia) to Thessalonica and

Philippi, being so remarkably distinguished

by his sufferings and adventures, becomes as a

portion of Holy Land. In the Second Epistle

which he sent from Athens to the busy commer-

cial inhabitants of this city, we may gather,

from his mode of arguing with them, something

of their Jemish propensities and covetous dis-

position : and viewing what Thessalonica now is,

it is impossible not to be struck with the force

of this appeal :
" We behaved not ourselves

disorderly among you; neither did we eat

ANY man's bread FOR NOUGHT; but wrought

(l) ** Loosing from Trons, we came with a straight course to Samo-

thracia, and the next Hay to Neapolis ; and from thence to Philippi,

which is the chief city of that part of Macedonia, and a colony."

^cts xvi. 1 1. The autlior obtaiue:], at Amphipolis, a bronze medal of

Philippi, which will be afterwards represented : it had this legend,

<i>iA!nnnN.
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with labour and travel, night and day, that we chap.

MIGHT NOT BE CHARGEABLE TO ANY OF YOU'." > . .y '

The major part of the Thesscdonians of the present

day, that is to say, the Jeivs, are precisely the

sort of men to be influenced by such a style ot

persuasion ; and there is not one of them whose

way of life does not afford a reasonable com-

ment upon this passage of St. Paul. It was in

the Jeivish synagogue, both in Thessalonica and at

Bercea, that the first promulgation of the Chris-

tian tenets was delivered to the inhabitants of

those cities ; therefore to visit the identical spot

where St. Paul preached (which has always

been an object of inquiry and curiosity among

the Christians of Salonka), instead of repairing

to the churches which were erected so long

afterwards, attention should be directed towards

the places of Jewish worship ; especially as the

rigid adherence of the /ew;.? to all their antient

customs, and to their old resorts for purposes

of spiritual and temporal occupation, has ever

been invariable ^

(2) Thess. iii. 7, 8.

(3) Dapper says, that the Jews of Salonica have thirty-six great

synagogues, without including in that nuinlier any of the smaller ones.

Voyage D^script. des Isles, &c. par Dripper, p. 347. Amst. 1703.
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CHAP. It was not in our power to prosecute any

^ \
'

- inquiry among the Jews of this place ; owing,

as we have already stated, to the infected

condition of that part ofthe city. We had already

encountered more risque than our worthy Con-

sul deemed prudent : and we found it difficult

to obtain, without extreme danger, the things

from the bazars that were wanted for our

journey. Our interpreter's clothes were quite

worn out: and in order to provide him with

apparel, it was absolutely necessary that some

cloth should be procured. For this purpose

we were at last compelled to rest satisfied with

a coarse kind of manufacture of white woollen,

worn by the Albanian shepherds, which was

fumigated, and passed through water. With

this mountain vest, as heavy and as thick as

felt, and one of those Pelasgic bonnets upon his

head, shaped like a scalp, which his ancestors

the Greeks have worn ever since they were

known as a people', he came prepared to

( See Ihe very autient bas-relief engraved for this volume, (facing

]>. 186,) as found near Orchomenus ; also the scalp-like cap worn by

AJercurr/j as represented upon the silver medals of ^wo5. Caps of this

form now constitute one of the principal branches ofGrecian commerce.

They are worn by all the inhabitants of the Levant, whether Moslems or

Christians, males or females. The Greeks wear this sort of cap simply

as a hat ; the Turks surround it with a turbau ; and the women adorn

it with a handkerchief, tassels, and fringe. (See Beaujour, Tabl. du

Comm-
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aceompany us upon the morrow, in a costume chap.

suited to the wild country we had yet to -

traverse.

The last moments of this day were employed ^pi»^"'J»'J

*' i J Prospect

in taking once more a view of the superb of the

.
Olt/mpian

scenery exhibited by the mountains Olympus chain of

and OssA. They appeared upon this occasion

in more than usual splendour ;—like one of

those imaginary alpine regions suggested by

viewing a boundary of clouds, when they ter-

minate the horizon in a still evening, and are

gathered into heaps, with many a towering

top shining in fleecy whiteness ^ The great

Olympian chain, and a range of lower eminences

to the north-west of Olympus, form a line which

is exactly opposite to Salonica; and even the

Comm. &c. torn. II. p. 117-) The portrait of Manuel Palcrologvs,

engraved as a Vignette to Chap. I. Vol, III. of these Travels, Octavo

Edit, represents him witli one of these caps, as they were then worn by

Greek Emperors.

(2) Persons who have never beheld a lofty chain of snow-clad moun-

tains, like the yllps and Pyrenees, may have a faithful conception of

their appearance, by attending to the resemblance exhibited by cloud*

under such circumstances. As a proof how very much the two are

like each other, it may be mentioned, that the author some years ago

viewing the Rfietiun /J/psirom the plains of Siiabia^ was so completely

deceived, havinu; mistaken them for a bank of clouds, that until he

drew nearer to the defile at Fuesen he could not be persuaded that the

white objects he saw towering in the horizon were mountains.
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^
xi^'

^^^^"^ between Olympus and Ossa, constituting

V
» the Defile ofTempe, is hence visible. Directing

the eye towards that chain, there is compre-

hended in one view the whole of Pieria and

Botticea ; and with the vivid impressions which

remained after leaving the country, memory

easily recalled into one mental picture the

whole of Greece ; because it is portioned out

by nature into parts of such magnitude, pos-

sessing, at the same time, so many striking

features, that after they have ceased to appear

before the sight, they remain present to the

mind. Every reader may not duly compre-

hend what is meant by this; but every traveller,

who has beheld the scenes to which allusion

is made, will readily admit its truth : he will

be aware, that whenever his thoughts were

directed towards that country, the whole of it

recurred to his imagination, as if he were actu-

ally indulged with a view of it. In such an

imaginary flight, he enters, for example, the

Defile of Tempe from Pieria ; and as the gorge

opens towards the south, he sees all the Laris-

scean Plain : this conducts him to the Plain of

Pharsalia, whence he ascends the mountains

south of Pharsalus ; then, crossing the bleak

and still more elevated region extending from

those mountains towards Lamia, he views
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Mount Pindus far before him, and, descending chap.
XI.

into the Plain of the Sperchius, passes the Straits .

of Thermopylae. Afterwards, ascending Mount

CEta, he beholds, opposite to him, the snowy

point of Lycorea, with all the rest of Parnassus,

and the towns and villages at its base ; the

whole Plain of Elatcsa lying at his feet, with the

course of the Cepldssus to the sea. Passing to

the summit of Parnassus, he looks down upon

all the other mountains, plains, islands, and

gulphs of Greece; but especially surveys the

broad bosoms of Cithisron, of Helicon, of Parnes,

and of Hymettus. Thence roaming into the

depths and over all the heights of Euhoea and

of Peloponnesus, he has their inmost recesses

again submitted to his contemplation. Next,

resting upon Hymettus, he examines, even in

the minutest detail, the whole of jittica, to the

Sunian Promontory; for he sees it all, and all

the shores of Argos, of Sicyon, of Corinth, of

Mesrara, of Eleusis, and of Athens. Thus, Vaiedk-

although not m all the freshness of its livmg trospectof

colours, yet in all its grandeur, doth Greece

actually present itself to the mind's eye ;—and

may the impression never be obliterated! In

the eve of bidding it farewell for ever, as the hope

of visiting this delightful country constituted the

earliest and the warmest wish of his youth, the
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CHAP, author found it to be some alleviation of the

. regret excited by a consciousness of never

returning, that he could thus summon to his

recollection the scenes over which he had

passed

:

'TMEI2 A' HnElPOI TE, KAI EIN "aAI XAIPETE NHSOI,

'TAATA T' nKEANOIO, KAI 'lEPA XETMATA HONTOT,

KAI nOTAMOI, KPHNAI TE, KAI OXPEA BHS2HENTA.'

(l) Dionysii Perieg. ver. 1181. p. 100. Oxon 1697

END OF THE SEVENTH VOLUME.

Printed by R. Watts,

Crown Court, Temple Bar,
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ADDITIONAL NOTES.

"age 19. line 17. " Probalinthus and CEnoa, cities oj

the Tetrapolis."]]—CEnoa has at length been recognised,

according to Major Leake, in the vestiges of an antient Demos,

in the valley above the Village of Marathoji, called InoL See

Researches in Greece, p. 420. Lond. 1814.

P. 71. at the bottom: " Sun-flower in the center:"]—The

dimensions of the Soros are as follow

:

Feet- Inches.

Length of the Operculum ------8.9
Width 4.11
Thickness -.--. 1 .4
Depth of the Soros --------3.3

P. 75. 1. 7. '' Returningfrom this Chapel"]— The parish

where this chapel is situate is that of Tabacides ; and it is

here that the Keff- kill is dug, for the manufacture of pipes.

Mr. Hawkins obtained specimens from the pits.

Same page, 1. 8. " IVe were struck hy the very artijicial

appearance"' ^c.^— This hill may perhaps be that of Isme-

Nius, sacred to Apollo. Vid. Pausan. Bceot. cap. 10. p. "30,

edit. Kuhnii.

P. 99. at the bottom : " He hade his wife be brisk, and get

a cake of bread ready, and bake it upon the hearth."]— The

VOL. VII. II manners
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manners of the Albanian peasants are nearly those of the first

ages. Thirty-seven centuries have elapsed since "Abraham,"

as it is written of him, {Genesisyi\\\. 6.) "hastened into the

TENT unto SARAH, AND SAID, MAKE READY QUICKLY

THREE MEASURES OF FINE MEAL, KNEAD IT, AND MAKE
CAKES UPON THE HEARTH."

F. 132. 1.5. ^^ Higher up the mountain, at the distance of

twenty stadia, ^c. was the fountain Hippocrene."^—
Stralo mentions, besides the " Hieron of the Muses," and the

" Hippocrene fountain,'' a natural cavern in Helicon, which

future travellers may discover, called the " Caveof the Nymphs

Libethrides." 'EvravSiX, W Io-ti to, n tZv M6v<rav h^av, Kct,} o

'iTT'^ovKpiivyi, xccl TO tSv A^^/2n6^'^cav vvfA<pZv cttrg^ov. Strab. Geog.

lib. ix. p. 595. ed. Oxon.

P. 136. 1. 16. " Highest mountain q/'Eubcea, bearing East

and by North."] — This mountain is now called Delphos.

P. 254. 1. 4 from bottom :
" The winefrom these vineyards is

excellent."}—Hence the original consecration of Parnassus

to the Sun, and to Bacchus:

" MoNS Phcebo, Bromioque sacer."

Lucano Pharsal. lib, v. ver. 73. p, 263. Lips. 1726.

P. 307. 1. 4. The Tumulus itself is the Polyandrium

mentioned ly Strabd."^ — &d^xvri? 3e reiis mx^ov?, il^yutravrt

KDivh UaXvd'.i^^iov. jEUaji. On the subject of the Polyan-

DRivM, see Gyraldus, " De vario Sepeiiendi Ritu," torn. I.

p. 748. (Not. 9) L.Bat. 1696.

P. 436. Note (2). " Funeral customs of the Macedonians..''"^—

The former, indeed, contains a valuable Dissertation o^ John

Baptista Crophius upon the " Antiquities of Macedonia;^

wherein there is a Chapter entitled " Morbi ac Funera

ReguM,"
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Regum, ' at the end of the First Book; but this is principally

taken up with an inquiry whether they burned or buried their

dead. {Vide Dissertationem J. B. Crophii de Antiq. Macedon.

lib.i. cap. 27. apud Gronov. Thesaur. Grcec. Antiq. vol. VI.

p. 2893. L. Bat. 1699.) Concerning the Sepulchre itself, its

form, and the manner of the interment, we have little informa-

tion. Of this dissertation by Crophius it must however be

remarked, that it is among the most curious articles in the

whole Thesaurus of Gronovius. In the fifteenth century,

Gyraldus of Ferrara published a dissertation, replete with

erudition, " Dc Sepulturd, et vario Sepeliendi Ritu;" which,

however, is rendered of tenfold value, by the learned Com-

mentary of John Faes, as edited by Jensius, in the complete

edition of the works of Gyraldus, torn. II. L. Bat. 1696. ^^ee

tom. I. p. 685. But this learned dissertation relating to the

Funeral Rites of the Greeks, Romans, Hetrurians, ^Egyptians,

and Jews, takes no notice of the sepulchres of the Macedo-

nians.

P. 457. 1. 4? from bottom : " The Israelites were taught to

consider the Hare as unclean.''^—CiESAR, speaking of the

Antient Britons, (sec. 10. lib. 4.) says, " Leporem et gallinam

et anserem, gustare, fas non putant : hcec tanlum alunt, animi

voluptatisque causa.''
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